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Preface
In a keynote lecture titled “Where Pen Meets Trowel, the Crossroads of
Discipline—Precipitating Causes and Latent Causal Conditions” presented at
the 2012 Pecos Conference at Pecos National Historical Park in 2012, historians
Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint observe that archaeologists tend to
look toward latent causal conditions in place over extended periods of time for
explanations of human behavior and historical events, while historians tend to
focus on the actions of individual people over relatively short units of time.
Historical archaeologists and social historians, they suggest, most often operate
in the middle ground, considering both forms of causality. This productive middle
ground is where we ﬁnd David Snow. A scholar immensely well-versed in the
history and archaeology of the Southwest, Dave has a ﬁnely honed talent for
linking the places, people, and events of written historical accounts and oral
histories with the archaeological record.
A review of the many titles in his bibliography gives a sense of the breadth
of Dave’s interests as well as the recurring themes in his research, but this is only
part of the story. Several contributors to this volume thank Dave for the interest
in archaeology he sparked and the encouragement and assistance he gave as
they began their archaeological pursuits. In my own reading, I have found Dave
acknowledged time and again for pointing out some critical piece of ethnographic
or archaeological information or providing an insightful translation of a Spanish
text. In some ways a very private person, Dave nevertheless clearly relishes
dialogue on many subjects and has a wicked sense of humor, as I discovered when
I found myself trading rather questionable Española jokes with him at a recent
Southwest Seminars lecture. Self-deprecating (he suggested that the title of this
volume allude to “ﬂailing at windmills”), Dave has nonetheless built a signiﬁcant
legacy in the form of his prodigious research and the scholars he has fostered
and assisted over the years. As he indicates in the autobiography he prepared for
this volume, retirement has allowed him more time and freedom to pursue topics
of particular interest, so we await his further contributions to our knowledge of
northern New Mexico, a region he clearly loves.
—Emily Brown
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DAVID H. SNOW

The Prologue is Past
(And It Has Been a Long Journey!)
DAVID H. SNOW
My past lies in ruins (the obverse of a familiar “coin”), and it remains to be seen where my future might be
found; but I remain, in my near-dotage, animated and captivated by pre-, proto-, and just plain old history.
For the present, to have been honored by the Archaeological Society of New Mexico with this collection of
professional papers by colleagues and friends, is a considerable and certainly unexpected honor, one that I
treasure and will carry wherever the future takes me. Gracias mil a todos!
Two small details from the (perhaps, proto-)
prologue remain ﬁxed in my memory, either one or
the other of which undoubtedly led me, willy-nilly
to a career in anthropology and archaeology: at a
fairly early age, my grandmother’s reading to me
at my bedtime, Longfellow’s lengthy epic poem,
Hiawatha (for what seemed like forever!), and I
recall vividly the occasional arrowhead with which
gypsies sometimes paid my grandfather for treating
their various minor afﬂictions. Grandpa was a
country doctor, graduated from the University of
Michigan’s medical school, and a favorite among
the seasonal Romany people, migrant laborers
who yearly passed through southern Michigan
following one harvest or another.
Fast forward from age seven (when my mother
and I left Michigan) to the Land of Enchanted
Archeology where, when I was a very young teen,
we landed late in the summer of 1950 to reside
on 15th Street in Albuquerque, my home for the
next nearly 20 years (I have here skipped past an
uneventful interval of some duration easterly of
the Pecos). Soon after our arrival, my childhood
fantasies from Hiawatha’s world that I carried
to this wild west, rapidly gave way to awe and
wonder, amazement and, very nearly incredulity,
upon encountering the ruins of Chaco Canyon,
Aztec, Cliff Palace, Betatakin, and many others
around the northern Southwest.
Adjacent to our home on 15th Street was the
former native jewelry factory run by Leonard Bell.

I spent many lunch hours on the curb eating peanut
butter sandwiches with a variety of Pueblo and
Navajo jewelry workers doing the same, and my
childhood images were quickly replaced by stories
of life and lives on the “Res” and nearby Pueblos.
My occasional impertinent inquiry often was met
(in jest, I certainly hoped) by a threatened scalping.
A very short buzz-cut at the barber’s quickly ensued
and foiled that threat, much to the amusement of
my new friends.
I recall a two-week trip into Canyon de Chelly,
camped at the foot of Spider Woman Rock (before
such behavior was a no-no) with my brother-in-law,
a buyer for the Gallup “Merc,” visiting not only
weavers and their families but also the many ruins
throughout the various canyons. From there to
Monument Valley where I had to attempt the climb
of one or another of those incredible monoliths, quite
convinced at ﬁrst sight that they were Hollywood
creations! I was hooked, absolutely, irrevocably on
the Southwest, its landscapes and people!
A quick note here on my middle initial, “H,”
about which I’m often asked, though I seldom
use it. My mother’s father, Emory Hannett, and
New Mexico’s seventh governor (1925-26), A. T.
Hannett, were ﬁrst cousins, the sons of orphaned
brothers from Canada, and migrants to upstate New
York in the mid-nineteenth century. A. T.’s rousing
tales of early Statehood politics, and of bringing
U.S. 66 through Tijeras Canyon to Albuquerque,
are related in his 1964 book, Sagebrush Lawyer.
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history. Dr. Buskirk encouraged me to seek a major
in anthropology at the University of New Mexico
where I started the 1956-1957 school year. After
(another!) disastrous academic false start, followed
by three years of Cold War military duty in a
tank in Germany (and yet another, in Louisiana,
confronting the Cuban missile crisis), somehow I
managed to complete my B.A. in 1964. Two UNM
summer ﬁeld sessions (1963, 1964) were spent as
teaching assistant under Florence Ellis at Sapawe
ruin, seasons that garnered lasting friendships with
John Speth, Ted Frisbie, and Linda Cordell (who
was a student “digger” at Sapawe in 1964).
Vaguely aware that anthropology had more
to offer than the ability to distinguish between
Kwahe’e and Taos Black-on-white (or why?),
I applied for graduate studies to a variety of
universities in search of ANTHROPOLOGY. To
my surprise I was actually accepted by several and
opted for a tuition scholarship from a place I’d never
even heard of: Brandeis University. I learned very,
very quickly, beginning in the fall of 1964 that,
indeed, the solid social anthropology curriculum
there had nothing to say about pots or kivas of any
size—or much of anything else I’d been subjected
to at UNM. Bob Manners and Helen Codere, in
particular, guided me patiently through the social
anthropological thicket with good humor and a
great deal of tolerance—while George Cowgill
tried unsuccessfully to excite my interest in the
mysteries of Teotihuacán! Belated thanks to all
those ﬁne anthropologists! Their continued efforts
stimulated my often faltering appreciation for the
esoteric nitty-gritty of social structure and the like.
A short month and a half in the summer
of 1965, in western British Honduras for
ethnographic research among the (former)
Yucatec Mayas provided the basis for the M.A.
thesis from Brandeis (Wage Labor and Choice
of Spouse in San Antonio, Cayo District, British
Honduras). Conferring with my village host in
San Antonio one day while he explained the ﬁne
points involved in clearing and laying out a milpa
from virgin jungle growth, it suddenly occurred
to me that the steep-sided, recently cleared, high
hill upon which we were standing was, in fact, an

For reasons too hazy to recount (much of the
seventh grade was spent off campus up to little or
no good), I was shortly shipped off in 1951, from
Albuquerque’s La Guacha (Washington Jr. High),
to St. Michael’s boarding school in Santa Fe, run
by the Christian Brothers, where I spent four years
being force-fed an education for which I remain
forever grateful to those good men. During that
period in Santa Fe, a less formal, but far more
signiﬁcant education was given me by the late E.
Boyd who, as a kind of surrogate mother, tutor,
and friend, immersed me in New Mexico’s Spanish
Colonial past—an education that has served me
far more signiﬁcantly than anything I can recall
from the good Brothers’ efforts. Former Curator
and founder of the Museum of Folk Art’s Spanish
Colonial Arts department, E. instilled in me an
inquisitiveness and fascination with New Mexico
(and Southwestern) history, both recent and not so,
that have guided me to the present. My career, then,
has been a continuous search for histories past.
I also would like to acknowledge here equally
important others who, along the way, encouraged
me in many ways to continue peering through
the glass, darkly. Family friends, archaeologists
Walt Taylor and John Goggin, for an unforgettable
session, very early on, atop a ruined Maya temple
at Mérida; John Cotter who hired me to look
into—literally—the American Revolution between
Lexington and Concord, and invited me to present
a paper at the ﬁrst meeting of the Society for
Historical Archaeology in 1967; and Jim Deetz,
whose absolutely hilarious (possibly exaggerated?)
tale of the contents of a pit in Plymouth Plantation’s
village green (“plaza” as we say around here) so
diverted my orals committee that they quite forgot
why we were gathered! All of them gone now, but I
owe each a huge debt of gratitude! Que descansen
todos en paz!
Ultimately, I returned from Santa Fe to ﬁnish
high school where I was fortunate to become a
member of the recently revived Archeology Club
at Albuquerque High School under the direction of
Dr. Winfred Buskirk and an intense interest in the
past of the Pueblo Southwest became inextricably
intertwined with New Mexico’s Spanish Colonial
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as-yet-undiscovered small pyramid with a ruined
temple on top! My attempt to salvage a potsherd
or three was quickly discouraged by Mr. Tzib, who
pointed out a lurking Fer de Lance among the rocks
anticipating a quick bite. The jungle, I quickly
concluded, is not my cup of atole and, fortunately,
I never had the opportunity to use the lighteningquick machete-moves required to fend off an attack
by the “jumping tommy goffs” (Fer de Lance, in
ophidic-speak). I shortly was longing for the sight
of a plate of old-fashioned Biscuit Wares! Upon
my return, I spent the remainder of that summer
under the direction of Chuck Lange surveying and
excavating in the ﬂood-pool of Cochiti Dam and
Reservoir for the Laboratory of Anthropology, and
my archaeological bent quickly escaped the bonds
of social structural esoterica!
With all but ﬁeldwork for the dissertation
under my hat, I returned to New Mexico in June
of 1969, having accepted a permanent job as
archaeologist at the “Lab,” to ﬁll the position left
vacant by Marge Lambert’s retirement, and to delve
into dissertation research. Assigned to write up the
Lab’s extensive excavations of LA 70 (Pueblo del
Encierro) and other Cochiti Reservoir reports, I
was continually sent into the ﬁeld, nevertheless, to
survey numerous well pads and pipelines, highway
salvage, and other projects (Saltbush Pueblo,
supervising data recovery from PNM’s 345 KV
San Juan to Ojo line, among others); and over the
next seven years it was impossible to carry out
my dissertation plans. During this period, as Lab
Archaeologist, I was able to gather together for the
Lab’s Salvage Archaeology program, a remarkable
crew of young archaeologists. We called ourselves
the Research Section (the basis of the present
Ofﬁce of Archaeological Studies), and initiated
the Laboratory of Anthropology Notes series of
reports. In the meantime, with a scientist at Los
Alamos National Laboratories, we formed a shortlived program (Southwest Archeological Materials
Analysis Center) sponsored jointly by the Museum
of New Mexico and the other “Lab,” to provide
preliminary XRF analyses for elemental contents
of a variety of archaeological and other cultural
materials (prehistoric ceramics, Colonial majolicas,

Figure 1. No. My contact lens. Bring that screen over
here. LA 4955, Bernalillo, ca. 1973.

Mesa Verde clay samples, and a Northwest Coast
“copper”); but the untimely accidental death of
my scientist partner called a halt to this promising
research. In 1983, I departed from the Museum and
organized my own CRM Company (Cross-Cultural
Research Systems), and was contracted by the Los
Alamos Scientiﬁc Laboratories as consultant to
replace Charlie Steen who was retiring from his
work there.
About this time, also, I re-entered a Ph.D.
program, this time at UNM, in hopes of picking up
where I had left off many years previously. I put in
two more years of course work to catch up, guided
by my faculty advisor, Linda Cordell (the irony of
our reversed positions was appreciated by both of
us!). Alas, ultimately it simply was not to be—just
too many other things on my plate, and academic
burn-out put an end to my college careers!
From 1987 until about 1995, I was employed
each summer for about a month’s period by the
Colorado College as archaeologist for summer-
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Aside from simply enjoying Mexico, its language,
people, and cultures, the aim was to visit sixteenth
and seventeenth century Colonial places recording
the spatial and temporal distribution of Mexican
majolicas, and to spend time in modern fábricas
de loza in Puebla observing and recording the
production of various modern majolica dishes and
the clays and their sources.
For something like 50 years my greatest
pleasure as a ﬁeld archaeologist was tramping
across northern New Mexico’s incredible landscape
tapestry seeking not just to locate another site,
but also to refresh my appreciation of the beauty
and diversity of a landscape graced with nature’s
incredible composition of ﬂora, fauna, geological,
and cultural phenomena that that give New Mexico
its sobriquet. It is truly a “Land of Enchantment.”
By the late 1990s, nevertheless, I decided digging
test-pits in strange places was getting (or I was)
old, and I took a half-time position as Assistant

school students and alumni from the College,
testing a pre-1680 Spanish Colonial estancia
complex in La Cienega downstream from Santa Fe
(LA 20,000). Also during that period I taught two
block courses at CC (Southwest Prehistory, and an
Introduction to Historical Archeology). As a result,
I realized that formal classroom teaching, like the
jungle, simply is not my cup of whatever. I much
prefer an informal discussion group, preferably with
a nearby source of stimulating liquid refreshment!
Off and on, during the late1980s and 1990s
between ﬁeld projects I was employed by an
organization to lead tour groups on circuits of
the Southwest’s major archaeological sites and
scenic places, as far south as Western Chihuahua’s
Cuarenta Casas complex, and Paquimé. Earlier,
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, in company
with a Mexican colleague and, on occasion, with
others, I spent a number of weeks doing research
in the Mexican states of Chihuahua and Puebla.

Figure 2. Who put that rattlesnake in there? Colorado College Alumnus, LA 20000, 1994.
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Figure 3. I do not have your trowel. LA 20,000, 1995.

Figure 4. A bit of underwater research. 1995, Rio Pueblo, New Mexico.
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Figure 5. Good question! But what the hell do I know?
Quarai, 2000.

Curator of History Collections at the Palace of
Governors, where I curated a major exhibit (Jewish
Pioneers of New Mexico). Still, I continued
peering over trowel and shovel blades, part time, in
downtown Santa Fe for a few more years in hopes
of identifying the conﬁguration of the original
1604-1605 villa. Alas! Not even a piece of the
“true cross” did I ﬁnd. Retired now for some 13
years or so, the leisure to dig around in my head
for all those things I never had time to research
and to write about has provided me a great deal of
pleasure and, I sincerely hope, will provide some
interest to those who, like me, are fascinated by the
search for histories of the past. Gracias a todos!

Figure 6. Which way to the sunset, pardner?
Danged horse keeps going in circles!
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Down the Mountain, Up the Mountain:
Peace and War on the Chichimeca Frontiers,
1590-1800
MICHAEL P. BLETZER

In February 1590, New Spain’s viceroy, Álvaro Manrique de Zúñiga, sat in conference with his newlyarrived successor, Luis de Velasco. Dismissed after four years in ofﬁce, Manrique now performed one of his
last ofﬁcial tasks, apprising Velasco of the state of affairs in the viceroyalty. This cannot have been easy, for
his tenure had been difﬁcult. Straight away, he had waded into a treacherous rivalry between New Spain’s
religious orders and diocesan clergy. Later, a row with the nominally subordinate audiencia of Nueva
Galicia had nearly erupted into armed conﬂict. On top of it all, in 1587 an English corsair for the ﬁrst time
had captured the incoming Manila galleon off Cabo San Lucas (Hanke 1977:266-283).
Amid this run of adversity, however,
Manrique would claim one shining success: the
end of a forty-year war against the Chichimecas,
the “wild” semi- to non-sedentary tribes
occupying the interior basin-and-range country
north of central Mexico (Figure 1). La guerra de
los Chichimecas—“the Chichimeca War”—had
been a brutal reality check for any Spaniard on
New Spain’s northern frontier still reveling in the
exploits of Hernán Cortés and company (Powell
1952). Writing just after 1600, for instance, the
much-traveled bishop of Guadalajara, Alonso de
la Mota y Escobar, estimated that “at the hands
[of the Chichimecas] have died ten times more
Spaniards in number than cost the entire conquest
of New Spain” (Mota y Escobar 1963:327). Even
if Mota’s is a blanket assessment, it conveys a
sense of the magnitude of Spanish losses in the
tierra de guerra, the Chichimeca “land of war.”
More detailed accounts in the records of “estates
of deceased persons” (bienes de difuntos) for
the years 1550-1590 list numerous individual
disasters with the tell-tale epitaph muerto por
los Chichimecas (Figure 2). Unnerved by stories
of past raids and ambushes and feeling utterly
exposed to the next Chichimeca attack, travelers
on the frontier highways and byways came to

view the tierra de guerra as a “land of the devil”
(tierra del demonio) (Enciso 1996:385, 2000).
The story of the Chichimeca War in many
ways is far removed from popular notions of
sweeping Spanish conquistas in the Americas.
Rather, as Philip Wayne Powell (1952) wrote
in the title line of his pioneering study of the
Chichimeca-Spanish encounter, this was “North
America’s ﬁrst frontier war.” As such, it had all
the characteristics of what today would be called
a guerrilla or “dirty” war: ambushes, hit-and-run
attacks, summary executions and mutilations,
slave raids, deportations—a veritable cycle of
violence accompanying the northward movement
of explorers, miners, ranchers, and missionaries
from the 1530s and 1540s onward. With the
opening of the Zacatecas mines in 1546/47,
Spanish penetration of the tierra adentro, the
“interior land” between the eastern and western
Sierra Madres, accelerated. By 1570, isolated
mining camps had reached the southern fringes
of the modern Mexican states of Chihuahua,
Coahuila, and Nuevo León. Throughout this
expansion and into the late 1580s, the entire
frontier zone from the most distant Spanish
outposts to within a few days’ journey of Mexico
City formed the theater of a war which was unlike
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Figure 1. Chichimeca frontiers and tierra de guerra ca. 1580-1620, with Spanish settlements and approximate
distribution of selected Chichimeca and other naciones (not all settlements and groups shown, darker shading
indicates higher elevations) (map based on Powell 1952, 1971, 1977; Gerhard 1993a, 1993b; and other sources).
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Figure 2. Chichimecas and Spaniards en tierra de guerra (details drawn
from mapa de la villa de San Miguel y su jurisdiccion ca. 1580).

be deﬁning characteristics of “the” Chichimeca
existence. In trying to make sense of what they
saw (or thought they saw) of the Chichimecas,
Spaniards often turned to Old World cultural
images and clichés, comparing Chichimeca
groups to (al)árabes, alárabes africanos, alárabes
salvajes (variations on the term “Arabs”),
beréberes (“Berbers”), vagabundos (“vagrants”),
gandules (“scroungers”), or else referring to
them as flecheros (literally “arrow-shooters,”
reﬂecting the Chichimecas’ famed skills with
bow and arrow) or simply as (yndios) salteadores
(“robbers”) (Carrillo 2000:I:226, 2003:72;

any other the Spaniards had yet experienced in the
Americas (Gerhard 1993a, 1993b; Powell 1952,
1971, 1977).
From the start of hostilities, the Spaniards
were bafﬂed by how badly they matched up
against the Chichimecas, whom they viewed as
little more than “naked barbarians.” To them, the
Chichimeca way of life constituted an elemental
cultural riddle (Carrillo 2000, 2003; Jackson 2013).
Ephemeral camps in secluded mountain spots, lack
of clothing, emphasis on hunting and gathering,
an overall “primitive” social organization and
material culture—all these were things held to
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[AGI], Contaduría, legajo 851; Carrillo 2000:II;
Griffen 1969; Powell 1952, 1977.
Spanish troubles in grasping group identities
and group structures directly impacted efforts
to curb Chichimeca attacks. In a 1576 letter to
King Philip, Juan Bautista de Orozco, oidor
(judge) at the audiencia of Nueva Galicia, noted
that to understand “this war” one would have to
“compose a long history.” Far from doing so,
Orozco took the vague shortcut of stating that “the
principal motive, as I understand it, is that [the
Chichimecas] are a very restless people, of bad
disposition, friends of war, and that in their [state
of] unbelief they were never subjugated” (Sempat
2008:430). Despite this, Orozco knew what he
was talking about. One of the key organizers
of military activities in the tierra de guerra, he
personally led troops against the Chichimecas.
Based on his experiences, he realized that
piecemeal approaches would not work, owing
to the size and terrain of the tierra de guerra.
“[E]stablishing frontiers with these Indians is like
putting doors in the countryside,” he declared.
Nor did Orozco believe that the Chichimecas
could be subdued by force of arms alone. He
proposed many non-military measures that would
become integral to the peace process of the late
1580s and 1590s, including the transfer of indios
amigos from central Mexico to settlements for
Chichimeca paciﬁcation at various points across
the tierra de guerra. Ending the Chichimeca War,
Orozco concluded, would be an achievement
compared to which the conquest “of all of New
Spain … was nothing” (Sempat 2008:432-437).
It took ten more years and the arrival of
Viceroy Manrique for Orozco’s observations to
become part of a rigorous peace policy. Ironically,
perhaps, from a distance of more than 400 years,
the key agents in the process were those who
had led the ﬁghting. On the Chichimeca side,
they included some of the most renowned war
leaders, men the Spaniards had tried to eliminate
for years. On the Spanish side, they were the
ﬁeld commanders who had conducted war a
fuego y a sangre (“by ﬁre and blood”) against
real or imagined “hostiles.” Many of those

Enciso 2000:268; Mota y Escobar 1963; Powell
1971:195-197). Spanish adoption of the Nahuatl
term Chīchīmēcah with its pre-Hispanic meaning
ranging from “uncivilized” to something like
“noble savages,” reduced this ambivalence mainly
to its negative connotation (Carrillo 2003:113;
Karttunen 1983:48-49). The Hispanicized form
“Chichimecas” (or “Chichimecos”) took on a life
of its own as a cultural qualiﬁer for “Chichimecalike” groups (from the Acaxees and Tepehuanes of
the Sierra Madre Occidental to Apaches in Nuevo
México) that had little or nothing to do with the
“real” Chichimecas the Spaniards were ﬁghting
in the decades prior to 1590 (e.g., Mota y Escobar
1963:360; Obregón 1997:264).
The use of such blanket designations also
illustrates the Spaniards’ problem of how to
identify discrete entities in the constantly shifting
tribal landscape of the tierra de guerra and beyond
(Cramaussel 2000; Griffen 1969). Although
Spanish sources name an array of naciones,
gentes (“groups of people”), parcialidades and
cuadrillas (“bands”), and rancherías (“camps”),
the extent to which those names may represent
actual tribes or bands is unknown. Based primarily
on language differences, the Spaniards identiﬁed
four large Chichimeca naciones—Zacatecos,
Guachichiles, Pames, and Guamares (Figure 1).
These over-arching linguistic groups included
many secondary naciones, parcialidades, and
cuadrillas whose structure and afﬁliation were
seldom recorded. Some groups were known by
names of leaders (labeled capitanes), such as
the Maxorros (or Mascorros), a parcialidad of
Guachichiles named after at least two leaders
called Maxorro/Mascorro, or the Macolias, another
Guachichil group led by two Macolias, father
and son. Others they identiﬁed by individuals
and “their people:” la gente de Bartolomillo, or
Minamea, Chiriniquinata, Quinaco ... con su
gente. Frequently, too, Spanish observers turned
what they deemed shared characteristics like
physical appearance or body decoration into
names like Negritos (“Dark Ones”), Rayados
(“Striped Ones”), or Borrados (“Smudgy Ones”)
(Alessio 1981:67-74; Archivo General de Indias
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when your lordship arrived, there was not, nor is
there now, an Indian at war or in rebellion in all
the [lands of the] Chichimecas from San Juan del
Río to Santa Bárbara.” As a result, “the land is
so quiet, peaceful, and secure that one can travel
from Mexico [City] to Santa Bárbara as safely
as if to Tacuba” (Hanke 1977:276). Even some
of Manrique’s most ardent critics acknowledged
(though without crediting his role) that the war
had ended. “The peace,” the oidores of the
audiencia of Nueva Galicia wrote the king in May
1590, “goes forward and is continued … [and]
the appropriate measures are being implemented,
[by] giving [the Chichimecas] gifts and seeking
to endear them to a quiet life, so that they live
congregated in their pueblos (en congregación)
in civic order (policía) and Christianity” (Enciso
1996:408).
“The peace,” however, had neither come
overnight, nor was it comprehensive. A few
ofﬁcials like the oidor Orozco had offered some
alternatives to purely military measures against
the Chichimecas, and a short-lived attempt at
“peace by persuasion” if not “peace by purchase”
had been made during the tenure of Viceroy
Gastón de Peralta (1566-1568). Yet for the better
part of the two decades from 1567/68 to 1587,
standard operating procedure had been military
patrols on the main roads, establishments of
forts in strategic locations, and, in response
to Chichimeca raids, entradas a castigar
(“punitive campaigns”) that were little more than
thinly disguised slave raids, often carried out
indiscriminately against any Chichimeca group
unlucky enough to cross the path of campaigning
soldiers (Powell 1952:109-111). Primary victims
of such campaigns were women and children,
unknown numbers of whom were “deposited”
(for money) in Spanish households and religious
installations all over New Spain. Men if captured
(and not killed outright) could expect exemplary
corporal punishment and/or “[to be thrown] into
the mines where very shortly they will die a bad
death” (Carrillo 2000:II:454).
All this occurred despite ofﬁcial prohibitions
against blanket enslavement, but as the Spanish

commanders became capitanes protectores,
charged with getting their old enemies “down
from the mountains,” feeding and clothing them,
protecting them from Spanish transgressions,
and settling them in villages where they should
be made into “civilized” Christian subjects of
the Spanish Crown. Yet for all the peace-making
stories emerging from contemporary records, this
did not happen everywhere. Tensions continued or
ﬂared up again in some places. A few Chichimeca
groups refused to submit, while others returned to
the mountains after tasting the new way of life. In
Spanish eyes, these were “rebels” and “apostates”
who had to be “brought to peace,” by military
means if necessary. Throughout the 1600s and
1700s, a reduced but still familiar cycle of hitand-run raiding, “punitive” campaigns, enduring
and failed paciﬁcations, created new “Chichimeca
frontiers” along the eastern periphery of the old
tierra de guerra, from Parras and Saltillo in the
north to the Río Verde area in the south. Though
at times dwarfed by risings elsewhere and the
appearance, in the mid-1600s, of the ﬁrst Apache
war parties, remnants of Guachichiles and Pames,
as well as groups like the Janambres (possibly
a Guachichil nación), Samúes, Pisones, and
others the Spaniards classiﬁed as Chichimecas,
persevered in parts of the Sierra Madre Oriental
into the eighteenth century (Figure 1) Chemin
Bässler 1984; Cruz 2003; Driver and Driver 1963;
Lastra 2014; Páez 2002; Solís de la Torre 2004).

The Strange Ways of Making Peace:
From Enemies to Capitanes Protectores
and Indios Amigos
Spanish observers in the early 1590s made much
of the calm that had descended suddenly, or so
it seemed, on the vast tierra de guerra of New
Spain’s northern frontier. Viceroy Manrique
naturally credited his approach for what he
claimed to be an all-out cessation of hostilities. “I
commenced to go another route,” he told Luis de
Velasco, “by removing the soldiers and enticing
the Indians with good means of peace … so that
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traversing the Mazapil region claimed to have seen
“more than six thousand flecheros” and when the
ﬁrst mines opened “more than a thousand natives”
were said to reside within one league of the new
camp. Violent encounters soon ensued. “Every
day,” lamented one observer, the Spaniards “clash
with the Indians and they kill one another” (Enciso
1996:115-116).
As part of a company of soldiers based at
Mazapil, Urdiñola went on campaigns across much
of eastern Guachichil territory. By the mid-1580s
he had become the company’s captain and engaged
in various mining and ranching enterprises.
Urdiñola’s campaigns against Guachichiles,
Chanalas (called a nación), Rayados, and other
groups mixed force and threats of force with
material incentives to secure the area between
Saltillo and Mazapil. According to an información
assembled to promote his “merits and services,”
Urdiñola on one foray against a Guachichil capitán
called Melchor captured mother, wife, children,
and “many people” of the Guachichil leader.
Reportedly he treated the captives so well that
Melchor agreed to come down from his mountain
hideout to settle peacefully at Mazapil. On another
occasion, Urdiñola sent a Guachichil slave of his
to “rebellious” Guachichiles “to call them to peace,
promising them good treatment at the hands of the
said capitán [Urdiñola], food and clothing; if not,
he would come to make war on them and hang
them” (Alessio 1981:67-82). When Mazapil got
its own capitán protector for the newly “paciﬁed”
Guachichiles, the post fell to Juan Morlete, another
veteran capitán of the Chichimeca War and friend
of Urdiñola’s. The latter had been appointed
lieutenant-governor and captain-general of Nueva
Vizcaya and now focused mainly on the Saltillo
area. There, he oversaw the settlement of indios
amigos from Central Mexico (Tlaxcala), brought
north to help “civilize” the local Guachichiles and
Rayados (Alessio 1981; Valdés and Dávila del
Bosque 1999:11-52).
Similar efforts also targeted other
Guachichiles, for example in the Charcas area some
200 km south of Mazapil (Figure 1). According to
the Franciscan chronicler Arlegui (1851:60), friars

Crown was notoriously tightﬁsted with funds for
the Chichimeca War its un- or underpaid soldiers
resorted to selling Chichimeca captives for
personal income. The capture and deportation of
Chichimecas climaxed during the early 1580s, but
so, not surprisingly, did Chichimeca attacks. Amid
the seemingly unrelenting violence, some military
planners and soldiers in the ﬁeld now came to doubt
the logic as well as morality of guerra a fuego
y a sangre, (“war by ﬁre and blood”). A central
ﬁgure in this gradual reorientation was capitán
Miguel Caldera, son of a Spanish father and
Guachichil mother, who played a major and welldocumented role in getting Viceroy Manrique’s
peace initiative off the ground (Powell 1977).
Period documents attest to Caldera’s ﬁghting
involvement on the Spanish side, but also show
that around 1587 he established ﬁrst peaceful
contacts with Guachichiles in the Tunal Grande
region near the later town of San Luis Potosí.
While his own Guachichil heritage doubtless
helped in gaining the trust of local Guachichil
leaders, his position as cultural intermediary was
also recognized by ofﬁcials all the way up to the
two successive viceroys Manrique and Velasco,
the latter of whom would call Caldera “the most
necessary man in all these realms for [the] making
of the Chichimeca Peace” (Powell 1977:101-146;
Zapata 2013).
As Viceroy Manrique’s “peace by purchase”
policy gained traction, at least a dozen other
Spanish capitanes became involved in the peacemaking process across the tierra de guerra. None
of these men is known to have had blood ties to
their Chichimeca opponents and most had been
hardened campaigners against the Chichimecas.
Perhaps the most ﬂourishing capitán turned peacemaker was the Basque Francisco de Urdiñola who
would rise from simple soldier to prime candidate
for leading the colonization of Nuevo México
to, ﬁnally, the governorship of the large frontier
province of Nueva Vizcaya (Alessio 1981).
Urdiñola’s formative soldiering covered much of
the tierra de guerra northwest of Zacatecas, but
by 1581 he was at the remote mining camp of
Mazapil (Figure 1). In the early 1560s, Spaniards
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rarely tally “hostile” casualties, but there can be
little doubt that cumulative losses wiped out many
a Chichimeca cuadrilla or ranchería—especially
if hit by one of the “punitive campaigns” in
which mostly women and children were seized.
The number of Chichimeca prisoners taken and
deported over the course of the war is unknown,
but judging by the intensity of Spanish campaigns
in the 1580s and the numbers of prisoners recorded
for some of those campaigns, it must have been in
the thousands, and few of the prisoners would have
ever returned. Little wonder, then, that someone
like the Guachichil capitán Melchor would chose
to submit after Francisco de Urdiñola captured
most of his gente (Carrillo 2000, 2003).
On the other end of the Chichimeca motive
spectrum were the incentives tied to the Spanish
“peace by purchase” policy. By holding out
prospects of food, clothing, and further material
support, the capitanes protectores offered to
provide the very items the Chichimecas had
previously had to acquire by raids. In addition,
Chichimeca leaders who agreed to submit could
expect preferential treatment and elevated social
standing in their dealings with the Spaniards (Powell
1977:175-258). Many were ofﬁcially recognized
as caciques and capitanes of the new Chichimeca
villages and became key intermediaries between
their communities and the Spaniards. Some turned
into ﬁrm proponents of the new status quo, keeping
in line potential dissidents and supporting the
Christianization of their people (Behar 1987:132133). A few Chichimeca leaders also developed
strong ties to certain capitánes protectores, as
at Mazapil between Juan Morlete and one of the
local Guachichil capitanes. This relationship went
so far as to bring a body of Guachichiles into the
force with which Morlete went to Nuevo México
to capture the Castaño de Sosa expedition (AGI,
Contaduría, legajo 851). Examples of this sort were
what Viceroy Manrique and his successor Velasco
had in mind with the “peace by purchase” policy.
The costs of the goods for the Chichimecas paled
in comparison to military expenses and material
losses during the war. More importantly for the long
run, all this promised to turn the “barbarous” and

of his order had founded a mission at Charcas
in the mid-1560s, but this had been “reduced to
ashes” by indios bárbaros. The discovery of silver
deposits in 1574 by soldiers under Juan de Oñate,
future colonizer of Nuevo México, had not been
enough to counter Guachichil resistance, and it
was not until Miguel Caldera appeared on the
scene that things began to quiet down. Following
Caldera’s death in 1597, his lieutenant Gabriel
Ortíz de Fuenmayor took over as justicia mayor
(chief justice) de los indios chichimecos settled
around Charcas and San Luis Potosí (Powell
1977; Zapata 2013). Like Urdiñola, Ortíz stressed
his own buenos servicios in bringing hostile
Chichimeca groups to peace, “with much trouble
and risk to his person.” Among other things, Ortíz
claimed to “have brought down to peace” the
Guachichil capitánes Juan Vaquero, Juan Tenzo,
and Mascorro. There is a description of Ortíz’s
initial contact (in 1588) with these Guachichiles,
after which he accompanied them to “talk peace”
at their rancherías in the Tunal Grande and Río
Verde region—“all tierra de Guerra … the said
capitán [Ortíz] going everywhere on foot with the
said Indians” (Urquiola 2004:1-46).
Despite such intriguing portrayals of peacemaking from an individual Spanish angle, the
self-promoting accounts of men like Urdiñola and
Ortíz give little or no direct consideration as to
why Chichimeca leaders would want peace. Based
on the wider context of the war, however, motives
emerge that by themselves or in combination must
have inﬂuenced leaders like Juan Vaquero or Juan
Tenzo. Presumably most compelling would have
been losses suffered against the Spaniards. Like
hunter-gatherers everywhere, the Chichimecas
usually lived in bands of perhaps a few dozen
persons, though now and then several bands
might form larger groups a few hundred strong.
War casualties thus had to be limited, or else
band survival was at risk. This did not escape the
Spaniards’ notice. While attacking a wagon train
in 1580, for instance, Juan Vaquero lost four of
his band, “on account of which there [was] much
grief in the company of the said capitán Juan
Vaquero” (Sempat 2008:445). Spanish reports
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east, on the Pame frontier, ladino Otomí (Ñähñu/
Ñuhmu) leaders fought Chichimecas in return for
titles of nobility, material privileges, and nearautonomous rule over their “province” (Wright
1988). A leading ﬁgure in the later stages of the
Chichimeca War was the Otomí cacique and
capitán general Diego de Tapia. His record of
military and commercial exploits gives up little
to the likes of Francisco de Urdiñola and Gabriel
Ortíz de Fuenmayor. Decades after Tapia’s death
around 1615, the Franciscan chronicler Alonso de
la Rea eulogized him as hombre de gran talento y
muy ladino (Escandón 1996:187).
Compared to the “original” indios ladinos,
the Chichimecas turned out to be shaky ladino
prospects. For Spaniards it came as a shock
that Chichimeca prisoners who had been sent to
forced labor, but had learnt Spanish, received
Spanish names, and been introduced to Catholic
doctrine—all key aspects of being ladino—might
escape to revert to a “barbarous” existence, but
this is what happened on a number of occasions.
Not only that, but some of the ﬁercest Chichimeca
war leaders were indios ladinos (Powell
1952:46-47, 109-110). Yet Viceroy Manrique’s
peace policy did not aim to make individuals
or small groups of captives into indios ladinos.
Instead, it presented a wholesale approach to
“ladinization:” Chichimecas coming down from
their mountain retreats would be “congregated”
in or near mission settlements in what was in
effect an extension of earlier such efforts along
the southern and western margins of the tierra
de guerra. From the early 1590s into the 1650s
and later, a string of missions sprang up between
Parras, Saltillo, and Monterrey in the north, and
Río Blanco, Matehuala, Jaumave, Río Verde, and
San Luis Potosí in the south (Figure 1). Especially
the missions and mission settlements between Río
Blanco, Jaumave, Río Verde, as well as some older
missions located further south in the Sierra Gorda
between San Luis de la Paz and Xalpan proved
unstable, with many being abandoned (often due
to native hostility) and re-founded several times
over (Cruz 2003; Gerhard 1993a, 1993b; Jackson
2013; Páez 2002).

“belligerent” Chichimecas into what the Spaniards
wanted them to be, indios ladinos and indios
amigos. As Bishop Mota y Escobar (1963:342)
wrote shortly after 1600, “[the] old ones who were
people of war are dying off, and those who are born
now are raised in [Christian] doctrine and gentle
and Christian manners.”

Ladino or Bárbaro: Individual Destinies
and Group Survival
What the Guachichiles and other Chichimeca
naciones lacked in their “natural state” was what
Nueva Galicia’s oidores pointed out in their
aforementioned letter to the king as the main
“civilizing” goals of the peace process: policía
(perhaps best translated as “civic order”) and
cristiandad. Few Spaniards were able to see
beyond such cultural “deﬁcits.” Instead, Spanish
accounts invariably rank the Chichimecas on the
extreme “barbarian” end of an essentially late
medieval Christian version of the old Greco-Roman
dichotomy of civilization and barbarism (Weber
2006). By contrast, contemporary observers placed
the newly Christianized, socially complex urban
societies of central and western Mexico on the
“civilized” end of this scale. An at least outward
acceptance of colonial rule, Spanish values, and
Christianity made the latter indios amigos and,
culturally, indios ladinos. The foremost indios
amigos and indios ladinos were the Tlaxcaltecas
who had been instrumental in Cortés’s defeat of the
Aztec empire. Many later Spanish campaigns also
included Tlaxcalteca contingents, and Tlaxcalteca
settlers would ﬁgure prominently in the Chichimeca
peace process (Martínez 2008).
Long before the Tlaxcaltecas were brought
into the tierra de guerra, however, Spanish
ofﬁcials and missionaries recognized the
“civilizing value” of indios ladinos generally.
By the 1550s, Augustinian friars used Tarascos
(Purépecha) to entice Guamares and other
Chichimecas into mission settlements on the
southwestern fringes of the tierra de guerra
(Carrillo 2003; Jackson 2013:170-176). To the
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Temporary successes in overcoming adversity such
as that enjoyed by the Chichimecas at Agua del
Venado might foster a sense of communal stability
(Zapata 2013), but in the end many congregaciones
were inherently fragile. This was particularly true
during outbreaks of introduced diseases to which
the Chichimecas were more vulnerable than
when they had lived in rancherías. If ladino life
became intolerable, there was little that could keep
discontented Chichimecas from retreating back
into the mountains (Cruz 2003; Olvera 2010; Páez
2002; Solís de la Torre 2004).
Although the “real” Chichimeca War petered
out in the early 1590s, groups that the Spaniards
continued to call Chichimecas remained either
“unreduced” or moved away from congregaciones
and areas of Spanish settlement into the Sierra Madre
Oriental and surrounding uplands. Missionaries
early on tried to penetrate such zones of refuge,
but met with little success. Spanish documents
mention fronteras de guerra such as around the
mission settlement of Jaumave, which in 1680 and
1681 was attacked by “rebels” and “apostates”
(Olvera 2010:58). As late as the mid-1780s, new
companies of soldiers were raised in the military
colonia of Nuevo Santander to ﬁght “Chichimecos”
on the eastern ﬂanks of the Sierra Madre Oriental
(Olvera 2010:159-161). Old patterns of conﬂict
persisted. Spanish miners and ranchers gradually
moved deeper and deeper into new tierras de
guerra. Slave raids reappeared on such a scale that
in 1672 the audiencia of Nueva Galicia ordered
“to place in liberty all the yndios chichimecas
who are in involuntary servitude under whatever
pretext, whether they were taken in peace or war”
(Olvera 2010:57-58; Valdés and Dávila del Bosque
1999:111). Amid the turmoil, the Guachichiles all
but disappear from the documentary record (e.g.,
Gerhard 1993b:359; Griffen 1969:77). Between
population decline, acculturation and merging
with other groups, and dispersal, the once “largest
Chichimeca nación” had disintegrated by the mid1700s (Zapata 2013:374). With few exceptions,
numerous smaller naciones and parcialidades
went the same way (Chemin Bässler 1984; Driver
and Driver 1963).

Overall, this approach gave the Chichimecas
two choices: to abandon their old ways of life
and become indios ladinos in mission and other
ﬁxed settlements, or to stay in the mountains and
be considered indios bárbaros, which in Spanish
eyes usually also meant indios de guerra. There is
evidence of population movements between areas
under and outside Spanish control throughout the
1600s and 1700s. Chichimecas “reduced” to ﬁxed
settlements found the conditions of “civilized” life
not always as advertised in peace negotiations (Páez
2002; Solís de la Torre 2004). Capitanes protectores
proﬁted from their position by using Chichimeca
laborers in mining and ranching operations,
frequently on land used by the Chichimecas
themselves. Both Francisco de Urdiñola and Gabriel
Ortíz de Fuenmayor amassed tracts of Guachichil
territory and appropriated scarce water sources. In
the arid Mazapil area during the early 1600s, only
one of four water holes (pozos) was left for the thirty
or so Guachichiles mentioned as living around the
local mining camps. The other three water holes
were for processing silver ores, a Spanish ofﬁcial
reported, but from the Guachichil pozo “drink
people and animals and in the dry season there is
much suffering.” At Agua del Venado, south of
Charcas, the much stronger community of 700 indios
de diferentes naciones Guachichiles, Negrillos y
Chanalaes [sic] faced a similar issue when capitán
protector Ortíz tapped into local water supplies,
establishing a hacienda, but with “the Indians
being resentful (quejosos), [the hacienda at present]
remains vacant” (Berthe et al. 2000:120-135).
These are only snippets of what Spanish records
time and again show to have been widespread and
persistent problems (Cruz 2003; Gerhard 1993a,
1993b; Olvera 2010; Páez 2002). Nor were such
challenges restricted to dealings by capitanes
protectores, or indeed by Spaniards generally,
missionaries included. Spanish relocation of indios
ladinos from the south, especially from Tlaxcala,
as part of the peace process sometimes led to
conﬂicts over lands and water rights (Zapata 2013).
Similarly, amalgamation of Chichimeca groups
with mutual traditional animosities could lead
to internal conﬂicts, factionalism, and violence.
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Ultimately, the Spanish “peace by purchase”
policy seems to have held but temporary attraction
for many Chichimecas. Almost 200 years after
Viceroy Manrique’s efforts, a Spanish ofﬁcial
complained that Chichimecas only came in during
times of need, thus forcing the Spaniards to hoard
supplies constantly if they wanted to “reduce”
the visitors. Basically, the Spaniards had become
an element in Chichimeca resource procurement

strategies. This could also work the other way
round. When harvests were bad or supplies used
up, Chichimecas living in mission settlements
might return to traditional hunting and gathering
practices. At least some Spaniards grasped the
concept, as for instance one missionary who during
a drought in 1798 sent out the natives of his mission
to gather plants and herbs for their sustenance
(Olvera 2010:110-112).
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JEFFREY L. BOYER

“Walled Cities Described to Us in the Bible”:
How Comanche Raiding and a Spanish Wall
Changed the Plan of Taos Pueblo
JEFFREY L. BOYER

Figure 1. The wall at Taos, ca. 1880–1890(?). “An Indian Pueblo,
Taos, New Mexico.” T. G. Lemmon, photographer. Call number
X-30112. Western History Photographic Collection, Denver Public
Library, Denver.

In my chapter in last year’s ASNM volume honoring John Hayden (Boyer 2015), I proposed that the square
form of the Taos Pueblo league represented both a Euro-Hispano concept of spatial correctness manifested in
the Spanish urban plaza and the need to impose that rectilinear correctness upon pueblo Indians. Establishing
a Spanish axis mundi in the form of the cross in front of Taos Pueblo’s mission church and using that point
to measure out one league (about 2.6 miles, Boyer 2015:54), the standard Spanish measure of distance,
in the four cardinal directions—also as determined by the Spanish—allowed the colonial government to
identify center points in four sides of a square tract of space surrounding the pueblo. Having been deﬁned
by the confraternity of Church and State, that rectilinear space known as a “league” positioned the Native
people as proper citizens of Spain: it provided them with their own “plaza” in which they were secured from
the wildness of the terra incognita surrounding them, even if the terra was not actually incognita to them.
Placing them within square space brought them
into both forgiveness and redemption and prepared
them to become, if not Spaniards, then at least
orderly inhabitants of the Spanish world.
This process, if accurately portrayed for
Taos Pueblo, also applied to the other pueblo and
genízaro league grants across New Mexico. Within
those square grants, Native peoples were brought

Spanish communities, required by law to
be constructed in rectangular plazas, were often
actually scattered along river drainages and
revealed, to the same confraternity of Church
and State, the fallen, sinful natures of the settlers.
Pueblo people, on the other hand, could be forgiven
the inconsistent plans of their urban areas since
they didn’t know better prior to European arrival.
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into order, safety, and freedom in the expanding
Spanish world. A different result of imposing
Spanish worldview on the Taos Pueblo community,
on the other hand, was not so universally
applicable. It was, I will contend here, construction
of a wall around the Taos Pueblo urban zone, or
more accurately, as we shall see, part of the urban
zone, probably in the late 1700s and probably in
response to Comanche raiding.

the other south (klaukwima: “south house”, Parsons
1936:17); the seven kivas, three near the northern
buildings, four near the southern buildings; the
ruins of the Spanish mission church; the “new”
church built after the mission was destroyed for the
last time in the 1847 Taos revolt; three log bridges
crossing the river; and, of course, the adobe wall
surrounding these features. Less familiar to many,
but as important to the Taos community, are the four
“ash piles”—what archaeologists call middens or
trash mounds—and the location of an abandoned
part of the pueblo now visible only as a low mound
of melted adobe immediately east of the northeast
corner of the wall. That mound is referred to as
“Red Mound” at the pueblo. These structures and
features are the basis of this chapter. We begin our
examination of Taos Pueblo features with historic
descriptions of the town.
Historians and anthropologists have long

Historic Descriptions of Taos Pueblo
A plan map of Taos Pueblo as we know it today
(Figure 2) shows a familiar suite of features, and a
few that may be less familiar. In the ﬁrst category
are the several single- and multiple-story adobe
roomblocks arranged in two groups, one north of the
river (klauuma: “north house”, Parsons 1936:17),

Figure 2. Plan map of Taos.
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1910:688). In Winship’s (1990:157, comments
added) translation2, Castañeda reports:

assumed that the ﬁrst description of Taos Pueblo
came from Capitán Hernando de Alvarado, of
Coronado’s 1540–1541 expedition. Alvarado was
sent by Coronado from Zuni (Cibola) to explore
the region towards Pecos Pueblo (Cicuye) and
beyond to where large “cattle” (i.e., bison) had
been reported, and return in 80 days. Apparently,
either in early September 1540 on his way from the
Tiguex province along the Rio Grande to Pecos or
in early November on his return trip from Pecos to
Tiguex, he took a side trip to visit a pueblo north
of Pecos he called “Yuraba”1. The Relacion del
Sucseso narrative of Coronado’s expedition, whose
author is unknown but was apparently a member of
Alvarado’s troop, states:

There was a large and powerful river, I
mean village, which was called Braba3, 20
leagues farther up the river4, which our men
called Valladolid. The river ﬂowed through
the middle of it. The natives crossed it by
wooden bridges, made of very long, large,
squared pines. At this village they saw the
largest and ﬁnest hot rooms or estufas [kivas]
that there were in the entire country, for they
had a dozen pillars5, each one of which was
twice as large around as one could reach and
twice as tall as a man. Hernando de Alvarado
visited this village when he discovered
Cicuye [Pecos Pueblo]. The country is very
high and very cold. The river is deep and
swift, without any ford.

This river [the Rio Grande] rises where these
settlements end at the north, on the slope of
the mountains there, where there is a large
village different from the others, called
Yuraba. It is settled in this fashion: It has 18
divisions; each one has a situation as if for
two ground plots, the houses are very close
together, and have ﬁve or six stories, three
of them with mud walls and two or three
with thin wooden walls [i.e., jacal], which
become smaller as they go up, and each one
has its little balcony [i.e., portál] outside
of the mud walls, one above the other, all
around, of wood. In this village, as it is in the
mountains, they do not raise cotton or breed
fowls; they wear skins of deer and cows
[i.e., bison] entirely. It is the most populous
village in all that country; we estimated there
were 15,000 souls in it (Winship 1990:195–
196, comments added2; see also Hammond
and Rey 1940:288-289).

Castañeda apparently assumes that Yuraba
and Valladolíd were the same community, a notion
that was picked up by Hodge (1910:688–691),
perhaps from Winship. Hawk (2009:92-93) makes
a compelling argument, however, that Alvarado
could not have visited Taos Pueblo within the
timeframe of his expedition to and from the plains
of New Mexico. Having researched and groundtruthed numerous trails into the Taos Valley from
the south (east of the Rio Grande gorge), Hawk
compares a projected timeline of Alvarado’s
movements from Zuni to Tiguex, to Pecos, to the
plains, and back to Pecos within dates provided
in the expedition documents. He concludes, “[T]
here appears to be no time for Alvarado to have
gone to Taos on his way from Tiguex to Pecos or
on his return. Again, knowing the route he had
to take, the difﬁcult terrain, and the time he had
available calls [the] long accepted conclusion
[that Alvarado went to Taos] into question”
(Hawk 2009:93, comments added).
Hawk’s calculations are supported by the fact
that although Alvarado’s side trip would likely
have taken him near or to Picurís Pueblo on his
way to Taos, the expedition narrative makes no
mention of another large, multi-storied community.

About twenty years after the Coronado
expedition, Pedro de Castañeda, who had been a
soldier in the expedition, wrote a narrative in which
he reported Capitán Francisco de Barrionuevo’s
1541 visit to a pueblo either named or described
as “braba” that the soldiers called “Valladolíd,”
perhaps “on account of some fancied resemblance
to the Spanish city of that name” (Hodge
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men divided into three squads [apparently
Vargas led the third], siege was laid to the
two large cuarteles with their ramparts and
adobe wall. They saw no one was there.
(Kessell and Hendricks 1992:449–450,
comments added).

Additionally, we must note that Alvarado’s
description of Yuraba does not include one of the
most obvious characteristics of Taos Pueblo: a
river runs through it. In fact, it is much more likely
that Alvarado’s side trip took him and his soldiers
to Picurís Pueblo, which is described in Colonial
period documents as a very large community with
a number of multi-storied roomblocks and a large
population (e.g., Adler and Dick 1999; Brown
1979; Kessell and Hendricks 1992; Schroeder
1974; Schroeder and Matson 1965). Not only is
there no river running through Picurís Pueblo,
which would explain its absence in the expedition
records, Picurís, unlike Taos, is actually in a
mountain valley. Since Alvarado contrasts Yuraba
with pueblos where cotton was grown and turkeys
were raised, it is apparent that Yuraba could not
have been one of the Tewa communities north of
La Bajada Mesa, nor one of the Keres communities
south the mesa. We are left, then, with Picurís
Pueblo as the most likely location of Yuraba.
Castañeda’s Valladolíd, on the other hand, does
ﬁt with a description of Taos Pueblo: a river ran
through it, the river was crossed by wooden bridges
constructed from large, hewn logs, and there were
several large kivas. He does not mention the multistoried buildings. Perhaps, since Castañeda was not
on Alvarado’s side trip, he was mistaken when he
asserted that Alvarado had visited Valladolíd, based
on an assumption of similarities in descriptions of
Taos and Picurís multiple, multi-storied buildings
and numerous kivas.
We have no other known descriptions of Taos
Pueblo before the Native revolt of 1680. In early
October 1692, during the ﬁrst thrust of the Spanish
reconquista of New Mexico, Don Diego de
Vargas (Zapata Luján Ponce de León) anticipated
trouble from the residents of Taos (see endnote 3).
Consequently, he states that upon reaching Taos,

The Taos had left their town and encamped
in a meadow area in the Rio Pueblo embudo
canyon upstream from the pueblo, and had to be
persuaded to return with the aid of the governor
of Picurís. A year later, Vargas heard that the folks
at Taos were not complying well with their newly
re-found faith and Spanish citizenship. Arriving
at Taos about daybreak on October 7, Vargas
again “entered the plaza and found it uninhabited,
as were all the houses of its cuarteles” (Kessell
et al. 1995:194). Once again, the Indians camped
in the Rio Pueblo canyon and had to be talked
into returning, again with the aid of the Picurís
governor. During that process, “a soldier came
at full gallop to tell me that the enemies of those
who had returned to the faith were trying to set
ﬁre to the pueblo and burn their grain [i.e., corn].
In that way they were seeking vengeance for the
damage and deaths they had suffered” (Kessell et
al. 1995:194, comments added). We will return to
this incident later.
In July of the following year, Vargas was once
again in Taos, anticipating problems there and
along the way, and looking for corn, meat, hides,
and other goods for his troops and settlers:
I went on to the pueblo with a squadron
of forty men. Entering the pueblo, I found
it abandoned, although all its houses and
houseblocks had recently had crosses put
up on them… To have them understand and
be assured of the pardon for their crime I
immediately ordered that no one should go
up to any of their houses and that two large
crosses should be erected in both plazas of the
two house blocks (Kessell et. al 1998:290).

I ordered the captain of the presidio to cordon
off and lay siege to a cuartel [roomblock]
with his company. The captain of the
reinforcements was to do the same with the
people of his company to the other cuartel of
this pueblo. Entering in that manner with the

Vargas placed scouts in the “tall houses of the
pueblo” (Kessell et al. 1998:295). Again, the Taos
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location, the topography encountered getting
there, the characteristic multi–storied buildings,
and the river running through the town. Indeed,
if we look at the descriptions of Taos Pueblo
from Castañeda’s Valladolíd to Bishop Tamerón,
we see a consistent set of characteristic features,
even though not all are mentioned in each
account. The town, which was the farthest north
of the pueblo communities, was located in a high,
cold valley at the base of a mountain, and the
valley was accessed through rough, mountainous
terrain. It consisted of two groups of multi–story
roomblocks separated by a river that was spanned
by bridges constructed of large, long, hewn logs.
Multiple large kivas were present.

had moved to their encampment in the canyon.
When they refused to return, Vargas sacked the
pueblo of all the corn his troops could carry and
left, heading north into what would become known
as the San Luís Valley in Colorado, crossing the
Rio Grande, and turning south (Kessell et al.
1998:296–299).
Following the reconquista, we have no other
known descriptions of the structures, features, or
characteristics of Taos Pueblo until Bishop (and
Doctor) Pedro Tamarón y Romeral visited the
Franciscan missions of New Mexico in 1760. In
his narrative, the good bishop mentions that in
order to get to Taos Pueblo, “we traveled through
pine forests and mountains until we descended
to the spacious arid beautiful valley they call
the valley of Taos” (Adams 1954:86), a ﬁtting
description of the route from Picurís where he had
visited immediately prior. Once in the Taos Valley,
Tamerón noted, “Three rivers of similar current
and water were crossed. The ﬁrst one in particular6
provides abundant ditches for irrigation. They are
about a league and a half from one another. And,
crossing the last one, we entered the pueblo of
Taos, where a Franciscan missionary parish priest
resides” (Adams 1954:86). He also observed that
Taos Pueblo was “at the foot of a very high sierra.”
We can also be sure that Tamerón visited Taos
because he goes on to state,

The Relación of Fray Francisco
Atanásio Dominguez
We turn now to the most detailed description of
Taos Pueblo, provided by Fray Francisco Atanásio
Dominguez as he saw it in 1776 during his
visitación of the Franciscan missions:
In relation to the church and convent, the
pueblo is to the east, and the aforesaid river
runs through the middle of it. There are
walls to cross it (they are of adobe), with
their openings underneath. On each side of
the river, there is a tenement, or sugarloaf, or
honeycomb, exactly like the ones described
at Picuris.
On the east a very high wall extends
from the end of one to the end of the other,
and there is a gate in this wall facing the
said direction. The gate is on the north side
of the said river, and on the corner of the
tenement facing east on this bank there is a
fortiﬁed tower.
Continuing on this same bank, below
the tenement and at the corner of it is
another fortiﬁed tower. Then there is a
wall that makes an inside corner, and then
a small block of houses which faces south,
and, making another inside corner below,

This pueblo is divided into three many–
storied tenements. It would have been better,
as I told them, if they had been kept together,
for one is on the other side of the river about
two hundred varas away. There is a wooden
bridge to cross the river. It freezes every
year, and they told me that when it is thus
covered with ice, the Indian women come
with their naked little ones, break the ice
with a stone, and bathe them in those waters,
dipping them in and out. And they say it is
for the purpose of making them tough and
strong (Adams 1954:86).
Thus, Tamerón provides us with a description
of Taos Pueblo that includes its geographical
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were likely located at or near the southwest corner
of the walled compound, and the casas de los
vecinos were probably located north of the river
along the western wall; they might have included
the small roomblock shown in Figure 3 inside the
wall opposite the words “settlers’ houses.” The
torreones—the fortiﬁed towers—were apparently
located at the corners of the wall, except at the
northwest corner of the mission church, and at the
eastern gate.
Examination of a plan map of the pueblo
shows that several structures are built along the
surrounding wall, and others are clearly oriented
to the wall. Also evident are the four ash piles are
outside the wall, as are three of the four kivas on the
pueblo’s south side, and we see that the easternmost
of the bridges across the river is immediately
adjacent to the inside of the wall. Since we have
no reason to believe that the wall has moved since
Dominguez saw it in 1776, I assume that these
relationships between structures and other features
also have not changed, although some structures
have undoubtedly been abandoned and removed
and others built in the intervening years.
So, is there a problem here? Well, if we
compare the pre–1800 descriptions from the
Coronado expedition, Vargas’ journals8, and Bishop
Tamerón’s relación, with that of Fray Dominguez
in 1776—we ﬁnd one major discrepancy: the
pueblo wall and its associated gates, torreones,
casas reales, and casas de los vecinos. Now, we
could suppose that the Coronado chroniclers
simply did not mention the wall at Taos, but
Castañeda did observe and record a “low stone
wall” at Pecos Pueblo (Winship 1996:148), the
only other pueblo town in New Mexico with a wall,
so it seems unlikely that the absence of a wall in the
expeditionary descriptions of Taos was a matter of
forgetting to write it down.
There is another factor to consider. A basic
principle of Puebloan life, at Taos and elsewhere, is
that of balance, and balance is most often expressed
by dualities. That is, if there is one of something,
at least something signiﬁcant, there need to be
another to balance it; if there are three, there need
to be four, and so on. That principle is evident at

turns its back to the corral of the convent
(which is beside it) and faces east. It runs
around a corner and turns again to the south,
ending about 12 varas before the cemetery
gate which faces east as I said in the proper
place. On this north bank the convent and the
church are joined to the aforesaid.
The tenement on the south side has its
fortiﬁed tower on the upper corner. Then the
wall continues without turning, and then a
small block of houses that end with the casas
reales, which are like all the rest. A wall runs
from the end of these casas reales, and,
crossing the river nearby, joins a small block
of casas de los vecinos [settlers’ houses]
which are back to back and consequently
some face east on the plaza and others west
away from the plaza, but the entrances are
from with the plaza for safety’s sake. There
is another fortiﬁed tower on the casas reales.
This settler’s block ends at the main
gate, which faces west, and as we stand
in it facing that direction, a small block of
settlers’ [sic] runs on our right to a corner
with a fortiﬁed tower facing the cemetery.
Around the corner, there are other small
houses almost to the foot of the church tower.
Inside, just beyond the main gate toward the
convent, there are other houses on the left
against the cemetery wall as far as the gate.
The corrals in which the cattle are kept are in
the plaza. There is a bridge made of beams
to cross from one bank to the other (Adams
and Chavez 1956:110–111).
Fray Dominguez also provides this impression
of the pueblo: “Its plan resembles that of those walled
cities with bastions and towers that are described to
us in the Bible” (Adams and Chavez 1956:110).7
Figure 3 is a projected map of Taos Pueblo
as it might have appeared to Fray Dominguez,
using the locations and shapes of its roomblocks
as they appear today. It is difﬁcult to identify
from Dominguez’ description where the casas
reales and the casas de los vecinos—the settlers’
houses—were located. However, the casas reales
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Figure 3. Projected plan map of Taos as seen by Fray Dominguez, 1776.

Taos in the form of several features; actually it is
undoubtedly evident in many features, but there
are several that are obvious in a plan map of Taos
(Figure 2).

there is a third bridge near the western side of
the town. Importantly, though, the two in the
eastern half of the town have Tiwa names—
namklapauna, “earth wood bridge,” and
namtsunklapauna, “earth soft wood bridge”—
while the third, western bridge is considered to
be “American” in origin and has no Tiwa name
(Parsons 1936:17).
3. “Behind” the two sides of the town are the four
ash piles, two on the south side and two on the
north. It is important to observe that, although
they are outside the Pueblo wall, they are
located near the largest and tallest roomblocks.

1. The town is comprised of two sides, on either
side of the river, which are identiﬁed as “north
house” and “south house.” These names are
most strongly associated with the two largest
roomblocks, which are also the roomblocks
with the most levels or stories. The two sides
also correspond to Taos origin traditions and
to aspects of Taos Valley archaeology (Boyer
2008).
2. There are two bridges crossing the river,
bringing connection to the two sides of the
town. Those bridges are located near the
two largest, tallest roomblocks. Additionally,

However, there are three obvious problems
with the dualities of features at Taos Pueblo; two of
them involve the kivas. First, there are three north–
side kivas, but four on the south side. There should
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Based on Fray Dominguez’ report, I
believe that the wall surrounding Taos Pueblo
was constructed in 1770, not long before Fray
Dominguez visited Taos. It was during this period
that the Pueblo Indian and Spanish residents of
northern New Mexico were constantly harassed
and worse by raiding bands of Comanches,
Apaches, Navajos, and Utes, with Comanches
being the primary participants. Indeed, Dominguez
states succinctly, “Whether they are at peace or at
war, the Comanches always carry off all they want,
by purchase in peace and by theft in war” (Adams
and Chavez 1956:112). Importantly, Tamerón’s
1760 description of Taos quoted earlier does not
mention a surrounding wall, indicating that it was
not built at that time, even though Tamerón was
quite clear about the threats of Comanche raiding.9
We know from Dominguez’ report that by the
time he visited Taos, all Spanish settlers in the Taos
Valley were living at the Pueblo because of the
threat of Comanche raiding:

be a fourth north–side kiva to maintain balance.
Second, three of the south–side kivas are outside
the wall, leaving only one, the Feather People kiva,
inside the walled compound, while all three northside kivas are inside the wall.
The other problem has to do with Red Mound,
the abandoned, ancestral part of the pueblo located
on the north side of the river just outside the
northeast corner of the wall. To maintain balance,
there should be a roomblock or set of roomblocks
on the south side of the river opposite Red Mound
and also outside the wall. The age and fate of Red
Mound are not clear. As we observed earlier, in his
1692 account of his visit to Taos seeking to return
the community to the fold of Church and State,
Vargas reported that while he negotiated with
Pueblo leaders and residents, some Taos who were
unwilling to take up the faith again and were also
angry with those who were willing set ﬁre to the
pueblo in an attempt to burn it and the corn stores
(see Snead [2016] for a discussion of archaeological
circumstances in which pueblo buildings and,
especially, foodstuffs were intentionally destroyed
by burning, and Adler [2010] and Adler et al. [2006]
for descriptions and discussions of burning at Pot
Creek Pueblo near Taos). Importantly, there is a
tradition at Taos, which I have heard from several
people, that it was, in fact, Vargas who burned the
town. One person told me that Vargas burned the
town after he sacked it for corn and other foodstuffs;
that ties the burning to Vargas’ 1694 visit to Taos
but Vargas does not mention any disturbance to the
buildings during that event, only that his men, at his
orders, took all the corn they could shell and carry
away. Although I have not been able to conﬁrm,
from acquaintances at Taos, that burning—whether
by Vargas or by recalcitrant Indians—resulted in
“abandonment” of the portion of the village known
as Red Mound, that is at least possible. In any case,
we do not know whether corresponding habitation
areas and structures were present on the south side
of the river opposite Red Mound, but they should
have been; one acquaintance at Taos told me, when
I asked speciﬁcally about that, that “the elders”
have said that there is “something special” there;
what it is he could not or would not reveal.

While speaking of the pueblo I cited the
explanation, or reason, why they [the
Spanish settlers] live there [at Taos Pueblo],
and it is as follows. Formerly these settlers
had a small plaza near the west side of the
pueblo on the river [Rio Pueblo] and near
the said swamp. This, built with the consent
of the Indians, came to be a sort of hospice
for the settlers when they visited Taos, and
they stayed there as long as they liked as
owners of the houses. Among these houses,
one end of the plaza served for the casas
reales, and the natives of the pueblo bought
it from a citizen for this purpose. Here the
alcalde mayor lived with the settlers, for
they lived there most of the year.
Later, when the Comanche raids
became more troublesome, because this
plaza was about two musket shots away
from the pueblo10 and therefore cut off for
purposes of mutual defense of pueblo and
plaza, the settlers abandoned it and moved
to the pueblo with the consent of the Indians
in the year [17]70 when Father Claramonte
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Pueblo represents a defensive action on the part
of the valley’s Spanish settlers. Without a plaza
in which to congregate when Comanche raiding
became a constant and deadly threat—apparently
the small one two musket shots from the pueblo
was insufﬁciently strong—the settlers moved to
the valley’s only existing, aggregated town: Taos
Pueblo. In this regard, it is important to recall
Dominguez’ impression of the Pueblo: “Its plan
resembles that of those walled cities with bastions
and towers that are described to us in the Bible.”
The Spanish settlers turned Taos Pueblo into a
European citadel, a community with high walls,
towers, and gates. Interestingly, Merton Miller
(1898), reporting on his ethnographic work at Taos
and describing the pueblo wall, states that, “one
may still see the loopholes which were left to shoot
through at the enemy outside.” No other pueblo in
New Mexico has been or can be described in this way.

was missionary. When the Lord Governor
don Pedro Mendinueta was informed of this
move, the aforesaid plaza was torn down
with his consent and that of the Indians,
and all that have been described was built
in the pueblo, the aforesaid father being the
one who went with the citizens, planning
their dwellings for the greater protection
of all, along with the church and convent.
But although this is so, it does not mean
that they will always live here, but only until
the plaza which is being built in the cañada
where their farms are is ﬁnished11. This
is being erected by order of the aforesaid
governor…so that when they live together in
this way, even though they are at a distance
from the pueblo, they may be able to resist
the attack the enemy may make (Adams and
Chavez 1956:112-113, comments added).
Those settlers were the residents of the casas
de los vecinos and the casas reales that Dominguez
described at the pueblo. I am contending here that
those settlers, along with Fray Claramonte, also
instigated construction of the wall surrounding the
pueblo, with its torreones and gates. The wall is
and remains very linear in conﬁguration, running
in straight lines from corner to corner. It was a tall
wall, perhaps as high as eight feet (Miller 1898),
and had ﬁve towers. It encompassed the mission
church, but, importantly, it left out three of the four
kivas on the Pueblo’s south side, suggesting that
its builders assigned considerable signiﬁcance to
the mission but not to the kivas. It encompassed all
occupied roomblocks, but left out Red Mound and
a corresponding roomblock or set of roomblocks
south of the river, if such had been present, probably
because those parts of the pueblo were in ruins and
not inhabited—although they would have been and
still are considered integral parts of the town by the
Native residents. Finally, it left out the ash piles,
suggesting that the builders did not recognize the
signiﬁcance of those features.
Unlike the establishment of square, plazacentered towns for the Spanish settlers (Boyer
2015), construction of the wall around Taos

Taos Pueblo in Native Plan View
There are several roomblocks at Taos Pueblo that
were built along or oriented to the pueblo wall.
If we remove from the plan map the pueblo wall
(Figure 4) and those roomblocks build along or
oriented to the wall (Figure 5), we are left with a
view of the pueblo that more closely approximates
the Native organization of the Taos community.
We see the two sets of existing roomblocks and the
locations of Red Mound and where an additional
southern roomblock(s) should be. We see the kivas,
the two bridges, and the four ash piles. We see that
the kivas would be bounded on the east and west
by the existing and now–abandoned roomblocks,
and that there should be a fourth kiva on the north
side. It is interesting that when Florence Ellis
and Jerry Brody were allowed to dig a single
excavation unit in Red Mound in 1964 (Ellis 1974;
Ellis and Brody 1964), they picked a location they
thought represented an abandoned kiva, although
subsequent researchers have questioned that
impression. It is also interesting, and relevant, that
one of the four south–side kivas, probably once
owned by the no longer existent Red Eyes kiva
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Figure 4. Plan map of Taos without the wall.

Afterward

group (Parsons 1936), is described as “abandoned.”
Referring to it as abandoned even though it is
still maintained removes it from consideration
when examining the balanced duality of pueblo
features, leaving three south–side kivas to balance
the three north–side kivas and placing the Red
Eyes kiva (and south–side roomblocks if present)
in balance with the “abandoned” Red Mound.
Finally, we see very clearly that the Taos
allowed the mission of San Geronimo to be built
and rebuilt outside the pueblo, “behind” the northern
roomblocks and away from the open plaza area that
would have been the community center, reﬂecting
the continual resistence of Taos to the Church’s
missionary efforts. This Taos Pueblo is a map of
Puebloan worldview—of orderly stability from a
Puebloan perspective—and a microcosm map of the
history of Puebloan occupation of the Taos Valley.

The historical argument I make in this paper
points toward consideration of Taos Pueblo and
its wall in larger contexts of contested identities
and townscapes (e.g., Bruce and Creighton 2006;
Creighton 2007) and of “defacing” places and
icons (e.g. Trujillo 2008). Creighton (2007:341,
parentheses in original) states,
…while, historically, city walls might
be thought of as unambiguous markers of the
urban limits, deﬁning where the countryside
stopped and the townscape started, this
appearance can be illusory. City gates
represent not simply barriers but transitional
spaces between different spheres, within
and without…The urban edge was not a
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Figure 5. A Native map of Taos.

as the zone in which the inﬂuences of modern life
are kept at bay. Electricity is not allowed within
the wall, nor is natural gas. Neither the roads
leading into the town plaza nor the plaza itself are
paved. Vehicular trafﬁc within the wall is limited
to tribal members. Tourist visitors to Taos Pueblo
are entirely restricted to the area within the wall
and, largely, within the plaza. They are encouraged
to take tours of that restricted area led by tribal
members who provide them with carefully crafted
information about the pueblo and its people.
Each winter, when the Taos community has
a quiet time approximately a month in length, it
is the village within the wall that is speciﬁcally
closed to public visitation. Tribal members are
encouraged to return to their homes within the
walled village for a kind of retreat, to live together
in their traditional community setting. How many

line marked rigidly in stone but a liminal
zone of the townscape characterized by
speciﬁc social or ethnic groups, activities,
and architecture…The critical point here is
that urban walls divided as well as united
communities (and in many cases continue
to do so), serving to create or exacerbate
fractured identities. In these senses, while
the image of the walled city might outwardly
be one of enclosure, cohesion, and privilege,
equally important but underestimated is
the enduring role of walled heritage in
excluding as well as embracing populations,
and in mediation with the world beyond the
urban area.
Traditionalists at Taos Pueblo have, for
decades, identiﬁed the walled portion of their town
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people do that in any year is information not
made available outside tribal membership. Today
very few people live within the walled village
on a full-time basis; people who have lived there
for long periods of time tell me that life there is
unexpectedly quiet, calm, and subject to rhythms
of nature—seasons, movement of sun and moon,
storms, leaves budding and turning color, the river
rising and falling.
The wall built on a European model to protect
Taos residents and Spanish settlers from Comanche
and other raiders—a feature with historically
contingent
inclusionary
and
exclusionary
functions—has, over time (and perhaps most
adamantly in the late twentieth century) taken on the
role of controlling external, non-Native inﬂuences
in order to reinforce and protect inclusionary
tribal identity. Protection from physical threat has
given way to protection from inﬂuential threat. In
Trujillo’s (2008; following Taussig 1999) terms,
construction of the wall defaced the totality of the
Taos Pueblo town by excluding several important
Native features while including the San Geronimo
mission church and convent as well as buildings
used and inhabited by Spanish settlers. Doing so,
however, released a “mysterious power” embedded
in the community itself. The wall initially embraced
Native and Euroamerican settlers and culture; after
the threat of raiding was alleviated—the 1847
bombardment of the San Geronimo church by U.S.
soldiers notwithstanding—the wall came to be
used to control the developmental trajectory of the
former while limiting the inﬂuences of the latter.

speculation is at least as likely as any other.
2. Winship’s translation dates from 1896 and appears
to be the ﬁrst English translation of the Coronado
expedition documents. The original is published as
Winship, George P.
1896
The Coronado Expedition, 1540–1542. In Fourteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1892–93, by J. W. Powell, pp. 339–614.
Government Printing Ofﬁce, Washington DC.
It can be accessed at https://ia801400.us.archive.
org/2/items/annualreportofbu14118921893smit/
annualreportofbu14118921893smit.pdf. The 1996
version cited in this chapter does not include Winship’s
Spanish transcriptions of the original documents.
3. Hodge (1910:688) speculates that “Braba” is a
“miscopying” of “Tuata,” one name by which the Taos
refer to their village. An alternative and, in my opinion,
more likely explanation is that Winship and subsequent
scholars have mistakenly identiﬁed Braba as a pronoun,
the name of the Taos community, when it was intended
by Castañeda as an adjective to describe the Taos
community. Winship’s (1896:445, comments added)
transcription of Castañeda’s narrative is as follows
(note there were no capital letters or punctuation in the
original): “veinte leguas adelante el rio arriba auin un
poderoso y grande rio digo pueblo que se decia braba
a quien nros [nosotros] pusieron valladolid.” This is
followed shortly by “en este pueblo se bieron las mas
grandes y brabas estufas que en toda aquella tierra.”
Castañeda uses the word “braba” in reference to both
the community and its kivas. Braba is the feminine form
of brabo or bravo, a word can variously mean in modern
Spanish, ﬁerce, strong, turbulent (for instance, “Rio
Bravo” was a common name for the Rio Grande during
the Spanish Colonial period), impressive, and angry.
An alternative translation of the ﬁrst sentence
might be something like, “Twenty leagues further along
the upper river [note that “Rio Arriba” became another
common Spanish Colonial name for the Rio Grande north
of La Bajada Mesa] is a powerful and large river, I say
town that is said to be impressive–ﬁerce–strong–angry
that we named [literally “put down as”] Valladolíd.”
Why would the town—“un pueblo”—be referred to as
braba/brava, a feminine adjective, rather than brabo/
bravo, a masculine adjective? Perhaps because, while
pueblo is a masculine noun, the people of the town
would be referred to with a feminine noun: la gente
(David H. Snow, personal communication, 2015). If so,
then Castañeda might have meant that the Taos people
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Endnotes
1. The origin(s) of the name “Yuraba” remain unknown.
It is not a northern Tiwa word, or at least not one used
for either northern Tiwa community. Hodge (1910:688)
suggests that it is comes from a Pecos (Towa?) word,
“yulata,” but provides no translation of that word or any
evidence to support the idea. Since Alvarado’s soldiers
were being guided by a Pecos Indian, however, Hodge’s
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were said—presumably by other Native people—to be
impressive, ﬁerce, strong, even angry. In this regard, it is
interesting to note that, in his journal entry for October
7, 1692, Don Diego de Vargas, leading the ﬁrst thrust
of the Spanish reconquista of New Mexico, noted with
regard to his entry to Taos Pueblo, “The Tewa, Tano, and
Picuris nations of this kingdom of New Mexico have
asked me to destroy these rebels, their enemy, once and
for all and burn their pueblo, since they are repeatedly
attacked by them” (Kessell and Hendricks 1992:449).
Concerning the use of masculine and feminine
forms of braba/brava we note that Gaspar Pérez de
Villagrá in his 1610 chronicle of Oñate’s occupation of
New Mexico states (the quote has nothing to do with
Taos Pueblo), “a los cuales mandó el virrey prendiese
el capitán morlete, y sin tardarse socorrido de mucha
soldadesca braba dispuesta y bien exercitada…”:
“These the Viceroy ordered taken by Captain Morlete,
and without delay, aided by a good supply of soldiery
[military, troops], brave, well disposed, and well
disciplined…” (Encinias et al. 1992:45). While
“soldiers” is, in Spanish, a masculine noun, soldados, the
noun for “military” or “troops”, soldadesca, is feminine.
Thus, although soldados would be described as brabos/
bravos, units of military troops, soldadescas, would be
described as brabas/bravas, supporting Snow’s notion
that la gente of Taos Pueblo were said to be braba/brava.
The second sentence might be translated as, “In this
pueblo are seen the largest and most impressive kivas
that are in all that land.”
From this point, Taos Pueblo as described by
Castañeda will be referred to herein as Vallodolíd since
it seems quite likely that he did not intend to name the
community Braba.

6. This is the Rio de las Trampas, now known as the Rio
Grande del Rancho. The other two are the Rio Fernando
and the Rio Pueblo.
7. Dominguez goes on to say, “I use this simile
to explain myself more clearly with regard to its
labyrinthine arrangement, but nevertheless I resign
myself to describing it” (Adams and Chavez 1956:110).
Apparently, nothing about Taos Pueblo, from its history
to its ethnohistory to its wall, is easily described.
8. We should note that in Oñate’s account of his 1692
visit to Taos Pueblo quoted earlier, he states that “siege
was laid to the two large cuarteles with their ramparts
and adobe wall” (Kessell and Hendricks 1992:450). It
is not possible, from this statement, to know exactly
what features Vargas was reporting. Ramparts are walls,
usually wide enough to walk upon. No other known
description of Taos, from Castañeda to today, mentions
such a feature, including Fray Dominguez’ description.
I have chosen, therefore, not to include “ramparts and
adobe wall” in the list of consistently mentioned features
and characteristics of Taos.
9. One well-known Comanche raid in the Taos Valley
took place in 1760, very shortly after Bishop Tamerón’s
visit, when “three thousand Comanche men” (!) began a
raid on Taos Pueblo and then diverted their attention to
the large home of the Villalpando family. The location
of the Villalpando rancho is no longer known; it might
have been in the Rio de las Trampas area but that is no
more than speculation. Tamerón described it as having
four torreónes and a large supply of muskets, powder,
and shot. Many people from a nearby community
took refuge there. The Comanches broke through the
gates and walls, killed all the men and some women,
and took captive 56 women and children along with
livestock (Adams 1954). Sr. Villalpando was away
from home at the time of the attack, Sra. Villalpando
was killed, and the whereabouts of their daughter
Maria were unknown. Maria, as it turns out, was traded
by the Comanches to a band of Pawnee who traded her
to a French trader, Jean Salé dit Lajoie, with whom she
had a child and who took her, in 1770, as his wife to St.
Louis, where she became a sort of grand dame in the
city’s French society (Tykal 1990). She did not return
to Taos and had, apparently, no communication with
her family or friends there.

4. That is, up the Rio Grande from “Yuqueyungue,”
both a “province” of Tewa-speaking communities and a
speciﬁc community that Castañeda (Winship 1990:137)
described as two villages on opposite sides of the Rio
Grande, i.e.: Yunge Owingeh and Ohkay Owingeh.
5. Castañeda’s “twelve pillars” likely refer to large
beams comprising the roofs of the kivas—i.e.,
vigas—rather than to upright pillars. Later, in his brief
descriptions of Native customs and lifestyles in the
Tiguex province, he states, “The young men live in the
estufas, which are in the yards of the village. They are
underground, square or round, with pine pillars. Some
were seen with twelve pillars and with four in the center
as large as two men could reach around. They usually
had three or four pillars” (Winship 1990:146). Thus, the
larger the kiva, the more pillars (vigas) would be needed
to support the roof.

10. Adams and Chavez (1956:112:fn10) believe this
to be the location of the Euroamerican town of Don
Fernando de Taos, Fernandez de Taos, and now simply
Taos. They are undoubtedly wrong. I do not know the
distance to which Dominguez refers as “two musket
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shots” but Barbieri (2013), having studied historical
sources for the distance of a musket shot in the years
during and around the American Revolution, found
that military strategists said a musket could shoot
accurately to about 300 yards. A range of around 240
to 260 yards, however, was a better estimation given
the many conditions that could affect the shot and the
shooter. The plaza of the town of Taos is about 2.5 miles,
some 4400 yards, from Taos Pueblo, making 14 to 18
musket shots at 240 to 300 yards each. The location of
the small settlers’ plaza mentioned by Dominguez is
unknown but might have been in the El Prado area. The
plaza community now known as Taos probably dates no
earlier than the 1790s, after Dominguez’ visit, and was
settled by grantees of the Don Fernando de Taos grant

(1795); those people had lived in the area now known
as Cañon near the mouth of the Rio Fernando canyon.
11. This was almost assuredly the plaza community
known as San Francisco de las Trampas, now known
as Ranchos de Taos. Probably, the settlers in that area
had been living in scattered farms and ranchos and, with
permission of Taos Pueblo ofﬁcials, built the small plaza
near the pueblo for protection during periods of Indian
raiding. After they moved into the pueblo in 1770, they
began construction of a formal plaza in the Rio de las
Trampas valley where their homes and farms were, to
which Dominguez makes mention here. In 1760, as
quoted earlier, Bishop Tamerón had observed that this
river provided water for numerous irrigation ditches.
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GARY COZZENS

Burial Customs, Cemeteries, and Burial
Grounds of Historic Lincoln, New Mexico
GARY COZZENS
Lincoln, New Mexico, is generally known as the setting for the 1878 Lincoln County War. When Billy the
Kid was asked how many men he had killed during the Lincoln County War he reportedly testiﬁed, “There
were over 200 men killed and I didn’t kill them all.”1 While few of those killed in the Lincoln County War
are actually buried in and around Lincoln, there are numerous cemeteries, including small family cemeteries,
located up and down the Bonito River valley. The original campo santo is overgrown and somewhat
inaccessible, while the cemetery most associated with Lincoln is actually the newest burial ground and is
located adjacent to U.S. Highway 380. Sheriff William Brady, murdered by “Regulators”2 on April 1, 1878,
the act that got “the Kid” sentenced to hang, is buried about ﬁve miles east of the village. Surprisingly, the
exact location of the burial ground with the graves of John Tunstall and Alexander McSween is unknown
and was not consecrated. This paper will identify what is known about the early burial customs, cemeteries
and other burial grounds located in the Lincoln area (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Map of Rio Bonito valley in Lincoln County. The cemeteries identiﬁed in this article are within the
bracket-marked “study area” on the map with Lincoln in the center. Map by David Kirkpatrick (1987).
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the room while the men would pay their respects
and then retire outside. Throughout the night the
women would recite the rosarío and sing cánticos
and pray for the soul of the departed.
The following morning the men would go to
the campo santo and dig the grave with picks and
shovels, as the grave was not to be open overnight.
The cofﬁn was then loaded onto a cart and taken
to the church where a special mass was held;
afterwards the body was taken to the campo santo
for burial. In addition to the regular cemetery,
there were also sections for non-Catholics and
those Catholics who had died in sin (Sanchez and
Sanchez 2015:81-82).
Penitente funeral customs often “entailed
the use of descansos (piles of stones), in which
mourners bearing the cofﬁns of Hermanos
(brothers) that were to be brought to el campo santo,
would rest, sing, and say a prayer. Afterwards the
mourner would place another rock upon the pile
and continue to el campo santo” (Sanchez and
Sanchez 2015:28).
Amelia Bolton Church, born in Ireland,
immigrated to Lincoln with her family in 1873. She
recalls somewhat differently the funeral practices
of the 1870s in Lincoln:

Sometime around 1850, after three previous
attempts, Hispanics from the Socorro and Manzano
areas settled in the Rio Bonito Valley in south
central New Mexico. Stopping in the lush valley,
they named their new home “La Placita del Rio
Bonito” (the little plaza on the pretty river) (Wilson
1987:3). The settlers were ﬁnally able to establish
a permanent presence, and the little village grew
in both size and numbers until it had a population
of 276 in 1860 (U.S. Census Bureau 1860). The
village became the county seat when Lincoln
County was formed on January 16, 1869, and with
the new status changed its name to Lincoln in
honor of the assassinated Abraham Lincoln.
Lincoln was one of a series of small Hispanic
villages, or placitas (small plazas), clusters of
several family homes spread along the Rio Bonito.
There were eventually six or more placitas in the
Rio Bonito Valley. They were: Rancho Torres,
Placita Luceras, La Cuesta, Placita de Genres,
La Placita del Rio Bonito (Lincoln), and at least
two others whose names have been forgotten. At
a placita like Rancho Torres, a patrón such as
Antonio Torres often owned the church, the rectory,
and the cemetery (Cummings 1995:10).
Among the ﬁrst settlers in La Placita del
Rio Bonito were members of the Penitente sect.
Los Hermanos de Luz, or “Brothers of the Light,”
are a lay religious organization in New Mexico.
They established the ﬁrst cemetery in Lincoln, and
their leader, Enrique Trujillo, is buried there, but
Penitente activities may have ceased locally with
the construction of the ﬁrst permanent Catholic
Church built in Lincoln, the San Juan Mission, in
1887 (Cummings 1995:39).

On a more serious side, funerals were always
interesting. When a death occurred, perhaps
ﬁve or six miles from the cemetery, which
was on the edge of town, the body was placed
on a board and carried by four or six men,
who naturally had to stop from time to time
to rest. At each resting place they built a little
monument of rocks and placed a wooden
cross on top. Whenever relatives passed one
of these stations, they always knelt down and
offered a prayer. At all adult funerals ﬁddlers
played. Flowers were never in evidence [at]
a funeral of a child, particularly of a baby.
They considered one so young to be already
an angel, and all relatives and friends brought
bright colored ribbons which they pinned on
the angel’s dress until it was literally covered
with vari-colored bows and streams (Amelia
Bolton Church interview, December 3,

Early Lincoln Burial Customs
Death was a community affair, as discussed by
Sanchez and Sanchez (2015). Since there were no
funeral homes, wakes were held the night before
burial in the home of the deceased. The dead
person was dressed and put in a cofﬁn in the center
of the room surrounded by chairs and benches
where mourners would sit. Women would stay in
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boundaries (Figure 2).
The burial of Enrique Trujillo, head of the
Penitente chapter or Hermano Mayor, and one of
the founders of La Placita, is described by Lily
Klasner in her much-read book My Girlhood
Among Outlaws (Ball 1972):

1951:8-9, Henn Papers, Lincoln Historic Site
(LHS), Lincoln, New Mexico).
In another interview, Church gave more
detailed descriptions of the practices she observed:
Their funerals were in great contrasts to ours,
especially children’s funerals. When it was
a child, they decked the body with ribbons,
which were brought by friends and were all
lengths, widths and colors. They were tied
in bows and were tied all over the corpse,
literally covering it. Next they took white
writing paper, cut it in fringes, curled it
with a knife and made a crown for the head,
sometimes eight or ten inches high. Another
piece of paper, curled in the same way, then
rolled and frilled out at one end to look like
a ﬂower was placed between the lips. Every
musician that could be found, walked in the
funeral procession, playing lively airs all the
way to the grave. The body was borne on
an uncovered bier—the cofﬁn being carried
separately. This was an invariable custom in
all seasons, rain or shine. At intervals along
the way, there would be volleys of shots ﬁred
from guns and pistols, usually carried by
members of the family…. Belories or wakes
were always held the night following a death,
at which there would be music and feasting,
lasting all night. There are only a few of
the many interesting and strange customs of
the Mexicans in those days (Amelia Bolton
Church cited in Shinkle 1966:92).

There is a story of his burial that is worth
recording. When he was about to die, he
asked to be buried under a large rock on the
outskirts of town, for fear the Indians would
molest his body. Trujillo told his friends that
if they did not fulﬁll his request he would
come back and haunt them, and such a threat
was sufﬁcient to insure full respect of his
wish. When the old fellow had paid his debt
to nature, his friends dug his grave as nearly
under the rock as possible, and after putting
his body in it and reﬁlling it with earth, they
hitched fourteen yoke of oxen to the stone
and with the aid of leverage from large logs,
they turned the stone over on top of the
grave. This rock, which is supposed to be
a meteorite, is still to be seen in the disused
old graveyard at Lincoln (Ball 1972:54)
(Figure 3).
Located on Lincoln Historic Site property,
the headstones in the cemetery are generally
rocks placed vertically in the ground. There are
an estimated seven to nine rows. The graves are
oriented east-west with the heads facing east. The
marking of the family plots with rocks and in
rows is typical of local Hispanic burial practices.
Several plots are marked with rocks outlining the
grave boundaries. These appear to be family plots
where graves of at least two of individuals are
buried side by side. Other graves are marked by a
single rock placed vertically in the ground. None of
these rocks have any markings. Other headstones
are large rocks, and some graves have single rocks
as footstones (Blakestad Notes, 1996:20, LHS;
Kirkpatrick 1987:76; Marron and Associates
2009:297).
In addition to Trujillo’s rock “headstone,”
three marked graves remain in the cemetery:

Penitente Cemeteries
Campo Santo Cemetery (LA 61212)
The ﬁrst cemetery established in Lincoln was the
Campo Santo located about a quarter mile east
of the village on the south side of U.S. Highway
380. Initially used by the Penitentes, others were
eventually buried in this cemetery. The cemetery
contains an estimated 50 graves, but there may be
up to 50 of the town’s excommunicated Catholics
who were buried just outside of formal cemetery
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Figure 2. Map of remaining marked graves at the original La Placita Campo Santo (LA 61212). There are an
estimated 50 to 100 graves here, many of which are those of early Lincoln settlers. Map by David Kirkpatrick (1987).

Figure 3. Grave of Enrique Trujillo in the original La Placita Campo Santo showing the huge boulder “headstone.”
Trujillo was the “Mayordomo” of Lincoln and one of its ﬁrst settlers. Photograph by Ginger Moore.
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Family Cemeteries

Juanita Candelaria; Carolina Corbet, the daughter
of Teresa and Sam Corbet, clerk of the Tunstall
Store; and the third identiﬁed only as Vidal, is most
likely Vidal Montaño, listed in the 1880 Lincoln
Census as the 18-year-old daughter of Jose and
Josefa Montaño. Two of the graves, Candelaria and
Corbet, have stone bases for the headstones, which
have fallen over. The cemetery was abandoned
about 1900 (Blakestad 2001:20) (Figure 4).

Small family graveyards located near the early
settlements in the Bonito River Valley are the most
prevalent type of cemetery in the project area.
Fritz Family Cemetery
The Fritz cemetery is located on private land about
eight miles east of Lincoln on U.S. Highway 380.
Charles P. Fritz, brother of Emil Fritz of Lincoln
County War fame, established the burial ground
in 1882. At least 23 persons, most of them of the
Fritz family, are buried here. Most prominent are
James J. Dolan and his wife Caroline Fritz Dolan.
James Dolan was the leader of the Murphy-Dolan
faction during the Lincoln County War. Located
adjacent to the Fritz Cemetery is the grave of
Martin M. Martz. Martin Martz was one of the
rare individuals who had remained neutral during
the Lincoln County War. (Betty Shrecengrost
interview by Nora Henn 1993, Henn Papers, LHS).

La Cuesta Penitente Cemetery
This cemetery is located on the north side of U.S.
Highway 380 a little over a mile west of Lincoln.
On private land, this is the cemetery of La Placita
de Gendres, which was on or near the Henry Farmer
ranch. La Placita de Gendres and the Morada were
located on the south side of the Rio Bonito, and
the cemetery was on the north side. In 1883 the
membership of the Penitente chapter was placed
at thirty-one by Father Garnier.3 The cemetery is
surrounded by a four-foot-high rock wall and there
are three headstones with a few inscriptions on
each stone. (Alice Blakestad, to Nora Henn, 1991,
Henn papers, LHS; Booky 1990:2; Cummings
1995:10-11).

Griego (Priest Hill) Cemetery
The Griego Cemetery is on “Priest Hill” about one
mile west of Lincoln on private land. The cemetery
gets its name from the Griego family, who lived
in the vicinity. Priest Hill is named for Father
Sambrano (Jose Sambrano Tafoya), who was
fatally injured in a buggy accident here on June 1,
1884. At least 39 people are buried here. It is also
rumored that the Morada for the local Penitente
group was located in this area. Most graves are
marked with some sort of native stone. A few of
the graves have small rock and cement walls. A few
also have granite headstones, and at one time some
were reported to have wooden crosses. Still other
graves are unmarked (Booky 1963:1; Blakestad
2001:127-128; Cummings 1995:11, 75-76).
Lujan Cemetery (LA 61205)
Located on private property formerly owned by
Martiniano Lujan, this cemetery is approximately
two miles west of Lincoln on the south side of
U.S. Highway 380. The cemetery is surrounded
by vertical wooden posts with what appears to be
a gate on the north side, indicating an old fence.

Figure 4. Headstone of Juanita Candelaria, one of
three still remaining in the original La Placita Campo
Santo. Juanita Candelaria was born in May 1828 and
died in May 1878. Photograph by Ginger Moore.
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H, 1st New Mexico Cavalry during the Civil War
(Kirkpatrick 1987:51-53). This is most likely the
same cemetery described by Betty Shrecengost:

There are 60 to 70 graves in the cemetery, which
are generally oriented north-south. The cemetery
has seven linear rows of graves but they are not
well deﬁned. There are 33 headstones, and other
graves have large rocks for headstones (Figure
5). Local limestone rocks serve as headstones
and range in size from 6 to 14 inches in diameter.
Some of the stones have been placed in the
ground vertically. Based on the markings on the
headstones, it appears the bodies were placed in the
ground with the feet facing east. Now-collapsed
picket fences and horizontal plank fences enclosed
individual graves. Eight of the graves have some
sort of inscription on the markers. Six markers have
dates from 1895 to 1908. The other two graves
are government headstones for veterans Juan
Lujan and Ysidoro Chavez, members of Company

Dad [Albert “Bert” Pﬁngsten] always
told me that it was where some people killed
in an Indian massacre were buried. I don’t
know the date. When I ﬁrst saw it as a child,
there were two gravestones for soldiers and
some others still standing and legible; there
were another row of others illegible. It had
apparently been a much cared-for burying
ground (Betty Shrecengrost interview by
Nora Henn 1989, Henn Papers, LHS).
Rancho Torres Cemetery
Rancho Torres (LA 61206) was founded shortly

Figure 5. Map of the “Lujan Family” Cemetery (LA 61205). Located about two miles west of Lincoln, this
cemetery is reported to hold the graves of a group of settlers who were massacred by the Apaches about 1864.
Map by David Kirkpatrick (1987).
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and opposite Rancho Torres. The settlement was
founded by Manuel Zamora prior to 1860 and was
home to a large number of the Zamora family. The
Zamora family built a small chapel, La Iglesia de
Viejita (The Chapel of the Old Woman), after 1860.
A later owner, Fred “Peg” Pﬁngsten, bulldozed
the chapel about 1985, possibly because it had
fallen into disrepair, but he left the cemetery. The
cemetery, located on private land, is surrounded
by a recently erected white picket fence (Figure
8). The graves are laid out east–west pattern
facing east as indicated by the placement of the
headstones. Within the little cemetery are six
upright headstones, but undoubtedly other graves
are present. Two of the graves are marked by large
native limestone slabs and have “Zamora” painted
on them. There is one unmarked grave, and three
of the headstones, made of marble, are readable.
Finally, there is an old wooden fence that local
legend says surrounds “children’s graves” on the
east side of the cemetery. (Kirkpatrick 1987:60)

after the Civil War by Antonio Torres y Marquez at
the conﬂuence of the Rio Bonito and Salado Creek
about ﬁve miles west of Lincoln. The ranch had
a chapel and adjacent cemetery originally known
as la capilla del Senor Torres (the little chapel of
Mr. Torres). Ofﬁcially it was La Iglesia de Nuestra
Senora del Pueblito (The Chapel of Our Lady of
the Village). Rancho Torres was moved to the
south side of the Rio Bonito after massive ﬂooding
around 1901 wiped out ﬁelds and homes. The
chapel and the bodies in the small churchyard were
also moved to the “new” Rancho Torres and sit
adjacent to the right-of-way of U.S. Highway 380.
The ruins of adobe walls of the chapel and the little
cemetery are still present at Rancho Torres (Figures
6 and 7). The cemetery holds at least eight graves
and is also referred to as the Aldaz-Baca Cemetery
(Blakestad 2001:1; Cummings 1995:10)
Zamora Ranch
Zamora Ranch is located on the south side of U.S.
Highway 380 about ﬁve miles west of Lincoln

Figure 6. Ruins of relocated Rancho Torres La Iglesia del Nuestra Senora del Pueblito (The Chapel of our Lady of
the Village). Chapel and cemetery were moved to the present location about 1910, after ﬂooding of the original site
by the Salado Creek. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 7. Relocated Rancho Torres cemetery, which holds the graves of the descendants of Jose Antonio Torres.
Photograph by the author.

Figure 8. Current Zamora Cemetery located on the former settlement of Zamora Ranch. The associated chapel was
razed about 1985. Photograph by the author.
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Sherriff Brady’s Grave

Dr. Taylor Ealy4 was to build. Behind this a level
stretch of land extended to the banks of the Rio
Bonito and was to become the burying lot. Though
heavily used for a short period of time, no trace of
it remains today (Mullin 1968:127). Currently on
private land, the best estimate is that at least nine
people are buried in this cemetery: two Shield
children5, Ike Stockton’s infant daughter, who died
of smallpox in 1877, John Tunstall, Frank MacNab,
Daniel Huff, Alexander McSween, Harvey Morris,
and Huston Chapman.
When John Tunstall was killed on February
18, 1878, his body was brought back to Lincoln and
a coroner’s inquest held, followed by an autopsy
conducted by Dr. Daniel Appel, post surgeon from
Ft. Stanton, and Dr. Ealy. Serbian Bates6 dug
the grave and Alexander McSween personally
dressed the body and placed it in the cofﬁn in
the parlor of his home. Tunstall’s funeral service
was conducted on February 22, 1878 (Nolan
1965:287). Susan McSween’s organ was carried
to Tunstall’s graveside and Mary Ealy played while
the congregation sang. Dr. Ealy preached the
funeral service in English, while John B. Wilson
translated the sermon into Spanish. A hymn ended

On the morning of April 1, 1878, Sheriff William
Brady and his deputy George Hindman were
gunned down in the middle of Lincoln’s street
by “Regulators.” Hit multiple times, Brady died
instantly. Hindman was hit only once, but the
wound was fatal. It was Brady’s murder that lead
to Billy the Kid’s conviction and being sentenced
to hang in 1881. The Brady and Hindman bodies
were taken to Brady’s property about ﬁve miles
east of Lincoln, to a place known as “Brady Hill”
and were buried there. The two graves are located
together a couple of hundred yards south of U.S.
Highway 380 on private land. Brady’s grave is still
marked with a veteran’s headstone recognizing his
service during the Civil War (Co. A, 1 NM Cav.).
Hindman’s headstone has disappeared (Figure 9).
Tunstall/McSween Cemetery
Located just east of the Tunstall Store was a vacant
lot owned by Alexander McSween. McSween
had intended to donate the land for a church that

Figure 9. Grave of Sheriff William Brady, murdered in Lincoln on April 1, 1878. Brady’s death lead to the murder
conviction of Billy the Kid, one of the participants in the event, for which he was sentenced to hang. Photograph
courtesy of Lincoln Historic Site.
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Bates to attend to the burials. The graves were
dug in the plot of ground near the corral at the
Tunstall store, close to the grave of Tunstall (Nolan
1992:330-331; Mullin 1968:275).
Dr. Taylor Ealy wrote that the two men were
unceremoniously buried. (Nolan 1998:167):

the service. According to the custom of the time
there were no ﬂowers (Coe 1984 [1934]:63, Nolan
1992:203).
George Coe (1984 [1934]:60) identiﬁed the
pallbearers as Frank and George Coe, Dick Brewer,
and William Bonney (Billy the Kid). There is one
problem with this; Bonney was jailed at the time in
the old pit jail and thus could not have attended the
funeral. Nolan (1992:203) names the pallbearers
as John Newcomb, Dick Brewer, and Frank and
George Coe.
Francis “Frank” MacNab, killed during a gun
battle with “Seven Rivers Warriors”7 at Fritz Spring
east of Lincoln on April 30, 1878, was the next to
be buried in the little cemetery. At least one source
has MacNab buried at Spring Ranch where he was
killed, with his body later recovered by McSween’s
men for reburial at the Tunstall Store cemetery
(Mrs. Henry Fritz, interview, 1953, LHS). Dr.
Taylor Ealy conducted MacNab’s funeral service
on May 1 (Nolan 1998:139-142).
The Lincoln County War culminated in the
“Five-Day Battle” of July 15-19, 1878. During
this time the only “non-battle casualty” occurred
when local handyman Daniel Huff died of
poisoning on July 14. Local tradition maintains
that Huff was poisoned by one of his in-laws who
did not like Huff’s association with the McSween
faction. Because of his hasty burial, no autopsy
was performed and the exact cause of death will
probably never be known. Late in the afternoon of
July 15, McSween’s servants George Washington
and Serbian Bates buried Huff. As the body was
being lowered in the grave, Dolan’s men in the
Torreon opened ﬁre on Washington and Bates, who
dropped the body into the grave and ran. Not long
afterward Huff’s widow and two children came
and stayed through the night at the grave (Nolan
1992:314).
The climax of the Five-Day Battle is generally
referred to as “The Big Killing.” On the evening
of July 19, 1878, as his house burned, Alexander
McSween, together with Harvey Morris, among
others, were killed trying to escape the ﬁre. Mrs.
McSween felt it unsafe to venture out to bury her
husband and sent her servants Washington and

We soon learned McSween was among
the killed, and that there were ﬁve corpses
lying in the McSween yard. None of us
went to see the terrible scene except Miss
[Susan] Gates. She described it as being so
horrible I stayed away. I gave her a sheet and
the colored boys [sic] [George Washington
and Serbian Bates] made a rude cofﬁn and
buried McSween in the same place Tunstall
was buried. One of the other bodies [Harvey
Morris] was buried there at the same time,
and one had been buried there before [Frank
MacNab] so the plot contained six [sic]
graves [including two Shield children and
one Stockton] (Bender 1984:53).
Probably the last (and possibly the ninth)
person to be buried in the McSween Cemetery was
Huston Chapman, Susan McSween’s lawyer. Billy
Campbell, one of Dolan’s cowboys, murdered
Chapman on the main street of Lincoln the night
of February 18, 1879. Chapman’s badly burned
body lay where he fell until the next day. The body
had been burned because his clothing had caught
on ﬁre from the discharge of Campbell’s pistol. He
was buried on February 20 (Nolan 1992:375-377).
There is conﬂicting information about
whether headstones were ever erected at the
growing cemetery, and it is doubtful this burying
ground was ever consecrated. In a letter to John
Tunstall’s father, Susan McSween wrote:
I would not advise you to have a
tombstone or monument for John until the
troubles are settled & then I want to get
one for my dear husband if I am able & I
think we ought to have the epitaph suitable
for the cause in which they fell, they are not
buried in the regular burial ground, but in a
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and a well-preserved body of a man with a long
red ﬂowing beard whom Behrens believed to be
Alexander McSween (Nolan 1992:547). Amelia
Bolton Church elaborates on Behrens’ effort and
the possible location:

private burial ground that we had laid out on
our own ground and there are seven buried
there 4 who fell in the cause the balance are
friends, the ground has not been consecrated
but I will have that attended to just as soon as
I can (Nolan 1992:354-55).

Tunstall’s cousins came out from
England in the Spring of ’27. They had heard
of me from someone in Lincoln; nobody
knew where he was buried...
You know where the store is; there was
a wall around the corral behind the store…
Ike Stockton, outlaw from Colfax County
lost a child. Got permission to bury the child
next to McSween’s.
When Mr. Tunstall was killed he was
brought to Lincoln and was buried there
outside the wall. McSween beside him. I
explained all this and told them where to
look along the wall. Meanwhile the Penﬁeld
House was built by J. J. Dolan for John J.
Cockerill. Then when the Penﬁelds got it

Susan McSween Barber contradicts herself
when she wrote to George Coe in 1921, “I had a
small rail fence put around Mr. McSween’s &
Tunstall’s graves, & a headboard too, but they
were disturbed by the parties who lived there years
ago” (Susan McSween Barber to George Coe, July
7, 1921, LHS.). Susan McSween visited the site
in the late 1920s with Maurice Garland Fulton and
could not locate the graves (Nolan 1992:565).
Through the years there has been much
speculation about the location of this little cemetery
(Figure 10). In 1927 Tunstall’s British cousin, Col.
T. T. Behrens, hired about thirty local laborers
and had much of the area excavated looking
for the graves. He found the skeleton of a child

Figure 10. Markers for John Tunstall and Alexander McSween behind the Tunstall Store. The exact location of the
“cemetery” is unknown but is near this site on private property. Photograph by the author.
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area (Figure 11). The cemetery is almost full,
as the western third of it is privately owned and
thus not available for interments. Almost all the
beautiful headstones in the Lincoln and Fritz
family cemeteries were the artistic work of Bob
Berkshire, an itinerant stone carver who arrived in
Lincoln in the 1880s. The headstones were handcarved out of limestone, which is prevalent in the
area and easier to work with than marble (Blakestad
2001:136-140).

they built a hen house over these graves or
part of them. There was a little tombstone
over one of the child’s graves; a little marble
which had fallen down and Mrs. Penﬁeld
just covered it in the hen house. When these
people went to ﬁnd Tunstall’s grave they dug
and found a grave with a body but the hair
on the skull was red; and thought it was a
mistake. So they came back and told me.
‘That was Mr. McSween; and Tunstall was
buried beside him’ (Amelia Bolton Church
interview, December 3, 1951:8-9, Henn
Papers, LHS).

Conclusion
The inordinate number of cemeteries scattered
around Lincoln are indicative of its settlement,
former prominence, and violent past. Records
of early Lincoln are scarce and much of what is
available is scattered and has been orally handed
down from one generation to the next. Unfortunately,
much of the history and most of the graves have
been lost to time. What remains however, contains
a treasure trove of information for people seeking to
understand the history of Lincoln.

Lincoln Cemetery
Sometime around 1890, the Campo Santo was no
longer used, and a new cemetery was established
about a quarter mile east of the old burials on
the north side of the road. The land for the new
cemetery was donated by a Mr. Valensuela of the
Knights of Pythias. At least 169 people are buried
in this cemetery, many of whom played important
parts in the history of Lincoln and the surrounding

Figure 11. Current Lincoln Cemetery, established in the 1890s. It contains the graves of many prominent
residents of Lincoln from the late nineteenth century, including “Pal of Billy the Kid,” Yginio Salazar.
Photograph by the author.
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Notes

4. Dr. Taylor Ealy was both a physician and
missionary who arrived in Lincoln on February 19,
1878, the day after John Tunstall was murdered.

1. Bonney apparently made this statement to
a reporter from the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican
after his capture at Stinking Springs in December
of 1880. It appeared in “Something about the Kid”
in the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican April 3, 1881,
when his trial for the murder of Sheriff William
Brady was about to begin.

5. Children of David Shield and Elizabeth
Hummer Shield. Elizabeth Shield was the sister of
Susan McSween and the Shields rented about half
of the McSween house for their residence.
6. Serbian Bates was a former member of the
9th Cavalry, an all-black regiment, stationed at Fort
Stanton. After discharge from the army he lived in
Lincoln and was a servant for the McSweens.

2. The “Regulators” were supporters of the
Tunstall-McSween faction during the Lincoln
County War.
3. Catholic priest Juan Marie Garnier was
named pastor for Lincoln on November 12, 1883
and remained until 1887. He was responsible for
building the San Juan Mission. Father Garnier
recorded his thoughts about his parish in Libro
Fabrica de la Parroquia de Lincoln, New Mexico,
which he wrote in 1883 (Cummmings 1995).

7. The Seven Rivers Warriors were a group of
ranchers who lived in the Seven Rivers area above
the present-day town of Carlsbad. They were
generally supportive of the Murphy-Dolan faction
during the Lincoln County War.
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Mimbres Katsina Cult1 Revisited (Again)
SUZANNE L. ECKERT AND DEBORAH L. HUNTLEY
Most researchers have either argued, or assumed, that katsina ceremonialism began either late in the thirteenth century A.D. or early in the fourteenth century as a response to massive demographic reorganization
across the Pueblo landscape. During this time, people from diverse backgrounds began living together in
higher population densities (Adams and Duff 2004). Within this social setting, katsina ceremonies are believed to have provided a ritual means of integrating disparate social groups and a way of communicating
prayers for rain with the spirit world. We argue here that the same suite of material culture that has been
associated with katsina ceremonialism during the fourteenth century Pueblo IV era also existed during the
twelfth century Classic Mimbres period in the Mogollon region. We proposed that this suite of material culture reﬂects a ceremonialism that socially integrated large populations living together in Mimbres villages.
This means that Pueblo IV katsina ceremonialism did not “develop” in one portion of the Pueblo region
and then spread to the rest of the Pueblo world, nor was there a pan-katsina ceremonialism in the fourteenth
century Pueblo world. Rather, katsina ceremonialism was the result of interpretation and reinterpretation of
a much older religious tradition that spread beyond the Mogollon region as different groups of emigrants
left the region and moved into the Western and Eastern Pueblo regions.
prosperity to the deities above” (Washburn 1980a:8).
Many different katsina forms exist, including birds,
animals, corn, and ﬁre. In some pueblos, katsina
ceremonies are associated with war and healing
societies (Parsons 1939); most ceremonies, though,
center on themes of fertility, especially the need for
clouds and rain (Lamphere 1983; Parsons 1939). In
a reciprocal relationship, people offer prayers and
live correctly so that katsinas will visit their ﬁelds
and villages as rain (Sekaquaptewa et al. 2015:1).
This important aspect of katsina ceremonialism
emphasizes Pueblo peoples’ reliance on rainfallsupported agriculture for subsistence. The term
“katsina” also refers to the masked dancers that are
central to katsina ceremonies. These dancers are
considered to be actual katsina spirits when wearing
ceremonial masks.
It has been argued that modern katsina
ceremonies help to socially integrate members of
a Pueblo community by providing ways to form
bonds and loyalties outside immediate family
ties. For example, Hopi children have ceremonial
parents (who are not kin related) to teach them the
ways of the katsinas (Connelly 1979, 1980:61).

Our interpretations are not new. Crown
(1994) outlined a “pan-Southwestern religious
system” in her book on Salado Polychrome pottery.
Anderson (1951) used linguistic, ethnographic and
archaeological data to propose that the prehispanic
development of katsina ceremonialism rose out
of pre-existing Southwestern concepts far earlier
than the fourteenth century. Carlson (1982) argued
that aspects of katsina ceremonialism were present
among the Classic period Mimbres. We revisit
Carlson’s idea and demonstrate that many traits
of Pueblo IV katsina ceremonialism were present
at Mimbres Classic period villages. These traits
reﬂect recurring aspects of a broad Ancestral
Pueblo ceremonialism or ideology that comfortably
accommodates a traditional Pueblo view of history
as cyclical.

Katsina Ceremonialism in
Ethnographic Research
In Pueblo cosmology, katsinas are benevolent spirits
who transmit “prayers and hopes for continued
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turquoise and bison hair constantly exchanged,
and then consumed, in various ceremonies (Ford
1972:44).
Ethnographic studies indicate that katsina
ceremonialism is one of the most important
aspects of ritual practice among many Pueblo
groups (Lamphere 1983:757); however, how it is
practiced is in no way uniﬁed across the Pueblos.
In Western Pueblo villages, katsina ceremonialism
has two broad aspects: the private (or secret) and
the public (Brandt 1980; Lamphere 1983). Ritual
specialists retreat into kivas to perform prayers
and other rites; this is often followed by dances
in plazas performed for the entire village. In
Eastern Pueblo villages, katsina ceremonialism is
much more private, often occurring only in kivas
(Lamphere 1983). However, as noted by Parsons
(1939:10) “the kiva neither presupposes nor
determines any type of [religious] organization.”
A similar statement can be made about plaza
space. Although ethnographic katsina ceremonies
often require both a kiva and a plaza space, these
architectural features are never exclusive to
katsina ceremonialism. Katsina ceremonies are
not practiced at all by modern day northern Tiwa
(Eggan 1983:730); however, a sherd from Pot
Creek Pueblo (in the Tiwa province) depicting a
katsina is argued to be one of the earliest katsina
images found in the Southwest (Ferg 1982:21).
Katsina images also have been recorded on rock
art in the area (Schaafsma 1980), suggesting that
such ceremonialism may have once been practiced
in the area now inhabited by the northern Tiwa.
Overall though, katsina ceremonialism varies
village by village in terms of how it is practiced
and the number and type of named katsinas.

These ceremonial parents provide the children
with an additional set of family ties that continue
throughout their lives. Katsinas also provide a
policing system. They organize and supervise work
parties in charge of repairing canals and planting
crops. This supervision insures that all adults
will do their duties, even though these duties are
voluntary (Washburn 1980b:44). Katsinas also
enforce the disciplining of individuals who go
beyond what is considered acceptable behavior
(Wright 1973). To lose the good opinion of a
katsina is unwise because it endangers the welfare
of the entire community. This emphasis on each
individual sharing responsibility for the entire
community is probably one of the clearest ways
that katsina ceremonialism teaches cooperation
to the people who practice it. As Sekaquaptewa
and colleagues (2015:7) state, “katsinas are the
bearers of a community’s moral conscience” in the
absence of clear political leaders. It is only through
right living, that is, in fulﬁlling various social and
ritual obligations, that people can live together
peacefully.
Ethnographic descriptions of katsina
ceremonialism have provided archaeologists with
some material correlates to help identify katsina
ceremonies into the past. The most obvious marker
of katsina practice is the mask: masked dancers
are only present in historic Pueblo religion during
katsina rituals (Bunzel 1929/30; Lamphere 1983).
“The power of katcina ceremonies resides in the
masks which … are believed to contain divine
substance” (Bunzel 1929/30:844). These masks
have the power to cause death to negligent wearers
and are handled with the greatest of reverence.
Masks are carved of wood and are then enhanced
with paints, feathers, fur, hair, shells, bark, plant
ﬁbers, and moving parts (Wright 1973, 1985).
Apart from the masks, katsina dancers often paint
their bodies and dress in brightly colored clothing
ornamented with feathers, furs, skins, rattles,
and shells. Many items needed in making such
elaborate outﬁts are exotic goods obtained from
other socio-linguistic groups (Ford 1983). In his
ethnographic studies of the Tewa Pueblos, Ford
witnessed such items as feathers, shells, red paint,

Previous Archaeological Research
The development of Pueblo ideologies generally,
and the origins of katsina ceremonialism
speciﬁcally, has received considerable attention in
archaeological research in the Southwest United
States (Adams 1991; Carlson 1982; Eckert 2008;
Ferg 1982; Hays 1994; Schaafsma 1981, 1992, 1994;
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argue that this “Fourmile katsina cult” rapidly
spread throughout much of the Pueblo world and
then a second version, the “Hopi katsina cult”,
developed in the Hopi area in the late 1300s. This
latter version spread throughout the Western Pueblo
region and to portions of the Eastern Pueblo area,
replacing the earlier version. Sometime after A.D.
1450, the “Jornada style mask cult” entered the Rio
Grande and complimented the “Hopi katsina cult”,
forming a somewhat different version of katsina
ceremonialism in the Eastern Pueblos.
Much of Adams’ argument relies upon the
related distributions of plaza-oriented village
space, rectangular kivas, and mask iconography
on pottery (Adams 1991). Setting aside rock art
iconography because it is difﬁcult to date and it
does not correspond well with his other variables,
Adams (1991:118) proposes that the co-occurrence
of plazas, rectangular kivas, and the Fourmile
ceramic style indicate the presence of katsina
ceremonialism. The distributions of these three
variables overlap in the Upper Little Colorado River
area, thereby pinpointing (in Adams’ opinion) the
geographic source of katsina ceremonies (Adams
1991:119). However, the situation is often not as
straightforward as Adams argues. For example,
the Fourmile style, which depicts katsinas, is not
the only, nor earliest, style to do so (Hays 1994).
Further, in a survey of katsina iconography on
pottery throughout the Southwest, Hays (1994:62)
discovered that katsina depictions on ceramics
are rare throughout time and space, even within
Fourmile style. Given these considerations, the
Fourmile style cannot be tied to speciﬁcally to the
presence or origins of the katsina religion.
The other major body of research focused
speciﬁcally on the origins of katsina ceremonialism
is by Polly Schaafsma. Although Schaafsma has
examined both ceramic designs and kiva murals
(Schaafsma 1980), most of her evidence comes
from in-depth research on prehistoric rock art.
She details the masked ﬁgures in rock art and their
connection with katsina ceremonialism in various
publications (Schaafsma 1980, 1992, 1994;
Schaafsma and Schaafsma 1974). She argues
that sometime after A.D. 1300, rock art in the

Schaafsma and Schaafsma 1974). Ethnographic
analogy, architectural features, ceramic designs,
kiva murals and rock art data have all been used to
propose a variety of models concerning the origin,
development, and spread of katsina ceremonialism.
It tracing katsina ceremonialism, archaeologists
have associated it with speciﬁc material culture
traits, including plaza and rectangular kiva
architecture (Adams 1991), asymmetrical pottery
design styles and polychrome slip color schemes
(Adams 1991; Hays 1994; Eckert 2008), and mask
icons on pottery, rock art and kiva murals (Adams
1991; Hays 1994; Schaafsma 1992).
Anderson’s (1951) dissertation represents
the earliest in-depth study speciﬁcally focused on
katsina ceremonialism. After extensive research
into the linguistic and ethnographic nature of
katsina ceremonialism, historical changes in
katsina ritual, as well as archaeological evidence
for the presence of katsinas, Anderson (1951:1184)
concludes that katsina ceremonialism was a
complex set of practices that had no single origin.
Some aspects of katsina ceremonialism can
be traced to Mesoamerica, while other aspects
probably developed within the Southwest. He
ﬁnds that modern changes in katsina practice are
“external” and do not affect preexisting tribal
patterns or fundamental Pueblo concepts. He
uses these ethnographic data to propose that
prehistoric development of katsina ceremonialism
was similar, with rituals arising from pre-existing
Southwestern concepts. In many ways, our own
arguments parallel Anderson’s but are designed in
response to the work of more recent researchers
that have proposed a more recent time and speciﬁc
locality for the development of a uniﬁed katsina
ceremonialism.
In probably the most famous study of katsina
ceremonialism to date, Adams (1991) examines the
distribution of katsina iconography (on ceramics,
kiva murals, and rock art), the Fourmile ceramic style,
rectangular kivas, and enclosed plazas primarily in
the Western Pueblo region (Adams 1991). From
these data, he argues that katsina ceremonialism
developed in the Upper Little Colorado River area
during the period A.D. 1275-1375. He goes on to
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researchers is probably the result of an exodus
from the Mimbres Valley and into the surrounding
regions that began in the twelfth century (Carlson
2005:5-7).

Rio Grande area underwent sudden stylistic and
content changes (Schaafsma 1980:26). This new
style, the Rio Grande Rock Art Style, is notable
for its elaborate representations of masked beings
that have been interpreted as katsinas. Schaafsma
argues that the Rio Grande Rock Art Style evolved
from the Jornada Mogollon Art Style, which
developed in the area southeast of the Rio Grande
Valley. She concludes that katsina ceremonies
arose in the Jornada Mogollon region, spread up
the Rio Grande Valley to the Eastern Pueblos, and
then extended west to the Hopi and Zuni areas
(Schaafsma 1981:30).
The most problematic aspect of Schaafsma’s
work is dating the rock art. She provides a
beginning date of A.D. 1325 for the Rio Grande
Rock Art Style based on similarities with ceramic
designs (Schaafsma and Schaafsma 1974). Adams
(1991:115) has argued that the style may have
a beginning date as late as the 1400s based on
similarities with kiva mural depictions. Without an
accurate chronology, it is difﬁcult to trace temporal
or spatial ideological developments that Schaafsma
proposes with conﬁdence using rock art data alone.
Finally, of special interest to this research is
Carlson’s consideration of katsina ceremonialism
among the Mimbres. Through comparison with
modern Zuni myths, Carlson recognizes that many
of these yscenes depicted on Mimbres Classic
Black-on-white pottery, dating from A.D. 1000
to no later than A.D. 1150, are related to weather
control and that such a concept was pervasive in
Mimbres culture (Carlson 1982:148). Further, he
argues that many these scenes are directly related
to katsina ritual (Carlson 1982) even though they
appear at least 200 years before such ceremonialism
is commonly argued to have begun. In a more recent
discussion, Carlson (2005) picks up his earlier
argument, explaining that katsina ritual consists
of much more than costume and dancing. The
underlying concern of katsina ceremonialism—
the perpetuation of society through insurance of
clouds and rain—is expressed in Mimbres pottery
designs and burial practice. He goes on to argue
that the recognition of katsina ceremonialism in the
fourteenth century Western Pueblo region by recent

The “Mimbres Katsina Cult” Reconsidered
In this section, we review material correlates
used by archaeologists as evidence of katsina
ceremonialism during the Pueblo IV period and
apply those correlates to the Mimbres period.
Speciﬁcally, we examine the presence of mask
iconography, speciﬁc types of ritual space, and the
use of bichrome surface colors on pottery bowls.
We ﬁnd that all of the material correlates used to
argue for the presence of katsina ceremonialism
in the fourteenth century were also present during
the Classic Mimbres period. Thus, the Mimbres
had many, if not all, of the elements that were
combined in various ways into the diverse array
of katsina ceremonialism that we see in fourteenth
century Pueblo religious organization. This does
not, however, necessarily mean that Mimbreños
practiced katsina ceremonies as we know them
from the historic and modern pueblos. What it
does mean is that we can ﬁnd evidence for the
underlying themes (water control and fertility) that
were later developed into katsina ceremonialism at
a much earlier date than is commonly accepted.
Mask Iconography
By far, the most common marker used by previous
researchers as an indicator for the presence of
katsina ceremonialism has been masked ﬁgures
on pottery (Carlson 1982; Ferg 1982; Hays 1989,
1994), kiva murals (Crotty 1995; Hibben 1975;
Smith 1952) and rock art (Schaasfma 1994;
Schaafsma and Schaafsma 1974). Few researchers
disagree that mask iconography appears on Pueblo
IV pottery made in both the Western and Eastern
Pueblo regions between A.D. 1300 and 1325
(Adams 1991:76; Ferg 1982; Hays 1994:61).
However, katsina depictions on ceramics are few
and far between (Hays 1994) and therefore may not
be the best marker to trace patterns in the religion’s
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Schaafsma (1994) sees a direct relationship
between masked dancers on Pueblo IV rock art
and Mimbres rock art and pottery. In tracing the
origins of katsina ceremonialism through rock art
design styles, she argues that fourteenth century
rock art found between Socorro and Santa Fe is
dominated by katsina imagery and represents a
well-developed formal iconography. She goes on
to propose that the antecedents of this iconography
can be traced to the rock art of the Mimbres and
Jornada Mogollon areas. Further, she argues that
there is a continuum of stylistic ﬁgures from A.D.
1000 through 1450 on rock art, and that similar
ﬁgures are found on Classic Mimbres Black-onwhite pottery. Brody (1991:75-76) has also noted
a stylistic similarity between Mimbres pottery
designs and the Pueblo IV Rio Grande rock art
style, including masks. Although he recognizes this
relationship, he states that the “masks that are shown
in Mimbres art bear no particular resemblance to
any known Pueblo katsina” (2004:48) and that the
relationship between Mimbres pottery and katsina
ceremonialism is “untestable and unanswerable”
(2004:114).
Not only does Carlson see a direct
relationship between Classic Mimbres designs
and Pueblo IV katsina ceremonialism, he provides
speciﬁc examples of what he sees as identiﬁable
katsinas and/or scenes from particular katsina
stories or rituals on Mimbres pottery that can be
tied to ethnographic Zuni (1982, 2005). Why the
different interpretations? One problem may be
the ambiguity of identifying a mask (Figure 1 and
Figure 2). Some “masks” identiﬁed on Mimbres
pottery and Jornada Mogollon rock art may not
be masks at all, but rather facial tattooing (Starr et
al. 2015). Further, masked beings can be difﬁcult
to distinguish from some mythological creatures
in prehispanic depictions. Because of these
ambiguities, it is difﬁcult to determine exactly
when masking ﬁrst originated in the Southwesty
(Anderson 1951:1161; Schaafsma 1981:29). One of
the earliest arguments for the depiction of possible
masked beings dates to before A.D. 700 and is on
an isolated rock art panel discovered on the walls
in Hidden Valley Cave (Schaafsma 1980:128).

development. During this same 25-year time span,
Southwestern rock art underwent sudden stylistic
and content changes, making it potentially a more
informative medium for study. These changes
include the depiction of masked ﬁgures and
katsina-like ceremonies (Schaafsma 1980:26).
Mask iconography appears on Classic
Mimbres pottery and in rock art found throughout
the Mogollon region. Even a cursory review of the
major works that portray a large sampling of Classic
Mimbres pottery designs (Brody 2004; Brody et al.
1983; Fewkes 1923, 1924; Shafer 2003) makes it
clear that masks and masked dancers were a part
of Mimbres ceremonialism. The Jornada style
rock art that developed during the 1100s in the
Mogollon region has distinctive masked ﬁgures
and is strongly associated with similar designs
found on Mimbres pottery (Schaafsma 1980:199221). Few researchers would argue against masked
dancers as part of Mimbres ritual in the early 1100s;
however, their potential relationship to katsina
ceremonialism in the 1300s is rarely addressed and
sometimes it is speciﬁcally disputed.
Although Adams recognizes the presence of
masks and masked dancers on Mimbres pottery
and rock art, he argues that they are a part of a
“more generalized southwestern ceremonialism”
(1991:28) rather than depictions of katsinas. In
a more detailed analysis of mask iconography,
Hays (1994) examines katsina representations on
fourteenth and ﬁfteenth century Pueblo pottery.
In this study, she acknowledges masks on Classic
Mimbres pottery as a “distant relation” to katsina
masks (1994:53). On the one hand, she argues
that mask depictions on Mimbres pottery are very
different from later Western Pueblo depictions
of katsinas in terms of color, layout, and facial
details; on the other hand, she suggests that there
is a connection between Classic Mimbres and
Pueblo IV pottery designs, but the nature of that
connection is unclear. Ultimately, Hays agrees with
Adams and concludes “wherever the constituent
ideas came from, the social and historical context
of kachina imagery seems to have crystallized in
the Pueblo area itself in the fourteenth century”
(1994:54).
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Figure 1. Mask icons as identiﬁed by other researchers on Pueblo IV pottery and rock art (after Adams 1994; Hays
1994; and Schaafsma 1994).

Figure 2. Masks, tattoos, head bands, or face paint? Faces from Mimbres pottery (after Brody 2004; Brody et al.
1983; and Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932).

A second problem is simply differences in
opinion. For example, Hays (1994) argues, in
part, that Mimbres masked designs on pottery are
only distantly related to fourteenth century katsina
depictions on pottery. She argues that Pueblo IV
katsina depictions can be characterized by round
or semicircular heads that face forward and are
noseless, have a toothed mouth, and have elongated
eyes. Although it is true that many ﬁgures on
Mimbres pottery do not ﬁt this description; we
argue that there are some ﬁgures that do (Figure
1). Further, there are masks portrayed on JornadaMogollon style rock art that ﬁt the same description
(Schaafsma 1980:Figure 152).
A third problem may be the extent to
which different researchers are willing to take
their interpretations. While Schaafsma may be
comfortable cross-dating the Jornada Mogollon
Rock Art style and Rio Grande Rock Art style based
on similarities to pottery designs found within the
same region, other researchers may feel that this
stretches the chronometric technique beyond its
limits. While Carlson may be comfortable ascribing
a Zuni katsina initiation myth being portrayed on
a Mimbres era bowl, other researchers may feel
that such an interpretation is an inappropriate use
of the direct historical approach. However, this
approach has been applied convincingly to argue
for depictions of Hero Twins stories from the Popol

Vuh on Mimbres Classic pottery (Gilman et al.
2014; Moulard 1984). Recognizing the difﬁculties
inherent in interpreting iconography and stylistic
attributes, as well as potential pitfalls involved in
using a direct historical approach, we nevertheless
believe that there is evidence that masked ﬁgures
were a part of Mimbres ritual. With that in mind,
we are left to wonder, if katsina ceremonialism did
exist among the twelfth century Mimbres, why
would we expect it to look identical to fourteenth
century katsina ceremonialism when we do not
expect the latter to look identical to historic and
modern katsina ceremonialism?
Plaza-Oriented Villages and Rectangular Kivas
Adams views the development of katsina
ceremonialism as a means of coping with the
massive increase in village population densities
that occurred between A.D. 1275 and 1350 in
much of the Southwest (Adams and Duff 1994).
At this time, pueblos enclosing a plaza become the
dominant architectural layout in both the Western
and Eastern regions (Adams 1994:43). Adams
suggests that the combination of enclosed plazas
and large kivas is evidence for a system of social
organization concerned with integrating these
newly aggregated or aggregating groups (Adams
1991). As this organizational strategy evolved, it
took the form of the katsina religion, the practice
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therefore the earlier “kivalike structures” (Adams
1991:94) simply inspired later developments.
However, Adams assertions are not entirely
correct. Large Mimbres villages, including the
plazas and kivas, are more similar to later Pueblo
ones than Adams recognized. Nelson (1999)
points out that at some Classic Mimbres sites,
room blocks are loosely organized around an open
area; while at other sites, such as Old Town and
Cameron Creek Village (Bradﬁeld 1931), room
blocks are formally arranged around a plaza space.
At the NAN Ranch village, room suites have been
identiﬁed surrounding two plaza areas and at least
6 “corporate” rectangular kivas during the Classic
period occupation (Shafer 2003:98-99). Village
layout at Swarts Ruin (Cosgrove and Cosgrove
1932) is similar to that described for NAN.
In general, there is an increase in plaza
architecture in the late 1200s throughout the
Southwest, so that by A.D. 1300 plaza architecture
had become a relatively consistent practice (Adams
1991). Large, planned villages with a central plaza
are commonly associated with a post-1300 date in
the Ancestral Pueblo region; but such communities
had been built, and many abandoned, well before
this time throughout the American Southwest. The
most famous examples of such architecture are
the pueblos of Chaco Canyon (Cordell 1984:250251). During the Classic Mimbres period, Anyon
and LeBlanc (1980:270-272) have argued that
open plazas replaced kivas as the location for
community-wide ceremonies (Figure 3 and 4).
Plaza architecture has been identiﬁed at various
sites dating to between A.D. 1100 and 1300 in
the Mogollon region (Martin 1979:68). Although
Mimbres villages are not planned around enclosed
plaza spaces in the way that Adams discusses,
these villages do look a great deal like the Pueblo
IV village of Pottery Mound (Figure 5) where kiva
murals depict clear masked ﬁgures that have been
interpreted by as katsinas (Hibben 1975). The point
is that both Classic Mimbres and Pueblo IV villages
had plazas and rectangular kivas.
It is too simplistic to suppose that a
particular kiva shape relates to a particular belief
system without consideration of other variables

of which crosscut lineages and clan ties that had
previously held groups together (Adams 1991).
Kivas are recognized as central to the private
aspects of katsina ceremonialism (Adams 1991:84;
Brandt 1980). In modern Hopi society, ceremonial
leaders gather in kivas to offer prayers to katsinas
in the days leading up to public performances
(Sekaquaptewa et al. 2015:17-18). Kivas, however,
evolved from domestic pithouses between A.D.
700 and A.D. 900 in both the Pueblo and Mogollon
regions (Creel and Anyon 2003; Wilshusen 1989).
Protokivas appeared at this time, and archaeological
evidence suggests that they were used for both
domestic and ceremonial purposes (Lipe 1989:5557). Adams and Hull (1980: 12) identify round,
subterranean structures built in the center of plazas
starting between A.D. 900 and A.D. 1100 as the
ﬁrst true kivas, while Wilshusen (1989) traces
ritual features associated with historic kivas back
to A.D. 850 in some pit structures in the Ancestral
Pueblo region. Creel and Anyon (2003) recognize
“communal pit structures,” which they admit are
very similar to great kivas (2003:70), as early as
A.D. 800 at the Mimbres site of Old Town. Some
large or great kivas were being built between A.D.
1100 and 1300 in the Ancestral Pueblo region, but
many kivas of this time were still small. With the
rise of the katsina cult early in the 1300s, a regional
shift to fewer, larger kivas occurred (Lipe 1989:63).
Also during this time in the western Southwest, a
shift to rectangular kivas was apparent (Adams
1991:106).
The plaza is the locus of public ritual dancing,
intended to uplift the spirits of observers, who offer
prayers to the performing katsinas (Sekaquaptewa et
al. 2015:17-18). In his research on the development
of katsina ceremonialism, Adams recognizes the
presence of plazas and rectangular kivas in the
Mimbres region but, as with the masks portrayed
on pottery, dismisses these data as unrelated to the
development of katsina ceremonialism. His focus
is more on an enclosed plaza space (rather than the
often “open” plaza space seen in Classic Mimbres
villages). In terms of rectangular kivas, he argues
that the size and features of the Pueblo IV kiva are
different than that of the Mimbres area kiva, and
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Figure 3. Swarts Ruin, a Classic Mimbres village (after Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932).
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Figure 4. NAN Ranch Ruin, a Classic Mimbres village (after Shafer 2003).
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Figure 5. Pottery Mound, a Pueblo IV village located along the Rio Puerco of the East (after Eckert 2008).

transform their ritual practice into one focused
on ancestor veneration and public feasting. The
plaza space became the stage on which these new
ritual practices were performed to help integrate
disparate populations within newly aggregated
villages. These arguments sound a lot like Adams’
(1991) arguments for the development of katsina
ceremonialism during the Pueblo IV period. We
argue that the same suite of material culture that has
been associated with katsina ceremonialism during
the fourteenth century Pueblo IV era also existed
during the twelfth century Classic Mimbres period
in the Mogollon region. We further argue that there
was not a uniﬁed pan-katsina ceremonialism in
the fourteenth century Pueblo world—Pueblo IV
katsina ceremonialism did not “develop” in one
portion of the Pueblo region and then spread to the
rest of the Pueblo world. Rather, we suggest that it
was the result of interpretation and reinterpretation
of a much older ceremonialism concerned with

(Parsons 1939); similarly, the development of
the plaza-oriented space should be considered as
representing a social process and not a particular
type of practice. The diversity of kivas in shape,
size, features, construction, and location within
and between villages is a phenomenon that is far
from being understood. However, what is pertinent
to this argument is that the fundamental spaces
associated with modern and fourteenth century
katsina ceremonialism—the rectangular kiva and
plaza space—were present in Classic Mimbres
villages.

The Katsina Cycle?
Creel and Anyon (2003) argue that many
Classic Mimbres villages were large enough to
require social integration at a level above family
organization. During this same period, Shafer
(1995, 1999) suggests, the Mimbreños began to
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ceremonialism wholesale. Similarities in katsina
ceremonies are then explained through a common
history and collection of concerns, as well as
through communication between groups, while
variations are explained through differences in
individual pueblo histories.
The main point of this paper is not to evaluate
whether or not there was a Mimbres katsina cult;
our point is that there was never a katsina cult.
Masks, a concern for fertility, warfare, kivas, plaza
architecture, and trade were all features of Pueblo
society that existed in the Southwest prior to A.D.
1300. As groups began to aggregate in the 1200s,
concerns over these concepts could have been
discussed and solutions implemented by various
pueblos to bring order to communities that were
otherwise experiencing turbulent times. The 1200s
were a time of ﬂuctuation; large pueblos were built
often to be abandoned only 50 years later (Kintigh
1985). People were moving about, forming and
reforming into different groups. Some of these
people undoubtedly originated in the Mogollon
region and were descendants of the Mimbreños.
As people moved, they brought their beliefs and
concerns, including ideas about social integration
and ritual practice, with them. As people began
to settle down yet again into large pueblos late in
the 1200s, these concerns and beliefs informed the
development of Pueblo IV katsina ceremonialism.
The result was not a uniform katsina ceremonialism,
but a suite of shared ideas and practices worked
and reworked until the geographic origin of any
one idea or practice became impossible to pinpoint.
By relying upon rigid culture-historic
frameworks used to separate Mimbres and Pueblo,
and by trying to pinpoint the geographic and
temporal origin of a widespread phenomenon,
archaeologists are missing something signiﬁcant
about Ancestral Pueblo culture. We contend that
what archaeologists call katsina ceremonialism
today is simply one aspect of the current version
of a broader Ancestral Pueblo organizational
framework (Crown 1994). This conception of
katsina ritual as part of a recurring theme not only
accommodates a traditional Pueblo view of history
as cyclical, but also may facilitate more compelling

moisture, fertility, and community harmony that
moved out of the Mogollon region with different
groups of emigrants who moved into the Western
and Eastern Pueblo regions.
In many ways, we are arguing for a subset of
ritual practices that could be included in Crown’s
(1994) “pan-Southwestern religious system.” Just
as katsina ceremonialism is a subset of Pueblo
religious practice today, so it would have been in the
past—a subset focused on masked dancers, public
feasting, rain-bringing, and ancestor veneration.
The major difference in this model of katsina
development from its predecessors (Anderson
being an exception) is the idea that there was ever
a single “pure” suite of katsina ceremonies that
spread out from a point of origin. Different forms
of katsina ceremonialism exist among modernday Pueblos. Archaeological evidence, such as the
adoption of rectangular kivas in the west and more
war iconography in the east, suggests a similar
trend in the prehispanic era. Anderson (1951) has
argued that many of the linguistic and ethnographic
differences observed in katsina ceremonies would
not have had time to develop if they had all
developed from a “pure” form of the rituals in the
1300s. Migration, a fundamental aspect of Pueblo
identity and well recorded in the archaeological
record, can explain the similarities and differences
observed in katsina practice through time and
across space.
The development of Pueblo IV katsina
ceremonialism suggests that Pueblo groups
throughout the Southwest came to express similar
concerns in similar ways, but not in identical ways.
Different Pueblo villages developed different
aspects of katsina ceremonialism, and through
regional exchange not only of goods but ideas
and people, these different aspects were shared
and adopted to the extent that individual pueblos
saw ﬁt. Each pueblo emphasized or minimized
different characteristics of katsinas based on the
ritual knowledge held by members of a village as
well as perceptions of which rituals a village may
need. Through a sharing and borrowing of ideas,
separate groups established their own practices as
they saw ﬁt, instead of adopting a pre-established
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Notes

archaeological interpretations. For example, rather
than viewing Classic Mimbres ideology as either
closely linked with Mesoamerica or Pueblo, we
argue that that it could be either or both depending
on context. Religious beliefs and practices, like
identity, are ﬂuid and situational. Why couldn’t
some scenes on Mimbres Black-on-white bowls
depict portions of the Popol Vuh and some depict
katsina stories? The meaning of a particular
scene to Mimbres people likely depended on the
background and knowledge of both the artist and
the viewer, as it does to us today.

1. Other than in the title of this chapter, which
references a discussion that dates back to the common
use of the term “cult” we attempt to refrain from using
this term due to its negative connotations. Katsina rituals
and ceremonialism are a part of a larger Pueblo religion.
Also note, we follow Adams (1991:4) in our spelling of
the term katsina, however the term has also commonly
been spelled as kachina, katchina, and katcina.
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Ceramics from the Jemez Pueblo
of Kwastiyukwa (LA 482)
HAYWARD H. FRANKLIN AND MATTHEW J. BARBOUR
I. Introduction
The landscape around modern day Jemez Pueblo (Walatowa), New Mexico, contains many archaeological
village sites. Most of these sites currently lie within Santa Fe National Forest land and are ancestral to the
Towa speaking Hemish, or Jemez, people. Occupied during the centuries preceding European contact, these
settled village localities span the time between approximately A.D. 1200 and 1700.1 Although the locations
and general descriptions of these proto-historic sites have been documented, there has been little laboratory
analysis of their associated artifacts. Moreover, chronometric dating been surprisingly meager.
language as “the giant’s footprint.” The name
derives from a large footprint petroglyph observed
near the vicinity of the site (Elliott 1982:23). The
pueblo consists of an estimated 1,250 rooms and
four or ﬁve large plazas, each with its own kiva
(Figure 1; Elliott 1982:23). A large, possibly great,
kiva is also present and a small isolated kiva or
shrine is located 100 m east of the site. Water was
provided to the occupants via a reservoir located at
the north end of the village.
Traditionally, it is believed to date between
A.D. 1350 and 1650 (Elliott 1986:178). However,
these dates are based mostly on relative dating
techniques; a few tree-ring dates have been obtained
(below). Elliott (1982:23) notes that several of the
room blocks along the north end of the Pueblo
appear to be more recent. Several rooms display
exposed vigas or beams. It has been suggested
that these room blocks could be associated with
reoccupation of the site during the Pueblo Revolt
period (A.D. 1680-1692, or more accurately 16801694 in the Jemez Province).
Spanish accounts of Kwastiyukwa are all but
nonexistent. It is believed to be one of seven large
Jemez villages mentioned by Captain Francisco de
Barrionuevo in 1541 (Castenada, as translated by
Hammond and Rey 1940:244). A survey of New

This project was designed to analyze and
report a surface collection of one such ancestral
Jemez pueblo, known today as Kwastiyukwa (LA
482). The analysis was undertaken by Hayward
Franklin, with background research by Matthew
Barbour; a longer report (Franklin and Barbour
2015) was ﬁled with Jemez State Monument
and the U.S. Forest Service. Collections at this
site have been made in the past, as listed by the
Archaeological Records Management Section
ﬁles, but apparently no detailed analyses of pottery
have been published. As with most ancestral Jemez
pueblos, our knowledge of Kwastiyukwa remains
incomplete and largely speculative.

II. Background
Kwastiyukwa is a large ancestral Jemez Pueblo
situated atop Holiday Mesa at an elevation of 7,610
feet (Elliot 1982:23-24). It is located in the northern
portion of Jemez Province, which extends from
Redondo Peak on the north to the conﬂuence of the
Rio Salado and Jemez River on the south and from
Peralta Canyon on the east to about a mile west of
the Rio Guadalupe (Elliot 1986:1). Kwastiyukwa
roughly translates from the Towa, or Jemez,
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Figure 1. Plan view of Kwastiyukwa . (From Elliott 1986. Used by permission of Rob Turner, DCA, Museum of
New Mexico.)

site misidentiﬁed it as Amoxiumqua (Lummis
1925:457). It appears most of the work was done
along the southern and eastern peripheries of the
pueblo. However, this has yet to be adequately
reported. Confusing matters is the presence of pot
hunter excavations; holes are located intermittently
throughout the site. More recent visual inspections
by the Forest Service note an extremely high density
of surface artifacts (Elliot 1982:23). Ceramics
include Jemez Black-on-white (B/W), Rio Grande
Glazewares, and both plain and corrugated utility
wares. Flaked stone consists of chert, chalcedony
(most likely Pedernal Chert), basalt, and obsidian
(presumably from the Jemez Mountains).
In the general area, data on archaeological
ceramics have been provided by various studies:
Barbour (2012), Elliott (1986), Kulischeck (2005,
2006), Mackey (1982), Reiter (1938). Modern
compendiums also describe and illustrate the
pottery types (D. Wilson 2012; G. Wilson 2007).
A large grid-controlled surface sample was
collected by Liebmann and students in 2012; ﬁnal

Mexico, written by Fray Alonso de Benavides in
1630 (as translated by Morrow), mentions only two
Jemez pueblos: San Jose (Giusewa) and San Diego
(possibly Patokwa or Walatowa). Kwastiyukwa
may have been abandoned at this time, as outlying
populations coalesced into colonial centers.
Benavides notes (1996:25) that “hunger and
war” had ravaged the province leaving it nearly
deserted. Population decline among the people
of Jemez Province is well documented. Spanish
estimates of 30,000 initial population at European
contact dropped to approximately 300 souls by
1704 (Harper 1929:7-8).

III. Previous Work
Test excavations were performed at Kwastiyukwa
by Wesley Bradﬁeld and others beginning in 1914
(Elliot 1982:14). Exactly what was excavated
remains unclear. Locations of the test pits were
poorly documented and initial reports on the
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VI. Pottery Type Descriptions

results are not available at this writing. However,
Van Hoose and Constan (2015) report interesting
spatial patterns based on seriation of a subset of
this collection.

The pottery types, identiﬁed through this analysis,
derive mainly from two basic traditions: a) Jemez
Whiteware and associated utility ware, and b) Rio
Grande Glazeware and corresponding utility ware.
As such, there is not a great diversity of wares and
types; one other painted sherd is a Biscuit B bowl
rim. It should be noted that the dating for some
types is less than precise, and so dates from two
recent compendiums are listed in Table 1. Pottery
characteristics, as observed in this sample, are
now described.

IV. The Sample
About 30 years ago, a collection of potsherds
was made by land managers from the surface
of Kwastiyukwa Pueblo, but the collection has
never been examined in analytical detail. The
purpose of this study is to describe the collection
comprehensively. It will be housed at the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology in Albuquerque. There
are nearly 300 potsherds, a reasonably adequate
number for analysis. However, as a “grab” type
sample, it is not known whether it is completely
representative of the site’s ceramic population
numerically. Moreover, there are several house
mounds at the site, probably from slightly different
time periods (Elliott 1982:23). This sample may
not represent all the phases of the site’s entire
occupational history. In spite of these drawbacks,
these fragments offer the chance to examine
Kwastiyukwa’s ceramics with greater accuracy.

A. Jemez Whiteware
Jemez Black-on-white (B/W) and its antecedent,
Vallecitos B/W, are relatively well described in the
literature. Identiﬁed initially by Mera (1935:22-24),
Jemez B/W is the major painted type at sites of this
type across the Jemez Plateau. Modern descriptions
of these two types, including photographs, are found
in Gordon Wilson (2007), and Dean Wilson (2012).
Vallecitos B/W is assigned dates of A.D. 1250-1400,
and the succeeding Jemez B/W dates from 1300 to
1750 (Table 1). Given the existing dating, Jemez
B/W has an exceedingly long span, of over 400
years. This makes speciﬁc dating with this type less
than precise. Vallecitos B/W (Mackey 1982; Reiter
1938) is essentially an “early” variant of Jemez B/W,
as it was originally recognized by Mera (1935:23),
who did not formally describe it as a separate type.
As basically a P-III antecedent type to Jemez B/W,
Vallecitos was apparently not widely produced, nor
is it as well-known archaeologically as its successor.
The type lacks exterior slip and polish of the later
Jemez B/W on bowls. Vessel walls are thinner, and
bowl rims are always direct and rounded, unlike
some later Jemez B/W bowls. Designs are more
thinly lined and less complex than Jemez B/W, but
consistently done in organic paint (illustrated by G.
Wilson 2007; D. Wilson 2012). None of the sherds
in this sample are typed as Vallecitos, although
obviously there are always marginal cases between
sequential types.

V. Analysis Methods
All sherds were washed in plain water to
remove attached soil. The best examples were
photographed to record vessel form and painted
designs. In the lab, they were sorted by standard
pottery type and vessel form. A small corner
was clipped and examined for paste and temper
identiﬁcation under a binocular microscope. The
clips were saved for reﬁring analysis.
A tally was made of totals of each typevessel-temper category. The local types and their
dates are shown in Table 1; the tally by type and
temper is given in Table 2. Table 3 shows the color
distribution of re-oxidized samples.
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Table 1. Pottery Types and dated spans
Dates
Dates
(D. Wilson 2012) (G. Wilson 2007)

Pottery Type
Types Relevant to this sample:
Jemez Whiteware
Vallecitos Black/white

1250-1400 A.D.

1250-1400 A.D.

Jemez Black/white

1300-1750

1300-1750

1315-1425

1315-1425

Glaze B (Largo Glaze/red, Largo Glaze/yellow, Largo Glaze/polychrome)

1400-1450

1400-1450

Glaze C (Espinoso Glaze/polychrome)

1425-1500

1425-1500

Glaze D ( San Lazaro Glaze/polychrome)

1475-1525

1470-1515

Glaze E (Puaray Glaze/polychrome)

1515-1650

1515-1700

Glaze F Kotyiti Glaze/red, Glaze/yellow, Glaze/polychrome)

1640-1720

1625-1700

Rio Grande Glazeware (major types)
Glaze A (Agua Fria Glaze/red,
Cieneguilla Glaze/yellow, San Clemente Glaze/polychrome)

Utility Ware
Jemez Corrugated Grayware

1250-1550

Jemez Plain Surface Grayware

1500-1750

Other Regional Types:
Gallina Black/white

1050-1300

1050-1300

Santa Fe Black/white

1150-1425

1200-1350

Wiyo Black/white

1250-1450

1300-1400

Abiquiu Black/white (gray) (Biscuit A)

1350-1450

1375-1450

Bandelier Black/white (gray) (Biscuit B)

1400-1550

1400-1550

Sankawi Black/cream

1500-1690

1500-1600

Tewa Polychrome

1650-1775

1650-1750
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Table 2. Kwastiyukwa LA 482 sherd count
Ware

Type

Temper

Form

Utility Ware

Corrugated Jar

tuff/sand

rim
body

Plainware jar

tuff/sand

rim
body

Plainware jar
Jemez

Jemez Black/white bowl

basalt

66

23.2

8
33
2

rim

51

body

30

unident.

body

1

tuff/sand

rim

3

body

Percent

12

10

tuff/sand

Subtotals

1

body
White Ware
Jemez Black/white jar

rim

Count

37

Jemez Black/white 2-coil handle

tuff/sand

handle

1

123

43.3

Biscuit B (Bandelier B/w) bowl

ﬁne tuff

rim

1

1

0.4

Glaze jar (no paint visible)

Zia basalt

body

13

Glaze jar (paint visible)

Zia basalt

body

14

Glaze jar (with paint)

Zia basalt

rim

6

Glaze jar (with paint)

Zia basalt?

rim

3

Glaze bowl (no paint visible)

Zia basalt

body

1

Zia basalt?

body

2

Glaze bowl (paint visbile)

Zia basalt

body

24

Glaze A bowl (Cieneguilla G/p)

Zia basalt

rim

1

Glaze D bowl (San Lazaro G/p)

Zia basalt

rim

5

Zia basalt?

rim

1

Glaze E bowl (Puaray G/p)

Zia basalt

rim

7

Glaze E-F bowl

Zia basalt

rim

6

Glaze F bowl (Kotyiti G/p)

Zia basalt

rim

9

Zia basalt?

rim

1

Zia basalt

bowl

1

94

33.1

284

284

100.0

Northern R.G.
Whiteware
Rio Grande
Glazeware

(incl 1 carinated shoulder)

exposed coil on exterior
of glazeware bowl
Totals
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Table 3. Munsell color distribution of Jemez and Zia decorated and utility reﬁred pottery
(based on uniform reﬁring tests at 900 degrees Celcius)
Pottery Ware

Munsell Color

Jemez B/w Jemez Utility

Zia Glazeware Zia Utility Total

75.YR Tan to Brown
light reddish yellow 7.5yr 7/6

3

5YR Brown
to Reddish Tan
light reddish yellow 5yr 7/6

26

reddish yellow

5yr 6/6

15

6

reddish yellow

5yr 6/8

59

39

15

yellowish red

5yr 5/8

6

55

5

yellowish red

5yr 4/6

9

6

2.5YR Reddish Brown
to Dark Red
red

2.5yr 5/6

red

2.5yr 5/8

red

2.5yr 4/8

Totals

18
1
118

Figure 2. Jemez Black/white with tuff temper

Figure 3. Glaze polychrome with Zia basalt temper
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B. Rio Grande Glazeware
The other major category in this sample is Rio
Grande Glazeware. The glazeware tradition along
the Middle Rio Grande spanned the period of ca.
A.D. 1300 to 1700, forming a unique and fascinating
chapter in Southwestern ceramic history (Honea
1966; Mera 1933). These glazewares have been a
subject of increasing interest in recent studies, and
the major types are described and illustrated by
G. Wilson (2007) and D. Wilson (2012). This is a
complex series of type and styles with considerable
overlap and spatial/temporal variation. Ceramic
styles, materials, and techniques changed rapidly
during P-IV, resulting in a multitude (50 or so)
of recognized “types” and “varieties” (Honea
1966; Mera 1933; Snow and Franklin 2015). The
major types and spans are listed in Table 1; there
are many other minor variants on the glazeware
theme. Following the scheme proposed by Mera
(1933), the glazeware phases are lettered, with
multiple types and varieties assigned to each of
these periods; the major type names are given in
Table 1. At Kwastiyukwa, the glazeware types are
more diagnostic for dating purposes than the longlived local Jemez B/W, assisting in time estimates
for this sample.
A total of 94 Rio Grande Glazeware sherds is
in the collection, comprising a signiﬁcant portion
of the entire sample (Table 2). The glazeware types
seen at Kwastiyukwa derive from only one speciﬁc
glazeware area and during only certain parts of the
glazeware total span. Nevertheless, they compose
a signiﬁcant portion of this sample. Another 12
sherds are utility ware sherds with the same paste/
temper as the glazeware, and apparently derive from
the same region. The glazeware sample contains
numerous jar sherds (36), and bowl body sherds
(27), but the 30 bowl rim sherds are the most useful
in assigning speciﬁc types and dates (Table 2).
Typologically, one small bowl rim is Glaze A, and
has white slip on both sides. It is either Cieneguilla
Glaze-on-yellow (G/Y), or San Clemente Glaze
Polychrome (G/P), with insufﬁcient surface
areas available for certainty. The glaze paint is
black, well controlled, and not runny. All the rest
of the identiﬁable glazeware belongs to the later

Brieﬂy, Jemez B/W is somewhat similar to
other P-III—P-IV whitewares of the central part
of New Mexico. As part of the larger prehistoric
and historic Puebloan ceramic tradition, the Jemez
production shares many characteristics with
other contemporary localized production zones
in the northern New Mexico region (Mera 1935;
illustrations in G. Wilson 2007 and D. Wilson
2012). As observed in this collection, the vessel
forms include open mouth bowls and large ollas,
sometimes with handles. Bowl rims are generally
direct, without elaboration. However, some potters
were apparently inspired by the more ﬂamboyant
rims of the Rio Grande Glazeware tradition to the
south and east, and copied some of the rim forms.
Everted, angled, and ﬂared bowl rims thus appear
in some Jemez B/W bowls in this sample. Surfaces
are moderately well smoothed, slipped, and stone
polished. The polishing is often uneven and streaky.
Gaps in polish coverage are apparent. Paint is
organic (carbon-based), similar to many other
pottery types in the northern Rio Grande region.
Paint consistency is varied, from dense black to a
washy gray-black. Lines are often sharp-edged, but
may also be fuzzy along the paint edges due to thin
paint consistency. Paint may sometimes turn red,
even though it is organic, and this is correlated with
over-ﬁring and oxidation during the ﬁring process.
Designs are large and bold, implemented with fairly
wide lines. Panels outlined and framed with painted
lines above and below are typical. Geometric
motifs are most common, and life forms are rare.
Very little ﬁne line work is seen, and the hachured,
cross-hachured small elements so prevalent in
Santa Fe B/W or Galisteo B/W are missing.
Tempering material is volcanic tuff or pumice with
a portion of sand included. Paste clay is moderately
coarse. Along with the angular temper fragments,
it forms a particularly strong vessel wall. A carbon
core is commonly visible in the vessel wall crosssection. Lack of consistent ﬁring control is seen in
accidental oxidation of portions of vessel walls,
extending to the discoloring and reddening of slips
and organic paints on the affected surfaces.
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surfaced utility took some time, and in the Middle
Rio Grande it took place between A.D. 1300 and
1400. However, the disappearance of corrugation
as a technique is not well dated, and the corrugated
Jemez utility is given an end date of as late as 1550
(D. Wilson 2012).
The tempers of most corrugated sherds are the
same as Jemez whiteware—tuff/pumice (Table 2).
The plain-surfaced utility ware also includes both
Jemez tuff/sand and black Zia basalt examples. Of
the 66 utility sherds, 12 contain the same basalt
seen in the glaze painted examples (above). This
suggests that some of the utility emanated from the
same production zone as the glazed vessels.

part of the sequence, and includes multiple (30)
diagnostic bowl rim sherds of the Glaze D, E,
and F phases, spanning the time between ca. A.D.
1500 and 1700. As such, they include examples of
San Lazaro Glaze Polychrome (G/P) (D), Puaray
Glaze Polychrome (G/P) (E), and Kotyiti Glaze
Polychrome (G/P) (F). These are identiﬁed by their
distinctive bowl rims, as well as styles of painting,
paint characteristics, and slip colors. Some bowl
rims exhibit a borderline combination of Glaze E
rims, but with green-brown runny glaze typical of
Glaze F. Thus, they are classed as Glaze E-F in
Table 2.
Finally, during the post-1600 period,
manufacture of European-inspired vessel forms
such as soup plates, cups, and candelabra were
made by Pueblo potters. None of these were seen
in this collection.
Rio Grande Glazeware was tempered with a
variety of materials over its extent, mainly crushed
volcanic rocks of different kinds (Shepard 1942).
Potsherd tempers were used only in the earliest
types such as Los Padillas Glaze Polychrome
(G/P). Especially sought after were volcanic rocks
of the basaltic type, which were abundant through
the region of glazeware manufacture; locally, other
rocks of the granite-monzonite-latite series were
also employed as tempering agents. However, with
little variation, all the glazeware in this collection
is tempered with a distinctive type of vitreous
black basaltic rock.

VII. Frequencies
This surface sample from Kwastiyukwa is a
“random surface” type, and therefore the ratios of
different wares and types to each other many not be
completely representative of the site’s assemblage
as a whole. With this in mind, the sherd counts in
Table 2 can be examined.
Jemez Whiteware sherds are of one type,
Jemez B/W; no veriﬁable Vallecitos B/W of an
earlier time was seen. This type constitutes the
largest fraction of the total (43.3 percent). The 123
Jemez B/W sherds include 82 bowl fragments, of
which 51 are rims and 31 are body pieces. Another
40 fragments are from Jemez B/W large jars (ollas).
A piece of a handle formed of two clay coils was
likely from a jar or pitcher.
Rio Grande Glazeware is represented by 94
sherds (33 percent of all pottery). Included are 36
jar sherds (rims and body), 27 bowl body sherds,
30 bowl rim sherds, and one unique exposed-coil
bowl fragment. The bowl rims are the only certain
diagnostics for identifying speciﬁc types within
Rio Grande Glazeware; consequently, these are
the only ones assigned particular “type” names
in Table 2. Among the bowl rims, only one small
rim fragment was identiﬁed as a direct Glaze A
rim; the slip is white on both interior and exterior
surfaces, and it is classed as San Clemente or
Cieneguilla G/P. All the remaining glazeware bowl

C. Utility Pottery
Unpainted utility pottery (66 pieces or 23.2 percent)
consists of the jar form exclusively; employed
for cooking and storage, they lacked painted
decoration (Table 2). These are typically in the
form of large jars, with fairly straight short necks.
Interior surfaces are somewhat rough, although
smudged interior surfaces were noted on several
items, a practice which increased during P-IV
times. Both corrugated exterior surfaces and plainsurfaced pieces occur. The presence of 13 indented
corrugated sherds is interesting, as it implies an
earlier style than the more common plain-surfaced
utility jars. The transition from corrugated to plain-
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Both the corrugated and plain surfaced utility
pottery of the Jemez tradition are tempered with
essentially the same ingredients seen in Jemez
Whiteware (Figure 3). The size of the particles
may be somewhat larger in the utility categories,
but the same basic materials were employed—
white to translucent tuff particles with a portion of
quartz and feldspar.

rims are late—Glaze D through F, or a time span
of approximately A.D. 1500 to 1700. In this group,
Glaze D is represented by six rims, Glaze E by
seven rims, Glaze E-F by six rims, and Glaze F by
10 rims (Table 2). Those listed as Glaze E-F rims
(six) are borderline examples having marginally
thickened rims of “E” times, but displaying runny
black, brown, or greenish paint of the later Glaze
F period.
One rim sherd of Biscuit B (Bandelier B/W)
(Mera 1934) was found.
Utility pottery consists of 66 sherds (23.2
percent of total). This includes a few corrugated
(13) jar fragments but mostly plain-surfaced utility
(53). Both jar rims and jar body sherds are included;
there are no bowls. Tuff-tempered (54) and basalttempered (12) sherds are present.

2) Rio Grande Glazeware and Utility Ware
All the Rio Grande Glazeware contains the same
temper in this collection. As customary in this
period, crushed rock tempers were used. In this
case, all the glazeware sherds were identiﬁed as
tempered with a speciﬁc dense black basalt as
essentially the only temper. Some utility jars (12
sherds) likewise contained this same rock temper.
This unique basalt rock is the sole tempering
material seen in the P-IV glazewares in this sample.
It is a shiny vitreous dense black, with occasional
lighter gray-white areas, which may be plagioclase
feldspar, perhaps with sanidine. It is never porous
or vesicular, nor is the color ever red or brown,
as with some basalt types. There are no obvious
(with binocular microscope) individual crystals of
olivine or maﬁc minerals in the groundmass. The
crystal size is small (aphanitic) and is not coarsegrained.
In fact, the visual characteristics of this
basalt strongly suggest that its origins are from
the vicinity of Zia Pueblo, which has employed
the nearby basalt outcrops as temper for centuries
(Harlow and Lanmon 2003). The distinctive basalt
of the Zia pottery was, and is today, recognizably
different from the basalts used as tempers by other
P-IV glazeware potters in the Middle Rio Grande
Valley. Apparently both of the Puname pueblos,
Zia and Santa Ana, used crushed black basalt
during the time of about 1500 to 1760. After that,
Santa Ana used river sand (Franklin 2007; Harlow
and Lanmon 2003:19). Between the two possible
sources, Zia is more probable because of the shorter
distance, and this paste/temper from Kwastiyukwa
looks exactly like photos of Zia pottery crosssections of the “vitreous basaltic lava” (Harlow and
Lanmon 2003:19). It also matches descriptions by

VIII. Temper and Paste
A. Source Area Analysis
The attributes of body clay and tempering materials
are now examined in greater detail, as they can
reveal clues to patterns of materials utilization, as
well as geographic/cultural sources of manufacture.
Habitually, individuals and groups of potters in a
“community of practice” tend to repeatedly re-use
traditional sources of clays and tempers in their
environment, as has been customary among the
Pueblos (Arnold 1985; Rice 1987). Examination
of paste and temper materials in this study revealed
their basic characteristics.
B. Tempering materials
1) Jemez Whiteware and Utility Ware
Tempering material in Jemez Whiteware is
rock, mainly volcanic tuff or pumice from the
local mesas, mixed with some angular quartz or
feldspars, probably from a sand fraction. The
tuff/pumice appears as shiny white spicules or
elongated chunks or laths (Figure 2). Striated
angular fragments are typical. This volcanic
material was not only common in the vicinity, but
also provides an ideal temper, as it bonds well with
clay, and is resistant to thermal alterations.
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2) Results
The reﬁring test results are shown in Table 3.
Distribution of the four wares shows deﬁnite
central tendencies, and a range of variation. Jemez
B/W and Jemez utility have the same color mode
(highlighted), at 5YR 6/8, a light tan-yellow. The
B/W displays a greater range of variation around
the mode, however, with 18 being redder (2.5YR
5/6), and some even paler yellow than the norm.
This variation suggests that Jemez B/W could have
been made from clays from various related sources,
although probably from the same basic geological
origin. Basalt-tempered glazeware and utility also
resemble each other in color distribution, suggesting
that both derived from a similar clay source. As a
group, the basalt-tempered wares are brighter and
more orange than the Jemez wares. The modal
tendency lies farther to the redder-orange end of
the spectrum. The mode for glazed and its utility is
now at 5YR 5/8, signiﬁcantly different from Jemez
pottery. The range of variability for the color
distribution does overlap between the Jemez and
Zia wares, however, and they are not totally separate
in distribution. The conclusion is that Jemez and
Zia basalt wares are fairly internally homogeneous
within their utility and painted types, but show a
signiﬁcant difference in overall coloration between
them. In turn, this result corroborates the temper
study, suggesting that the Jemez wares are distinct
from the Rio Grande Glazewares.

Shepard (1938) of the basalt-tempered glazeware
inferred to be from Zia at Unshagi in the Jemez
(Reiter 1938).
To the south of Zia, along the Middle Rio
Grande, various basalts were used as glazeware
temper also, but they differ from the Zia material
in composition and microscopic appearance.
Those potters sometimes employed reddish
vesicular or scoria basalts, frequently red or purple.
Alternatively, dense ophitic basalts of the diabase
category display larger crystals of hornblende,
augite, and olivine along with plagioclase feldspars
(e.g., Franklin and Schleher 2010). However, the
Zia basalts seen here are recognizable as distinct
from those basalt tempers.
C. Paste Clay
1) Methods
Body clay employed in vessel wall construction has
several important properties, and potters search for
clays that have a combination of pliability, strength,
and thermal characteristics. The availability of
large quantities of body clay within a convenient
“catchment area” clearly ﬁgures into the equation
for potters, and may even have been a criterion for
selection of site locations.
This study used reﬁring (oxidation) to
evaluate body clays used by potters. Standardized
comparisons can be made between clays used in
various classes of pottery, and potentially with
raw environmental clays. The technique has
been widely used, and has proven useful in basic
screening for patterns of clay utilization (Rice
1987). The standard method is to reﬁre sherd
samples (and/or raw clays) in an electric kiln to
900 degrees C. for about 10 minutes and let it cool
slowly. The result is clay/pottery colors raised to
their maximum degree of coloration. The colors
are the result of iron and other mineral impurities
in the clay. Clays and/or sherds are then compared
by color using the Munsell Color Chart. As sherds
were clipped for examination of cross-sections for
temper in this study, the clip was saved for reﬁring
later, if possible; a total of 263 clips was available.
Oxidation of all samples produced a uniform basis
for comparison.

IX. Chronological Placement
A. Ceramic Dating
The assemblage seen here can be dated to
sometime within the broad frame of A.D. 1300 to
1650, at the most (Pueblo IV into early Historic
Pueblo). Given the prevalence of certain pottery
types, the collection appears to center on a
narrower temporal frame. While Jemez B/W has
a very long time span, the glazeware pieces are
more time-speciﬁc. Considering the sole sherd of
Glaze A (which might be an heirloom piece), and
the lack of Vallecitos B/W, the start of the major
part of the sample would be about A.D. 1475 or
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1612L. Despite the slightly uncertain “vv” dates,
this range of dates conﬁrms the estimated dates
based on cross-dated ceramics (above). The 1415
date implies that there was some occupation
during Glaze A (or this is a re-used beam). The
main occupation, as indicated by ceramics
alone, falls between A.D. 1500 and the early
1600s. The agreement between the ceramic and
absolute dates is quite encouraging. In fact, these
dendrochronological dates from the Jemez may
even assist in reﬁning temporal spans of some Rio
Grande Glazeware types because many were made
in large towns to the south, where obtaining reliable
tree-ring dated associations has proved impossible.
In sum, the major occupation of Kwastiyukwa was
between about A.D. 1500 and 1625, judging by this
collection, although use of the site both before and
after this period cannot be ruled out. Relocation of
the population to Spanish-controlled settlements
such as Giusewa occurred soon after the last treering date of 1612 and the pottery end estimate of
1625. Potential re-occupation of the site during
or after the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 cannot be
conﬁrmed by these data.
A similar range of dates was obtained from
Unshagi (Stallings 1938). There, 62 tree-ring dates
range from A.D. 1325 to 1604, with the majority
in the period of 1550 to 1575, and this major
building period coincides with our Kwastiyukwa
data. Unshagi may have survived until a ﬁnal
abandonment in 1628 (Stallings 1938), which
might also agree with the early Glaze F pottery and
the 1612 ﬁnal tree-ring date at Kwastiyukwa.

1500. Consistent pieces of Glazeware bowl rims
date to Glaze D, E, and F, suggesting a continuous
deposition between ca. 1500 and potentially as late
as 1625+ (Table 1). The piece of Bandelier B/W
(Biscuit B) also suggests a 1450-1550 time. The
complete lack of Santa Fe, Wiyo, or Galisteo B/W
(types of A.D. 1150-1350+) also suggests a time of
post-A.D. 1400. However, the lack of these types
also involves a spatial-cultural consideration, not
just a temporal one.
At the late end, the presence of Glaze F, dated
into the Pueblo Revolt and slightly post-Revolt
times might suggest an end date as late as 1750.
Jemez B/W is also given dates to 1750 (D. Wilson
2012). However, this assemblage might not last as
late as that. There are no historic Spanish-inspired
vessel forms in either the Jemez B/W or Glaze F
group of sherds; no soup plates or similar forms
were found. Furthermore, no intrusive pottery
from the post-1700 period is present; no Tewa
Polychrome or later matte-painted types of that
series are present. Neither are there any Kapo
Black, polished red dough bowls, or historic
micaceous unpainted ware. Presumably, some
types of the Historic period would appear by
exchange with contemporary northern Rio Grande
production centers if this occupation lasted late
enough. In sum, using ceramic cross-dating alone,
the suggested dates center on A.D.1500–1625.
This estimate clearly applies to this collection
from probably one component of a large site. Elliott
(1982:23) has suggested that parts of this large
complex were occupied at different times, allowing
for the possibility that the pottery from discrete
room blocks may differ from this collection.
Furthermore, sites dating to before 1500 and after
1680 (refugee period) sites are scattered across
the landscape in the vicinity (Kulisheck 2005), so
clearly the dates from one part of one site do not
necessarily apply to other sites or site components
in the vicinity.

X. Regional Trade and Interaction
A. Jemez Whiteware and Grayware
Jemez whiteware and Jemez grayware types
were undoubtedly locally made, either within
this community, or at other large contemporary
villages in the Jemez Plateau. At Kwastiyukwa,
moderate variation in paste color and rock temper
clay is evident. Lack of uniformity in paste clay,
as well as minor possible variations within the
volcanic tuff temper might imply different groups

B. Chronometric Dating
Fortunately, eight tree-ring dates have been
recorded for LA 482 (Wolfman 1994): 1415vv,
1501vv, 1510vv, 1525vv, 1536vv, 1611r, 1612L,
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Anna Shepard (1938) also examined the
Rio Grande Glazeware from the Jemez Unshagi
excavations described by Reiter (1938). Although at
that time she had not yet studied glazeware tempers
beyond Pecos Pueblo, she was able to identify
the rock tempers in Jemez B/W, the abundant
glazewares, and some of the culinary pottery,
using petrographic techniques. Typically astute
and observant, Shepard identiﬁed the Jemez B/W
as tuff tempered, and with some slight variation,
“no other kind of temper was found among the 750
sherds examined” (Shepard 1938:205). Turning
to the Rio Grande Glazeware at Unshagi, several
temper types were identiﬁed, including olivine
basalt, andesite, tuff, sherd, vitreous andesite,
pumice, and sand (Shepard 1938:207), potentially
indicative of imports from several glazeware
districts. However, the glassy black basalt was the
predominant temper in the glazeware in all levels of
Unshagi. She further made the connection between
modern Zia potters who use this temper, as well
as temper found in glaze decorated pottery from
the village refuse (Ellis 1966; Shepard 1938:210).
Glazeware containing the most frequent distinctive
basalt temper was thereby interpreted as obtained
from the Zia or Puname district in general. Again,
our present Kwastiyukwa glazeware sample is
essentially homogeneously Zia basalt tempered,
corroborating Shepard’s ﬁndings at Unshagi.
Shepard also considered the utility ware
tempers. The Jemez utility was tempered with
the same tuff derived from pumice rock that she
identiﬁed as ubiquitous in the Jemez whiteware.
Another batch of culinary temper was classed as
“vitreous pyroxene andesite,” with dark fragments
having a semi-vitreous luster (Shepard 1938:206).
She notes that this temper is very similar to the Zia
basalt, but there was a reluctance to assign so much
utility ware to a distant source (Shepard 1938:206).
Archaeologists of the day probably did not accept
the idea that utility as well as decorated ceramics
might have been carried long distances and end up
in an “intrusive” context. Newer research reveals
that unpainted culinary, micaceous wares, etc. were
also transported over long distances, as at Pottery
Mound (Franklin and Schleher 2010). In the Jemez,

of potters, either within the residential community
or between villages in the general area. Answers
to these questions must await survey and testing
of potential ceramic materials in the “landscape”
of the local environment. Increased attention
to resources of various kinds in the vicinity of
settlements can now determine directions and
distances of travel required to obtain essential raw
materials (Arnold 1985; Rice 1987; and various
studies compiled in Cordell and Habicht-Mauche
2012). Reconnaissance for possible ceramic
materials in the vicinity of Pottery Mound (LA 416)
has proved successful in locating likely paste clays
and basalt tempers (Franklin and Schleher 2010).
And by extension, it is possible to also rule out the
existence of other materials which may not occur
within a convenient collection distance, and must
have been obtained by trade from distant sources,
such as glazeware paints.
B. Rio Grande Glazeware
While it is known that glazeware is not uncommon
at these Classic period sites in the Jemez, the
number and variety of glazeware sherds here is
surprising. This glazeware pottery was not made
locally but obtained by trade from P-IV Pueblo
settlements to the south and east, in the Middle Rio
Grande basin, or its tributaries. As such, these are all
“intrusive” to the Jemez towns on the high plateau.
Here, the prevalence of glazeware types D into F
would imply consistent imports from glazeware
production centers over a period of time possibly as
long as two centuries (ca. A.D. 1500-1700).
In the case of Kwastiyukwa, we can be more
speciﬁc. All the 94 glazeware and 12 utility sherds
seen in this collection contain the same basaltic
temper and tan-orange paste (Tables 2, 3). Based
on prior, and incomplete, knowledge of pastes and
tempers of glazewares used in different districts, it
is possible to identify the main source of trade as
probably Zia Pueblo. Distinctive basalt tempering
ingredients used by Zia potters through the centuries
help identify their wares in a trade context Indeed,
the paste and temper of these imported glazeware
sherds matches exactly the description of modern
Zia materials (Harlow and Lanmon 2003).
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both traditions, although they were interpreted as
Zia-related outposts by the investigators. As such,
considerable quantities of trade goods evidently
passed along this route in the commerce between Zia
and the Jemez towns. The San Ysidro pueblos also
show that this interaction was present in the Glaze
A through C periods to ca. 1500; the Kwastiyukwa
data reveal that this importation of glazeware to
the Jemez continued into succeeding Glaze D, E,
and F phases. In all, the continuous commerce in
ceramics, mainly glazeware, into the Jemez, was
in effect from Glaze A through F times. During the
Revolt period of 1680-1692, some Zia people lived
in Jemez refugee sites, and hybrid pottery such as
“Jemez River Polychrome” (Harlow and Lanmon
2003:18) resulted. Naturally, it is not known what
other items may have been exchanged for Zia
pottery, and perishable goods would have left few
material traces in the archaeological record.

the uncertainty of origin for some of the non-tufftempered culinary-utility wares at Unshagi points
up the need for additional comparative studies.
In general, the preferential use of discrete rock
tempers by glazeware potters across the region is
now assisting in determining areas (if not actual
villages) of production, as revealed initially by
Shepard (1942), and by more recent studies (Cordell
and Habicht-Mauche 2012). In the Jemez, if this
ceramic connection is correct, a long interchange
with Zia may have been in effect through P-IV
times. In any event, the interchange was intense and
continuous enough to bring considerable quantities
of glazed and utility pottery to Kwastiyukwa.
Glazeware prototypes even inﬂuenced the bowl
rim shapes of some Jemez B/W bowls in imitation
of Glazeware styles. Apparently, some Jemez
pottery travelled in the downstream direction, but
not to great distances. Peter McKenna (personal
communication, various) has surveyed many
prehistoric sites in the Zia Pueblo vicinity, and has
seen a few Jemez B/W sherds on them.
Located near the conﬂuence of the Jemez
and Salado drainages, the “San Ysidro” pueblos
(Barnett and Sundt 1973), may provide a
geographic and cultural link along this route.
Near the modern town of San Ysidro, two small
villages were occupied between about A.D. 1300
and 1490, when they were abandoned. Barnett and
Sundt (1973:38) reported several hundred sherds
and several restorable pots, mostly glazeware
types, including Agua Fria Glaze-on-red (G/R),
San Clemente G/P, Cieneguilla G/Y, and Espinoso
G/P. Their temper was the dark igneous rock
“commonly used in the Zia area,” and was thus
typical of the Puname production zone including
Zia, located about seven miles away. In addition,
there were a few pumice-tempered Jemez B/W
and some amount of Vallecitos B/W (counts not
given). Interestingly, ceramic materials recovered
included kaolin clay and hematite and limonite, all
in raw form. These may have been useful to potters
of both Zia and Jemez traditions. Signiﬁcantly,
these little villages are situated on the main route
between the Puname pueblos and the large Jemez
towns to the north. And they revealed pottery of

C. Ceramic trade with other areas
Conversely, the lack of pottery from other major
centers is interesting also. Beyond the Jemez and
Puname (Santa Ana and Zia) ceramics, the lack of
pottery from other sources is intriguing. Negative
evidence is always open to interpretation, but not
ﬁnding pottery from other contemporary population
centers must raise questions also. The appearance
here of only one sherd of the Biscuitware tradition
contrasts with the abundant glazeware. This
argues for a lack of extensive exchange with the
contemporary Biscuitware-producing large towns
to the east in Bandelier Monument and the Pajarito
Plateau generally. During this period, one might
expect both Biscuit A and B types, and perhaps
Sankawi B/cream to appear in a trade context at
Kwastiyukwa, especially as these types were
produced in massive quantities in the big towns to
the east.
Essentially the same results were obtained at
Unshagi by Reiter (1938, Appendix I). In those
tabulations, of 439 non-local decorated sherds, 428
(97.5 percent) were Rio Grande Glazeware, and
only 11 sherds were from all other intrusive types
combined. Here also, the dominance of glazeware
in the category of imported ceramics is noteworthy.
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While recognized imported pottery did amount to
about 3 percent of all pottery at Unshagi (Reiter
1938:193), a large number of non-local pieces
were included. Considering that Reiter’s Unshagi
counts included 428 “Glaze-decorated” and only
11 other “Trade types,” importation of ﬁnished
pottery, particularly glazed, would seem to have
been relatively substantial, starting as early as ca.
1400 at that site. Moreover, Kwastiyukwa results
indicate that continuously supplied amounts of
glazeware pottery were being brought to Jemez
sites in the A.D. 1500-1625 period. In the
Kwastiyukwa sample, the fact that Rio Grande
glazeware appears in quantity (94 or 33.1 percent)
is noteworthy. Additionally, the arrival of some
speciﬁcally Zia basalt-tempered utility from the
same sources must be added to the tally. In sum,
the ﬂow of glazeware and at least some utility ware
into the Jemez seems to have been substantial, and
continuous over a long period, particularly after
A.D. 1500. With respect to the lack of tradeware
from the prehistoric Tewa region, our results
duplicate those of Reiter (1938), with only one
Biscuit B rim sherd in this collection. Similar
low pre-Revolt counts of Biscuit-Sankawi series
pottery have been noted by Liebmann and Preucel
(2007:203) and Graves and Eckert (1998:271).
During and after the Revolt, however, indigenous
Jemez B/W production declined, while imports
of Tewa and other ceramics correspondingly
increased (Liebmann and Preucel 2007:203).
Recent analysis by Arbolino and Nelson
(2014) provides additional comparative data from
Giusewa and Amoxiumqua, completing a pottery
type count using old excavated pottery from the
early 1900s. Both are large Jemez settlements
initially occupied in the 1300s through at least
1600, with Giusewa continuing into the early
Historic period. Like Kwastiyukwa, Amoxiumqua
is at high mesa elevation, and both were
substantially abandoned at about 1625. After that,
only Giusewa and Walatowa were still occupied,
although minor holdouts may have remained at
the higher mesa-top villages. Looking at the type
frequencies, deﬁnite trends emerge, and they seem
to corroborate ﬁndings from this project. The

Similarly, at the San Ysidro site along the trade
route to Zia, Biscuitware was very scarce (Barnett
and Sundt 1973:38).

XI. Summary and Conclusions
This analysis has described a sample of pottery
from the surface of Kwastiyukwa Pueblo. Despite
their limitations, these fragments provided useful
information. Some broader regional implications
may now be considered.
A. Trade/exchange trends within the Jemez area
The analytical results suggest that Jemez B/W and
utility ware were produced at the site, or in the other
major villages in the vicinity. Secondly, regarding
trade/exchange with adjacent Puebloan districts: a)
there was little importation of Biscuit A or B from
the proto-Tewa district of the Bandelier Monument
area and Pajarito Plateau, and b) conversely,
there was substantial importation of Rio Grande
Glazeware and accompanying utility pottery into
the Jemez towns from the Puname district from
A.D. 1300 to 1600. A third regional trend seems
to be the general lack of export of Jemez area
decorated ceramics to any of the adjacent Puebloan
districts. These trends have been observed in other
investigations, and appear to be corroborated by
this study. The possible cultural dynamics involved
can now be examined.
In studying the effects of the Pueblo Revolt
of 1680 on aspects of Pueblo life, Liebmann and
Preucel (2007) cite some changes in ceramics. One
was a change in frequency of tradeware ceramics
coming into the Jemez. The pre-revolt Jemez sites
“exhibit low proportions of tradewares (around
3%), suggesting that the Jemez did not participate
in substantial ceramic exchange with non-Jemez
Pueblos during the three centuries leading up to
the revolt…” (Liebmann and Preucel 2007:202).
While it may be that increased interaction between
Pueblos during the Revolt period of 1680-1696
increased the intensity of ceramic trade, our
study indicates that ceramic imports, especially
glazeware, were abundant in pre-Revolt times.
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B. Regional Interaction
Interpreting these Jemez results in broader
context, the complex interaction between ceramic
styles, ethnicity, and linguistic afﬁliation have
to be considered. Certainly there is no necessary
correlation between cultural/linguistic group and
ceramic styles, theoretically—and ceramic styles
easily cross-cut regional, ethnic, and linguistic
boundaries, carrying iconographic and symbolic
implications (Graves and Eckert 1998:275).
Nevertheless, the geographic boundaries of Rio
Grande Glazeware, Biscuitware, and Jemez wares
are quite distinct during PIV, and undoubtedly relate
to major spatial extents of the major linguistic/
ethnic Puebloan groups during the A.D. 1300-1600
period (Graves and Eckert 1998:264; Mera 1935).
While Rio Grande Glazeware production spanned
several linguistic groups to the south, Biscuitware
is associated with proto-Tewa, and certainly
Jemez B/W is identiﬁed with the Towa-speaking
Jemez people. Therefore, the lack of outward
trade of Jemez B/W and the lack of importation of
signiﬁcant amounts of Biscuit ware into the P-IV
towns on the Jemez Plateau has implications for
cultural interaction, or the lack thereof, between
these two adjacent Pueblo culture-language areas.
The fact that classic Jemez B/W itself was very little
traded outside its geographical production zone,
despite receiving abundant glazeware imports,
exempliﬁes a one sided or unidirectional ceramic
ﬂow. This general lack of outward dispersement of
Jemez B/W has been noted in other studies, as well
as the lack of Biscuit ware imports at indigenous
Jemez Plateau sites. Paradoxically, despite the low
co-occurrence of Tewa-Biscuitware and TowaJemez B/W, the inﬂux of Glazeware to Jemez
towns proceeded unabated for at least 300 years.
Such consistent ceramic trends may be part of
a larger pattern of trade and/or migration patterns
with deeper roots. The persistent near lack of
P-III Santa Fe and Wiyo B/W, as well as the later
Abiquiu and Bandelier B/W Biscuit types, from the
proto-Tewa settlements to the east is noteworthy at
Unshagi and Giusewa from as early as 1325, and is
evident later at Kwastiyukwa. There were apparently
long-standing trade contacts or conversely, cultural

108 specimens from Amoxiumqua include classic
Jemez B/W, and Glazes C, D, E and F, with D and
E in the majority (Arbolino and Nelson 2014:436).
Indeed, all the non-Jemez painted pottery is Rio
Grande Glazeware (18 percent of total count); no
Biscuitware was identiﬁed. These results mirror
those from our Kwastiyukwa sample closely,
suggesting that the assemblages from these two
upland towns are very similar.
Giusewa’s sample of 647 sherds (Arbolino
and Nelson 2014:437-438) is comparable, but
larger and more varied, resembling that of Unshagi
(Reiter 1938). Starting with the small amounts of
Santa Fe and Wiyo B/W, this long lived occupation
also includes examples of the entire Rio Grande
Glazeware sequence from A to F, although Glazes
D and E dominate, as is the case at all the big Jemez
towns. Glazeware composes 27 percent of all
pottery, reinforcing the conclusion that glazeware
is the dominant intrusive ware at all these sites,
totaling between ca. 15 and 30 percent of the
sherd count. The sole sherd of Biscuit A out of
the 647-sherd sample again illustrates the general
lack of the Abiquiu-Bandelier B/W types at classic
Jemez sites. The succeeding type, Sankawi Blackon-cream (B/C), appears as 28 sherds, undoubtedly
due to the survival of this settlement into early
historic times. Indeed, Spanish-inﬂuenced designs
and forms are seen in some late Jemez B/W from
Giusewa, and there is some historic Tewa mattepainted (Arbolino and Nelson 2014:442).
In sum, the assemblage of Amoxiumqua
closely resembles our Kwastiuykwa data, both
in type frequencies and implied time range.
Giusewa’s more diverse assemblage derives
from a larger and long-lived town persisting into
early historic time. During the A.D. 1400-1625
period, however, it appears that glazeware was the
dominant imported ware at all these locations, both
in the valley and on the mesa tops. Closer analysis
of material attributes will be needed to identify
speciﬁc sources of all the glazeware imports at all
these sites, but it is now clear that the Zia area, at
least, was a point of origin for much of the Glaze D
and E ceramics.
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trading patterns involved exchange of multiple
items besides ceramics which each partner found
desirable; food products in processed or raw form,
textiles, fabrics, basketry, etc. probably ﬁt into an
equation about which we now see only a portion.

barriers, which affected the direction and intensity
of trade, and formed persistent patterns of long
standing in the Jemez area.
It is clear that cultural differences and
preferential exchange contacts can be more
important than physical distance in determining
preferred trade partners and intensity of regional
interaction. In the Jemez Plateau vs. Pajarito
case, there would be a linguistic barrier (Towa
vs. Tewa) with the prehistoric Tewa-area towns
to the east, but such a barrier apparently did not
prevent commerce with Zia, which speaks Keres.
Indeed, language differences have rarely been
insurmountable. What was the impediment to such
ceramic exchange with the Tewa area? Distance
was certainly a factor, but perhaps not the only
one. Measured by “airline” distance, it is about
25 mi from Kwastiyukwa to Bandelier National
Monument, and 23 mi to modern Cochiti Pueblo
to the east. Admittedly, there is some rough terrain
to cross in the process, and the distance on foot
would be somewhat greater. However, the same
measurement to Zia, down the Jemez River, is
22 mi, not greatly different in pure distance.
Therefore, both types of interactions involved
similar distances and linguistic barriers, but the
intensity of ceramic contact was vastly different.
Clearly, cultural predilections, shared interests,
personal contacts, or intentional avoidances
must have played a role in affecting the different
exchange relations between the ancient Jemez
and their neighbors. It is also possible that certain

XII. Lines of Future Inquiry
Future research, as always, will need to focus on
detailed analyses of multiple collections from
the numerous P-III and P-IV sites which dot the
Jemez mesas. At present, comparative data are
meager, and mostly from archaeological work
of many years ago. Thin-section petrographic
analysis is required, and possibly instrumental
neutron activation analysis and other techniques.
But even the methods used in this little study could
be applied to other collections, yielding a more
comprehensive picture of late prehistoric Jemez
pottery production. Additionally, source-area
studies would open up perspectives on resource
procurement in the surrounding environment of the
Jemez Plateau.

End Note
1. The sequence used here is as follows: Pueblo I (P-I),
A.D. 750-900; Pueblo II (P-II), A.D. 900-1150; Pueblo
III (P-III), A.D. 1150-1325; Pueblo IV (P-IV), A.D.
1325-1600); Pueblo V (P-V), A.D. 1600-present.
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Canvas Ceiling Covers Discovered
During Restoration Work at
The Annunciation Mission in Chinle, Arizona
CHARLOTTE J. FRISBIE

It is an honor to participate in a feshschrift for a good friend and colleague, Dave Snow. We go back to 1964
when I started doctorate work in Anthropology at the University of New Mexico and shared an apartment
with Cordelia Thomas, who was then dating Dave and was also a good friend of Ted Frisbie. Dave and
I stayed in touch through the years, sometimes sharing a meal when I passed through Albuquerque on
my way to Navajoland, and more regularly, as he delivered my email messages to our mutual friend, the
late David Brugge after David stopped using a computer. Currently our communications are mainly via
email, and Dave continues to be incredibly prompt in answering my requests for help, no matter what they
concern. While I am not yet a Spanish speaker and never will be an archaeologist, our friendship, which I
treasure, endures.
example, Frisbie 1998; Mitchell 2001). The offer
was made despite my never having done such an
application.
I began the work in 2002, only slightly
daunted by the fat rule books that appeared from the
National Park Service (NPS) to guide preparation
of applications. The process immediately became
a real challenge, and it was interrupted for the
creation of a publication celebrating the parish’s
Centennial on October 5, 2005, which Fr. Blane and
I co-authored (Grein and Frisbie 2005). In the early
fall of 2006 the Arizona State Historic Preservation
Ofﬁce (AZSHPO) had no further questions and the
site was accepted for State listing later that fall,
and then forwarded to Washington, D.C. Finally,
on June 5, 2007, the “Chinle Franciscan Mission
Historic District” was approved for inclusion on
the National Register of Historic Places.
The Chinle Franciscan Historic District,
which is located about two miles west of the
Canyon de Chelly National Monument, makes
up 2.9 acres of the 160-acre grant, and everything
accepted for inclusion was in the core area. This
included three buildings, the Friary (1905-1907),
the Annunciation Mission (1909-1910), and the

This essay concerns another discovery that
emerged during the continuing restoration work
on the Annunciation Mission in Chinle, Arizona.
The puzzles surrounding a historic object from
that site, the bell, were documented earlier (Frisbie
2012) in hope of generating some suggestions
from colleagues, but these have not yet been
forthcoming. Before turning to the latest discovery,
some background is needed.

Background
In the course of my Navajo work that began
in 1963, I became friends with Fr. Blane Grein,
OFM (henceforth, Fr. Blane), the resident priest
in Chinle from 1978 until October, 2012. Fr.
Blane, always community minded, developed a
wide network of supporters during his tenure in
Chinle. Deeply interested in history, Fr. Blane had
responded positively when, in the 1980s, a number
of parishioners suggested trying to get the site
listed on the “Historic Register.” After I retired, I
offered to help because I had already learned much
about both Chinle and Franciscan history (see, for
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Workshop (1935); one object, the Bell cast in 1914
and deﬁnitely in Chinle by 1920; and one site,
the historic Cemetery in use from 1907 to 1935.
Another sandstone building located immediately
south of the church had served as the Interpreter’s
House and Chinle’s Post Ofﬁce. Sadly, this
structure was deemed ineligible for inclusion on
the Register despite its historical signiﬁcance
because 1963 and 1970 additions to both the east
and west ends, respectively, needed in order to
convert it for use as a convent, made the building
“lose its historic integrity.”
The Chinle Franciscan Mission was the ﬁrst
outreach mission established by the Friars from
their Franciscan base at St. Michaels, where they
had initially settled in 1898. On April 20, 1903, the
Secretary of the Interior had granted 160 acres to
the Franciscans for temporary use and occupancy
for missionary and educational purposes. After
surveying, the “set-aside” was recorded on August

10, 1903. The speciﬁc site for the Chinle mission
was selected on August 15, 1905 and ground broken
for the ﬁrst building, the Friars’ Residence/Chapel,
the next day (Grein and Frisbie 2005:5-8; see other
sources cited therein). The Friary was completed
in 1907. The second building at the site was the
Annunciation Mission, constructed in 1909-1910,
at the same time as the Federal Boarding School a
mile east of the Friary. The two construction jobs
shared some of the laborers as well as the building
inspector, Roy Bradley, who designed both the
mission and the school. The Annunciation Mission
was already in use by the spring of 1910, when the
school opened, although it went unnamed until it
was dedicated on March 25, 1912.
The Annunciation Mission is a 24- by 60-foot,
one-and-one-half-story structure, oriented east to
west (Figure 1). The external walls are made from
local, rough cut 18-inch-thick sandstone blocks
laid in a random ashlar pattern. A four-stepped

Figure 1. Front view of the Annunciation Mission, Chinle, Arizona. Photo by author, August 2011.
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ﬂushboards. At present, the tongue-and grooveceiling boards beneath the choir loft right inside
the front door are painted a glossy white. Original
molding remained throughout as did original
baseboards. The baseboards, window frames and
sills, the door frames, stairway to the choir loft, and
cupboard under the stairs are all painted a reddish
brown color.
One of the reasons the parishioners had
wanted the site on the Register was because, at the
time, funding was available for restoration projects
if the property were listed. In the late 1950s, when
it was clear that the Annunciation Mission was
too small to hold the parish, another church was
constructed at the site, beginning on August 1, 1959
and dedicated on March 27, 1960 as Our Lady of
Fatima Parish. This church was made from cinder
block curtain walls over a metal Butler building
frame. At this point, the old stone church started
serving other purposes, such as becoming a site for

facade marks the east side entrance. A sandstone
slab lintel is above the door, and above that is a
Gothic sill arch window. Two stone crosses are set
in the masonry on either side just above the door.
Two iron crosses ﬂanking the window are a later
addition explained below. The roof, a front gable
design with a hip on the west end, is shingled
with wood shakes and has two sandstone-block
chimneys with stone caps.
Inside, the walls are plastered and painted
white, and the original ceiling is “ﬂushboard” (an
AZSHPO term), or tongue-and-groove narrow
wood planks, probably pine. When we started our
work, hard ﬁberboard panels composed of 16- by
32-inch “tiles” (see Figure 2) had been nailed over
the tongue-and-groove ceiling. The ﬂoor in the
west end of the building was raised about 13 inches
above the main ﬂoor of the body of the church to
demarcate the sanctuary. In this area, ﬁberboard
panels had also been nailed over the original narrow

Figure 2. View from scaffolding of multiple layers on north sloping ceiling; ﬁberboard panels in top
left corner, surprise canvas ceiling covering underneath, showing clips used to attach the ﬁberboard
panels, and tongue-and-groove ceiling boards showing through tears in the canvas panels. Left
bottom: decorative molding separating ceiling from walls. Photo by author, August 2011.
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chimney capstone. While Bro. John Friebel, OFM
and Ben Laughing from the Franciscan work crew
at St. Michaels accomplished all of this, I started
cleaning out the inside of the building, which had
long been used as a drop off place for unwanted
furniture, sports equipment, teaching materials,
holiday decorations, medical equipment, and even
a wedding dress! Through yard sales, eBay sales,
making donations, and trips to the dump, I ﬁnally
emptied the inside. Before Fr. Blane left Chinle in
October, 2012, he did as much as possible of the
inside work on the list. For example, in the late
spring, he disconnected and removed the conduit,
wires, and got rid of the old electrical system as well
as the gas lines. Using the scaffolding borrowed
from St. Michaels, he also removed the ﬁberboard
panels that had been nailed into the original
tongue-and-groove board ceiling. As the panels
were removed in May and June of 2011, we got a
major surprise: under them was a decorated canvas
ceiling cover (Figure 2). Pictures were taken, and
work was stopped on the ceiling so research could
be done on such covers and “the surprise” could
be discussed with the Navajo Nation’s Historic
Preservation Department (NNHPD), AZSHPO,
and other colleagues. Meanwhile, during my return
visit in August, I checked things underneath the
building and we marked the ﬂoor with masking
tape to show where the original sanctuary walls
had been. Bro. Bart Wolf, OFM, another longterm Franciscan friend and head of the Franciscan
Studio in Albuquerque, had agreed to help us by
building the sanctuary altars and other furnishings
before he retired. In 2012, he was just waiting for
us to get the funds raised so he could start on the
main altar.

a youth center, thrift store, transient shelter, and the
like. By the mid-1980s, however, problems with
leaking and sinking ﬂoors because of inadequate
footings in the cinder block church had increased
to the point that parishioners started talking
about building another church. When discussing
potential locations, Fr. Blane had jokingly
suggested that the old stone church (Annunciation
Mission) be torn down. The people were shocked;
they said, “Absolutely Not.” They had grown up in
that church and wanted it preserved and restored.
After more discussion, a plan was made to restore
it after a new church was erected and other needs
were addressed. The cinder block church was torn
down during the summer and fall of 1989 and a
new hogan-shaped church was built on the same
site, used for the ﬁrst time Christmas Eve, 1989,
and dedicated on June 3, 1990.

Restoration Work on the Annunciation Mission
Although we had planned to seek both federal
and state funding for our restoration project, we
learned in March, 2009 that National Park Service
funding for such projects had just been canceled
because of the decimation Hurricane Katrina had
caused to much of the Gulf Coast in August, 2005.
Sadly, as of January, 2016, none of the federal or
state restoration funding had been restored. Clearly
faced with the responsibility of raising our own
funding, Fr. Blane and I made a plan about how to
proceed. We had already obtained professional bids
for both the outside and inside restoration work, but
the ﬁgures made it clear that we were going to have
to do as much of our own work as possible. We
had already been told that if we didn’t replace the
roof on the Annunciation Mission before the 2010
winter came, we would have no building to restore.
With a lot of work, the ﬁrst major fund drive (20092010) was successful, and as of late November,
2010 and thanks to Walter McBride, contractor,
the building had a new roof approved by AZSHPO
regulations. In the spring of 2011, the focus changed
to tuckpointing (repairing deteriorating mortar) the
outside of the sandstone building and replacing one

Research on “Our Surprise Find”
The ﬁrst question we needed to answer was
obvious: should we try to save the canvas? We
decided to give ourselves a year to investigate the
options and to make a decision by June, 2013. Fr.
Blane had sent me the pictures he had taken of “the
surprise” when he found it in May, 2011 (Figures
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seemingly nonfunctional, with no great artistic or
historic merit. Thus, its intrinsic worth and current
state made it not worth preserving.
I spent as much time as possible researching
the canvas during 2012-2013 and sharing comments
arriving from colleagues with Fr. Blane. Among
the resources I read was a report from the Driehaus
Museum: “Conservation and re-creation of canvas
ceiling panels at the Nickerson House,” a 20032007 project in Chicago. I also opened an account
on This Old House, which led to some interesting
discussions, performed Internet searches on wall
and ceiling covers, canvas ceilings, historic ceiling
paper, and many other topics, as well as examining
early Sears and Roebuck Company catalogs from
1900 through 1940.
By 2013, we had a better idea of what our
surprise find was and where it ﬁt in the Southwest,
but we had also decided to take it down. I went
back to Chinle in June, 2013, and with help from
several men in a 2013 Catholic mission group from
Joliet, Illinois, took the ceiling canvas off. The

3-6). As I began showing them to colleagues in
the fall of 2011, they started giving me names of
textile conservators and historic preservationists
I didn’t know. I ended up discussing the ﬁnd
with a number of friends and colleagues, many
of whom suggested others I should also contact
(see Acknowledgments.). The answer, eventually,
was No. The pictures we have of the inside of the
Annunciation Mission in 1912 (Ostermann 1914)
show that a ceiling canvas was not there in the
beginning, and by 1949, the next inside picture
we have, the canvas had already been covered up
with the hard ﬁberboard panels mentioned above.
While a few of the professionals I contacted
advised me to preserve it because they had “never
heard of any such thing in the Southwest or on the
Navajo reservation,” or that the ﬁnd was “unique,
important, and one of a kind,” most disagreed,
pointing out the prohibitive cost of trying to
preserve the canvas, especially since much of it had
been ruined by leaks and disintegration of the roof.
As someone said, it was nonrepresentational and

Figure 3. One ceiling canvas panel from the north sloping ceiling. Note one of stabilizing cables
added in 1936 and decorative wall molding below. Photo by Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, May 2012.
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Figure 4. Two partial panels on north sloping ceiling showing difference in color scheme on right
and left edges of panels. Photo by Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, May, 2012.

Figure 5. View west from choir loft of ceiling panels on north sloping ceiling. Visible are one of stabilizing
cables, molding strip, decorative molding between wall and ceiling, stove pipe insertion point, and back
door of the church facing Friary to the north. Photo by Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, May 2012.
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Figure 6. View west from choir loft of damaged ceiling panels on south sloping ceiling, with
building cable, molding strip, decorative wall molding, portion of ﬂat center ceiling, and part of back
west wall with one of two windows in the sacristy area. Photo by Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, May, 2012.

keep dirt sifting down from the roof onto people in
a room below. The category could be expanded to
include ceilings covered with stamped tin, bleached
or unbleached muslin, ﬁgured calico, other printed
cotton fabrics, indianillas (textiles of Indiaprinted cloth or imitations thereof), and earlier in
time, cheesecloth. White-washed walls were also
sometimes covered. Examples that were offered by
the people I consulted included: the draped canvas
in the ceiling to capture dust at the Santa Fe historic
Olive Rush Studio; the unbleached muslin tacked
under the pole and dirt roof in the dining room of
the old John Wetherill home at the Kayenta Trading
Post (Hegemann 1963:238-239, photo 230); the
cloth covering the ceiling in the teamsters’ quarters/
bunkhouse at Hubbell’s in Ganado (NPS 1966,
although not mentioned in the ﬁnal report); the
ﬁgured calico tacked to the walls in a chamber of
the State Legislative Council to prevent whitewash
getting on clothing; and the bleached muslin tacked
to beams overhead for a ceiling in the executive

back of the canvas was deﬁnitely sticky in some
places from the glue or paste used to put it up,
but most of it was very dry, and the canvas sheets
pulled right off. I went through all of the pieces and
saved representative samples including the entire
half-moon shaped piece from the area above the
original altar (see below). Those pieces were then
taken to the NNHPD ofﬁce in Window Rock for
preservation and storage, and the rest went to the
local dump.

What Was It?
We learned that the use of ceiling and wall
coverings was an old Spanish/New Mexico
Hispanic tradition. Several people said they were
called, “cielo—sky heaven ceiling” and another
called them, “mantas de cielo, cloths of heaven”
(with manta reportedly being the term from
Acoma). These were traditional Hispanic efforts to
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Description of the Canvas Ceilings

chamber (Davis 1982:170). Others mentioned
churches that had painted ceilings (often showing
the sun and moon) or painted hides stretched over
the ceiling above the altar; see, for examples, the
St. Joseph mission church at Laguna and the St.
Esteban church at Acoma.

It should be remembered that when we applied for
listing on both the State of Arizona and the National
Register of Historic Places, we were totally unaware
of the canvas ceiling cloth in the Annunciation
Mission. We knew, both from records and what
was visible, that the original ceiling was tongueand-groove wood nailed to the rafters. This wooden
ceiling had been painted several times so parts were
light green, cream, and even a peachy rose.
At the time of our application, the sanctuary
ceiling was covered with the ﬁberboard panels
nailed into the tongue-and-groove boards. The east,
south, and north walls of the choir loft area were
plastered and painted white. Where the pitch of the
roof stopped, the ﬁberboard began, about four feet
above the ﬂoor. As shown in Figure 7, plain molding
strips outlined and separated the three roof areas: the
ﬂat area in the center and the sloping side areas in
the north and south. The strips started in the choir
loft area and ended in the west end where the canvas
panels and the sanctuary area ended. The decorative
wall molding (see Figures 3, 5, 6) which separated
the plaster walls from the ceiling areas on the north
and south sides was mainly intact, ending where the
canvas ceiling cover ended in the sanctuary area.
Although we have not discovered the source,
we know that the canvas panels on the ceiling,
which were .03 inches thick, were very sturdy.
The consensus of all who studied the canvas in
the ceiling panels was that it was commercially or
mass-produced and probably purchased on, and
also put up from, rolls. The canvas strips or panels
started in the east end in the choir loft and ran down
both the main section (ﬂat part) of the ceiling as
well as the two slanted side sections. It covered the
whole ceiling area until the start of the sanctuary
in the west end (see Figure 7). The canvas was
attached directly to the top surface of the tongueand-groove ceiling boards, whose undersides were
attached directly to the rafters. A glue or paste was
obviously used and on the back side of the canvas,
a sticky residue remained. The glue/paste was
reinforced by the addition of tiny tacks nailed into
the edges and ends of the canvas sheets.

What Was It For?
The consensus was that the canvas was used to
protect the people below from falling sand, dirt,
sticks, dust, mud, winds, shredded wood, and other
things that worked their way down as the wooden
rooﬁng material dried out and shrank. Some said
canvas was cheaper than tin to seal the ceiling.
Some said that perhaps the canvas served a dual
purpose: decorative as well as utilitarian. We will
never know if part of the reason for using it was
decorative, or to improve the overall appearance
of the original ceiling, but its utilitarian purpose
is clear.

When Was It Put Up?
We will also never know exactly when the canvas
was put on the Annunciation Mission’s original
tongue-and-groove ceiling, and our research in
the House Chronicles and other church records
produced no mention of the canvas ceiling. Both
Fr. Blane and I feel conﬁdent, however, that it
was most likely at some point after the March
25, 1912 dedication and before the ﬁrst resident
priest, Fr. Leopold Ostermann, OFM, became ill
in February 1925 and departed in February 1928.
We know from pictures that the ﬁberboard panels
over the canvas were deﬁnitely in place before the
fall of 1936 when the church’s foundation was
extended, and, on November 1936, when the walls
were bound together with iron tie rods or cables
to stabilize the building, which was sinking and
whose lintel had cracked. The insertion of these
cables led to the second set of crosses, iron in this
case, on the front of the church, above the original
ones and adjacent to the arch window (Figure 1).
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some cases in the choir loft, the panels were almost
square. The largest measurement, the width, ran
horizontally. The second panel on the north side
at the west end, for example, measured 6 feet, 11
inches east to west, and 5 feet, 10 inches north to
south. The panels on the sloping ceiling of the
east end were narrower but had the same design.
There, the horizontal measurement was a standard
5 feet, 7 ½ inches, while the vertical measurements
varied from slightly under to slightly over 6 feet.
The cream-colored central block remained 5 feet
by 5 feet, 4 inches. The molding runs along the top
of both the north and south plastered walls but only
parts of the north side were in relatively good shape
(Figure 5). When single strips were needed to ﬁll
in, as around the trap door and other places, they
were always in cream with the interior red framing
line (Figure 6).
Throughout the church both on the top, ﬂat
central ceiling and the sloped side ceilings, there
appeared to be no attempt to align the decorative
canvas panels with the windows. The panels
stopped in the west end, right above the step up
into the altar area (Figures 6, 7, 8). There, the
ceiling was not covered but the exposed tongueand-groove boards had been painted several times.
Additionally, right above where the original altar
would have been according to Fr. Leopold’s 1912
pictures (Ostermann 1914), was another piece
of decorative canvas (Figures 7, 8). This one,
however, was very different: it was a single piece,
roughly half-moon in shape, and its images were
found nowhere else in the church.

The decorative patterns, which reminded some
of picture frames, were repetitive but alternated
in the use of colors in a predictable fashion. The
four panels that made up the ﬂat part of the ceiling
measured about 6 feet 10 inches east to west and
about 8 feet north to south. The pattern showed
a central, almost square 5-foot by 5-foot, 4-inch
cream-colored block with different colored lines
around it. Except for the black bands, which were a
half-inch wide, the bordering bands were one inch
or slightly wider, and since different colors were
used as the border bands progressed outward from
around the central block to the edges of the panel,
they gave an impression of multicolored frames.
The cumulative effect of these lines seemed to be
to mark off a center in each panel in which pictures,
images, or scenes could have been positioned, but
never were. While the rectangular panels all had
the same design of multiple colored bands and
lines forming a framing border, the color sequence
or the placement of the colors varied. As one
person noted, the colors were more pastel than any
associated with Native American arts, and perhaps
were chosen to blend easily with a variety of decors.
The center area was always cream and always
interrupted toward the outside by a thin brick-red
line and then bordered by bands of chalky white,
pinkish tan, gray, dark grayish blue, and black, but,
as can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the sequence of
colors in the bordering bands varied from panel to
panel, as did the placement of the narrower black
bands, which were continuous on only two sides of
the frame.
Two ways of rotating the colors used for the
framing bands can be seen looking west toward
the sanctuary/altar area. On the left (south) side
sloping ceiling, the canvas designs had the black
edge on the top and left side of the panels (Figure
6). On the right (north) side sloping ceiling, the
black edge was again on top, but now on the right
side (Figures 5). The ceilings on the sloping sides
(Figures 5, 6) were covered with six, instead of
four panels. These were slightly smaller than
the panels in the ﬂat center to accommodate the
construction of the choir loft ceiling and the trap
door which allowed access to the roof trusses. In

Half-Moon Shaped Canvas
The half-moon shaped canvas consisted of two
sheets joined by a central seam. It measured 7 feet,
8 ½ inches east to west along the central seam and
a little over 10 feet north to south. From the end of
the canvas to the molding was just over 9 feet, and
from the edge of the canvas on the west end was
2 feet, 6 inches. It was cream colored with very
faded, faint, light blue stars (Figure 8). The cream
color appeared to have been applied over a blue
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Figure 7. View west from scaffolding showing south, center and north ceiling areas, molding
strips separating them, difference in size of panels used in the center vs. sloping side ceilings, both
cables, and the termination of the ceiling panels in west above the original altar area. Rosy-tanpainted tongue-and-groove ceiling at left, half-moon-shaped canvas in the center, and light-greenpainted tongue and groove ceiling on the right. Photo by Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, May, 2012.

Figure 8. View from scaffolding of half-moon-shaped canvas found above original altar area.
Faint blue stars scattered throughout the cream background, and wooden tongue-and-groove
ceiling painted light green underneath the canvas. Photo by Fr. Blane Grein, OFM, May 2012.
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moon canvas. The stars on the canvas in the
Annunciation Mission were all ﬁve-pointed, and
only the color blue, albeit faded, was represented
rather than any of the colors preferred in the
documented star ceilings or planetaria (black, red,
white, gray). While Chamberlain and Schaafsma
(1996) are among those who assign a Pueblo origin
to star ceilings that are said to offer protection,
there was nothing on the half-moon canvas that
indicated a Pueblo inspiration, actual patterns, or
that portrayed any of the stars or star patterns that
have special signiﬁcance to the Navajos.

background since blue showed through on one side
of the central seam. A total of 41 stars decorated
the canvas, 15 on one side of the seam and 26 on
the other, all of them a very faded, faint, light blue
and ﬁve-pointed. These were the only stars found
in the church. The ﬁrst star on the left was 14 ½
inches away from the next one, measuring across
from the middle of one star to the middle of the
next. Although all the stars were ﬁve-pointed, they
appeared to have been done with two differentsized stencils, one producing stars that measured
2.06 inches tip to tip and the other slightly larger
stars measuring 2.31 inches. No discernable pattern
was deciphered when studying their placement in
reference to each other or to the stars on the other
side of the seam.
As was true with the ceiling canvas panels,
the half-moon shaped one was glued and tacked
directly into the tongue-and-groove boards. It,
however, was positioned over the original altar
location. Thus, it seems harder to argue that its
main purpose was comparable to the canvas ceiling
panels discussed earlier, namely, to prevent dirt,
sand, and other debris from falling from the wooden
roof on to the parishioners. While it is true that a
priest saying Mass at the original altar would have
been protected from falling roof materials by this
canvas, it seems equally, if not more, possible that
its main purpose was decorative. The tongue-andgroove ceiling boards which extended out beyond
the edges of the canvas were mainly light green in
color (Figure 8). However, those on the left side
had also been painted an orange-pink color over
the green in some places. Other places showed that
an earlier pink paint had preceded the light green.
Finding the half-moon-shaped canvas
decorated with faint blue stars made it almost
mandatory, on one level, to consider, although
brieﬂy, a relationship between them and the much
older star ceilings, or planetaria, known in rock art
and Southwestern archaeology, especially because
the greatest concentration of these is known from
the nearby Canyon de Chelly, Canyon del Muerto,
and other canyons in the upper Chinle drainage in
Arizona. A review of the literature on star ceilings,
however, turned up nothing relevant to our half-

At Present
The restoration project continues, although slowly
since we have to raise every penny we need.
While we had a healthy balance in our account
when Fr. Blane left in October, 2012, enough to
meet Bro. Bart’s bid for building the sanctuary
altars and furnishings for us, on November 13,
2013, the Gallup Diocese declared bankruptcy
and froze all parish accounts, including the one for
the restoration project. Despite my petition to the
court in the spring of 2014, we have been unable
to access any of our funds, and thus, have had to
start fund-raising all over again. Thankfully, Bro.
Bart agreed to start his work on the sanctuary as
soon as we could re-raise a third of his bid. We
ﬁnally accomplished that, and he began his part
on March 1, 2015. Meanwhile, we have raised
money to pay for further work by the St. Michaels
work crew. They have now ﬁnished various jobs
inside, including repairing the plaster walls and
painting them with a texture ﬁnish, and repairing
and then cleaning the entire tongue-and-groove
board ceiling and sealing it with an oil seal. Once
Bro. Bart’s part is ﬁnished, we will have whittled
down the “To Do” list to the last ﬁve remaining
“biggies”: replacing the six Navajo rugs shown
in Fr. Leopold’s 1912 picture of the sanctuary
(Ostermann 1914); ﬁnding appropriate “church
furniture” such as candlesticks, statues, and the
like; repairing the windows and addressing their
outsides in conjunction with regulations and
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guidance from AZSHPO; locating and installing
an appropriate security system; and ﬁnding a
woodburning stove comparable to that shown in
Fr. Leopold’s 1912 picture. Should any readers
be interested in helping, we’d be grateful for any
contributions made to the Restoration Fund at the
Chinle Catholic Church, P.O. Box 2119, Chinle,
Arizona 86503. Should we all live long enough
to ﬁnish the “To Do” list, then it will be time to
celebrate, consider the restoration project ﬁnished,
and ﬁnalize the discussions (ongoing since the
late 1980s) about the potential uses of the restored
Annunciation Mission in the future.
I doubt any more mysteries or surprises await
us because we have nothing left to remove, poke
around in, crawl under or through, or whatever.
The canvas was a learning experience for all of
us, but especially for Fr. Blane and me because
neither of us has a Spanish or Hispanic heritage. It
is now clear that such decorated ceiling canvases
were used nowhere else in the Franciscan missions
on the Navajo reservation, even in Chinle’s sister
church in Lukachukai, Arizona built from the same
plan. In preparing this essay, being able to share
our discovery with many Franciscans and involve
them in the discussions has been a real plus. I thank
all of them and everyone else who helped us solve
this “mystery.”
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Manuports: A Puebloan Consideration
THEODORE R. FRISBIE
Unbeknownst to Dave, his queries relating to my recollections of bodies in kivas, burned rooms and other
evidences of violence at Sapawe and Yungue-Yungue (San Gabriel or San Juan de los Caballeros) altered
my choice of topics for his festschrift. He was led to believe I would prepare the written version of my
paper “Why Chaco?” (Frisbie 2015a); however, I have long been intrigued by the use of “manuports” by the
Pueblos relating to violence, as well as additional uses and some other considerations. Generally speaking,
however, the term is not commonly used within the literature of Southwestern archaeology. In point of
fact it would appear many “manuports”—rocks showing no signs of use—are simply discarded onto the
backdirt pile and go unreported in publications. A classic example is the Chaco Project’s three volume
report of Pueblo Alto wherein the lithic sections do not include unmodiﬁed rocks (Mathien and Windes
1987). Mathien (personal communication, August 18, 2015) states: “You read the report correctly. There
was no analysis of odd stones; I’m not even sure they were collected. I know Bob Powers was supposed to
look at some lesser stones and didn’t ﬁnish, but I’m not sure they were manuports.” A further, more recent,
check of Chaco Project reports provided the same conclusion (Mathien 1997), however I am pleased to
note that Windes’ (2015) volume on Chacoan Basketmaker III and Pueblo I sites does include manuports
in numerous tables.
local collector. During the creation of the Hamel
Elementary School Pioneer Log Cabin Museum
(focusing on our farm, which was established in
1835), a student working on the project located
the current owner and fully documented and
photographed the collection. At present all of the
manuports and debitage I found have been utilized
to border the brick walk leading into what had been
the “Rock Garden Showplace of Madison County”
(Frisbie 2015b) (Figure 1).
Since this awareness of manuports and a way
to utilize hundreds of these seemingly useless
documented rocks has come to the fore, let us now
proceed to a more fully scientiﬁc approach and
discussion.

At the outset I would like to note my
awareness of the word “manuport” derives from
my Midwestern Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville (SIUE) archaeologist colleague, Sid
Denny, who explained to me that the numerous
unmodiﬁed small stones and cobbles I had been
picking up from the surface of a plowed ﬁeld that
was adjacent to, and originally part of, our farm
were manuports. According to Sid, the term has
been widely used for many years in Midwestern
archaeology to distinguish unmodiﬁed stones from
worked materials (i.e., lithic artifacts). The reason
I was ﬁnding so many manuports in the ﬁeld was
that the Archaic Hardin site (8000 B.C. to 5000
B.C.) had been collected for many years by a
previous owner, Jim Love, and hence, there were
few diagnostic artifacts remaining. I should note
that within the local area rocks are found twelve to
ﬁfteen feet below glacially derived soils in creek
beds; consequently, all the stones I found had been
brought to the habitation site and technically may
be referred to as manuports. Parenthetically, prior
to Love’s death in 1968, he sold his collection to a

“Manuports”:
Coining of the Term and Its History
Initially I believed “manuport” was a concocted
sexist word derived from “man” and “port”—i.e.,
to carry. Consequently, I planned to suggest it be
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she published the magnum opus on Olduvai Gorge
wherein the term “manuport” is, as might be
expected, frequently cited (Leakey 1971).
Since inception in the mid-1960s, it would
seem the term is sufﬁciently specialized within
archaeology so that it does not appear in standard
dictionaries. “Manuport” appears to be most
commonly used in reports from locales around
the world where there tends to be an abundance of
unmodiﬁed lithic material within the archaeological
record. As noted above, the Midwest ﬁts well
within this category, particularly for Archaic sites.
Before proceeding to the Puebloan Southwest,
I should like to note that the not uncommon practice
of adding new jargon to the literature has once
again reared its head with at least two additional
terms for unmodiﬁed lithic materials. De la Torre
and Mora (2012) have introduced “ecofacts” and
Hanock (2002a and b) has suggested “geofacts.”
Fortunately, to the best of my knowledge, no
Southwestern archaeologist has adopted either of
these terms!

Figure 1. Hardin Site manuports lining a brick walk at
Elmhurst, Edwardsville, Illinois.

changed to “humanuport” even though it isn’t quite
as elegant sounding, at least from my perspective.
This erroneous assumption was corrected shortly
after research was begun. In actuality, “manuport”
derives from combining the Latin words manus
(hand) and portare (to carry). The earliest quote
noted in the Oxford English Dictionary to include
“manuport” dates to 1966. It was derived from a
Current Anthropology article by DeVore (1966)
summarizing a 1965 conference relating to the
“origin of man” held in Chicago. Although Louis
Leakey and not his spouse, Mary, is cited as
attending in the article, there is no doubt she coined
the term “manuport” as clearly stated by De la
Torre and Mora (2005:273). In the same year Mary
Leakey (1966:462-463) published, “A Review
of the Oldowan Culture from Olduvai Gorge” in
Nature and states: “The artefacts were invariably
associated with a considerable number of broken
mammalian bones and with natural, unmodiﬁed
cobbles and other stones imported to the living
sites by artiﬁcial means, but lacking evidence of
utilization. These have been termed ‘manuports.’”
The following year a second review article
appeared (Leakey 1967), and in a timely fashion,

Considerations of Puebloan Manuport Use
In this section I enumerate as many known/
documented uses of manuports as possible among
the Pueblos, as well as a few hypothetically
suggested ones. I include frequent references to my
experiences and observations of my adoptive Zuni
family beginning in 1958. In addition, there are
undoubtedly additional utilizations of manuports
of which I am not aware. What follows is a topical
listing of twenty types of manuports presented
alphabetically:
1. Agricultural: Rock bordered garden plots,
as well as gravel-paving mulch (found at sites
such as Sapawe). My adoptive Zuni family used
unmodiﬁed sandstone slab gates in irrigation of
ﬁelds much larger than the small, classic wafﬂe
garden plots at the Lower Nutria farming village.
2. Architectural: Cobbles and rough stones
were used as foundations for puddled adobe walls
as evidenced at Yungue-Yungue/San Gabriel, and
Sapawe (commonly elsewhere as well). Cobbles
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from many excavated Southwestern sites. From
Pueblo Bonito, Pepper (1920:47) reports Room
6 contained many manuports, among them “two
chalcedony concretions of fantastic shape.” Sadly,
they are not illustrated (see the discussion below of
fossils from this room).
In 1961 I was given a sandstone concretion
by a Zuni Uncle, Lincoln Boon. He served in the
traditional capacity as mother’s brother wherein
he was essentially responsible for guiding and
teaching me and his sister’s children the “ZuniWay.”1 The concretion is phallus-like in general
conﬁguration, but is also characterized by three
globular protuberances at its base. When he gave it
to me, given his somewhat ribald sense of humor,
he referred to it as “the three balled wonder”
(Figure 2).
5. Firedogs (Pot Rests): Unmodiﬁed stones
set within hearths to support cooking pots might be
classed as manuports, but the fact that their function
is clearly evident would qualify them to be classed
as artifacts. In addition, they might well show heat
alteration from being subjected to ﬁres. These were
quite common in hearths of excavated Newton
Pueblo rooms (Frisbie 1973). In another example,
Post (1996:24) describes two basalt manuports
found in a hearth at LA 115226, a Spanish Colonial
or Territorial Period site (1740-1900) based on the
sherds of a Casitas Red-on-brown jar.
6. Fossils: There is a general fascination with
fossils and when encountered they are apt to be
collected as oddities or because they are believed to
possess special qualities. The practice of including
them on altars, as well as placing them on shrines
continues among the Pueblos. Relatively small,
unmodiﬁed fossil shells and crinoids (individual
segments and stems) from the Pennsylvanian
and Cretaceous formations appear to be the most
common and I have found them on the surface
of sites such as Pottery Mound, Hawikku, and
Sapawe. At Hawikku, my Zuni Uncle Lincoln
picked one up and commented, “We call these
toenails of the gods.” Judd (1954:291-292)
provides an enumeration of types and discusses
those found in Pueblo Bonito, including some
modiﬁed examples (i.e., non-manuports, including

were also used for wall construction, including a few
Chacoan great houses in the northern periphery, and
sites elsewhere where such materials were readily
available. I have observed stones being placed in
rodent holes that appeared in the ﬂoor-level walls
of the Zuni family farming house at Lower Nutria.
These are then plastered over. In addition, when
house plastering is being done at Zuni, small ﬂat
pieces of sandstone are incorporated into the wall
to ﬁll in low areas.
3. Bone Crusher/Cracker: A manufactured
tool (maul/axe) or obvious hammerstone might
well serve the purpose of cracking bones at the
initial stage of tool manufacture (awl, needle,
spatula, weaving tool, etc.), or to crush bones to
obtain marrow; however, an unmodiﬁed rock could
also well serve in this capacity. At Zuni I have
observed a rock (or commercially made hammer)
being used to break open deer and sheep bones
for stew, especially in the process of making the
traditional mutton stew (chuleawe) for Shalako.
The stated reason given for the usage was to get at
the marrow and to add additional ﬂavor.
4. Fetish Stones: Naturally shaped stones
reminiscent of an animal, bird, phallus or other
object might well become part of a fraternity’s
sacred items to be used ritually on altars or
otherwise. A number of such manuports were
among numerous cached ceremonial items
excavated from Sapawe, Plaza D, Room DEO6. A
number of natural fetish stones have been reported

Figure 2. “Uncle” Lincoln Boone’s phallic-like sandstone concretion, Length: 12 cm (4 ½ in).
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revealed additional examples—several hundred, if
not over a thousand. Each had been tested to check
its properties for knapping into arrowpoints and/or
a variety of tools. The residents of Hawikku truly
left no stone unturned, but none of them became
manuports.
8. Games: There are a number of Pueblo
games recorded in the ethnographic literature
wherein natural stones of various sizes and
numbers are utilized. That they have considerable
antiquity seems clearly evident as there are myths
relating tales of gambling games as well as quite
common archaeological examples of bone, reed or
stick dice. The classic work on this subject is Culin
(1907) who met Frank Hamilton Cushing (most
famous for his use of participant observation at
Zuni Pueblo) at the World’s Columbian Exposition
in Chicago in 1893. The two became friends and
worked together on games of the world, including
North America and the Southwest.
Stevenson (1903:468-497, 1904:317-349)
published “Zuni Games,” the former as an article,
the latter as a section in her magnum opus on Zuni.
The two are virtually identical in content. She notes
that all games have religious signiﬁcance related
to the bringing of rain; however, children’s games
are played without the need to fully comprehend
their religious signiﬁcance. Stevenson (1904:332)
states: “The gambling den of Zuni was as notorious
and was regarded with the same aversion as a place
of similar character in our civilization.” The room
was in the old part of the pueblo, entered via a
ladder, and featured a selenite window just beneath
the ceiling. Gamblers normally said prayers—
obviously related to winning—but performed
no other rituals. Upon her return in 1902, after a
lengthy hiatus, Stevenson found the room no longer
served in its former capacity, but, as expected,
gambling continued elsewhere.
Several Zuni games are of particular interest
since manuports are utilized. Stevenson includes
descriptions for playing, but the stones employed
will be all that are noted here. A’wethlaknawe
(stone kill) involves the use of a number of small
ﬂat stones with each side a different color and a
stone slab with geometric markings (Stevenson

an ammonite from his re-excavation of Room 6;
see his Figure 88). Pepper’s (1920: 47-49) report
of the original excavation notes what would appear
to be the largest number of fossil shells ever found
in a Pueblo context. He states:
In all parts of the ﬂoor area fossil shells were
found. Most of these are small, being under
3 cm. in length. They have been cleared
of matrix adhesions, and among over one
hundred and thirty specimens there were
twenty that had been covered with red or
yellow ocher, showing these specimens had
been used in ceremonies (Pepper 1920:47).
The latter twenty examples are not manuports
because they have been altered by the addition of
ocher. In the debris he also notes a calcined bone
(quite likely a fossil), pebbles, a piece of iridescent
iron ore, twelve pieces of stone, and an unworked
piece of turquoise that ﬁt into different categories
described below. Fetterman et al. (2005:38) report a
fossil fragment excavated just above the ﬂoor of the
Pueblo II area of the Seed Jar Site kiva. Although
the speciﬁc type of fossil is not identiﬁed, the term
manuport is utilized by the authors!
7. Future Use: Hypothetically it seems quite
likely that it would be possible for a person to ﬁnd
a stone he/she planned to make into something
useful, but the plan didn’t materialize; hence, a
manuport would become part of the archaeological
record. Such future artifacts might include creation
of an axe, maul, pottery polishing stone, ﬂoor
polisher, chipped tool or weapon, and a number
of other possibilities. In contrast, if a pecking or
hammerstone was the intent, and used slightly,
there would be no modiﬁcation until telltale use
marks were evident.
One of the most interesting aspects of a
mineral study approved by the Zuni Tribal Council
during the summer of 1977 occurred while I
was camped just northeast of Hawikku. In the
immediate area of the camp I began to pick up small
smooth stones and discovered almost all of them
had a single chip removed. Extending the area to
about three hundred meters beyond the initial area
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1904:348). Technically, the fact the stones appear
to have been painted and the slab marked, they
have been modiﬁed and thus are not manuports;
however, if found in an archeological context the
paint/markings might well be lacking. Tan’kalawe
is similar to quoits wherein a stone disk is thrown
by the players (Stevenson 1904:348). I include the
disk assuming it was a properly shaped natural
stone; if it was modiﬁed, it would be classed
as an artifact. I’yankolo’we features the use of a
stone disk painted white on one side and black on
the other (Stevenson 1904:333 and 338, Figure
14)—a questionable manuport as described above;
furthermore, the disk is illustrated and it would
appear to be worked. In contrast, Ta’sholiwe
clearly utilizes 40 unworked stones and a stone
disk (Stevenson 1904:347-348, Plate LXXXIV)
(Figure 3). In 1980 when my Zuni “Dad” (Mathew
Solomon) was visiting us in Illinois to work
on his autobiography and dedicate the SIUE
Anthropology Teaching Museum (Frisbie 1980),
he taught us Ta’sholiwe. My charge was to collect
40 small stones from our driveway and a ﬂat rock
from the rock garden while he prepared the three
colored sticks and straws (we used commercial
drinking straws!). The game is traditionally played
outdoors on the ground; we did so, but cheated—
the game was set up on the kitchen porch table
rather than on the ground and we were seated on
nicely padded chairs!
9. Kid’s Playthings: That children play with
rocks/pebbles goes without saying. One might
assume it would be possible for those that were
played with to become part of the archaeological
record. Having a few handy stones to throw at
beetles, birds, snakes, nasty dogs, or a pesky sister
seems a good possibility! Given the latter instances,
one might consider such stones to be classed as
weapons, described below.
10. Kiva Bells: Most frequently composed
of phonolite, a ﬁne-grained, igneous rock rich in
nepheline and potash feldspar, kiva bells produce
a musical tone when struck; hence, the name.
Cripple Creek, Colorado is noted as a source
for phonolite. They were commonly used by the
northern Rio Grande pueblos prehistorically as

Figure 3. Zunis playing Ta’Sholiwe. Painting by Mary
Irvin-Wright in Stevenson (1904:Plate LXXXIV).

well as historically (Brown 2014); for example,
a considerable number of them were excavated
at Sapawe. Hill (1992:215-216) describes a Santa
Clara Pueblo initiation ceremony wherein a pair
of kiva bells is stuck together to begin the ritual
activities. They are characteristically unmodiﬁed,
naturally shaped 20-25 cm long and 2.5 to 5 cm
wide (8” to 10” long and 1” to 2” wide). This
clearly places them as manuports, but some show
signs of modiﬁcation which removes them from
this category.
There is another pairing of artifacts that I
considered listing separately: lightning stones. These
white quartz, water worn stones (usually somewhat
elongated large pebbles or small cobbles) are also
especially noted for northern Rio Grande pueblos
and are found in excavations, and have continued in
ritual use within kivas (or society rooms). However,
assuming they had been rubbed together a number
of times to produce the lightning effect within a
darkened area, there should be some evidence of
abrasion. I have experimented with a pair received
by all who attended the banquet during the 2015
ASNM annual meeting in Taos; after several times
of intense rubbing them together, there was no
evidence of wear discernible to the naked eye. I
suspect high magniﬁcation might well indicate they
had been used. My reluctant conclusion was not to
place them in the manuport category.
11. Meteorites: Fragments of meteor creating
the 50,000-year-old Meteor Crater and scatter ﬁeld
near Flagstaff have been found ritually deposited
pieces in stone lined vaults at two twelfth century
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Selenite sheets sometimes served as window glass.
A ﬁnal category of minerals includes a
number used for jewelry making; examples
include turquoise, pink/orange/red claystone,
shale (some burned providing various colors),
black jet, argillite, and “Southwestern alabaster.”
The latter is of particular signiﬁcance at Zuni
because it was used during the Chacoan era
(Roberts 1932:146, Plate 57 l, m, o), and into the
historic period. In 1977 during preparations for the
Zuni land claims I received tribal permission to
conduct a study of minerals used and their likely
sources both prehistorically and historically. Of
these, “Southwestern alabaster,” both worked and
unworked, was among the minerals collected at
Hawikku and other sites. Because it did not appear
to be alabaster I gave a sample to Helene Warren
for analysis. She determined it was a highly
compressed volcanic tuff that in all probability
came from the Datil Mountains, some 75 miles
south of Zuni (personal communication, November
20, 1977).
Final results of the overall mineral study
were provided to the Zuni tribe and presented
at conferences (Frisbie 1977, 1979; Frisbie and
Mitchell 1978; see also Ferguson and Hart 1985:49,
Map 17; Woodbury 1993:376).
13. Shells: Technically, unmodiﬁed shells are
considered to be manuports. Di Peso’s (1974) work
at Casas Grandes has produced the greatest number,
primarily of small shells, undoubtedly tied to trade
networks. Minnis (1988) provides a ﬁne overview
study, followed by McGuire (1993:37) who states:
“The evidence for shell manufacture is strong, with
two workshops and a hoard of one and a half tons
of shell found in two rooms.” Large unmodiﬁed
shell varieties ethnologically are frequently
associated with ritual (medicinal) activities such
as holding medicine water. For example, Parsons
(1939:330-331) notes: “Shells, more particularly
abalone and olivella, are largely used in Pueblo
ritual” and adds, “In the bowl of water from which
a San Juan infant is washed a large olivella or a
cowrie may be placed, and an abalone shell may
be used as a dipper. These shells descend among
the women of the family.” Pepper (1909:226-227)

Sinagua sites 115 km apart. Clearly unaltered, they
are classic examples of manuports. The ﬁrst was
discovered southeast of Camp Verde on Wingﬁeld
Mesa by looters in 1927. Within the vault was a
61-kg (124.5-lb) meteorite wrapped in an ornate
turkey feather blanket. The second, also found by
a looter, near Flagstaff at Winona Ruin, was under
the stone lid of the vault containing a fragmented
meteorite mass weighing 24 kg (53 lbs). Test results
revealed both derived from the Meteor Crater site.
Ken Zoll provided much informative data during
an interview with De Pastino (2013). Given their
context in stone lined and covered cists, there can
be no question that meteorites held very special
meanings for the Sinagua. Given the separation of
these two sites, it would seem quite likely there are
many more unexcavated sites within this cultural
area wherein there are identical caches, but their
locations as well as “why?” remain questions. Since
most of us have all seen “falling stars,” I wonder if
by chance, a Sinaguan was in close proximity to a
small meteorite hitting the ground, and was able
to retrieve it, and then testify it came from “The
Heavens” (the home of Sun Father, Moon Mother,
and other celestial aspects). Speculative, of course,
but there needs to be an explanation as to why
meteorites achieved such a prominent role for the
Sinagua. There must have been a “cultural trigger,”
but what might it have been? [Editors’ Note:
meteorites are discussed further by Rubelmann,
this volume.]
12. Minerals: rough edged pieces of azurite,
malachite, red and yellow ocher, kaolinite, and
others to be ground for paints are commonly found
in excavations and on the surface. All of these when
found unmodiﬁed may be classed as manuports.
Pieces of gypsum for plaster and banded gypsum
(aragonite or mirage stone) used to make a
special type of prayerstick are other possibilities.
An important mineral category includes crystals
of various types—quartz, iron pyrite, calcite,
selenite, galena, and others are frequently utilized
for a variety of ritual purposes. They may be
used on altars or contained with other medicinal
paraphernalia stored in bundles or pouches by
curing, warfare, or rain-making society members.
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describes four unmodiﬁed abalone (Haliotis) shells
that accompanied the most lavishly outﬁtted burial
ever encountered in the Southwest. Burial 14 was
entombed beneath Burial 13, both under the plank
ﬂoor of Room 33 in Pueblo Bonito. The ﬁrst one
encountered contained a shell trumpet (Strombus
galeatos), the second, abalone shell, and the third
contained 26 shell bracelets and 15 fragments.
A fourth burial in close proximity lay over what
had been a cylindrical basket covered with 1214
turquois sets. Yet another archaeological example
of a large bivalve was also excavated by Pepper,
apparently from one of these two burials. Although
not illustrated it, would appear to be Anadara
Tuberculosa also from the Gulf of California
(identiﬁed from Morris 1966:121-122, Plate 42,
no. 14) (Figure 4).
14. Slingshots: In his Santa Clara Pueblo
report Hill (1982:116, Figure 18) describes and
illustrates the buckskin thong and pocket sling
that is primarily used in hunting. Slingshots are of
particular importance for the taking of small birds
for creating prayersticks. On several occasions
while with Zuni family members I have been
astonished by the accuracy displayed killing birds
via this method. The slingshot is carried in a pants
or jacket pocket, and when a bluebird, blue jay or
other desirable species is sighted, a pebble will be
picked up from the ground or a previously collected
one quickly placed within the sling pocket, whirled
about and dispatched. A single shot usually
accomplishes the desired outcome. During a visit
to our farm in 1987, “nephew” Al was greatly
interested in acquiring a male cardinal. I blatantly
stated: “We feed the birds, we don’t kill them!”
This, however, did not deter him from killing one
with his slingshot with the confessional comment,
“I’m sorry, but I just had to do it!” Cardinals are
not found in the Southwest, but because of the St.
Louis Cardinals, and the bird’s brilliant red color,
the wing and tail feathers are utilized as the fourth
of seven feathers—that position being “maker’s
choice”—for particular types of prayersticks.
15. Stepping stones: I believe a number of
crossings via stepping stones in the shallow stream
in Nutria Canyon above the farming villages on

Figure 4. Restored Anadara Tuberculosa shell from
Pueblo Bonito. American Museum of Natural History,
Pepper Collection.

the Zuni reservation were strategically placed to
allow dry crossings. Their use in shallow waters
has been previously suggested (Frisbie 2015c:85).
I have also observed ﬂat slabs of sandstone outside
some Zuni home entryways; these were probably
quarried and therefore might not be considered
manuports; however, their edges show no signs of
modiﬁcation.
16. Stone Boiling/Roasting Pits: These could
well be separately listed, but I have combined
them since both involve food preparation. Stone
boiling was an important cooking technique most
frequently employed before ceramic vessels were
being made. Stones were placed in a ﬁre and, when
sufﬁciently heated, added to foodstuffs in either a
basket or skin container. Fetterman et al. (2005:38)
report from the Pueblo II kiva ﬂoor (or bench?)
at the Seed Jar Site the excavation of 12 probable
granite boiling stones. A roasting pit in the Pueblo I
area of the site contained numerous rocks, some of
which had been burned; these might have been used
to cook food within it (Fetterman et al. 2005:18).
One might wonder if these techniques were more
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prevalent than the literature indicates during the
Basket Maker III-Early Pueblo period even though
ceramics were readily available.
17. Sweat Lodge Stones: Although sweat
lodges within the Southwest are associated with
the Navajos and Apaches rather than the Pueblos,
the stones that were heated and taken inside are
classic manuports. One might well expect to ﬁnd
them archaeologically with structural remains.
Many cultures of North America and the world
have employed sweathouses, and many still
do. Interestingly, Mesoamericans, including
the Maya, Aztec and others, did likewise, both
archaeologically and historically (Aaland 1997).
One might query if sweat bathing was ever
practiced by the Chacoans. Such seems possible
as numerous Mesoamerican traits appear in their
archaeological record.
18. Unusual, Interesting, “Pretty” Collectable
Rocks: Perhaps it’s simply human nature to bring
home a rock that one ﬁnds “too good not to
collect”—from pebble size to stones that are much
larger. At Zuni I have noted petriﬁed wood, quartz
crystals, and other examples in curio cabinets, as
doorstops, and in the form of large rocks placed
outside next to doorways. Two of the latter I
managed to acquire for my rock garden, simply by
asking for them (Figure 5). Both of them are quite
unusual—the larger one is a ﬁne-grained light gray
tuff(?) conglomerate with numerous crushed pieces
of white quartz. It measures 160 x 92 x 61 cm (18
x 9 x 9 1/2 in). The other is dense, maroonishbrown basalt with glassy, pinpoint-sized inclusions
that sparkle in the sunlight; it measures 120 x 52 x
31 cm (18 x 8 x 4 1/2 in).
Parsons (1939) cites numerous ritual uses of
“pebbles/pebble fetishes” that are dropped into
medicine water bowls; included are the Zuni Rain
Society Winter Ceremony (pg. 693), Walpi Flute
Ceremony (pg. 704), Jemez Flute Dance (pg. 689),
and a number of others. One might surmise at
least some or most of these were simply collected
because they appealed to the ritual practitioners
for any number of reasons. Such unusual stones as
gastroliths (gizzard stones) might well be included.
Fetterman et al. (2005:25) report one from the

Figure 5. Two rocks Zunis collected as “interesting”
and “unusual.” Dark maroon dense basalt and light
gray boulder with numerous crushed white quartz
inclusions.

east room ﬂoor at the Seed Jar Site, and I recall
examples from other reports as well. Rocks can be
fascinating things!
19. Weaponry: Unquestionably, during the
last decade or so, the perception of “the peaceful
Pueblos” has taken a radical turn with numerous
publications relating to warfare, massacres,
cannibalism, and raids. The attack of Hawikku by
Francisco Vasquez de Coronado’s entrada led to their
being hit by arrows and bombarded by rocks thrown
from the rooftops. Coronado himself, in shining
armor, was a central target resulting in wounds to his
face, numerous bruises to shoulders, arms and legs
and an arrow in his foot. He was reportedly rendered
unconscious and carried off to a tent where he lay
for a considerable period of time before regaining
consciousness. At that point he was told the battle
had been won (Bolton 1949:124-125).
This riveting event surely is a clue to
explaining cobbles/rocks found within the ﬁll of
pueblo rooms that have fallen from rooftops and/
or multiple upper storied structures, particularly if
there are a number of them. I suspect this situation
to be particularly prevalent in the large, aggregated
pueblos of Pueblo IV and V. However, manuports
excavated from earlier sites might well indicate
defensive measures were necessary then as well.
Shortly after the success of the battle at
Hawikku, Coronado sent Captain Hernando
de Alavarado and an entourage of 20 mounted
Spaniards east, guided by Bigotes and his men
who had come from Pecos Pueblo. Acoma, high
on its mesa, was encountered and noted to be “…
the greatest stronghold ever seen in the world,” by
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by the wind is worthy of mention. I observed this
being practiced during a cookout at the family
farmhouse at Lower Nutria when rocks were
placed on lightweight items about to be blown
away, including newspapers, towels, and plastic
bags. Archaeologically, one might also expect
that textiles on which things were placed to dry
outdoors in the sun might also have stones placed
at the corners to avoid similar problems. Another
use of rocks as weights involves the very common
practice of covering stacks of wood with plastic
sheeting or tarps in order to keep them dry during
rainstorms or snowfall (Figure 6). In the same
vein, given their far more squat construction in
comparison to the high domed hornos (outdoor
ovens) found in the Rio Grande, Zuni examples are
also commonly covered to avoid collapse during
lengthy or repeated rainfalls.

a member of the party (Bolton 1949:185). Almost
certainly a supply of rocks and boulders awaited
attackers at the trailhead.
Liebmann (2014:202) provides the most
recent overview of late seventeenth century
events. Of particular signiﬁcance to this study
is the Spanish Reconquest by DeVargas wherein
his attack of Jemez residing on their mesa top
refugee site of Astialakwa involves massive use
of manuports. The Spanish chose the northern
trail up the mesa and their initial attack brought
numerous stockpiled boulders and ﬁst-sized granite
cobbles raining down upon them from the walled
trailhead. Ultimately, however, the Jemez suffered
a disastrous defeat. David Phillips (personal
communication, June 1, 2015) notes that remnants
of a tuff wall and collected cobbles are still visible
along the southern trail (not used by the Spanish),
still in readiness to defend the village.
Mesa top sites abound, and clearly reﬂect
the need for defensive measures (Barrett 2002,
and others). Aside from Acoma, among the
most famous is Dowa Yallane (Corn or Thunder
Mountain) where the Zuni ﬂed in times of major
peril. The ascent from the south and west is
somewhat perilous, but the eastern way to the
top allowed De Vargas to ascend with horses
during the 1692 Reconquest. Over the years, I
have ascended the mesa a number of times via
the two more arduous routes as well as by the
most recent eastern one associated with radio
towers that incorporate steel reinforced ladders.
However, it was not until the last ascent that I was
able to locate the easiest original (eastern) way to
the top. It featured a well-constructed sandstone
rubble wall that, if raised higher, would have
served defensively. I hope to return to the mesa
top to check out all trailheads to see if manuports
remain; I fully expect they do! Not surprisingly,
a recent article by McGuire and Villapando
(2015:442) cites manuports associated with
Trincheras culture terraces in Sonora, Mexico
closely afﬁliated with the Mogollon; here again,
international boundaries mean little, if anything!
20. Weights: A logical, but unreported use
of stones to hold things from being blown away

Figure 6: Manuports (behind the dog dishes)
positioned for use as tarp weights at Zuni.

Discussion and Conclusions
In actuality, 1962 was my ﬁrst archaeological
encounter with manuports during the University of
New Mexico ﬁeld school at Yungue Yungue (San
Gabriel) where I served as head assistant under
Florence Hawley Ellis. My group of ten students
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knowledge of Pueblo traditional culture prior to
major culture change. This has been presented to
us beginning in 1879 (via Stevenson and Cushing
at Zuni), and by others Pueblo-wide, up to the late
1930s. These data are invaluable, and yet I ﬁnd
them not utilized. All of these early studies have
been well integrated by Elsie Clews Parsons in
her two volume, 1939 compilation entitled Pueblo
Indian Religion, an indispensable resource! In this
paper I barely scratch the surface to add clarity to
manuports using but a fraction of the data provided
in this compilation; all one needs to do is check
the index relating to a speciﬁc subject. It is truly
comprehensive, much more so than most of those
that appear in current works. That is not to say there
are not a number of more recent studies relating to
speciﬁc pueblos; for examples, see Lange (1959)
on Cochiti, Hill (1982) on Santa Clara, and Bayer et
al. (1994) for Santa Ana. By using these and other
comparable sources, I suggest that archaeological
interpretations can become far more accurate and
meaningful.
As a ﬁnal comment, the numerous manuports
from our farm noted at the outset are not properly
boxed and curated (like the great majority of those
from the Southwest); instead, they have been
utilized within a landscape setting that is seen by
all of those traversing the brick walk into the rock
garden. Any newcomer to our farm using the walk
is duly informed about the stones bordering it. I
dare say there are many people who have learned
something about which they had no previous
knowledge—manuports! I hope Dave will agree
this (unscientiﬁc) re-use of archaeological lithics
serves a far better purpose than if they were
in a museum storage area, boxed, curated, and
collecting dust in perpetuity.

was excavating the southwest section of the ruin
and we had encountered a number of variously
sized, somewhat blocky pieces of volcanic tuff
that appeared to lack any recognizable pattern.
John Speth and Anne Shinkwin had excavated the
majority of them, and upon inspection Dr. Ellis
suggested they be removed; however, I refused
her request and argued that they remain in place
until the excavation proceeded further to the east.
This proved to be highly beneﬁcial because soon
thereafter, additional rocks clearly exhibited a
wall alignment that incorporated a number of
the apparent randomly placed stones originally
encountered. By the end of the six-week session a
major portion of Don Juan de Oñate’s ﬁrst church
in New Mexico was excavated. The initial rocks
encountered proved to be the north wall of the
nave. Dr. Ellis eventually thanked me for insisting
“those random rocks” not be removed as she had
directed (see Ellis 1987: 33-35, illustrations pp.
51 and 54). As an aside, contained therein she
comments, “Rocks, rocks, rocks…!” Indeed, that’s
precisely the way it was!
The above clearly indicates that a number of
the rocks that were initially used architecturally
became dislodged and would, therefore, be
classed as manuports. However, a number of them
ultimately were shown to be integral parts of a
structural wall wherein some might insist they
served an undeniable technological function. Thus,
although unmodiﬁed, their speciﬁc established
use removes them from the manuport category.
I would argue provenience via a known function
has no bearing on their classiﬁcation. From my
perspective any unmodiﬁed materials that did not
originate on, but were brought to, an archaeological
site should be termed manuports.
As someone who is currently considered to
be among the senior specialists of Southwestern
Pueblo archaeology, with 78 years under my
belt, I ﬁnd that interpretations of archaeological
data more than frequently lack awareness of
many appropriate aspects of the ethnographic
record. Most of the younger generation lacks the
knowledge that we have a uniquely expansive

Notes
1. Parenthetically, mother’s brother serving as an
“American Dad” is a common phenomenon in matrilineal/matrilocal cultures; however, given extensive HUD
housing and the resulting disintegration of the matrilocal household during the past 35 or so years, this feature
is no longer extant at Zuni.
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Plazas, Ranchos and Poblaciónes:
Genízaro Settlement in Eighteenth Century
New Mexico
RORY P. GAUTHIER AND EMILY J. BROWN
The eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in New Mexico were tumultuous as relationships between
Pueblo, Spanish, and nomadic tribal groups constantly ﬂuctuated between relative amity and violence.
Communities and ethnic groups were factionalized, alliances shifted, and trading and raiding became
intertwined as the balance of power proved mutable and the Southwest’s continually scarce resources
were ever more contested.
north of the Pueblo de Cochiti, and a plaza site
and ranchos on the Abiquiu land grant. Initially,
our research question was whether the ranchos
or plazas were built ﬁrst, but it quickly became
apparent that the question could not be answered
from survey-level data. It also became evident
that the more important points have to do with
their complementary functions within the broader
community and how the different rancho and
plaza architectures reveal the contrasting needs
for subsistence and defense of the people on the
frontier of New Spain.

Symbolically and physically, New Mexico’s
Genízaro settlements were at the margins of the
Spanish Colonial occupation of northern New
Mexico. Populated by people who were not of
Spanish descent but who lived as Hispanics,
these communities of low status individuals were
established by land grants on the Spanish frontier
as buffers against depredations by nomadic tribal
groups. Even as they were often the victims of
raids for horses and other goods, some of them
were the settings of trade fairs at which slaves
captured during raids were customarily sold, even
when such commerce was illicit.
Genizaro settlements exhibit physical evidence
of the conﬂicting pressures the inhabitants were
under to conform to Hispanic ideals of community
organization and form, to wrest a living from
New Mexico’s marginal soil and climate, and to
protect themselves from violent attacks. The result
is a landscape-scale pattern in which individual
communities, or poblaciónes, were composed of
dispersed buildings associated with households
(ranchos), and defensive plaza sites that also helped
meet Spanish Colonial architectural requirements.
In this paper we brieﬂy discuss the term
“Genízaro” before examining two Genízaro
settlements: the settlement of plaza sites and
ranchos of La Cañada located on the Rio Chiquito

Genízaro Populations in New Mexico
The Spanish word genízaro has twin meanings.
The ﬁrst is “a subject people descending from
parents of alien nations or races”, the second
refers to “prestigious military units that owed a
particular loyalty to the crown and that ostensibly
stood above the petty intrigues of court politics”
(Brooks 2002:127-128). The term is thought to
have its origin in the Turkish yeniceri or yenichery.
The Janissaries were Christian, Balkan-born, elite
military units raised to satisfy levies imposed
by the Ottoman rulers and used by them when
it was found that native Turkish troops often
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of various mixed lineages (Carrera 2003). In
practice, however, tracing an individual’s lineage
wasn’t always possible, not all record keepers
recorded lineage, and only a few categories appear
consistently in legal documents. In some cases,
references to the “simple form of Spanish” (Chavez
1979:198) spoken in a community is one of the
only clues to the identity of its Genízaro occupants.
With Mexican Independence from Spain, full
citizenship would be granted to sedentary Christian
Indians under the Mexican Constitution, including
the Genízaros, and the term would fall out of use.
Prior to ca. 1700, the rationale for Spanish
expansion into New Spain was conversion of
indigenous souls, and most settlements were
missions with only a limited number of estancias
(smaller private land holdings) and haciendas
(landed estates of signiﬁcant size). With the
change in Spanish dynastic rule from the
Hapsburgs to the Bourbons in 1759, the goals
became to solidify the borders along the northern
frontier of New Spain, validate Spain’s claims
to the land it occupied, and increase settlement
on the northern frontier (Spicer 1989). The early
1700s was the same period in which the Comanche
moved into the eastern Plains, becoming fully
equestrian within a few decades and pressuring
the local Apache populations (Hämäläinen 2008).
Concerned with the depredations by Comanches
and Apaches as well as Navajos and Utes, the
Colonial government began establishing buffer
outpost communities to deter raids on the capital
and principal settlements.
Buffer communities generally included
soldiers, landless settlers, and Genízaros. Genízaros
were often impoverished at the end of their service
to their masters and service in a militia was one
way they could improve their fortunes. With
their knowledge of the geographic and cultural
landscape of the region, adult male Genízaros
were crucial in defense of the province, playing
key roles as scouts and auxiliary units (Brooks
2002:132-133). Several buffer communities were
established on land grants large enough to contain
a settlement, agricultural lands, common grazing
lands, and forestlands.

felt stronger allegiance to local chiefs than the
expanding Muslim state. These were supplemented
by renegade Christians from the northern
Mediterranean seeking adventures and prestige
(Brooks 2002:127). Genízaro was also an ethnic
term identifying Spaniards with foreign European
blood (Chavez 1979:198).
Both interpretations were applied in Spanish
Colonial New Mexico where the term referred to
Native peoples baptized in the Roman Catholic
faith who lived among the Hispanics, were given
Spanish surnames, and spoke at least a simple form
of Spanish (Chavez 1979:198). Most were Indian
captives, mainly women and children but some
male adults, taken in intertribal raids who were
“ransomed” by Spanish colonists allegedly for the
pious purpose of converting them to Christianity.
Others were captured by Spanish militia during
retaliatory raids. The “rescued” captives then
served as unpaid household servants and herders
until early adulthood. Baptismal records indicate
that Kiowa, Pawnee, Ute, Apache, Comanche,
Navajo, and Crow people were among the ransomed
captives. Very few Pueblo people are mentioned in
the records, but those living outside the pueblos
were included in the category. While captives were
working as Indian servants, they were simply listed
as Indians; it was when they reached adulthood
and left their masters’ households that they became
known as genízaros (Magnaghi 1990).
Genízaro was but one of the ethnic
designations in use during the Spanish Colonial
period in addition to a Sistema de castas that
classiﬁed people based on different proportions
of Spanish, Indian, and African blood beginning
in the mid-seventeenth century. In theory, the
system meant that people had differential access to
privileges and institutions on the basis of descent in
what was a codiﬁcation of the statutes of limpieza
de sangre that deﬁned Spanish Catholics from
Muslims and Jews (Martinez 2007:197). What
began as simple distinctions between Spaniards
from Spain, Indians, criollos (Spaniards born in
the New World), and mestizos (the products of
the inevitable Indian-Spaniard unions) evolved
to a list of sixteen categories applied to people
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in relatively isolated ranchos and despite the
hard lessons learned during the Pueblo Revolt,
the preferred settlement pattern in Colonial New
Mexico was that of families occupying small,
scattered ranchos. The exceptions to this were the
four villas—Santa Fe, Santa Cruz, Albuquerque
and El Paso—and a number of lesser known plaza
communities such as Chimayo, Truchas, Ojo
Caliente and Las Trampas.
The ubiquitous “rancho” should not be
confused with a modern-day idea of a “ranch.”
The word rancho in Colonial New Mexico (as
used by Fray Domínguez in the account of his
1776 inspection trip) is simply a hut or a group
of huts occupied by farmers or herdsmen located
away from a larger settlement (Adam and Chavez
1956:40 n.66; Pratt 1988:11). Examples from the
Rio Chiquito/La Cañada area range in size from
single room structures to structures containing up to
ten or more rooms. Several examples have a placita
incorporated into the building to contain livestock
(Figure 1). In the archaeological vernacular,
these types of structures are often referred to as
a casa corral or casa corrales. A typical rancho
is a simple structure built with readily available
materials. Small settlements consisting of a group
of loosely associated ranchos and often located
near or possibly associated with a defensible plaza
structure are referred to as a población (Pratt
1988). The distribution of ranchos along the Rio
Chiquito forms a classic example of a población—
an informal group of loosely associated ranchos.
The plaza as an architectural form consists
of blocks of rooms surrounding an expansive
communal area. The plaza has a long history
in the Southwest, and much has been written on
development of the prehispanic plaza (Kohler
2004, 2005; Ortman 2012) and the secular/
political roots for the formation of the Hispanic
plaza architectural form (Boyer 2015; Pratt 1988;
Simmons 1969; Snow 1979). Boyer’s excellent
summary (2015:43-56) discusses the tendency
of Spanish settlers to have a dispersed settlement
pattern rather than establish a defendable plazatype settlement despite laws requiring such
constructions by that had been enacted by 1778.

In the mid-eighteenth century there were
several communities of Genízaros living together or
placed in speciﬁc locations by Spanish authorities.
Genízaros were stationed in Valencia and Cerro
de Tomé as early as 1740 (Thomas 1940:18). By
1750, many were living in the Plaza de los Jarales
in Belén and the Barrio de Analco in Santa Fe,
with others in Ranchos de Taos, San Juan de los
Caballeros, San José de las Trampas, Nuestra
Señora de la Luz, and San Fernando y San Blas.
Abiquiu and Ojo Caliente were settled in 1754, San
Miguel de Carnué in 1763, San José de las Huertas
in 1765, Socorro in 1773, San Miguel del Vado in
1794, and Anton Chico in 1822 (Atherton 2013:31;
Brooks 2002:130). All of these locations served to
protect the core Spanish settlements, with those
in the east and north protecting against Apache,
Comanche, and sometimes Ute attacks, those in
the south and west protecting against Apache and
Navajo depredations.
Buffer communities lived at greater risk of
depredation by nomadic Native groups, but they
also had the advantage of trade with those same
groups when relations were amicable. Militias
mounting raids of their own against nomadic
groups divided their spoils amongst themselves,
including captives. Captives and other goods were
sold at trade fairs, including a long-standing one at
Abiquiu favored by the Utes. They brought dried
deer and buffalo meat, but were known for their
ﬁnely dressed hides and buffalo robes (Delaney
1989:19). In return they sought cotton blankets,
pottery, maize, metal tools, and the ransom of
kinsmen. Spanish authorities prohibited trade
with nomadic groups outside the auspices of the
licensed trade fairs, but the proﬁts were such that
it continued briskly year round with even Spanish
ofﬁcials taking part (Wozniak 1992:36)

Colonial Settlement Patterns
Colonial settlements are often characterized by a
lack of planning and an emphasis on a dispersed
settlement pattern (Boyer 2015; Snow 1979;
Simmons 1969). Despite the dangers of living
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Figure 1. Map of the rancho site LA 9848, located within the La Cañada/Rio Chiquito area. Note the placita,
incorporated into the structure that could be utilized to corral livestock.This house form is often referred to as a casa
corral. Map by Rory Gauthier and Emily Brown.

La Cañada

Snow (1979) and others comment that throughout
the colonial period in New Mexico, settlements
were characterized by a general lack of planning
and small, dispersed settlements were the preferred
pattern. This was the case until the latter half of
the 1700s when the need for defense ﬁnally forced
most dispersed settlements to coalesce into larger,
defensible structures consisting of consolidated
houses with no exterior doorways and plaza
entrances that could be secured (Pratt 1988;
Simmons 1969).

One población type of settlement is the Genízaro
village commonly referred to as La Cañada,
located along the Rio Chiquito approximately 10
miles north of the Pueblo de Cochiti. The earliest
reference to this settlement is from 1728 when
the area was granted to Antonio Lucero. In the
following years numerous ranchos, agricultural
ﬁelds, and an acequia were established.
In 1776 Fray Francisco Atanasio Domínguez
described the settlement of La Cañada as a series of
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This description is important for three reasons:

ranchos situated within the Rio Chiquito drainage.
At the time of his inspection, Domínguez listed
a population of 307 persons in 52 families. His
description of La Cañada is worth repeating here:

1) Archeological evidence conﬁrms a series of
ranchos along the Rio Chiquito.
The distribution of rancho settlements along
the Rio Chiquito has been documented in several
archeological surveys (Brown et al. 2012; Flynn and
Judge 1973; Gauthier 2012; Stewart and Koczan
2014; additional information from Southern Illinois
University and University of New Mexico is in
the site ﬁles in the Laboratory of Anthropology’s
Archaeological Records Management Section).
The distribution of rancho sites is illustrated in
Figure 2. All rancho site locations focus on the
ﬂoodplain or are immediately adjacent to the
ﬂoodplain, presumably for proximity to water

It is a settlement of ranchos throughout
the canyon, with lands of good quality by
nature, but since the very small river that
runs through the middle of the said canyon
in the same direction always fails at the best
season, as a result the farming is usually
in vain. This leads to scanty crops, and the
people are obliged to seek grain elsewhere.
The settlers are of all classes and walks of
life and speak the usual Spanish (Adams and
Chavez 1956:159).

Figure 2. Distribution of rancho and plaza sites in the Rio Chiquito/La Cañada area. The ranchos are located
adjacent to the Rio Chiquito and the acequia. Of note are the locations of the two large plaza sites (La Cañada and
Plaza Fuerte) situated near the either end of distribution of ranchos. A cluster of ranchos such as this can be referred
to as a población. Map by Jeff Brown.
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3) The settlers “speak the usual Spanish.”
This is a euphemism Domínguez reserved
for describing a lower class of citizenry, those of
mixed ancestry, and usually singling out Genizaro
populations (Adams and Chavez 1956:42). His
implied criticism of the settlers’ language skills
identiﬁes La Cañada as composed primarily of
Genízaro populations.
The positioning of the Rio Chiquito/La
Cañada settlement strategically provides a ﬁrst line
of defense for settlements at Cochiti, Pena Blanca
and those located further south. Oral traditions
collected by Adolph Bandelier at Cochiti Pueblo are
rife with accounts of Navajo raiders traveling over
the Jemez Mountains through the area of Bandelier
National Monument and descending off of the
Pajarito Plateau to attack Cochiti Pueblo (Lange

sources including the primary acequia or the Rio
Chiquito itself. In addition, two ranchos (LA 3451
and LA 3449) are located in what can be described
as defensive locations, and several others are
located on the top of the steep gravel terraces that
are located on the north and south sides of the Rio
Chiquito.
2) The area is marginal for settlement.
Domínguez recognized that the Rio Chiquito/
La Cañada settlement was marginal for agriculture
(Adams and Chavez 1956:159). This would
suggest a settlement composed of a lower class
citizenry since most Genízaro settlements were
located within frontier areas, usually economically
poor regions, and positioned to intercept or be the
primary encounter for any raiding parties.

Figure 3. Map of Plaza Fuerte, LA 9846. Room size in this site is nearly twice the size of a typical rancho. The expansive
plaza would have contained livestock during times of conﬂict. Map by Rory Gauthier and Shannon Dennison.
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Riley 1966:149). He further describes the “many
ruined buildings of stone … built by Mexicans after
the reconquest … [who] were driven out by the
Navajo” (Lange and Riley 1966:140). Immediately
west of the pre-Columbian site of Kuapa, Adolf
Bandelier described one of the largest Colonial
era sites (colloquially known as Plaza Fuerte,
LA 9846) as containing “considerable Mexican
structures, distinctly of stone, with very thick
walls” built to the edge of the bench overlooking
the Rio Chiquito (Lange and Riley 1966:149). The
name Plaza Fuerte is seemingly derived from a
number of archaeologists who have worked in this
region although none have admitted to being the
source. More than likely this is the site referred
to by Lange (1959) as El Rancho Viejo de Don

and Riley 1966:139-140). Such a route would take
Navajo raiders directly through the settlement at
La Cañada. In fact, Navajo raids in the 1820s and
1830s led to the abandonment of La Cañada village
and El Rancho Viejo de Don Lucero (possibly
Plaza Fuerte, LA 9846, see Figure 3). Even the
defensive sites, containing the largest number of
people, could not withstand Navajo raiding and
the population periodically had to retreat to Pena
Blanca (Lange 1959:15).
In 1880, a mere 104 years after the Dominguez
inspection trip, Adolph Bandelier describes La
Cañada as a series of ruined ranchos on both sides
of the Rio Chiquito, where there are “the ruins
of Spanish houses and the ﬁelds of ancient and
modern date and a very old acequia” (Lange and

Figure 4. LA 3449. An example of a rancho located in the Rio Chiquito area. Construction consists of rhyolite tuff
blocks and cobbles in judicious adobe mortar. A corral, constructed of similar materials is located a short distance
away. Photo by Rory Gauthier.
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Figure 5. La Cañada ca. 1880-1885(?). Note the presence of the church and plaza area, left center. Photo possibly
by Adolph Bandelier.1 Bandelier National Monument photograph archives (BANC #3654).

safe in assuming that the La Cañada plaza sites were
established sometime after the 1776 Dominguez
inspection report. Construction after this date also
coincides with an increase in Navajo raids beginning
in the late 1700s, early 1800s, culminating in
repeated abandonments of the La Cañada plaza site
and the permanent abandonment of El Rancho Viejo
in 1835.

Lucero that was abandoned (along with the village
of La Cañada) in the 1820s (Flynn and Judge 1973)
and again in 1835 due to Navajo raids.
Missing from the Domínguez report on La
Cañada is any mention of plaza settlements or
the presence of a church. However, two examples
of plazas are known within the Rio Chiquito/La
Cañada area: LA 3445 (known as the village of
La Cañada) and LA 9846 (Plaza Fuerte). Ceramic
evidence from both sites indicates a date range
of 1700 to the mid-1800s. They are the largest
structures in the area—Plaza Fuerte measures 100
m on each side and La Cañada is even larger with a
church located in the plaza (Figure 3).
The omission of plaza sites from his report is
curious. Perhaps Dominguez never made it to this
area and based his description on hearsay, but it is also
possible that the plazas and church were constructed
after his inspection trip. Ceramic evidence is
ambiguous on the sequence of the establishment of
ranchos versus plaza settlements. However, we feel

Abiquiu
In the early to mid-eighteenth century, a number
of land grants led to the establishment of many
ranchos, farmsteads and poblaciónes along both
banks of the Rio Chama, from Abiquiu to San
Gabriel (Boyer 2004:23, Brown 2015:7). From the
very beginning these settlements were plagued by
raiding bands of Ute, Navajo and Comanches and
in the mid-1700s, all ranchos and even the Plaza
of Abiquiu were abandoned as the entire province
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Ceramic types consist mostly of trade wares from
Tewa villages and several types of micaceous wares
along with smudged gray or black wares that may
be of local manufacture. Ceramic types indicate an
occupation from 1700/1750 to 1850. Immediately
to the west of the structure is an acequia. Its origin
is unknown but it continues at least a mile to the
north. The acequia splits at the location of the plaza
site with one segment diverting to the east (Figure
6). In addition, Vallecitos Creek is 285 m (.18 mi)
to the southeast.

moved to Santa Cruz de la Cañada (Adams and
Chavez 1956:121; Poling-Kempes 1997:38). It
took several years for the inhabitants to return to the
area and reestablish their villages. It was during this
time that the Spanish settlers were accompanied by
a number of Genízaros who established their own
ranchos and settlements in the edge of the northern
frontier to serve as a buffer to other communities
located downstream along the Rio Chama (PolingKempes 1997:40-42).
Several of these settlements are found on
the high mesas located south of the Genízaro
settlement of Abiquiu at an elevation of nearly
7900 feet amsl. Much like the Rio Chiquito/La
Cañada, several of these settlements are located
proximal to an ancient route that traverses the
northern Jemez range and connects the lower Rio
Chama to the San Juan Basin. This route has been
referred to as the “road to the Teguas which goes
to Navajo” (Poling-Kempes 1997:78). Within this
area are several plaza sites and numerous ranchos
(Max Archuleta, personal communication, August
17, 2015), all apparently sited for both agriculture
and for defense.
Community structure of Genízaro settlement
in this area is composed of both the rancho and
plaza structures similar to those found in the
Rio Chiquito/La Cañada area. The full extent
of this community is unknown and additional
documentation and survey is clearly needed. With
that said, the location adjacent to a traditional
route connecting the Rio Grande settlements with
regions inhabited by Navajo and other non-Pueblo
populations simply reinforces the idea that these
settlements functioned as the ﬁrst line of defense
against outside groups.
In 2015, the authors conducted extensive
documentation of an adobe plaza structure,
measuring 60 m on a side, enclosing a plaza with a
single entrance to the plaza on the south side. Today,
the structure presents as low mounds surrounding a
central plaza area with associated artifacts. Artifact
scatters are found outside of the linear room blocks
and contain large amounts of ceramic artifacts and
faunal materials. Two fragments of transfer ware, a
blue glass trade bead and one gun ﬂint were present.

Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have concentrated on two
types of habitation sites: ranchos and plazas.
For most of the Colonial period, a rancho was
the preferred household in both Spanish and
Genízaro settlements. Although additional survey,
particularly on the Abiquiu land grant, is needed,
it is already evident is that the patterning of
settlements in the southern portion of the Abiquiu
grant is similar to that of settlements on the Rio
Chiquito with a dispersed series of ranchos
forming a población with several plaza sites that
would function as defensible structures. In both
locations, ranchos and plaza sites are associated
with an acequia and/or small stream, and proximity
to farming and grazing areas. Like other Genízaro
settlements, frequent abandonment due to raids by
Ute, Navajo, Comanche and Apache groups was a
common occurrence.
In our frontier Genízaro settlement examples
(Abiquiu and Rio Chiquito/La Cañada) we have
both types of structures, but we have issues
with chronology: which site type came ﬁrst—
the rancho or the plaza? This may be a “chicken
or egg” argument since dating of ceramic types
suggests that the sites may be contemporaneous.
The date ranges of the associated ceramic types
are not ﬁne enough to determine a sequence of site
construction. Other studies of Spanish Colonial
architecture suggest the two types of architecture
are contemporaneous (see Boyer 2015; Snow
1979; and Simmons 1969) and most likely mirror
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Figure 6. Map of Plaza Viejo, Abiquiu area. This adobe walled plaza site was built in the 1700s and occupied
into the early 1800s. Only a single entrance to the plaza is found on the south side of the structure. Note the site’s
proximity to an acequia. Map by Rory Gauthier and Jeff Brown.

is not common until after 1750 (Boyer 2015;
Snow 1979). In addition, it is not until 1778 that
communities are ordered by the governor of New
Mexico to congregate in defensible plaza settlements
(Boyer 2015:45). It has long been recognized that
surrounding Navajo, Ute, Comanche and Apache
groups were constantly raiding Spanish and Pueblo
settlements in the latter 1700s to the 1850s, and it
is during this period that many of the fortiﬁed plaza
settlement are constructed (see Snow 1979:47).
As discussed above, it is curious that Dominguez
did not mention any large plaza/settlements in the
Rio Chiquito/La Cañada although two examples
are known from the archeological record. The
simplest explanation, and the one we advocate, is
that these structures did not exist in 1776 and were

the nature of relations with other groups. During
times of conﬂict the defensive nature of plaza sites
would offer protection for humans and livestock.
When raiding activities were infrequent, families
would disperse to their ranchos. This commonsense argument ﬁts perfectly with the well-known
villas and larger plaza villages in northern New
Mexico where a dispersed settlement pattern of
ranchos are found surrounding a central plaza.
One only need look at Urrutia’s 1776 map of the
Villa of Santa Fe where a scatter of small houses
is found as far as 5 leagues downstream from the
Santa Fe plaza (Adams and Chavez 1956:10, 40)
for another example.
For the Genízaro settlements discussed in this
paper, it appears that the plaza type of architecture
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Acknowledgments

built shortly after the Dominguez inspection trip.
This presumed construction sequence coincides
with an increase in hostilities from surrounding
non-Pueblo groups and the timing of governmental
orders. On the high mesas south of Abiquiu, the
picture is less clear and additional survey and site
documentation are necessary. However, as in other
frontier areas of New Mexico, we can assume that
the large plaza sites were also constructed in the
latter half of the 1700s and also coincide with an
increase in violence.
Overall, we see a pattern of dispersed ranchos
in frontier areas—areas located away from the
major settlements (villas) of Santa Fe, Santa Cruz,
Albuquerque and El Paso—that are areas generally
occupied by Genízaro and other economically
depressed populations. To fully understand the
evolution of these settlements, improvements in
absolute chronology are necessary to ﬁne tune the
occupations of ranchos and plazas and correlate the
occupations with periods of peace or conﬂict.
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Abiquiu land grant association for permission to record
the Abiquiu plaza site. Thanks are also due to Max and
Remijio Archuleta for the information they shared on
the sites and history of the Abiquiu land grant.

Note
1. A copy of this photo was found in the Bandelier photo
archives (BANC #3654). Despite a lack of archival
corroboration, we believe this photograph was taken by
Adolf Bandelier, who visited the area December 7, 1880
(Lange and Riley 1966:229). The view is looking east,
down the Rio Chiquito drainage. The near mesa in the
background is Potrero de los Idolos, the horizon is the
Caja del Rio, and Tetilla Peak faintly visible on the right.
The plaza layout of La Cañada, left center, is
readily apparent in this view, although some of the
structures have collapsed, resulting in a somewhat open
plaza. Today, surface evidence indicates the plaza was
mostly enclosed. The large, tall and angular structure in
the plaza is the church mentioned by Bandelier (Lange
and Riley 1966:138). During Bandelier’s time (1880s)
only six houses were occupied.
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The Life and Times of Tijeras Utility Ware
JUDITH A. HABICHT-MAUCHE AND HUNTER D. JONES BURGESS
The Tijeras Pueblo Ceramic Project has analyzed over 12,000 fragments of utility ware pottery from the
fourteenth century village site of Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) in the Central Rio Grande region of New Mexico
(Figure 1). These analyses suggest that Tijeras Utility Ware, which is commonly found throughout the
Albuquerque district of the Central Rio Grande, shares some technological and stylistic afﬁnities to both
western Mogollon Brown Wares as well as contemporaneous Northern Rio Grande Gray Wares. However,
a unique feature of the utility wares from Tijeras Pueblo is the bimodal distribution of bowl sizes and,
in particular, the relatively high frequency of large bowls (> 25 cm diameter). Large bowls are common
among various red- and yellow-slipped and polychrome ceramic types found throughout the Southwest and
are generally assumed to have been associated with the spread of new religious practices and communal
feasting activities during the Pueblo IV period (A.D. 1275-1425) (Crown 1994; Duff 2002; Mills 2007;
Potter 2000; Spielmann 1998, 2002). The presence of large utility ware “feast bowls” at Tijeras Pueblo,
in association with large local and imported glaze-painted red-slipped and polychrome pottery bowls,
indicates that Tijeras Utility Ware vessels may have functioned within a broader range of domestic and
ritual contexts than was typical either in the Northern Rio Grande or the Western Pueblo regions during
the fourteenth century. Thus, the production, circulation and use of these utility ware vessels likely played
a larger role in the social transformation of the Ancestral Eastern Pueblo World during the early Pueblo IV
period than has previously been recognized.
Tijeras Pueblo in the Fourteenth Century
Ancestral Pueblo World

forms of sociality, such as new religious rituals and
communal feasting activities, are thought to have
played a central role in constituting community
identities and in (re-)negotiating local and
regional social networks (Mills 2007; Potter 2002;
Spielmann 1998).
Associated
with
these
demographic
transformations we see dramatic changes in
decorated ceramic traditions in the Rio Grande
area, which were linked to similar changes that
were taking place throughout the Southwest. These
changes reﬂect a distinct break with aesthetic
and technological traditions of the past and are
generally thought to have been associated with the
spread of new religious ideas and ritual practices
(Crown 1994; Duff 2002). In the Central and
Southern Rio Grande regions of New Mexico,
the presence of large glaze-painted red-slipped
and polychrome bowls at early aggregated village
sites have similarly been interpreted as evidence
for such feasting and ritual activities (Graves and

The Late Precontact, or Pueblo IV period (A.D.
1275-1425), in the American Southwest was
marked by a series of demographic upheavals and
mass migrations that led to the displacement and
reorganization of local communities and regional
social networks, as some areas were completely
depopulated, while others received substantial
inﬂuxes of new populations. At the turn of the
fourteenth century, throughout large areas of the
Southwest we see the emergence of wholly new
aggregated towns. In the Rio Grande Valley, the
cultural landscape of the Eastern Pueblos was
rapidly transformed, as new identities were forged
within and across these emergent communities and
new social and economic alliances connected these
communities to each other and to more distant
areas of the Ancestral Pueblo World. Holding these
new communities together was hard work. Novel
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Figure 1. Map of Northern and Central Rio Grande regions showing location of the Tijeras Pueblo site and several
other late precontact sites discussed in the text.
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and aggregation at the site around the turn of the
fourteenth century. These pottery types, which
include St. Johns, Heshotauthla, and Kwakina
glaze polychromes, are commonly associated with
thirteenth and fourteenth century sites located far
to the west of the Rio Grande Valley in the Acoma
and Zuni regions of New Mexico. Chemical and
mineralogical analyses of Western-style glaze
polychromes from Tijeras Pueblo indicate that
they represent a mix of imported vessels and
local copies of Western types (James, Eckert and
Habicht-Mauche 2013). Tijeras Pueblo has also
yielded the earliest known tree-ring date (A.D.
1313) (Cordell 1975:27) directly associated with
the glaze-painted pottery type, Agua Fria Glazeon-Red. Agua Fria G/R represents the beginning of
the local glaze ware tradition among the Eastern
Pueblos—a tradition that continued in the Rio
Grande area up through the Pueblo Revolt era in
the late seventeenth century.
Overall, our studies of early glaze-painted
pottery from Tijeras Pueblo suggest that community
formation at this village was likely the result of
the coalescence of local populations and Western
Pueblo immigrants. The presence of imported
Western-style glaze wares indicates that these
immigrant groups probably maintained contacts
and alliances with their natal villages, while the
identiﬁcation of local copies of Western types at
Tijeras Pueblo suggests that these immigrants were
likely responsible for introducing glaze technology
to the Central Rio Grande, along with the ideas
and practices associated with the appropriate use
of these pots in speciﬁc social and ritual contexts.
However, this introduced suite of technologies
and practices was rapidly transformed within
less than a single generation. Fourteenth century
Eastern Pueblo communities, such as Tijeras
Pueblo, creatively re-interpreted these new ideas,
technologies, and practices to meet their own
cultural and aesthetic tastes and emerging social
and ideological needs.
Glaze-painted bichrome and polychrome
pottery rapidly replaced earlier locally made blackon-white pottery types as the dominant decorated
pottery in the Central Rio Grande during the early

Spielmann 2000; Potter 2000: 479-80; Spielmann
1998). Less attention, however, has been paid to
the potential role of utility ware pottery in these
integrative social practices.
The site of Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) is
particularly signiﬁcant because it was one of the
earliest aggregated towns in the Central Rio Grande
region. Tree-ring dates suggest that people began to
coalesce at Tijeras Pueblo sometime during the last
two decades of the thirteenth century (Cordell and
Damp 2010). The initial occupation of the pueblo
consisted of a loose aggregation of small room
blocks arranged around an open area with a large
circular masonry kiva. During the late fourteenth
century a more compact U-shaped pueblo was
constructed over some of the earlier room blocks
(Figure 2). However, several of the smaller
dispersed room blocks continued to be occupied
and regularly refurbished. By the early ﬁfteenth
century the site appears to have been completely
depopulated.
Tijeras Pueblo is strategically located within a
pass between the Sandia and Manzano Mountains,
about seven miles directly east of Albuquerque, New
Mexico (see Figure 1). This location placed Tijeras
Pueblo on the border between several emerging
ethno-linguistic community clusters, including the
Tano Pueblos to the north, the Southern Tiwa to the
west, and the Eastern Tiwa and Tompiro Pueblos
to the south. The nearby Sandia Mountains contain
active Zuni shrines and traditional resource areas
(Ferguson and Hart 1985), while the Keres of
Santa Ana Pueblo claim historical and cultural ties
to Tijeras’ closest fourteenth century neighbors at
Pa’ako (LA 162) and San Antonio (LA 24). Tijeras
Pueblo is generally identiﬁed as an ancestral
Southern Tiwa site and the Pueblo of Isleta is
recognized as the closest descendent community.
Nevertheless, the possibility that Tijeras Pueblo
began in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth
century as a coalescent multi-ethnic community
seems strong.
For example, an unusual feature of the Tijeras
Pueblo site is the presence of signiﬁcant amounts
of Western Pueblo-style glaze-painted polychrome
pottery in contexts associated with early settlement
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Figure 2. Archaeological map of the site of Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) showing major excavated room blocks and
large kiva.
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how changes in pottery technology, production,
and distribution were connected to large-scale
regional and inter-regional social processes,
such as migration, population aggregation and
community formation during the Pueblo IV
period in the American Southwest. In particular,
the project aims to illuminate how the origin and
spread of glaze-painted pottery technology among
the Eastern Pueblos of the Central Rio Grande was
associated with these dynamic social processes
on a local and regional scale. In 2010, the ﬁrst
author spent six months (April through October)
as a visiting researcher at the Maxwell Museum
in Albuquerque examining pottery from the 1970s
UNM ﬁeld school excavations at Tijeras Pueblo.
The pottery sherds selected for analysis
came primarily from the excavated ﬁll of rooms
associated with cutting or near cutting structural
tree-ring dates. We choose rooms that represented a
fairly even mix of early and late phase construction
dates (Cordell and Damp 2007; Cordell et al. 2009)
and that were widely distributed across both the
main mound and the more dispersed room blocks
at the site. In addition, the ﬁll of two rooms that
did not have associated tree-ring dates, but were
identiﬁed in excavation reports as showing a
transition from pure black-on-white decorated
assemblages at ﬂoor contact to more mixed
assemblages of black-on-white and glaze-painted
pottery in their upper ﬁll were also analyzed.
Finally, the pottery from a deep test pit, designated
30N 20W T1, dug through a trash midden on the
north side of the main mound was also included in
the sample. This trench exhibited the full pottery
sequence from the site in clear stratigraphic order.
A total of approximately 3000 decorated sherds
and 12,000 utility ware sherds were examined
for the project. This sample represents about ten
percent of the archived ceramic assemblage from
the 1970s UNM ﬁeld school excavations at the site.
One of the expectations of this sampling
strategy was that we would be able to divide the
pottery assemblage from the site into early and late
components based on the structural tree-ring dates
associated with the rooms from which the sherds
were recovered. The idea was that this would allow

fourteenth century. Glaze wares were produced
alongside utility wares that reﬂect continuing
technological and cultural ties to earlier ceramic
traditions in the central and southern Rio Grande
Valley. In turn, these utility wares show some
general afﬁnities to the Mogollon Brown Ware
ceramic tradition that characterized broad regions
of the southern Southwest for over a millennium.
The presence of several distinct ceramic traditions
at Tijeras Pueblo and other Central Rio Grande
towns indicates something of the complex history
of origins, identities, and relationships that
constituted emerging coalescent communities in
the fourteenth century.

Archaeology at Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581)
Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) has been the subject of a
number of both small and large-scale archaeological
projects, beginning in the 1930s. Most signiﬁcantly,
from 1971 to 1973, the University of New Mexico
Summer Field School in Archaeology excavated at
Tijeras Pueblo under the direction of W. James Judge
(Judge 1974). Field school excavations continued at
the site under the direction of Linda Cordell through
1976 (Cordell 1975; 1977a; 1977b; 1980; 1989). The
UNM ﬁeld schools in the 1970s excavated about a
third of the site, making this series of excavations the
most extensive and best-documented archaeological
work at the site. Collections, site records, ﬁeld
notes, photographs, and other documentation from
the UNM ﬁeld schools are housed at the Maxwell
Museum at the University of New Mexico. A total
of 461 tree-ring dates were obtained from the site
and the original tree-ring samples are archived at the
Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at the University
of Arizona (Cordell and Damp 2010; Robinson and
Cameron 1991).

The Tijeras Pueblo Ceramics Project
Since 2009, Habicht-Mauche has been studying the
pottery collections from the site of Tijeras Pueblo.
The focus of this on-going project is to examine
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in Anthropology at the University of California,
Santa Cruz. This work was performed in the
Ceramic Materials Laboratory at UCSC under the
supervision of Habicht-Mauche.

us to examine changes in the assemblage through
time. Unfortunately, our analyses to date have
not revealed any signiﬁcant differences between
pottery assemblages from the ﬁll of early versus
late construction phase rooms at Tijeras Pueblo. It
may still be possible to temporally segregate our
ceramic sample from the site by doing a more ﬁnegrained seriation based on the relative frequency of
temporally sensitive decorated ceramic types from
individual excavation levels and features within
the ﬁll of each room. However, in the current study
we examine the pottery analyzed from the site as a
single undifferentiated sample.
While at the Maxwell Museum, HabichtMauche was assisted by a small group of volunteers
recruited from the Friends of Tijeras Pueblo
avocational archaeology group. These volunteers
recorded data on the Tijeras Utility Ware ceramics
from the sampled proveniences, while HabichtMauche worked on the decorated wares. Values
for around 30 speciﬁc technological, formal, and
stylistic attributes were recorded for each sherd
in the sample. Sherds that reﬁtted or clearly came
from the same vessel were only recorded once. For
decorated sherds, attribute data was entered directly
into a FileMaker Pro® database; for utility ware
sherds data was ﬁrst recorded on standardized paper
forms and later entered into the computer database.
Some of the attributes recorded include
pottery ware and type, surface treatment and color,
slip consistency and color, paint composition and
color, rim orientation and lip form, rim diameter,
vessel form and element, decorative elements and
motifs, paste color, and visual temper identiﬁcation.
Surface, paste, and paint colors were recorded using
a Munsell® Soil Color chart for rim sherds only.
Currently, summary statistics are being generated,
using Excel®, for each attribute for every pottery
type or ware. This paper summarizes some initial
results from our analyses of the Tijeras Utility Ware
data, with a particular focus on paste composition,
surface and paste color, surface treatment, vessel
form, and vessel size (rim diameter). These utility
ware data were collated and analyzed by Burgess
as part of his senior thesis project in fulﬁllment of
the requirements for the Bachelor of Arts degree

Characterizing Tijeras Utility Ware
Communities of Practice
Southwestern utility ware pottery consists of coarse,
unslipped and unpainted vessels, usually jars, with
plain or textured surfaces that are assumed to have
been used primarily for food preparation, cooking,
and storage. Utility ware pottery has long been the
poor stepchild of Southwestern ceramic studies
(Habicht-Mauche 1993). Even in extensive and
detailed site reports the description and analysis
of utility wares is often limited to a few brief and
cursory paragraphs. Unpainted ceramics have
traditionally been neglected by Southwestern
archaeologists because they generally reﬂect much
slower rates of formal and stylistic change and have
fewer easily observable and measurable attributes.
These characteristics have made it more difﬁcult to
segregate utility pottery into neat taxonomic units
or types and have limited the ware’s usefulness
for establishing relative chronologies or tracking
diachronic culture change (Habicht-Mauche
1993:13; Neuzil 2008:28-29).However, utility ware
sherds are usually many times more abundant than
decorated sherds on Southwestern village sites,
even taking into consideration that individual utility
ware vessels were often larger and more brittle and
broke into many more fragments than decorated
vessels. Southwestern utility ware pots reﬂect
long-standing, stable technological traditions that
functioned as an integral part of Ancestral Pueblo
daily life for hundreds of years. Our analyses
of Tijeras Utility Ware suggest that these often
overlooked sherds are capable of providing much
more detailed information on technological and
social communities of practice than is generally
realized. For example, shared technological
attributes may reﬂect networks of communication,
interaction, and learning among utility ware potters
at various scales (Peeples 2011:174). Additionally,
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distinctions tend to break down to some degree,
possibly due to differences in available clay
sources. However, in general, utility wares in the
Northern Rio Grande appear to be more closely
associated with the northern gray ware tradition,
while utility wares in the Southern Rio Grande show
greater afﬁnities to Mogollon Brown Wares. As we
will demonstrate below, the distinction between
“brown” and “gray” ware becomes somewhat
ambiguous when considering Tijeras Utility Wares
from the Albuquerque District of the Central
Rio Grande. However, several technological
and formal characteristics indicate some broad
connections to the brown ware traditions of the
southern Southwest.
A.V. Kidder presented one of the most
comprehensive studies of utility ware pottery
from the Rio Grande region of the Southwest in
his report on the pottery from the sites of Pecos
(LA 625) and Forked Lightning (LA 672) (Kidder
and Shepard 1936). Kidder used descriptive
terminology to sort utility ware pottery on the
basis of differences in exterior surface treatment
(i.e., Indented Corrugated, Indented Blind
Corrugated, etc.). While some later researchers
have tried to bring the classiﬁcation of Rio Grande
utility wares into compliance with the standard
binomial type name system commonly used in
the Southwest, such schemes have met with only
limited success and have largely been abandoned.
Mera (1935), for example, tried to deﬁne named
types for the north central Rio Grande area based
on a combination of paste characteristics (e.g.,
micaceous versus non-micaceous) and surface
treatment. However, in practice these types
proved unworkable, since multiple combinations
of exterior surface treatments often occur on
the same vessel and these surface treatments
crosscut both micaceous and non-micaceous
paste types. As a result, most researchers working
in the Rio Grande continue to use some form of
descriptive terminology similar to Kidder’s. These
descriptive categories (Indented Corrugated,
Smeared Indented Corrugated, Banded, etc.) are
not equivalent to ceramic “types,” but are merely
useful and convenient sherd sorting groups.

more detailed studies of utility ware function and
context of use have the potential to complicate and
disrupt our assumptions about the social lives of
pots in Ancestral Pueblo communities, which are
often derived solely from the study of decorated
pottery (e.g., Habicht-Mauche et al. 2006).
Traditionally, Ancestral Pueblo utility ware
pottery has been divided into two broad ware
categories; gray wares that are generally associated
with the northern Southwest and what used to be
deﬁned as the Anasazi Culture Area and brown
wares that were considered diagnostic of the
Mogollon Culture Area of the southern Southwest.
While these wares share certain basic technological
characteristics, such as being formed by coiling,
thinned by scraping on the interior, and having
textured or “corrugated” exterior surfaces, they are
distinguished by differences in resource selection
preferences and ﬁring regimes. Gray wares were
generally made from clays with low iron content
that were ﬁred in a neutral to reducing atmosphere
to produce gray to white surface colors. Brown
ware potters, on the other hand, preferred ironrich clays that ﬁred reddish brown to brownish
gray in oxidizing atmospheres (Peeples 2011:175).
However, use of these vessels for cooking often
leads to extensive sooting of the exteriors, which
obscures their original surface colors often making
both gray wares and brown wares appear dark gray or
black. Wilson (1994; Wilson and Severts 1999) has
argued that these regional differences in the choice
of raw materials and processing techniques were
largely dictated by the geologic distribution of clays
across the Southwest and the speciﬁc performance
characteristics of those clays. While not denying
these basic geological and material constraints,
others (e.g., Peeples 2011:178) have countered that
consistent differences in technological, formal, and
stylistic attributes between brown wares and gray
wares indicate that the potters who made these
wares were working within distinct communities of
practice that track historically deep and more or less
stable networks of interaction across broad areas of
the precontact Southwest.
In the Rio Grande Valley, on the eastern
periphery of the Ancestral Pueblo World, these
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cooking pots. Micaceous cooking pots continue
to be made by Eastern Pueblo, Jicarilla Apache,
and Indo-Hispano potters in New Mexico up
to the present day and are still highly valued by
regional cooks as “bean pots.” Thus, in terms of
their choice of raw materials, the potters who
made Tijeras Utility Ware were participating in an
emerging pan-Rio Grande technological tradition
that crosscut earlier north-south divisions in utility
ware production practices.
This preference for metamorphic residual
clays contrasts markedly with resource selection
strategies that characterized the brown ware
and gray ware traditions of the earlier Ancestral
Pueblos. This shift in resource choice probably
explains why Tijeras Utility Ware is not easily
characterized as either a “brown” ware or a “gray”
ware in the classic sense. For this project, standard
Munsell color designations were recorded for both
the interior and exterior surfaces of 2525 Tijeras
Utility Ware rim sherds from Tijeras Pueblo.
Paste color was also recorded from a fresh break
on each rim sherd. For ease of presentation,
multiple Munsell color codes were combined into
broad color categories, such as “Brown,” “Gray,”
“Black,” “Olive,” and “Yellow” (Table 1). Since
many exterior surfaces were sooted from cooking,
masking their original color, the paste colors are
probably more representative of the ware overall.
Interior surfaces tend to be smudged and polished
to a uniform very dark gray or black. As can be seen
in Figure 3, while most Tijeras Utility Wares have
gray pastes, more than a third appear more brown,
olive, or yellow. After reﬁring to 1000º C and
holding for one hour in an oxidizing atmosphere in
an electric kiln, Tijeras Utility Ware sherds develop
a uniform iron-rich yellowish red color throughout
(5YR 5/6, 8; 2.5YR 4, 5, 6/8). This color data
suggest that Tijeras Utility Wares were poorly or
unevenly oxidized during their original ﬁrings or
that the original clays were high in organics that
were not fully combusted (Rye 1981:114-116).
However, they were probably not intentionally
ﬁred in neutral or reducing atmospheres. This
choice of iron-rich clays and open ﬁring regimes is
more reminiscent of the strategies associated with

In this study, we have followed these general
conventions by assigning the bulk of the utility
ware from Tijeras Pueblo to a single broad ware
category, Tijeras Utility Ware, based largely on
paste composition. Tijeras Utility Ware, named for
the type site of Tijeras Pueblo, is the predominant
and characteristic utility ware recovered from
late precontact sites throughout the Albuquerque
Basin in the Central Rio Grande region of New
Mexico. Other types of local unpainted brown
ware commonly found on thirteenth and fourteenth
century sites in the Central Rio Grande region,
including the Albuquerque and Socorro districts,
are Los Lunas Smudged (bowls) and Pitoche
Brown Ware (jars) (Dyer 2008). Los Lunas and
Pitoche are more reﬁned, sand-tempered brown
wares with clear Mogollon roots. In particular,
they appear to be local variants of the ﬁnely made
patterned corrugated brown wares of the Tularosa/
Reserve region (Hegmon et al. 2000; Rinaldo
and Bluhm 1956). Los Lunas Smudged bowls, in
particular, are quite common at Tijeras Pueblo, but
are not included in the current analysis.
In comparison, Tijeras Utility is a much coarser
ware. Petrographic studies by Habicht-Mauche
have shown that it was produced using residual
or primary clays derived from degraded silver
muscovite schist/gneiss. Similar metamorphic
rocks outcrop along the lower western slopes of
the Sandia and Manzano mountains (Kelley and
Northrop 1975). Chemical characterization using
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) of a sample
of 30 Tijeras Utility Ware sherds from Tijeras
Pueblo indicated that these vessels formed a
single, fairly homogeneous compositional group
(James et al. 2013). Both the mineralogical and
chemical data suggest that Tijeras Utility Ware was
produced locally at Tijeras Pueblo, or nearby in the
Albuquerque Valley.
Beginning in the fourteenth century, potters
throughout the Rio Grande Valley began to favor
the use of highly micaceous residual clays to
produce utility ware pottery (Habicht-Mauche
1993:14). These micaceous clays allowed for
the production of very thin-walled vessels with
excellent thermal properties, making them ideal
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Mogollon Brown Wares than with the northern
gray ware traditions.
Throughout much of the Northern Rio
Grande, utility ware pottery with all-over, distinctly
corrugated (banded) or indented corrugated
surfaces characterizes ceramic assemblages
from the eleventh through thirteenth centuries.
However, toward the end of the thirteenth century,
workmanship began to decline and the partial
obliteration or “smearing” of corrugated surfaces
became increasingly more common (HabichtMauche 1993:13; Kidder and Shepard 1936;
Mera 1935). In contrast, the exterior surfaces of
fourteenth century Tijeras Utility Ware vessels
from the Central Rio Grande, both bowls and
jars, are overwhelmingly non-textured or plain
(Figures 4-6). As Figure 7 illustrates, even when
corrugations are present, they are often limited to
a zone from just below the rim to the upper body
on jars, leaving the lower body and base plain. In
order to get a clearer picture of the ratio of vessels
with corrugated, smeared corrugated or patterned
surfaces, Figure 4 only summarizes exterior surface

Figure 3. Paste colors recorded for Tijeras Utility Ware
sherds from Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581).

Table 1. Summary of Combined Surface and Paste Color Categories
Color Categories

Munsell Designations

Black

10YR 2/1, 10YR 2.5/1, 10YR 2/1, 7.5YR 2.5/1

Gray

10YR 3/1,10YR 4/1,10YR 6/1,10YR 5/1,10YR 3/1,10YR 3/10,10YR 4/1,10YR 5/1,10YR
6/1,10YR 6/2,10YR 7/1,10YR 7/2,2.5YR3/1,2.5YR 5/1,5YR 3/1,5YR5/1,5YR 4/1,5YR
4/2,5YR 5/1,5YR 7/1,7.5YR 3/1,7.5YR 6/2,7.5YR 4/1,7.5YR 5/1,7.5YR 6/2,7.5YR
3/1,7.5YR 4/1,7.5YR 5/1,7.5YR 6/1,7.5YR 6/2,7.5YR 7/1,7.5YR 7/2,N2.5,N3,N4,N5,N6

White

10YR 8/1,7.5YR 8/2

Brown

10YR 4/4,10YR 5/2,10YR 6/2,10YR 6/3,10YR 7/3,10YR 3/2,10YR 4/2,10YR 4/4,10YR
5/2,10YR 5/3,10YR 5/4,10YR 5/6,10YR 6/3,10YR 6/4,10YR 7/3,10YR 7/4,10YR
8/3,2.5YR 5/2,2.5YR 4/2,2.5YR 5/2,2.5YR 6/4,7.5YR 5/2,7.5YR 5/3,7.5YR 5/4,7.5YR
6/3,7.5YR 5/3,7.5YR 4/2,7.5YR 5/2,7.5YR 5/3,7.5YR 5/4,7.5YR 6/3,7.5YR 6/4

Olive

5YR 4/3,5YR 5/3,5YR 5/4,5YR 6/3,5YR 6/4

Yellow

2.5YR 6/6,2.5YR 6/8,5YR 6/6,5YR 8/4,7.5YR 6/6,7.5YR 7/6
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Figure 4. Relative frequency of surface texturing techniques recorded from bowl and jar rim and jar
neck sherds of Tijeras Utility Ware.

Figure 5. Tijeras Utility Ware jar from Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) with plain exterior surface texture
(78.67.947). Thomas Ocken, Photographer, Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, University of New Mexico.
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Figure 6. Tijeras Utility Ware bowl from Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) with plain exterior surface texture
(78.67.368). Thomas Ocken, Photographer, Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, University of New Mexico.

Figure 7. Tijeras Utility Ware jar from Tijeras Pueblo with combined smeared corrugated and plain
exterior surface textures (78.67.285). Thomas Ocken, Photographer, Maxwell Museum of Anthropology,
University of New Mexico.
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texture data from rim (bowl and jar) and neck (jar)
fragments. While at Tijeras Pueblo, over 70 percent
of rim and neck fragments from Tijeras Utility
Ware vessels were plain, at the contemporary
Northern Rio Grande site of Arroyo Hondo, less
than one percent of all analyzed Tesuque Gray
Ware sherds had plain exterior surfaces (HabichtMauche 1993:16, Table 4). A similar pattern was
noted by Kidder at the fourteenth century site of
Forked Lightning, near Pecos (Kidder and Shepard
1936:306). These data suggest that utility ware
potters in the Central Rio Grande may have favored
distinctly different exterior surface texturing
strategies compared to their Northern Rio Grande
neighbors.
Another way in which Tijeras Utility Ware
differs from its Northern Rio Grande counterparts
is in its ratio of bowls to jars. In the Northern Rio
Grande, virtually all utility ware vessels are jars.
Habicht-Mauche (1993:38; Figure 21) reports only
one small (13 cm rim diameter) plain ware bowl in
the collection of whole vessels from Arroyo Hondo,
while Kidder reports ﬁnding only two partially
restorable vessels and “several fragments” of
utility ware bowls at the contemporaneous site of
Forked Lightning (Kidder and Shepard 1936:310).
In contrast, our analysis revealed a relatively large
percentage (23 percent) of Tijeras Utility Ware
bowl fragments in our sampled collections from
Tijeras Pueblo (Figure 8). This roughly 1:3 bowl
to jar ratio is based on a tally of rim and neck
sherds only, since these are the only elements
from which the form of utility ware vessels can be
readily distinguished. Utility ware bowls are also
a common feature of late precontact Mogollon
Brown Ware assemblages from the Mogollon Rim
and Arizona Mountains (Mills 2007; Rinaldo and
Bluhm 1956).
Among historic Pueblo groups, utility ware
jars were mostly used for cooking and food
storage, while bowls (mostly decorated) were
predominantly used as serving and eating vessels.
Thus, this north-south distinction in the production
and use of utility ware bowls probably reﬂects
regional differences in foodway practices among
the late precontact Ancestral Pueblos. The vessel

Figure 8. Relative frequency of Tijeras Utility Ware
bowls to jars at Tijeras Pueblo based on analysis
of vessel rim and neck fragments from sampled
proveniences.

form data from Tijeras suggest that the foodways
of people living in the Albuquerque District of the
Central Rio Grande during the fourteenth century
may have been more similar to those of Western
Pueblo groups of the Mogollon Rim and Arizona
Mountains than to other Eastern Pueblo groups
living in the Northern Rio Grande.
In addition to the large number of utility ware
bowls recovered from Tijeras Pueblo, the size
distribution of these bowls was quite unexpected.
Bowl diameters were estimated by matching rim
sherds to a standard rim diameter circle chart. The
measured rim diameters of Tijeras Utility Ware
bowls range from 11 to 35 cm (approximately 4
to 14 inches), with a clear bimodal distribution of
small (11 to 20 cm [4 to 8 in]) and large (26 to
35 cm [10 to 14 in]) bowls (Figure 9). In contrast,
Mogollon Brown Ware bowl rim diameters from
late thirteenth and early fourteenth century village
sites in the Silver Creek district along the Mogollon
Rim mostly cluster in the middle of this range, with
median sizes less than 20 cm (8 in) (Mills 2007;
Figure 8 and Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Comparison of the relative distribution of rim diameter sizes (in centimeters) among Tijeras Utility Wares
and Glaze A Red bowls from Tijeras Pueblo (LA 581) and Glaze A Red bowls from other fourteenth century sites
throughout the Northern and Central Rio Grande as reported by Spielmann (1998).

rituals, in turn, are thought to have been critical
to processes of coalescence and social integration
in the larger aggregated communities that were
emerging throughout the Southwest at this time.
Among the Ancestral Eastern Pueblo villages
of the Central and Southern Rio Grande, Spielmann
(1998, 2002) has documented the presence of a
distinct class of large glaze-painted “feast” bowls,
beginning with the widespread introduction of
Glaze A Red (Agua Fria Glaze-on-Red) during
the early fourteenth century (Figure 9). She argues
that although smaller Rio Grande Glaze Ware
bowls were probably used as everyday household
serving bowls, it was the technical craftsmanship
and speciﬁc physical characteristics of this
ware—its bright color, highly burnished surfaces,
glossy paint, and iconographic designs—that
made it suitable for use in ritual contexts, such as
communal feasting (Spielmann 2002:202). James
Potter (2000:486) suggests that the transition

However, this pattern of distinct classes
of small (< 20 cm [8 in]) versus large (>25 cm
[10 in]) bowls is typical of many of the red- and
yellow-slipped and polychrome pottery types that
began to spread over large areas of the Southwest
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
(Mills 2007; Potter 2000; Spielmann 1998). In
particular, a dramatic increase in the number of
large-sized bowls, compared to earlier local blackon-white types, seems to be a diagnostic feature
of these assemblages. The development and
spread of these highly crafted, brightly colored,
and iconographically charged pottery styles is
widely assumed to have been associated with the
introduction of new religious ideologies and ritual
practices throughout the Ancestral Pueblo world.
The presence of a whole new class of large serving
bowls is generally interpreted as evidence for an
increasing focus on communal feasting activities
as central to these new practices. These communal
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required to make it, spread throughout the central
core of the Eastern Pueblo World, it may have
replaced imported and local Western-style glaze
polychromes as the preferred pottery for use in
community-based public rituals and feasting
contexts. As Rio Grande Glaze Ware bowls
became more pervasive throughout the region, the
need for large utility ware bowls, such as those
recovered from Tijeras Pueblo, also may have
diminished. Testing this proposed model will
require much more ﬁne-grained temporal control
of the pottery assemblage from Tijeras Pueblo
and other fourteenth century sites in the Central
Rio Grande.

from earlier unimodal pot size distributions to a
distinctly bimodal pattern of small and large vessel
classes may reﬂect an increasing formalization of
the separation of domestic foodways and public
feasting contexts during the Pueblo IV period.
Interestingly, at Tijeras Pueblo, while large
(>25 cm [10 in] diameter) glaze-painted bowls
are common, the range of Glaze A bowl sizes is
less distinctly bimodal than that of Tijeras Utility
Ware bowls (see Figure 9). Thus, it seems that
utility ware bowls at Tijeras were being produced
speciﬁcally for use as food service vessels in two
very distinct social contexts, one a more intimate
domestic household context and the other a more
public communal feasting context. Initially, these
utility ware feast bowls were probably being used
alongside both imported Western Pueblo glazepainted bowls, most likely from the Zuni or Acoma
areas, as well as locally produced copies of these
Western-style polychromes. As discussed above,
multiple lines of evidence suggest that Western
Pueblo immigrants may have introduced both
glaze-paint technology, as well as the ideology and
practices associated with the public and ritual use
of glaze ware pottery, to Ancestral Eastern Pueblo
groups in the Central Rio Grande around the turn
of the fourteenth century. In early coalescent
communities, such as Tijeras Pueblo, local potters,
who may not have possessed the specialized skill or
technical knowledge to make glaze-painted pottery,
may have helped meet the increasing demand for
large “feasting” vessels by constructing a new class
of large utility ware serving bowls. The skill and
craftsmanship required to produce these “supersized” utility ware bowls may have transformed
them from the mundane to the extraordinary
(Spielmann 2002:200), making them appropriate
for use in ritualized feasting contexts.
Within a generation, certainly by the 1320s, a
uniquely local Rio Grande version of glaze-painted
pottery was being widely produced throughout
the Central Rio Grande region of New Mexico.
As this new style of pottery, and the technology

Summary and Conclusion
The analysis of utility ware pottery from Tijeras
Pueblo is ongoing. However, we believe that the
initial results of our study clearly demonstrate the
value of paying greater attention to this too often
poorly studied, yet ubiquitous, class of pottery
from Ancestral Pueblo sites. A detailed analysis
of the technical and stylistic attributes of Tijeras
Utility Ware suggests a long and complex history
of relationships and inter-regional interactions
between the indigenous ancestral people of the
Albuquerque Basin and their neighbors both to the
north along the Rio Grande and to the south and
west in the old Mogollon heartland. In addition,
the surprising presence of a signiﬁcant number
of undecorated bowls, and in particular, large
bowls, at Tijeras Pueblo suggests that fourteenth
century utility wares functioned in much more than
mundane domestic contexts. Rather, the production,
circulation, and use of these utility ware “feast
bowls,” alongside their ﬂashier and better known
glaze-painted counterparts, were central to the
emergence and spread of new social and religious
practices that transformed the Ancestral Eastern
Pueblo world of the Central Rio Grande during the
fourteenth century.
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Antelope Creek Phase, Architecture,
Chronology and Lessons from the Jack Allen
Daub Studies: A Personal Journey
CHRISTOPHER LINTZ
This story is an autobiographical journey spanning 40 years of southern Plains archaeology of the Antelope
Creek phase and an epiphany on the relationship of architecture and chronology for sites in this region. It
is a tale of archaeological advances undermining some of my long-held assumptions about Late Prehistoric
architecture on the southern High Plains in the Texas-Oklahoma panhandle. This tale provides insights into
my changing perceptions of culture developments of the region which, hopefully, have possible applications
to other areas.
The Antelope Creek phase consisted of a
Late Prehistoric (A.D. 1200-1500) manifestation
centered on the Canadian River Valley near the
Alibates ﬂint quarries in the Texas panhandle
with a few sites present along the North Canadian
River in the Oklahoma panhandle (Figure 1). The
culture is most famously noted by the presence
of stone slab house foundations, sometimes with
upper wall masonry, and even the presence of
occasional contiguous room structures, which bare
superﬁcial resemblances to Puebloan architecture.
However, the extended eastern entryways and
four-post roof support framework around a central
hearth and a material assemblage consisting of
cord marked globular jars, bone horticultural
tools, diamond beveled knives, and end scrapers
had strong correlates with southern and central
Plains remains found in central and western
Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska. Architecturally
unique attributes of Antelope Creek residential
structures include the common occurrence of a
central depressed ﬂoor channel or trough set 20
to 30 cm deeper than the ﬂoor surfaces along the
north and south walls and which extends from the
entryway to the west wall. Also relative unique
is a raised platform or altar against or inside the
middle of the west wall.

My archaeological journey began in the mid-1960s
on museum, university, and contract-sponsored
excavations in the wide-open deserts of Nevada as a
high school student, and in Arizona while working
on my Bachelor of Arts degree in Anthropology
from Arizona State University. I moved to
Oklahoma in 1970 because of the reputation of the
faculty, and the graduate school program offered
the most support of the schools that accepted my
applications.
Most archaeological jobs in Oklahoma during
the early 1970s focused on reservoir-related
construction projects in the densely wooded
portions of the eastern Oklahoma. While Caddo
archaeology was interesting, I yearned for areas
where I could see distant horizons and eschew
the claustrophobic eastern woodlands ﬁlled with
greenbrier, poison ivy, ticks and chiggers. As an
added bonus, the southern high plains were close
to familiar Southwestern complexes I had studied.
Occasionally Southwestern trade materials even
showed up in Southern Plains site assemblages.
So it was that I conducted reservoir-oriented ﬁeld
archaeology to support my family and when not
taking classes, I voraciously read Southern High
Plains literature and analyzed and published articles
on small collections from western Oklahoma sites.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Southern Plains Late Prehistoric Complexes.

One enticing aspect of studying the Antelope
Creek phase in 1970 was the recent publication of
36 radiocarbon dates on wood samples from 14
sites excavated between the 1930s and the early
1960s housed in museums at the University of
Oklahoma, and the Panhandle-Plains Historical
Museum (P-PHM) in Texas (Baerreis and Bryson
1965, 1966). The dating program was part of a
study by the University of Wisconsin, Madison
researchers who were testing a model that the
12th century Great Drought was responsible for
both the demise of the Classic Upper Republican
culture in Nebraska caused by the eastward
push of dry air across the central Plains and the
migration of the Upper Republican people to the
Southern Plains (Bryson et al. 1970). The model
postulated a southern shift in the frontal storm
track boundary between the Westerly Air Mass
and Maritime-Tropical Air Mass from the Gulf
of Mexico, which would cause severe droughts
in Nebraska and increased precipitation in Texas
(Bryson et al. 1970). The radiocarbon dating

program documented that the rise of Antelope
Creek coincided with the termination of the Upper
Republican culture; however, the model failed to
account for the rapid cultural transformation of
such artistic expressions as the loss of collared rim
pottery and other decorations in pottery and bone
tools found in Antelope Creek phase sites (Lintz
1978; Ludwickson 1979).
The University of Wisconsin dating program
occurred long before the 1986 commercial use of
accelerator mass spectrometer radiocarbon dating.
All 36 radiocarbon dates from Antelope Creek
phase sites were based on wood charcoal, mostly
roof timbers in houses, which were processed
by conventional “decay-counting” radiocarbon
dating methods requiring quantities of charcoal for
radiocarbon dating. The resultant dates typically
were uncalibrated ages ranging between A.D. 1120
+ 100 and 1620 + 75. The available suite of 36
radiocarbon dates from Antelope Creek phase sites
provided added incentives to pursue research on
the culture.
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The 1972-1973 University of Oklahoma Field
Schools in The Oklahoma Panhandle

a single family residential structure with subﬂoor
storage pits in and under a room appended to the
northeastern corner (Figure 2). The 1972 excavations focused hastily on clearing the rooms of
the masonry house in the last few weeks of the
summer ﬁeld session. The main room of the masonry structure differed slightly from most other Antelope Creek phase buildings, for instead
of a depressed central ﬂoor channel running the
length of the room, the entire central area of the
structure near the hearth was depressed some 48
cm below the ﬂoor surfaces near all four walls.
And, as usual in archaeology, in delineating the
ﬂoor near the west masonry wall, we discovered
that the vertical foundation stones had been set in
midden deposits dumped into and superimposed
over the subterranean extended entry to an earlier
structure. This discovery prompted a return to the
site in 1973 for another ﬁeld school season.

My ﬁrst opportunity for participation in Antelope
Creek phase site excavations occurred in 1972,
when Professor Richard Pailes offered me the crew
chief position on the University of Oklahoma ﬁeld
school excavations of the McGrath site (34Tx31)
near Guymon, Oklahoma. The 1972 investigations
essentially demonstrated that the greatest
concentration of the McGrath site artifacts came
from excavations units on both sides of an incised
county road (Lintz 1976). Near the end of the ﬁeld
season, we found and shifted excavations to the
Two Sisters site (34Tx32), which had a relatively
pristine masonry foundation house located several
hundred meters east of the McGrath site locale.
The Two Sisters site consisted of a contiguous four-room masonry foundation representing

Figure 2. Plan Map of Structures A and B at the Two Sisters Site, 34Tx-32.
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excavations and analysis of a non-masonry picketpost structure with a central ﬂoor channel at the
Zimms Site in western Oklahoma associated with
non-cordmarked pottery (Quartermaster Plain)
lead to the formulation of the Zimms Complex
which included Hedding as a manifestation distinct
from the Antelope Creek phase (Brosowske 2002;
Flynn 1984, 1986).

The 1973 ﬁeld season focused on sampling
exterior activity areas, mostly east and south of
the masonry building, Structure A, and delineating
the details of the earlier building. Structure B was
a single room, rectangular, semi-subterranean
structure with a recessed altar feature in the
middle of the west wall, a classic standard ﬂoor
channel running the length of the room and an
eastward extending entryway that terminated
inside Structure A. Structure B had burned and
the straight, singed subterranean walls indicated
that no masonry foundations were ever used in the
building. Unfortunately archaeological evidence
for the nature of the upper superstructure was not
recovered, even though a series of burned roof
beams were exposed on the ﬂoor. No post holes
were found either along the interior of the structure
or beyond with surface of the plastered walls. The
Structures A and B were aligned in such a way
that a line drawn along an east-west central axis
would pass through the middle of the recessed altar
platform in the west wall, pass down the length of
the central depressed ﬂoor channel, through the
central hearth, out the extended eastward entry
of Structure B then across the central hearth and
through the entry of Structure A with its masonry
foundations (Duncan 2006; Lintz 1979). The
two houses were not only superimposed, but
the alignment suggests that the residents of the
masonry structure were aware of the orientation
and placement of the earlier structure. The two
structures might have been sequentially occupied
by a single family.
In 1973, we didn’t quite know what to make
of the non-masonry wall foundations for Structure
B for at the time very few comparable examples
were published. The most prominent example of
a structure with a depressed ﬂoor channel and
lacking masonry wall foundations was reported
from highway salvage excavations at the Hedding
Site in northwestern Oklahoma (Shaeffer 1965).
Since the Hedding site example was not associated
with other residential structures with masonry
foundations as was encountered at Two Sisters,
the cultural interpretation of the non-masonry
structure was confounding. Indeed, subsequent

Initial Dating Attempt for the Two Sisters Site
Following completion of my Master’s thesis on
the McGrath Site in the mid-1970s, I accepted
an position funded by the National Science
Foundation working with Dr. Robert DuBois at
the Archaeomagnetic Dating Laboratory within
the Department of Geology at the University of
Oklahoma. This position taught me collection
skills and afforded me the opportunity to revisit
the Two Sister site and collect samples of oriented
baked clay samples for dating (Dubois 2008).
Dr. Don Wyckoff, Director of the Oklahoma
Archaeological Survey, also funded four charcoal
dates from the site.
An initial attempt to date the Two Sisters
structures site was disappointing. Despite the clear
stratigraphic evidence for a short occupational
hiatus between the abandonment of Structure B
and construction of Structure A with its stone slab
foundations, the initial chronometric results did not
conform to the stratigraphic expectations (Lintz
1979). The radiocarbon date from a probable
collapsed roof timber exposed on the ﬂoor of
Structure B was more recent than most radiocarbon
dates from Structure A, and inconsistencies were
also present among the archaeomagnetic dates
(Table 1).
The University of Wisconsin paleo-climatic
dating program and my initial Two Sisters site
chronometric studies were both conducted using
the carbon decomposition counting method,
as no other options were available. Prior to the
commercial introduction of Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon dating method
in 1986 (Gowlett and Hedges 1986; Tuniz et al.
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Table 1. Initial radiocarbon and archaeomagnetic dates from the Two Sisters Site, 41Tx32.
Radiocarbon dates
Provenience

Material sample size

Room 1, Structure
B, Beam on ﬂoor
contact

25 g outer rings
charred wood timber

UGa2508

545 + 55

CAL 1298-1371 (0.476)
CAL 1378-1444 (0.524)

Lintz 1979;
Duncan 2006:88

Room 1, Structure A, 20 g scattered pieces
deep interior Pit 13, of charcoal iinterior
Lowest Level C
Pit 13 ﬁll

UGa2509

600 + 50

CAL 1288-1417 (1.000)

Lintz 1979;
Duncan 2006:88

15 g scattered pieces
of wood charcoal
exterior Pit 9 ﬁll

Tx-3260

890 + 50

CAL 1027-1226 (0.986);
CAL 1233-1240 (0.009);
CAL 1248-1251 (0.005)

Lintz 1979;
Duncan 2006:88

Room 5, Structure A 11 g scattered pieces
Interior Pit 6
of charcoal interior
Pit 6 ﬁll

Tx-3261

510 + 50

CAL 1305-1363 (0.244);
CAL 1385-1463 (0.756)

Lintz 1979;
Duncan 2006:88

Exterior Pit 9 under
wall of Room 5,
Structure A

Lab no. Uncorrected Calibrated (CALIB 6.0)
radiocarbon date range A.D.
date B.P. (2 sd-95.4%)

Archaeomagnetic dates
(extropolated from SW curve)

Reference

Archaeomag date

O.U. -788
8 individually oriented cubes collected
on site.

AD 1385 + 34

Dubois
2008:217

Room 1, Structure
9 cubes collected
O.U. -887
B burned south wall from a single reori(Unit S16/W4)
ented block of baked
clay in lab.

AD 1420 + 25

Dubois
2008:217

Room 1, Structure
9 cubes collected
O.U.-888
B Central Hearth 32 from a single reoririm
ented block of baked
clay in lab.

AD 1320 + 10

Dubois
2008:217

Room 1, Structure
A, Central Hearth
14 rim

1998), the rule of thumb was that carbon samples
sufﬁcient to ﬁll a cigarette pack was needed for a
reliable date by the decay-counting radiocarbon
dating method. So the initial samples used to
date the Two Sisters site ranged between 11 and
25 grams of wood charcoal. Later, four additional
radiocarbon dates from the Two Sister sites were
run, one of which involved corn and the rest of
which involved charcoal samples ranging from
20 to 30 grams (Duncan 2006:Table 5.8). Most of
these additional dates were as inconsistent with the
stratigraphic record as the ﬁrst batch of dates.

An Epiphany About Dating Problems
and Target Ages
An initial epiphany in my chronometric education
occurred when I read a study about chronometric
issues for early agricultural sites in the Black
Mesa region of Arizona (Smiley 1985). This study
indicated that different intra-site contexts could
easily yield different chronometric results that
were decades or even hundreds of years from the
true ages. Drawing on discussions by Schiffer
(1982:324-327), Smiley clariﬁed for me the age
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samples were required when the older decaycounting radiocarbon dating methods were used.
Most of these ideas about old wood and
cross-sectional age biases seem obvious after AMS
radiocarbon dating became available and reliable
ages could be obtained on much smaller samples.
The chronometric trend now is to date charred
annual plants, such as corn kernels and cobs, juniper
berries, or small twigs; however, such a dating
procedure was not available until the mid-1980s.
At least Smiley’s (1985) studies provided possible
explanation for the stratigraphically inconsistent
dates obtained from the Two Sisters site.

biases distinction between the scavenging of old
dead wood for fuel from the use of green wood in
the building of structures. Smiley indicated that
in arid lands of prolonged drought conditions,
dead wood on the ground surface can be naturally
preserved for unexpectedly long periods. Yet it is
precisely dead dry wood that is desired for cooking,
ﬁring pottery, and heating structures. The selection
of charred fuels for radiocarbon dating will often
yield ages older than the desired target date of
when the cooking activity occurred.
In contrast, the construction of buildings
often requires the use of strong timber to support
the framework. As an added beneﬁt, green-cut
limbs are often used in shade shelters and arbors
to maximize strength and/or retain foliage for
added shade. A second concept Smiley introduced
me to relates to the cross-sectional effect of tree
growth as it pertains to the dating of timbers. Of
course we all knew about dendrochronology and
that most trees and brush add one or more annual
growth rings, but somehow I failed to translate
that idea into considering that the interior pith and
dead heart wood portions could be substantially
older than the living outer growth rings present
in sapwood, cambium and bark. If the age of a
house construction event were the target age, then
the carbon sample had best be sliced from the
outermost growth rings of the house timber(s),
and ideally only specimens with cambium or bark
would be selected.
Smiley (1985:196) found that about 41% of
the Lolomai phase houses on Black Mesa, Arizona,
had been burned, either by naturally-occurring
range ﬁres, accidently-set ﬁres occurring during
the course of living in ﬂammable dwellings, or
intentionally-set ﬁres at the time of abandonment.
The ethnographic work among the Central Plains
Pawnee found that houses were intentionally
burned every decade or so to rid the structure of
insects and vermin (Weltﬁsh 1977:252, 281). The
loss of outer growth rings during the burning of a
structure, as was evident at Two Sisters Structure
B, has a high potential to yield radiocarbon
ages that differ from the target event of house
abandonment, especially when bulk charcoal

The Jack Allen Site and Other Non-Masonry
Houses With Floor Channels
Upon completion of my two-year commitment to
the archaeomagnetic dating program, I pursued a
dissertation studying the architectural variability
of 28 excavated Antelope Creek phase sites
within the Canadian River drainage as a means
of investigating cultural responses to the twelfth
century drought (Lintz 1986). Examination of the
Works Progress Administration (WPA) records
for the 1938-1941 excavations at Alibates Ruins
28, 28A and 30 noted four residential buildings at
Alibates Ruins 28-II and Alibates 30, which lacked
all evidence of masonry foundations, and strongly
resembled Structure B at Two Sisters (Baker and
Baker 2000).
House 1 at the Jack Allen site was included
as the easternmost site in my dissertation research
study area. This site, located along Spring Creek
near Borger, Texas, was dug by the late Dr. Jack
Hughes and students of West Texas State University
in 1970. The results of this unpublished excavation
were enigmatic because House 1 resembled classic
Antelope Creek structures in most architectural
attributes, but had picket-post walls instead of
masonry foundations. Indeed, it resembled the postwall architecture of the Zimms complex of western
Oklahoma even though the pottery resembled
Borger Cordmarked of the Antelope Creek phase
rather than the Quartermaster Plain pottery of the
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the Lips Ranch in Roberts County. Salvage work
exposed the remaining half of an eroded picketpost house with a central depressed ﬂoor channel
at the Hank Site (41RB109). Subsequent ground
penetrating radar and limited testing at Whistling
Squaw site (41RB108) have identiﬁed yet another
structure with post walls although insufﬁcient
work has been conducted to deﬁne the details
of this structure (Boyd 2004, 2009; Boyd and
Wilkens 2001). Thus a considerable number of
structures with post walls and ﬂoor channels have
been documented east of and partly overlapping
the distribution of sites with similarly conﬁgured
structures built with masonry foundations. The
temporal component and cultural relationship
among these picket-post sites to Antelope Creek
phase to the west and the Zimms Complex to the
east has not been resolved, and full descriptions of
the ceramics and stone tools are mostly unavailable.

Zimms Complex in western Oklahoma. Aside from
architectural details derived from ﬁeld maps, the
dissertation study of the Jack Allen site assemblage
was cursory.
As time permitted around work for private
consulting ﬁrms and the state of Texas over the past
30 years, I have continued to analyze and publish
articles on Antelope Creek phase site collections
held by various museums. Most of these studies
were done on shoestring budgets without funding
to conduct chronometric or other specialized
studies. Nevertheless these studies resulted in
the identiﬁcation of a few other non-masonry
structures with central depressed ﬂoor channels
at the Stamper site in Texas County, Oklahoma,
and the Franklin site in Gray County, Texas (Lintz
2003, 2004, 2011).
Other researchers working in the eastern edge
of the Texas panhandle have also identiﬁed similar
non-masonry structures over the past 30 years. A
comparable structure lacking stone foundations
but having a central depressed ﬂoor channel was
exposed at the Courson A Ruin (41OC26) in
Ochiltree County and attributed to the Buried City
Complex (Hughes 1991). This distinctive complex
is mostly conﬁned to the Wolf Creek Valley, has
a high incidence of collared rim and decorated
pottery rims on cordmarked vessels, and involves
houses (some of which are quite large) with
foundation stones set perpendicular to the wall
axis like those in the Antelope Creek phase houses
(Hughes and Hughes-Jones 1987).
Over the past 30 years or so, local landowners
Harold Courson and John Erickson have
encouraged and supported excavations on sites on
their ranches. Mr. Courson has privately funded
the Courson Archaeological Research program
under the direction of Dr. Brosowske to investigate
sites across his Lips ranch. Private and public ﬁeld
school excavations conducted at the Eastview site
(41RB153) have identiﬁed yet another house with a
depressed ﬂoor channels and post walls in Roberts
County, although the ﬂoor channel may not be
centrally located (Brosowske 2013). Similarly, Mr.
John Erickson, has supported salvage and research
excavations on his M-Cross Ranch located east of

The Jack Allen Site Investigations and Analysis
The recent effort to write up the 1970 excavations
of the Jack Allen site was undertaken at the urging
of Mr. Rolla Shaller, retired assistant curator of
archaeology at the P-PHM, who participated
on the 1970 salvage project as one of his ﬁrst
excavations. With the help of several colleagues,
considerable progress has been made on the Jack
Allen site manuscript.
In 1966 the landowner noticed and collected
a cluster of large cordmarked potsherds eroding
from a hilltop escarpment on his ranch. He brought
them to the Anthropology-Geology Department
at West Texas State University. Dr. Hughes, the
resident archaeologist, visited the site, recognized
the presence of a storage pit where the sherds were
found and also the presence of burned daub and
charred posts from a corner of a house exposed in
the escarpment further to the west of the storage
pit. Concerned about the loss of information about
the house and remaining pit feature to erosion, he
mobilized students and conducted excavations
on the house over nine days during the winter of
1969-1970.
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the upper walls and roof were thoroughly baked
and covered the ﬂoor surface within the house pit.
A more amazing aspect of this project was that in
1970, the student excavators collected and saved
all the excavated daub. More astounding is that the
baked clay has been curated for the past 46 years in
11 storage boxes at the P-PHM in Canyon, Texas.
The recovered artifact assemblage from
House 1 was relatively meager and severely altered
from the intensely-burned condition. Most bone
tools from inside the house are burned black, and
many of the chipped stone tools are heat crazed
and pot-lidded. The heat had discolored the chert
so intensely that the types of stone could not
be positively identiﬁed with certainty in many
instances. The burned daub remains of the house
presented other analytical opportunities. Ten
charcoal samples of collapsed and standing posts
and central frame beams from various locations

These excavations completely exposed House
1 and two exterior storage pits located just beyond
the end of the house entryway, and identiﬁed a
concentration of bone and other artifacts along the
escarpment north of the House 1 that might signal
the existence of another structure. Jack Allen
House 1 is a relatively small (4.40 by 4.65 m), subrectangular, semi-subterranean residential site with
45 wall posts, a deep recessed altar niche in the
west wall, a central channel formed by raised rills
on the ﬂoor, a four post roof support frame around
a central hearth, and an eastward extended entry
(Figure 3).
House 1 burned intensely. In addition to
charred structural beams on the house ﬂoor, charred
wall posts were standing in many of the perimeter
wall posts along the north side. One amazing
aspect of the burning was that the plaster on the
45 cm-deep subterranean pit walls and daub from

Figure 3. Plan Map of House 1 at the Jack Allen Site, 41Hc219.
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within the structure have been identiﬁed as
juniper and cottonwood. Impressively, one of my
colleagues, Joe D. Rogers, has conducted daub
texture diversity analysis, stick impression size and
orientation studies, and daub reﬁt reconstructions
on portions of the roof and walls of House 1. His
labors have resulted in the ﬁrst documentation
that House 1 had a hipped roof made of clay daub
applied to an open framework of small sticks,
which converged (at a 28o roof pitch) from the
central frame to a 20 cm diameter central smoke
hole. Even though the wall heights of House 1 are
unknown, evidence from the WPA excavations at
Alibates Ruin 28-I, Room 19, provided empirical
evidence that walls of some Antelope Creek phase
structures stood as much as 1.9 m above the house
ﬂoors (Baker and Baker 2000:196; Lintz 1986:328).
The detailed observation on the House 1 room size,
and roof pitch, coupled with interpolation of wall
heights from the Alibates Ruin 28, Room 19, can
be used to infer the amount of timber, mud daub
and labor were needed to construct the house.
However, those details are not germane to the
present chronological issues under consideration.

variations in the region. An initial effort to
radiocarbon date the Jack Allen site was conducted
by one of the researchers investigating comparable
picket-post structures in the eastern edge of the
Texas panhandle. The unpublished radiocarbon
sample submittal form states that charcoal from
catalog number A654-291 was collected from the
outer rings of one of the standing north wall posts
of the burned Jack Allen structure. The resultant
AMS-measured radiocarbon age of 990 + 40 B.P.
was determined with a 13C/12C ratio of -22.6 o/
and a conventional radiocarbon age of 1030 +
oo
40 B.P. (Beta-161332). The two sigma tree-ring
calibration resulted in a calendrical age of Cal
A.D. 960 to 1040. Clearly this result predates
the expected age of the Antelope Creek phase by
several hundred years and might indicate that the
Jack Allen House 1 is an ancestral form predating
the masonry houses with similar central ﬂoor
channels used by the Antelope Creek phase people
a few hundred years later. But, since the sample is
from a burned post which might have been biased
by cross-sectional post biases, the reliability of the
sample is in question.
A search of the P-PHM collections turned
up a few charred kernels of corn from one of two
storage pits located adjacent to Jack Allen house
entryway. Since corn is an annual produced during
a single growing season, the kernels should be free
of the cross-sectional problems represented by the
burned posts. One kernel was submitted for dating.
The resultant AMS-measured radiocarbon age of
310 + 30 B.P. was determined with a 13C/12C ratio
of -8.8 o/oo and a conventional radiocarbon age of
580 + 30 B.P. (Beta-330547). The two sigma treering calibration resulted in a calendrical age of Cal
A.D. 1300 to 1370 and 1380 to 1420. The corn
date falls precisely into the range of the Antelope
Creek phase period. While the chronometric result
on corn intuitively seems to be a better ﬁt with the
archaeological record, how does one resolve the
age discrepancy between the two carbon dates and
justify the selection of the corn results over that
from the post? After all, is it possible that the
exterior storage pit with the burned corn is not
contemporaneous with House 1 but rather dates

The Age of Jack Allen House 1 Structure
The age of structures with central ﬂoor channels and
post walls but associated with Borger cordmarked
pottery presents an interpretative enigma. Most
current cultural constructs stipulate that masonry
foundation structures containing central ﬂoor
channels and associated with Borger cordmarked
pottery should belong to the Antelope Creek phase,
and picket-post wall structures with central ﬂoor
channels that are associated with Quartermaster
Plain pottery should belong to the Zimms Complex
(Brosowske 2002; Flynn 1984, 1986). So do
picket-post structures associated with Borger
cordmarked pottery represent a spatial or temporal
transition in a developing cultural continuum by
Late Prehistoric people of the region?
Clariﬁcation of the age of Jack Allen House
1 may contribute to the temporal relationship
among the Late Prehistoric sites and architectural
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impression (Figure 4). This example provides
clear evidence that some wood timbers used in
the construction at Jack Allen House 1 had drying
cracks when the daub was applied. The daub ridge
projection indicates that old, dry wood was used
in making part of the structural frame for House
1. The older wood may have been recycled from
earlier abandoned structures on site, or perhaps
scavenged from dead limbs around the base of
drought-stressed cottonwood trees growing on the
valley ﬂoor along Spring Creek.
Archaeological surveys on Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department lands in and adjacent to the
panhandle during the 2011 through 2014 droughts
on the Texas High Plains noted that many of the
cottonwood stands along bottomland streams
contained mostly dead and dying tree stumps
surrounded by quantities of fallen limbs (Figure
5). Most of these cottonwood branches littering
the ground were long and relatively straight
limbs and many were devoid of bark and/or had
drying cracks. The sizes of the branches were
comparable in diameter to the sizes of post holes

Figure 4. Daub sample from the Jack Allen
site showing 12 cm diameter post cross section
with evidence of drying crack.

much later?
The solution to the chronometric dilemma
and my second chronometric epiphany was
provided by Joe Rogers’ examination of the house
daub. Joe’s detailed analysis turned up one daub
piece that had a ridge of burned earth projecting
into the curvature of a 12 cm diameter wall post

Figure 5. Dead cottonwood limbs from 2014 Texas drought at Matador WMA with inset of drying cracks on log.
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associated with Antelope Creek phase masonry
room structures, Courson A House 1 assigned to
the Buried City Complex, Zimms and Hedding
site houses assigned to the Zimms Complex, and
unafﬁliated houses at the Jack Allen, Hank, and
Franklin Ranch sites.
Architectural Group 2 consists of residential
structures with central channels and no evidence
for the nature of foundation or wall types, similar
to and including Structure B at the Two Sisters site.
A total of ﬁve other structures from three other sites
were identiﬁed, and all occur at sites with other
masonry-foundation structures assigned to the
Antelope Creek phase. These include Rooms 25,
37, and 38 from Alibates Ruin 28-Unit II; Rooms
2 and 2A at Alibates Ruin 30; Structure 2A at the
Stamper site in Oklahoma.
Architectural Group 3 consists of structures
with central channels and stone foundations but
with supplemental posts adjacent to or incorporated
into the masonry walls. Eight examples occur at
seven sites. At Alibates Ruin Unit I, Rooms 7 and
19, the wall posts are next to masonry foundation
walls, and perhaps represent reinforcement of roof
rafters. But at Black Dog Village, House 5, Stamper
site House 11A, Footprint House 3, as well as Kit
Courson, Courson House C, and Courson House D,
the posts are spaced among and are an integral part
of the wall structures. The three Courson houses
are assigned to the Buried City Complex and the
others are regarded as modiﬁed Antelope Creek
phase structures.
A total of 51 radiocarbon dates and three
archaeomagnetic dates have been obtained from
these 14 sites, but only 29 radiocarbon dates and
two archaeomagnetic dates are directly associated
from houses assigned to the three radiocarbon dates
above. It is beyond the available space to discuss
the spatial distribution and temporal trends, other
than to note that when the results are calibrated
using the CALIB 6.0 program, the two standard
deviation spans for most architectural groups range
from ca. A.D. 900 to 1650. Virtually no meaningful
temporal pattern is discernable among the three
architectural groups. However, only two of the 51
radiocarbon dates are based on corn reﬂecting a

and charred posts found at Jack Allen House 1.
The archaeological evidence seems pretty clear
that at least during the twelfth century droughts in
the panhandle, old cottonwood dead limbs might
have been periodically, if not commonly, acquired
for use in framing picket-post structures. Thus in
contrast to my previously held assumptions, the
burned carbon architectural posts and roof beams
might be biased by both cross sectional and old
wood age discrepancies. What a surprise!
My chronometric epiphany may be old
news to the younger archaeologists who rely
exclusively on processing AMS radiocarbon
dates. The lesson I take from this journey is that
paleo-botanists should be an integral part of the
decision-making process for selecting appropriate
carbon samples for dating whenever possible.
Obviously the preferred dating materials should
be charred annual plants, (e.g., grass seeds, plum
pits, corn cobs and kernels, or a few small twigs)
rather than posts or composite charcoal chunks
from ﬂotation whenever possible.

Summary and Conclusions
This self-examination of the assumptions about
prehistoric use of wood during the twelfth century
drought and the diversity of architectural forms of
the southern high plains has provided empirical
indications highlighting that old wood and possibly
the recycling of posts and beams from earlier
structures has occurred among some Antelope
Creek phase houses.
During preparation of the Jack Allen site
manuscript, a search of the archaeological
records was conducted for three groups of
residential structures with depressed central
ﬂoor channels. Architectural Group 1 consists of
residential structures with central channels and
picket-post walls comparable and including the
Jack Allen site. Seven additional examples of
non-masonry structures with picket–post walls
were identiﬁed at seven other sites assigned to
at least three complexes. These include Room
14B at the Stamper site and the Eastview site,
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single season of plant growth. The other 49 dates
are on wood charcoal, which are fraught with errors.
It may be time to discard all Late Prehistoric period
radiocarbon dates based on bulk wood or beam/
posts and begin anew at assembling a chronology
for Antelope Creek and related complexes.

Rogers, who has undertaken the Jack Allen site daub
and brought the daub specimen preserving the post
impression with the drying crack to my attention.
I appreciate the help of staff and volunteers at the
P-PHM, especially Rolla Shaller, Jeff Indeck, Joe
Rogers, and Doug Wilkens, for constant assistance and
access to the Jack Allen site collections. I would also
like to thank numerous colleagues who have shaped
my insights into Antelope Creek phase prehistory. They
include: Doug Boyd, Mike Quigg, Scott Brosowske,
David Hughes, Marjy Duncan, the late Jack Hughes,
and the late Bill Harrison. All errors of interpretation
are solely the fault of the author.
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Paraje Alemán and the Jornada Del Muerto
MICHAEL P. MARSHALL
In this paper the history of a solitary encampment site, Paraje Alemán, is explored. Paraje Alemán was a
spring and camp area located on the Camino Real de Tierra Adentro Trail near the center point of the famous
Jornada del Muerto desert pass. Paraje Alemán, also known as La Cruz del Alemán, was named for the cross
which marked the site where the Swiss German trader Bernardo Gruber died in June of 1670. Gruber was
arrested in 1668 by the Ofﬁce of the Holy Inquisition in New Mexico and escaped in 1670; he was traveling
south across the Jornada del Muerto where he apparently died of exposure. His remains were later found
at the site which became known as La Cruz del Alemán (Kessell 1979:214-215; Sanchez 1993:121-131).
The name Las Peñuelas was used as late as
1726, when a military caravan commanded by
Pedro de Rivera passed the location and found the
water holes dry and the camp without ﬁrewood
(Robles 1946:49). The name Las Peñuelas persisted
on various maps which utilized older documents
such as the Alexander Von Humboldt map of
1804, and the Zebulon Pike 1810 map (Eidenbach
2012:63 and 65).
A military caravan crossing the Jornada del
Muerto in 1766 under the command of Nicolas
de Lafora found the water holes dry and referred
to the location of Alemán six leagues north of El
Perrillo (Kinnaird 1958:87). Again the distance
generally agrees with the location of Alemán
Draw. The name Alemán appears on the 1758 map
of the Jornada del Muerto by Bernardo de Miera
y Pacheco (Kessell 1979:215), and thereafter was
known only as Alemán in the El Camino Real
travel journals.
Paraje Alemán is frequently mentioned in
the Mexican and Territorial periods and appears
on numerous maps of the area. The Santa Fe
trader Josiah Gregg and author of the 1844 book
Commerce on the Prairies refers to Alemán as
14 miles (22.5 km) south of Laguna del Muerto,
which is very close to the measured distance.
Edward F. Beal led his camel brigade north
across the Jornada del Muerto in August 1857. He
passed Perrillo and mentioned two graves on the
brow of a hill 3 miles (4.8 km) south of Alemán
and another further north apparently near the paraje

La Cruz del Alemán is ﬁrst mentioned as a
paraje camp in the 1682 Auto de Xavier which
describes Governor Otermín’s retreat to El Paso
(Hackett and Shelby 1942: Vol.8 ccv and Vol.
9:365). Alemán was also called Las Peñuelas
(rocky hills) by various Colonial period travelers.
Governor Diego de Vargas in 1692 refers to Las
Peñuelas as the ﬁrst paraje and water source north
of El Perrillo, and to the Caballo Mountains to
the west as the Sierra Las Peñuelas (Kessell and
Hendricks 1992: 371 and 595). In Otermín’s
1682 Retreat, Las Peñuelas is identiﬁed as a short
distance north of Alemán (Hackett and Shelby
1942, Vol.9:365). This is the only historic document
in which both the place names Las Peñuelas and
Alemán are identiﬁed. In this case, it is possible
that Las Peñuelas refers to the paraje camp and
water source and Alemán to the cross marking the
death site of Bernardo Gruber not far to the south.
Diego de Vargas indicated that Las Peñuelas
was six leagues south of El Muerto, which agrees
with the approximate distance between Alemán
Draw and Engle Lake (Laguna del Muerto). He
stated “In the ciénega in the cañada, I found a
water hole sufﬁcient for the whole camp. I called
a halt there for the night until the following day.
I immediately sent six soldiers to reconnoiter
the water hole of El Muerto, six leagues away”
(Kessell and Hendricks 1992:371). The description
of the water holes within a cañada agrees with
the situation of the Camino Real as it crosses the
entrenched arroyo of Alemán Draw.
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as 1852, and was the site where U.S. military guards
for the mail service exchanged escorts. One of the
military guards, John Martin, moved to the site in
1867 and excavated the ﬁrst well along the Camino
Real in the Jornada del Muerto and established the
Alemán Ranch, stage stop, inn, and post ofﬁce. A
stockade was built around the ranch building to
protect this isolated station from attack by Apaches.
A military garrison, with ten soldiers from Fort
Seldon, was stationed at Alemán from 1869-1880.
John Martin, under contract with the U.S. military,
supplied poles for the 1875 (Santa Fe to Tucson)
telegraph line across the Jornada del Muerto. Alemán
Ranch has been continuously occupied since it was
founded in 1867. The railroad siding of Aleman was
placed near the paraje in 1881. Between 1884 and
1924, Alemán was part of the famous Bar Cross
Ranch, and was the site of a Civilian Conservation
Corps camp between 1935 and 1939.

which he named “Alemagne” (Crouch 1989:48;
Lesley 1970:174). One of these graves may have
been La Cruz del Alemán, which today remains
undiscovered. The brow of the hill could very well
be the Yost Draw escarpment, which is about 5.6
km south of Alemán Draw.
In 1846 Dr. Wislizenus crossed the Jornada
del Muerto. Four miles south from Alemán, (which
he identiﬁed as “Alamos”), he found a cross on a
hill marking a grave.
August 3, 1846. Started early and reached
within six miles Alamo [Alemán], a place
where sometimes a water-pool is found, but
which was now perfectly dry, and went four
miles further before we nooned, without
water. Our camp was on a hill, near a prairie
grave, distinguished by a cross. The grass
was tolerable, but our animals were too
thirsty to eat. After some hours [sic] rest,
we started again and went 16 miles as far
as Barrilla (Perillo), another camping place,
where we had the good fortune to ﬁnd, for
the ﬁrst time, some stagnant water, sufﬁcient
to water our animals (Wislizenus 1848:39).

The Despoblado
Throughout the history of the Camino Real, the
Jornada del Muerto was part of the despoblado or
the country uninhabited by Spanish populations
between the settlements of northern Mexico and
New Mexico (Figure 1). Indeed, in the early
Colonial period New Mexico was one of the
most distant outposts of European civilization in
the New World and was described by Governor
Diego de Vargas as “remote beyond compare.”
Native American rancheria settlements of Suma,
Manso, Apache and other tribes did inhabit the
despoblado, and these tribes at times assisted or
attacked travelers along the trail, but they did not
provide a way station or location of supply. The
southern limit of New Mexico in the Pre-Revolt
era was the Piro Pueblo Province, which extended
close to the northern entrance of the Jornada del
Muerto. When the Oñate caravan left the mining
settlement of Santa Barbara (in present day
southern Chichuahua) in 1598 and traveled across
the despoblado to the Pueblo world, it was an
estimated distance of 966 km (600 miles) to the
southernmost Piro pueblos of Senecú and Qualacú

Grave sites were also observed by Susan
Wallace while crossing the Jornada del Muerto in
the late nineteenth century.
Ominous crosses by the wayside mark the
graves of travelers, scalped, tortured, and
mangled. The weight of the tragedy is on us.
We feel a near kinship to the sleepers below,
and we would not tremble to see them rise
and shake their gory locks at us. The vacant
space lies stark and unmoved, as it lay
centuries ago, when the ﬁrst gold-hunters, in
fear and yet in triumph, braved its unknown
depths. The prostrate plain, the rigid outlines
of the naked landscape, the intolerable dumb
lifelessness are indeed del Muerto (Wallace
1888:148).
Alemán was a Territorial period stage stop for
mail service across the Jornada del Muerto as early
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Figure 1. Map of the Rio del Norte from San Elizario to Paraje de San Pascual by Bernardo de Miera y
Pacheco ca. 1778. Previously published in the Missions of New Mexico, 1776: A Description by Fray
Francisco Atanasio Domínquez, with Other Contemporary Documents (Adams and Chávez 1956:264).
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Meanwhile, the Jornada del Muerto and the lonely
waterhole of Alemán remained the centerpoint of
the despoblado.
It was over a hundred years before Spanish
resettlement of the Piro Province could be effected.
La Joya de Sevilleta in 1800 and Socorro in 1816
were the ﬁrst settlements re-established in the Piro
Province (Marshall and Walt 1984). Other than
the brief attempts to settle ranchos at Valverde
in 1819 and other locations, no further advance
was made until the American occupation and the
establishment of military forts in the 1850s and
1860s. Attempts were also made to expand Spanish
settlements north from El Paso into the Mesilla
Valley at Rancho de Brazitos in 1805 and Rancho
de Canutillo in 1823. However, these ranchos were
abandoned due to Apache predation, and permanent
settlement north of El Paso did not come until the
establishment of Doña Ana in 1844 and Mesilla in
1848 (Taylor and Barrick 2004:7).
In 1806, Zebulon Pike found the southernmost
settlement in New Mexico at La Joya de Sevilleta,
and described it as a fortiﬁed plaza from which
caravans set out on the Camino Real. La Joya and
Socorro remained as the jumping off place from
New Mexico throughout the period of the early
Santa Fe/Chihuahua trade from 1821 until after the
American invasion of 1846. On March 10, 1806,
he wrote,

near present-day San Marcial and the Bosque del
Apache. The lifeline between the Spanish colonies
of northern Mexico and New Mexico was the
Camino Real, across which travelers ventured in
caravans, like sea going vessels, laden with goods,
carrying water and supplies, and ﬂying ﬂags. “This
is a sea of land, and, just as there are delays of
six or more months in Cadiz for lack of a ship, or
convoy, so there is also a delay here for lack of
a cordon” (Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez
1776 in Adams and Chavez 1956:300).
Spanish settlement in the early seventeenth
century expanded north from Santa Barbara to
San Francisco de Conchos in 1604, Atotonilco in
1611, and San Pedro de Cochos in 1649 (Roney
1993:87). In New Mexico, Spanish missions and
estancias were built south to the Piro mission of
San Antonio de Senecú, about 24 km north of
the Jornada del Muerto. During this period, the
despoblado remained a great empty expanse. Paraje
Alemán, a small water hole and camp site along the
Camino Real, was approximately 644 km north and
105 km south of the nearest Spanish settlements.
The distance of this uninhabited landscape was
signiﬁcantly reduced with the establishment of
Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe at El Paso del Norte
in 1659, but there remained vast distances between
El Paso and the nearest settlements to the south and
to the north. As a result of the Pueblo Indian Revolt
of 1680, the Spanish abandoned the Pueblo world
of New Mexico, and the refugees retreated south
to El Paso. It was during this period that the Piro
Province and the Piro missions and estancias were
lost to the marauding Apaches. The Piros never
returned, and the province was not repopulated
until the early nineteenth century.
When Governors Otermín and De Vargas
returned to New Mexico in the 1680s and 1690s,
the southernmost pueblo in New Mexico was San
Antonio de la Isleta, which was approximately
410 km across the abandoned lands from El
Paso. Following the Reconquest in 1694, Spanish
settlement did not extend far below Isleta. By
1760 and 1766, the southernmost Spanish and
Genizario settlements in New Mexico were in
the vicinity of Casa Colorado and Las Nutrias.

Marched at eight o’clock, and arrived at the
village of Sibilleta; Sibilleta is situated on the
east side, and is a regular square, appearing
like a large mud wall on the outside, the
doors, windows, etc., facing the square; it is
the neatest and most regular village I have
yet seen, and is governed by a sergeant, at
whose quarters I put up. … The villages
we stayed at last night [Sevilleta] being the
last, we entered the wilderness and the road
became rough, small hills running into the
river... (Coues 1987 628).
In the 1850s-1860s the American military
established Forts Conrad (1851-1854) and Craig
(1854-1884) at the north end of the Jornada del
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Pacheco y Miera map (Kessell 1979:215), and
thereafter on other maps and in diaries of the late
eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries. The name
“Journey of the Dead Man,” often transposed to
“Journey of Death”, was adopted by the American
Santa Fe/ Chihuahuan traders and later travelers, as
indeed many lost their lives in the attempt to cross
this hostile desert. “The sufferings, the horrors of
that dreadful night upon the Dead Man’s Journey
cannot soon be effaced from the memory of those
who endured them” (Kendall 1929:553).
Antonio Barreiro in 1832 recommended the
establishment of a presidio at Valverde to relieve
the travelers crossing the difﬁcult passage of the
despoblado and the Jornada del Muerto. He stated
that Valverde, an abandoned rancho:

Muerto, Fort McRae (1863-1884) near Ojo del
Muerto 9.7 km west of the Camino Real, and
Fort Seldon (1865-1890) near the south end of
the Jornada. The Jornada del Muerto remained
uninhabited until John Martin excavated a well
and established a small ranch settlement near
Paraje Alemán in 1867. The railroad was built
across the Jornada del Muerto in 1881, following
in part the route of the Camino Real. Travel along
the Camino Real slowed to a trickle and then the
trail was abandoned to the wind. Alemán Ranch
is still occupied and, after 148 years, is the oldest
continuously inhabited settlement in the Jornada
del Muerto. Yet the vast emptiness of the Jornada
del Muerto remained and, as such, was selected
for the ﬁrst detonation of an atomic bomb at the
Trinity Site on July 16, 1945 and construction of
Spaceport America in 2009.

is on the outskirts of all the settlements
and on the (north) edge of the horrible
desert which separates this territory from
El Paso del Norte. Since the only king’s
highway [Camino Real] to the interior of
the republic is routed through this point, a
customs house could be established there
where regular duties could be collected.
Lastly the safeguard of a force at Valverde
would protect the settlers to such an extent
that within a few years New Mexico would
spread imperceptibly along the delightful
banks of the Rio Bravo to El Paso del
Norte. What a ﬂattering spectacle would
be a series of settlements stretching over a
distance of a hundred leagues! What great
advantages would be derived by commerce
with its routes from El Paso to Taos along
an uninterrupted cordillera of ﬂourishing
settlements! Farewell Jornada del Muerto,
farewell, gloomy and fearful desert, you
would vanish forever! (Carroll and Haggard
1942:78-80).

The Jornada Del Muerto
The Jornada del Muerto was the northernmost of
four named jornadas north of Santa Barbara. Each
of these jornadas consisted of a long and difﬁcult
stretch of desert terrain frequently devoid of water.
Travel often required forced marches night and day
in order to cross over to dependable water sources.
The Jornada del Muerto was the longest and most
difﬁcult jornada on the Camino Real. This jornada
was 128.5 km in length, sometimes devoid of
water, and frequented by hostile Apaches. Paraje
Alemán was located about halfway across the
Jornada del Muerto, and by many accounts seems
to have been one of the most dependable of water
sources, although it was sometimes dry.
The Jornada del Muerto, was probably named
after the Laguna del Muerto mentioned by Otermín
in 1682 and De Vargas in 1692, which in turn was
named after the Arroyo de los Muertos described
by Oñate in 1598 (Hammond and Rey 1953:317).
Arroyo (Cañon) de Los Muertos is 9.7 km west of
the Camino Real at Engle. The name Jornada del
Muerto was in common use by the early eighteenth
century and appears in the 1726 Rivera Journal
(Robles 1946:49), was identiﬁed on the 1758

Reference to jornadas or passages across
difﬁcult country requiring a forced march were also
adopted by Anglo-Americans and were sometimes
applied to sections along the Santa Fe Trail such as
the Cimarron Crossing (Newberry 1861:108).
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The Road

caravan seems to have followed, in part, the route
of Juan de Morlete and Gaspar Castaño de Sosa
returning from New Mexico in 1590, as cart tracks
were found by the Oñate colonists north of El Paso
(Hammond and Rey 1953:316).
The route of the Camino Real in the Jornada
del Muerto was obviously situated with respect
to the ephemeral water sources along the general
route. In general, there were no major obstructions
along this route to require a divergence of the trail
way. There were a few arroyos crossings, which due
to arroyo entrenchment required minor diversions
or the construction of arroyo embankment ramps.

The Camino Real across the Jornada del Muerto
was an 128.5 km bypass of a western bend of
the Rio Grande along the western base of the
Fra Cristóbal and Caballo Mountains. This bend
of the Rio Grande with its deep arroyos, dunes,
and the “craggy cliffs which project from these
mountains render the eastern bank of the river
altogether impassable” (Gregg 1844). The Jornada
road proceeded across the western edge of the
basin ﬂoor some distance from the mountains, and
crossed the open plains with little relief except
occasional slopes and arroyos. Most of the route
was a hard, compact roadbed, which allowed for
the rather quick passage of trafﬁc.

Paraje Camps in the Jornada Del Muerto

Having completed our arrangements, we left
camp (Fra Cristóbal) and commenced the
passage of the Jornada. The road for the ﬁrst
ﬁve miles gradually ascends until it reaches
the plain, where it becomes smooth and hard,
and superior to any turnpike I have ever seen.
Everything was beautifully clear, and in the
soft atmosphere of that southern latitude
the stars shone out with great brilliancy.
Everything rested in profound silence, and
no noise was heard but the clatter of our
horses’ hoofs and the rumbling sound of the
wheels upon the hard road. The mountains
could be distinctly traced in the moonlight,
and but for their serried peaks, to remind us
that we were upon terra ﬁrma, it would have
required no great stretch of the imagination
to believe ourselves at sea (Davis 1982:372).

Parajes and place names along the Camino Real in
the Jornada del Muerto district from south to north
include: Robledo (south entrance) San Diego, Los
Charcos del Perrillo (El Perrillo), Point of Rocks,
La Cruz del Alemán (also La Peñuelas), Laguna
del Muerto, and Fra Cristóbal (north entrance).
Most of the named camps and other place names
which appear in the historic records of the Jornada
del Muerto area were located at intermittent water
sources along the trail, but some were land forms
or springs (Ojo del Muerto, Ojo and La Cruz de
Anaya) some distance from the main trail to which
travelers sometimes diverted for water. A number
of parajes in the Jornada del Muerto were named
after persons who died and were marked by
crosses including La Cruz de Robledo, La Cruz del
Alemán, and La Cruz de Añaya.
The northernmost paraje of Fra Cristóbal on
the Rio Grande was named after the priest of the
Oñate caravan, as a likeness of his proﬁle was
seen in the northern rim of the mountain (Davis
1982:367). In a similar manner, later Colonial
travelers named the Sierra de Los Organos after
the columnar pinnacles of the range and the Sierra
de Las Petacas (Luggage Box) after the boxlike forms of the San Andres Mountains on the
eastern margin of the Jornada del Muerto. Muertos
Arroyo followed by the advance party of the Oñate
caravan to the Rio del Norte was named in 1598,

The roadway over most of the Jornada del
Muerto is a well-deﬁned trace crossing the desert
basin (Marshall 1991a and 1991b; Merlan et al.
2010). There is no evidence to indicate differing
Colonial and Territorial routes of any extent. It is
probable that the trail followed the general route
of the Oñate caravan, as such a large party with
83 wagons, approximately 560 people and 7,000
head of livestock would have left a major scar
visible for many years. Furthermore, the Oñate
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presumably because skeletons were found in the
area. Laguna del Muerto and Ojo del Muerto were
later likely named in reference to Muertos Arroyo.
Parajes were also sometimes named after saints
such as San Diego (Taylor and Barrick 2004:9).
One of the most intriguing paraje names
in the Jornada del Muerto is El Perrillo located
about 29.8 km south of Alemán. This paraje was
ﬁrst named Los Charcos del Perillo in the 1598
Oñate Itinerary, which documents the entrance
of the Spanish colonists to New Mexico, when
on May 23, 1598 “a dog appeared with muddy
paws and hind feet. We searched for some water
holes. Captain Villagran found one and Cristóbal
Sanchez another” (Hammond and Rey 1953:31),
hence the place name “Little Dog Water Holes,”
Later Fray Alonso Benavides, Father Custodio of
New Mexico, in his 1630 Memorial referred to
“Provincia el nombre Apaches del Perillo” (Ayer
1965:94), indicating that the name of this paraje
had been applied to the local Apache populations
and the Jornada del Muerto district in general.

Friday February 5, 1847. Two o’clock last
evening we started into the Jornada, traveling
till 5 o’clock and stopped two hours to rest
the animals and get a little supper. … About
7 o’clock we again resumed our travel for the
night. The ox teams in the front, myself and
train next, while the mules brought up the
rear. La luna made her appearance about 10and afforded us a beautiful light to travel by;
the road is hard and level and we made ﬁne
progress arriving at this place about 25 miles
by 2 o’clock this morning. … The country is
quite level immediately around us, with dark
hills in the distance.
Saturday February 6, 1847 [Somewhere in
the area of Alemán]. Saturday morning early
we were off again, traveled till 3 o’clock P.M.
when we again stopped to rest our fatigued
animals; the grass is ﬁne, and though they
are doing without water and pulling hard
and long they are not suffering at this point.
… Saturday evening we again started and
traveled till 12, when we reached the River,
camped on a high bluff about two miles from
the water [Paraje San Diego], and sent the
stock down to it (Magofﬁn 1982:197-200).

Travel in the Jornada Del Muerto
The journey across the Jornada del Muerto was
often made by a forced march, traveling night
and day with only brief rests. The crossing was
conducted in this manner because of the frequent
lack of water and the need to cross this empty
terrain and return to the Rio Grande. Travelers
would usually leave Fra Cristóbal or San Diego
in the late afternoon, travel all night, the next day,
and into the night again with only brief rests along
the way. Governor Meriwether leaving Paraje San
Diego in 1854 apparently found no water along the
way, and completed the journey in 22 hours making
only brief one- and two-hour rests along the way
(Meriwether 1965:240-241). The crossing of the
Santa Fe traders described by Susan Magofﬁn
included somewhat longer rest stops of two to four
hours and required about 25 hours of actual travel.
This was the typical way of crossing the Jornada
del Muerto in the days of the Santa Fe trade and
gave little time for travelers to pause along the way.

Diego De Vargas in August 1692 crossed the
Jornada del Muerto from Paraje San Diego north
in four days traveling mostly in the daytime and
sending scouts ahead during the night to reconnoiter
the water sources along the way. De Vargas left San
Diego and spent the ﬁrst night at Perrillo, the second
night at Las Peñuelas, the third in the vicinity of
Laguna del Muerto and the fourth at Fra Cristóbal
(Kessell and Hendrick 1992:370-372). Fortunately
for De Vargas there was a rain that supplied some
water. Small water holes were found at Perrillo and
Laguna del Muerto, but the best supply “sufﬁcient
for the whole camp” was found at Las Peñuelas. The
passage across the Jornada del Muerto in four days
was probably a typical period for most Colonial
caravans. Otermín in his advance north across the
Jornada del Muerto late in 1681 made the journey
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… on the night of the 9th [August 1766]
and on the 10th they [Apaches] surrounded
our horses at Perrillo, watching for an
opportunity to steal them; but, having been
perceived by a soldier who was going
the rounds, they changed their minds and
retired. On the following day hostile Indians
attacked ten Suma Indians who, contrary to
orders, had gone ahead with some sheep we
were taking for provisions. Some of them
resisted, but others were driven toward El
Perrillo sierra. When the news reached the
camp the attackers were pursued and some
of the prey recovered. They had been killing
the sheep with lances and arrows whenever
they found it necessary to abandon them.
At the same time other Indians came
out of El Perrillo hills where they were in
ambush and attempted to attack the cordon,
expecting to ﬁnd it off guard. Although
this was indeed the case, and there were
not enough men to defend it if it had been
strongly attacked, a halt was made to await
the Indians. This discouraged them, and,
contenting themselves with skirmishing
around outside the range of guns, they went
off to join thirty or forty others who could
be seen on horseback drawn up in a row
on the ridge of hill. All the rest of that day
they paralleled us on our right (Kinnaird
1958:87).

in two days and one night. However, on his return
in January 1682, exhausted and with the country
covered in snow, it took the army a full 10 days from
Fra Cristóbal to San Diego, and 37 mules and seven
horses perished in the crossing (Hackett and Shelby
1942, Vol.8:ccv).
De Vargas returned from New Mexico to El
Paso in December 1692, and decided against the
Jornada del Muerto crossing and instead followed
the Rio Grande trail to the San Diego ford “so as
not to risk the lack of water, going by the road
from Fray Cristóbal to San Diego” (Kessell and
Hendricks 1992:594), despite the fact that the river
road was a “very rough road with mesas, lomas,
and sandbanks” (Kessell and Hendricks 1992:595).
Indeed, many travelers, including Zebulon Pike in
1807 (Coues 1895) and especially the American
military in the 1840s to 1880s, decided to travel the
longer and more difﬁcult river trail because of the
availability of water. However, the Santa Fe traders
with their large and heavily loaded wagons normally
crossed the Jornada del Muerto (Gregg 1844).

Apaches in the Jornada Del Muerto
Apache attacks along the Camino Real in
the Jornada del Muerto were rather common.
Benavides in 1630 refers to the Apaches del
Perrillo (Ayer 1965:16, 94) named after Paraje
Perrillo, and said they were a “very warlike” tribe.
It is clear that the Apaches considered the Camino
Real caravans and travelers a resource from which
to gather livestock and goods. They likely watched
the trail carefully for discarded or abandoned
materials and stragglers or debilitated travelers
upon which to prey. Those who traveled alone or
in small groups were especially vulnerable. Thus,
most of the caravans crossing the region were large
and well-fortiﬁed. Many of the Apache attacks on
travelers crossing the Jornada del Muerto occurred
in the vicinity of the Perrillo Hills and Point of
Rocks from which travelers could be ambushed.
From of Journal of Nicolas de Lafora 1766 comes
the following account:

Apache attacks along the Camino Real
continued well into the Territorial period. On June
16, 1863 the Apaches attacked a small military
detachment near Perrillo. The Indians assailed Lt.
Ludham Bargie and two other men that had fallen
behind the small detachment of men. Lt. Bargie
was killed, “his entire body pierced with arrows”
while the two other men escaped to Doña Ana.
“Bargie’s body was later found decapitated, his
breast cut open, his heart taken out, and his head
carried off as a trophy. His loss was said to have
been a heavy and severe shock to the entire army
in the territory” (Thompson 2008:136).
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Alemán Spring

Pasó Por Aqui

The water source at Alemán is an intermittent
spring located in the ﬂoor of Alemán Arroyo. This
outﬂow is likely the result of a sandstone acquitard
underlying the sandy arroyo ﬂoor. According to
long-time resident Jane Cain of the Alemán Ranch,
the ﬂow at this spring is dependent on rainfall
in the Caballo Mountains. Extensive rains in the
mountains will cause the spring ﬂow to increase
and during periods of little rainfall the spring
outﬂow will dry out. It is likely that a subterranean
ﬂow can be reached by digging holes into the
arroyo ﬂoor when the spring is dry.
John Martin excavated the ﬁrst well in Jornada
del Muerto at Alemán sometime between 1869
and 1871 (Crouch 1989:194). After that Martin’s
well was a reliable source of refreshment and a
welcome way station to travelers on the Camino
Real as described by Susan Wallace.

Eugene Manlove Rhodes (1869-1934), the cowboy
novelist, lived on and loved the Jornada del Muerto
range. The Jornada del Muerto ﬁgures in many of
his stories, and in one (Stepsons of Light published
in 1920) he likens it to a billiard table with springs
for pockets and the surrounding mountains for
rails. Eugene Rhodes described the old Camino
Real Trail when it was a stage line during the early
days of his youth in his 1920 story “No Mean City.”
The year was 1879. Count back now to
1779, 1679, to 1605. So long ago was Santa
Fe founded, and so far back those founders
followed a path beaten already by centuries
of weary feet. … The old trail followed
truly the line of least resistance [across the
Jornada del Muerto]. … Wet or dry the stage
line ran straight, straight; hauling water for
the stage stations from the river, from Bitter
Springs, from Del Muerto Springs at Fort
McRae. Little Round Mountain was the ﬁrst
station; then a semi-permanent lake, Laguna,
the halfway place. Fourteen miles south of
Laguna was the only living water on the
direct route; Martin’s Wells, better known
as Alemán…Water was hauled from Alemán
to Point of Rocks, the fourth and last stage
station (Rhodes 1957:202).

The centre of the ninety-mile desert is now
broken by a watering-place, the cheering
oasis which relieves the long strain on body
and soul. In 1871 Major John Martin dug
one hundred and sixty feet, and struck a
sweet, abundant fountain, deliciously cool,
soft, with a slight taste of Sulphur. Its depth
is forty feet, and the heaviest draughts have
never lessened the supply. It is pumped
by a windmill, which the wind sometime
makes his own; and the gurgle and plash
as the stream falls into the huge tanks, is a
sound in the ear of the traveler sweet as his
ﬁrst hearing of the nightingale. Before the
well was made water was hauled in barrels
to the station from the Rio Grande, ﬁfteen
miles away. The nearest fuel at this point is
eighteen miles distant (Wallace 1888:146).

Paraje Alemán truly has a remarkable history
for such a lonely middle-of-nowhere kind of a
place. A water hole on an empty desert plain, its
importance was greatly magniﬁed by the passage
of a long trail across the desert despoblado. It was
found by the Spanish in 1598, and was the savior
of many a weary traveler for over three centuries. It
appears on some of the earliest maps of the northern
New Spain. “La Cruz del Alemán” was ﬁrst
mentioned by Governor Otermin in 1682 during the
ﬁrst Attempted Reconquest of New Mexico and the
location is still known today as El Alemán.
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An Eighteenth-Century Circular Structure
Behind the Palace of the Governors
in Santa Fe, New Mexico
STEPHEN S. POST
On October 12, 2002, a team from the New Mexico Ofﬁce of Archaeological Studies (OAS) began what
became a two-year, multi-phase excavation of LA 111322 in advance of New Mexico History Museum
(NMHM) construction. LA 111322 is between the northernmost wall of the Palace of the Governors and
the south wall of the First Interstate Building between Washington and Lincoln Avenues. A parking lot
and alleyway, it was the last open space where architecture, features and deposits left from 350 years of
the changing political administrations and material evidence of the Palace’s rich cultural and ethnic mix
might still survive.
The Santa Fe Presidio and Indian Scouts in the
Eighteenth Century

Structure 9 was north of a series of east-to-west
cobble foundations for Spanish barracks buildings
and store rooms or stables. These buildings would
have ﬁlled the bulk of the open space north of the
Palace of the Governors, as shown on the Urrutia
map (Figure 1). To the north of Structure 9 there
may have been orchards and gardens, although
our knowledge is incomplete as a result of the
construction and demolition of the Elks Theater
in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century. The open
space north of the barracks would have supported
daily activities of the presidial regiment and its
Native American auxiliaries.
Structure 9 was a circular structure base
from the unexpectedly rich array of eighteenthcentury architecture, pit features, and deposits
encountered during the excavation (Post 2015).
This simple architectural feature’s complex
use history illustrates how ethnic interactions
and relations were not only embodied in the
artifact assemblages, but also in how space was
deﬁned, used, repurposed, and reused during the
eighteenth century.

During the eighteenth century and into the early
nineteenth century, Santa Fe functioned as the
provincial capital of Nuevo Mexico in New Spain.
A presidial force of between 50 and 100 men was
assigned to and garrisoned at Santa Fe during this
time (Moorhead 1975; Simmons 1990; Tigges
and Salazar 2013). Descriptions that include
locations of the barracks for housing the soldiers
are minimal. Even Joseph de Urrutia’s Map of
Santa Fe, based on observations made during the
presidial review of Northern New Spain conducted
by Marcos de Rubí in 1766, fails to show presidial
barracks north of the Palace of the Governors
(Kinnaird 1958; Moorhead 1975) (Figure 1). For
much of the period between 1729 and 1791, many
of the presidial soldiers resided in homes spread
throughout the villa of Santa Fe. Unmarried or
property-less soldiers made up a small contingent
of soldiers who made their homes in the barracks
behind the Palace of the Governors. Even with the
improvements completed between 1789 and 1791,
many soldiers continued to live with their families;
comfortably integrated into the local community.
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Figure 1. 1766 map of Santa Fe by Joseph de Urrutia. The Palace of the Governors is north of the plaza and is
indicated by the letter “B.” The barracks ﬁlled the open space 13 m north of the Palace to the south limits of the
orchards, which are shaded black. (Original is at the British Museum. This copy obtained from and courtesy of the
Fray Angelico Chavez Library and Photo Archive.)

campaigns were planned and launched. The use of
Pueblo warriors was a key component of Spanish
efforts to locate, apprehend, and punish bands of
Apache, Ute, Navajo, and Comanche warriors as
they moved between their home territories and the
New Mexico settlements (Jones 1966; Naylor and
Polzer 1988; Tigges and Salazar 2013).
Each presidio was budgeted for and assigned
a set number of ofﬁcers and soldiers, including
up to 10 Indian scouts (Indios Exploradores) and
interpreters (Simmons 1990:194). Regulations
speciﬁed that scouts were paid and entitled to the
use of a pistol, shield, and lance, in addition to their
own bows and arrows, and were to be furnished
saddle horses and pack mules (Naylor and Polzer

During the eighteenth century, New Mexico
settlements expanded into, and, infringed upon,
both Pueblo and Non-Puebloan farm land, hunting
territories, and sacred and ritual landscapes.
Territorial infringement and the opportunities
for acquisition of livestock and captives for the
lucrative slave trade fueled increased raiding
that threatened the livelihood and survival of the
colony (Jones 1966; Moorhead 1975). Charged
with responding to the raids, the presidial force
alone was insufﬁcient to carry out military
campaigns and protect Santa Fe and outlying
settlements. Therefore, the troops were reinforced
by a standing citizen militia and auxiliary forces
of Pueblo warriors mustered out of the villages as
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holes, pits, irrigation features, and miscellaneous
extramural work and discard areas (Figure 2).
Based on the cobble foundation alignments and
construction sequence (See Post 2005, 2015), we
posited that eight Presidio buildings once occupied
988 sq m behind the Palace of the Governors. During
this period the Palace’s backyard changed from
open space and gardens and orchards to a military
facility with barracks, an informal cemetery, stables
or workshops, and a sub-hexagonal structure with
a complex use history.

1988; Simmons 1990). Plains and Jicarilla Apaches
served as soldiers, spies, and scouts (Kenner
1969:42). In 1794, there were four Comanche
interpreters, with one living in Taos, two in Santa
Fe, and one living among the Comanches, who
observed and reported on their movements and
activities. There were also two Navajo interpreters
who alternated living in Santa Fe and with the
tribe (Simmons 1990:194). During the eighteenth
century the number of scouts and interpreters
ﬂuctuated depending on the disposition of a sitting
governor toward the tribal members and budgetary
considerations. Some governors were adamantly
opposed to having tribal members housed at the
presidio (Jones 1966). A presidial inspection in
1777 reported Santa Fe as having 96 presidial
soldiers, but no Indian scouts (Moorhead 1975:74).
Where the scouts and interpreters were housed is
not known for the Santa Fe Presidio, but Gerald
suggests (1968:39) that linear blocks of rooms
along perimeter walls housed soldiers and Indian
scouts at some presidios. Moorhead (1975:167)
indicates that in some cases soldiers and auxiliaries
lived in huts outside the presidio walls. Residence
location and type for Indian scouts and interpreters
was likely very ﬂuid depending on the length of
their service and the disposition of the governor.

A Native American Residential/Ritual Structure
and Spanish Carnicería (Butcher Shop)
In the north-central portion of the Phase II
excavation area, north of Structure 3, excavators
encountered a partly subterranean, sub-hexagonal
structure base ﬁlled with stratiﬁed deposits
reﬂecting two distinct and different use episodes
during the eighteenth century (Structure 9).
Exposed almost one meter below the modern
ground surface, it was at a level comparable to
the ﬂoor and upper foundation elevations of the
presidial structures and rooms. Measuring 6.5 m
in diameter, it was 40 cm deep (Figures 3 and 4).
One post and adobe brick fragment and plaster
clumps associated with unburned wood from wall
or roof elements in the lower ﬁll levels suggested a
structure of jacal and adobe brick construction with
an entry on the east side.
Structure 9’s early component was represented
by the sub-hexagonal basin-shaped structure base,
which had a ﬁre pit (Figure 3). The surface of the
unprepared ﬂoor varied from level by only 3 cm.
In contact with the ﬂoor was Stratum 635, which
was succinctly described by the excavator as “a
very dark gray brown (10YR 3/2) ﬁne-grained silty
loam with few artifacts compared to Stratum 612.”
Artifact counts decreased from 300 to 500 Native
American ceramics and 500 to 800 animal bones
in a 10 to 15 cm level to fewer than 100 Native
American ceramics and 160 animal bones in upper
levels and to six Native American ceramics and
ﬁve animal bones within Stratum 635 lower levels.

Summary of Middle Colonial Features and
Deposits (1729 to 1772)
Excavations of LA 111322 were conducted in three
phases, incorporating 580 sq m of area not previously
disturbed by post-1912 building construction
and demolition. Excavations documented 197
archaeological features spanning from 1610 to the
1930s. The deposits—1.40 to 1.80 m thick—yielded
an estimated 800,000 artifacts and samples from
mass stratigraphic deposits and features.
The investigation yielded an unexpected
record of presidio architecture, activities, and spatial
organization from the eighteenth-century Middle
Colonial period. Forty-ﬁve features included a
circular structure base, barracks foundations and
room interiors, stables, ash and rock deposits, post-
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Figure 2. Map of Middle Spanish Colonial component at the Palace of the Governors and LA 111322. Drafted by
Scott Jaquith.

point, and six tubular bird and canid bone beads—
an unusual assemblage within LA 111322. Wild
animal species included woodrat, cottontail
rabbit, and pronghorn antelope. Plant remains
included maize, cheno-ams, Corispermum, and
Umbelliferae (celery, carrot, or parsley). The
faunal and ethnobotanical remains reﬂect smallscale, rather than institutional level, subsistence
hunting and consumption. Finally, the stratum
immediately above the ﬁre pit had high frequencies
of Native American ceramics and butchered
domesticated animal bone and no objects similar
to the tubular bone beads, suggesting it was closed
off or sealed from subsequent deposits.
The ﬁre pit, combined with an uncluttered
lowest “ﬂoor” deposit, suggest the structure
initially was a part-time residence that housed
activities requiring substantial open ﬂoor space, as
well. The contents of the ﬁre pit and layout and
construction suggest last use of the structure by
Native Americans.

Typologically, Native American ceramics from
the two strata were similar, with a predominance
of micaceous and polished utility wares and low
frequencies of Tewa Series polychrome pottery
(Wilson 2015). Faunal species were dominated by
domesticated mammals; evidence relating to their
processing, consumption, and discard was similar
in both strata (Akins 2015).
Dug into the structure ﬂoor was a large ﬁre
pit containing ﬁre-cracked rock, ash, charcoal,
sediment, and artifacts. Slightly ovoid, the ﬁre
pit was in the structure’s north-central area and
measured 1.26 m north-south by 1.06 m eastwest—fairly large by intramural ﬁre pit standards
for pre-Columbian kivas and pit structures. Size
is not the ﬁre pit’s only interesting characteristic.
The pit contained ceramics (67 sherds of Native
American pottery including a plain gray pinchpot fragment, 27 polished red sherds, and two
worked sherds), faunal remains of mostly wild
animal species, an obsidian side-notched arrow
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Figure 3. Plan map of Structure 9 showing ash piles and ﬁre pit. Drafted by Luca Marino-Baker.

animals and Native American pottery including
Ogapoge Polychrome, which was produced from
1725 to 1825 (Wilson 2015). The ash piles ranged
from 0.375 to 1.25 sq m in area by 11 to 21 cm
high (Figure 5). They contained relatively small
amounts of Native American pottery (six to 92
potsherds) and butchered animal bone (19 to 205
fragments). The pottery predominantly consisted
of varieties of micaceous cooking and storage
jars and polished serving and table wares. Faunal
species were mainly domestic sheep/goat and
cattle with a mix of chicken and pig. Wild species
were rare. While some cleaning of thermal features
was represented, most bone was from butchering
(some cranial and foot parts), kitchen refuse, and
site maintenance or cleaning (scat and gnawed

Shortly after residential use of Structure 9
ended, artifacts, charcoal and ash, and construction
debris accumulated rapidly on top of Stratum 635.
A sampling of Native American ceramic counts
equaled 1695 in Stratum 612 compared to 225 from
Stratum 635. Faunal counts from Stratum 612 were
3,075 compared to 271 in Stratum 635. Adjusting
for Stratum 635 being twice as thick as Stratum
635, the frequency ratio was 4:1 for pottery and
at 5:1 for fauna. Based on the apparent increased
artifact deposition, the structure underwent a major
change from residential use to disposal locus.
Soon after the structure was abandoned,
four ash and refuse piles were deposited on, or
just above, the upper level of Stratum 635. They
contained bones of butchered domesticated
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Figure 4. Excavation of Structure 9 in progress looking west at ﬂoor and ﬁre pit.

Figure 5. Ash Pile 1 with horn cores and Ogapoge Polychrome pottery.
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the seventeenth and eighteenth century.
Simmons suggests that candle production
in New Mexico was an important industry
with products exported to Northern Mexico
(2011:84).

bone). Some bones may have been stock-piled
(a complete metacarpal and mandible). Thus, it
appears that a variety of activities contributed to
the faunal assemblage. Ash Piles 1 and 4 consisted
of a stratum that was very solidiﬁed pale brown
ash mottled with Stratum 612. Ash Piles 2 and
3 consisted of mottled, weathered ash mixed
with some Stratum 612 matrix. The granular and
consolidated ash was unusual for thermal features
or discard areas within LA 111322.

Based on the high frequency, density, strong
evidence for primary butchering, and partial
articulation of faunal remains, the presence of
an enclosed space, and an iron knife, our initial
assessment of Structure 9 was that it functioned
as a carnicería or butcher’s shed. A more recent
appraisal suggests the high density of faunal and
kitchen debris contained within Stratum 612
represents refuse ﬁlling, rather than accumulation
from meat and carcass processing. Also, debris and
offal from butchering activities would have been
discarded in a pit outside the structure—not on
the structure ﬂoor. Therefore, the majority of the
debris within the structure base was a secondary
deposit (Schiffer 1987). If butchering was carried
out within the structure, then it lasted only for a
short time after the initial residential use ended.
It is also possible that the structure housed the
products of butchering and skinning; meats for
drying, smoking, and curing, and hides for tanning.
Activities in support of, and, resulting from, meat
storage generated minimal durable debris. The
structure was close enough to the barracks and
the Palace to provide meat to the kitchens. Offal
was disposed of away from the living spaces. As
discussed above, the ash piles may indicate that a
lye hopper was stored in the structure, as well.
Following a short butchering or storage
interlude, the structure was partly dismantled
and the dilapidated remnants became a primary
dumping location. The earliest dumping coincided
with the ash pile accumulations from tallow,
soap, or other cottage industries. At a rapid rate,
waste generated by Palace and Presidio activities
was deposited in frequent and regular episodes.
Eventually the structure depression was ﬁlled, and
late Spanish Colonial period and Territorial period
mass strata formed a 60 cm thick layer of cultural
overburden. Materials from Stratum 612 include
Puebla Blue-on-white, Tumacacori Polychrome,

A piece of bottle glass, a piece of plate metal,
a hand wrought nail, and a San Elizario
Polychrome soup plate fragment were
recovered from Ash Pile 4. Manufacture
dates on the soup plate place the deposit
between 1750 and 1850, consistent with the
manufacturing periods for Tewa Polychrome
and Ogapoge Polychrome (Deagan 1987:856; Wilson 2015).
The four ash piles reﬂect cottage industry
not previously documented at the Palace.
Incidental artifact thermal alteration rules out
ash produced from burning refuse prior to
its disposal. Discrete piles strongly argue for
individual dumping episodes from a singular
activity. All associated artifacts are consistent
with “normal” kitchen and domestic dumping
from Spanish Colonial period activities and
were not used in the ash-producing activities.
A review of literature on tallow production
shows that ash was commonly substituted for
caustic potash or lye (Simmons 2011:4). To
produce lye, lime from the ash was leached
with water, concentrated, and added to the
animal fat for rendering. The consolidated ash
from Ash Piles 1, 2, 3, and 4 may represent
discarded stockpiles or ash left over from
lye making. Lye was produced in a hopper
where ash was regularly added and mixed
with water. A brown liquid lye oozed from the
hopper into a container, and then was added
to the tallow or soap mix. The ash dumps
may be the remnants of dumps from a hopper.
Production of soap and tallow for candles
has been documented for New Mexico in
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early 1760s (Snow 1974). The abandonment and
demolition of the structure, combined with the
absence of barracks or other facilities on the 1766
Urrutia map (Figure 1), may indicate a change in
barrack location or conﬁguration leading up to
expansion of the Presidio in 1791.
What was the ethnic identity of Structure
9 occupants? Structure 9’s sub-hexagonal or
roughly circular outline seems more suited to
Native American than Spanish architectural
styles. Circular Hispano architectural forms
include graneros and torreones, but they had
stone foundations and adobe construction, which
are inconsistent with Structure 9’s architectural
characteristics (Pratt and Snow 1988). Basinshaped foundations, ﬁre-cracked rock-ﬁlled
hearths, and east-facing entries conform more
closely to Native American household architectural
conventions. A survey of Plains Indian architecture
did not yield circular structures with subterranean
lower walls and ﬂoors (Nabokov and Easton 1990).
Early Navajo hogans had subterranean ﬂoors and
east-facing entryways and the stacked log variety
had a hexagonal outline (Nabokov and Easton
1990:325-333). The hogan’s hearth was centrally
located. Except for its hearth placement, Structure
9 bears intriguing similarity to a stacked log
hogan base. While the ethnic identity of Structure
9 builders and occupants may not be known,
based on the architectural characteristics and the
content of the intramural hearth, I suggest that
Structure 9 was built for and, possibly by, Native
American men who served as scouts garrisoned
at the presidio. Under the administration of
sympathetic governors, scouts or interpreters may
have built, occupied, and maintained a residence
suited to their material and spiritual needs. Land
within the villa’s core was privately held and used
intensively—therefore, auxiliary buildings had to
ﬁt within the Palace grounds.
Indian scouts and interpreters were an integral
part of Spanish military structure and organization.
Different from the Indian auxiliary forces mustered
in support of punitive campaigns, these individuals
were intermittently garrisoned in the villa. With
direct knowledge of a target group’s behaviors,

and Guadalajara Polychrome majolica, a Carlos
IV half-real, and Ogapoge and Tewa Polychrome,
San Juan Red-on-tan, and Puname Polychrome.
These Native and Euro-American ceramic types
have a combined range of manufacture dates
from 1650 to 1900 (Deagan 1987; Wilson 2015).
However, the range from 1725 to 1780 captures
the most individual types for an early date with a
late date suggested by the Tumacacori Polychrome
and the 1788-1808 minted half-real in the 1780s
or early 1790s.

Interpretation and Conclusions
Prior to the LA 111322 excavation behind the
Palace of the Governors, archaeologists and
historians had little physical evidence from which
to reconstruct the organization and layout of
the Palace and presidial barracks and ancillary
facilities. Urrutia’s map shows a long irregular
shaped building paralleling the north side of
the plaza and disconnected smaller, north-south
buildings appended to the east and west ends of the
main building forming a vague quadrangle (Figure
1). From the LA 111322 excavation, we now have
information about the layout of the eighteenth
century barracks. Of further importance is the
discovery of Structure 9 that was built and occupied
by Native Americans garrisoned at the presidio,
later converted into a production or storage facility,
and ﬁnally used for primary dumping from Palacesustaining activities and operations. A couple
of speciﬁc questions can be addressed with the
archaeological information and historical context.
When was Structure 9 occupied? A residential
occupation of the structure between 1725 and 1780
is suggested by the Native American and EuroAmerican ceramic assemblages. Modiﬁcation to
the presidio, which could have included Structure 9,
coincides with the promulgation of the Reglamento
of 1729, which followed on the heels of Pedro
Rivera’s inspection in 1722. This also ﬁts well
with documentary evidence for military barracks
and other facilities behind the Palace in 1715 and
their likely continued use and upkeep into the
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Earliest ethnographic references to hair pipe beads
date to the 1820s and George Catlin’s paintings of
Plains Indians depict warriors wearing hair pipe
beads (Ewers 1957). Finding these beads in a pre1780 context in the Santa Fe presidio would be
the earliest and westernmost reported to date. It
should be noted that tubular beads are commonly
recovered from early Classic period Northern Rio
Grande sites. For instance, A. V. Kidder (1932)
recovered 1,925 examples of tubular beads from
Pecos Pueblo. None of the longer varieties from
Pecos Pueblo exhibited wear from hide thong
stringing or attachment to clothing. All six of the
tubular beads from the hearth show cord wear and
four of the six are complete. So they were worn at
one time and only two were conceivably discarded
because they were broken or worn out.
While the historic and ethnographic record
of offerings left in hearths within southwestern
and Plains Native American structures is thin, the
Ancestral Puebloan record contains many examples
of objects left on the ﬂoors, in ﬂoor pits and hearths
and ash pits of pit structures, kivas, and rooms by
their former occupants (Wilshusen 1988). Based
on their type, non-functional association, and
location, these objects appear to represent a material
component of a closing ritual, perhaps meant to
sanctify the structure or lay it to rest. Not all living
or ritual spaces are treated in this way, but there is
a likely ritualistic or spiritual association attached
to this kind of behavior. While ritual behavior
and signiﬁcance are difﬁcult to prove it is worth
considering these objects in light of this quote in
Speth et al. (2010:7) by Carroll et al. (2004:131),
“… it is the act of discarding, rather than the nature
of the discarded object alone, that constitutes
ritual behavior. The underlying logic holds that
the intentional disposal of certain objects helps to
harness the power residing in the place of disposal; at
the same time, the human act of disposing powerful
objects in a certain place lends power to that place.”
I think in the case of Structure 9, it is not only the act
of disposal that harnessed and lent power, but also
it was the objects themselves that were powerful.
Southwestern Native American structures had, and
continue to have, secular and ritual purposes. They

habits, and movements, scouts carried out smallscale information and intelligence gathering
missions critical to planning campaigns. These men
were warriors, presumably initiated into their own
tribal or village ritual and religious organization.
Paid and supplied with arms and horses, they
may have been considered prosperous relative to
their village social and economic status. With the
potential to acquire information and objects that
were important to a pueblo’s social and ritual order,
scouts with particular skills and knowledge may
have been suggested to Spanish military leadership
by Pueblo leaders. Ethnographic literature indicates
that—as warriors, Pueblo, Apache, or Comanche
scouts needed to engage in ritual activities prior
to participating in military operations where
ﬁghting and death were likely (Kavanagh 2008;
Opler 1938, 1946; Ortiz 1969; Parsons 1929:136138, 1936:20-23). Within their respective tribal
settings, war society preparations and ceremonies
required considerable time (four days for Tewa
War Society [Parsons 1936:20-23] and Jicarilla
Apache members [Opler 1938]), recitation of
prescribed chants and songs, dances, and visits to
places of ritual signiﬁcance, such as shrines beyond
the village limits. While garrisoned, scouts would
have practiced abbreviated rituals prescribed by
society leaders and time would have been required
for prayer, song, and dance before embarking on
reconnaissance or campaigns.
Ritual use of Structure 9 is inferred from the
contents of the ﬁre pit. As described previously, it
contained tubular beads made from bird and canid
bones, two worked sherds, a pinch pot fragment,
and an obsidian side-notched arrow point (Figure
6). Individually these artifacts had utilitarian or
mundane functions as tools, jewelry or apparel. For
LA 111322 thermal features, their co-occurrence
is unique. The artifacts show no ﬁre alteration,
indicating they were placed in the hearth when
it was cold. As a group, the artifacts would have
ﬁt in a pouch or bag and could easily have been
carried away by their owner. The tubular beads are
particularly interesting because they show close
similarity to early varieties of hair pipe beads,
which are a Plains adornment of regalia or apparel.
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Figure 6. Bone tubes recovered from the ﬁre pit. The two on the left are canid, probably coyote;
the four on the right are from very large birds. The specimen on the far right is 41 mm long.

debris was also pushed into areas occupied by
earlier facilities or temporary structures. Eighteenthcentury refuse diminished at the northern excavation
limit suggesting that a natural spatial threshold was
reached, perhaps partly deﬁned by the orchard and
gardens shown on the Urrutia map (Figure 1).
The intense refuse disposal within Structure
9 is a good illustration of the decisions made and
actions taken by the governor and his military
ofﬁcers as they responded to changing presidio
size, mission, and needs. Old buildings were
remodeled or abandoned in favor of new ones.
Stables were converted into store rooms. Gardens
and orchards expanded or shrank in concert with
changes in built space. Ethnically distinct housing
was built and used, until the new quarters were
built or services of Native American scouts or
interpreters shifted or were terminated. All these
changes to the grounds behind the Palace during the
eighteenth century were in evidence at LA 111322,
from the large scale construction and demolition to
the isolated and understated culturally signiﬁcant
acts of respect and ritual. From the institutional to
the individual, blurring the boundaries of Spanish
and Native American, eighteenth-century at the
Palace was when the complex cultural interactions
were played out.

were lived in and they housed ceremony and ritual.
Within the context of the middle-eighteenth century
Santa Fe presidio and the high likelihood that Plains,
Pueblo, Apachean or Navajo scouts were garrisoned
there, it is well within the realm of plausibility that
Structure 9 served to house initiated warriors acting
on behalf of the Spanish, while also serving as a
place where they conducted their pre- and postmission or campaign Warrior Society rituals.
Following the closing of Structure 9, for a short
time it was used for butchering, lye distilling and
tallow production, and storage of butchering-related
products. The evidence is more circumstantial than
concrete, but is worth consideration. This latter use
of Structure 9 reﬂects the changing organization of
supporting activities behind the Palace and within
the presidio. Change in Structure 9’s use and its
eventual abandonment may have coincided with
remodeling of the section of Structure 3, immediately
to the south from a stable or storage structure into
a fully enclosed building (Figure 2). The ﬁnished
building may have housed presidial soldiers for a
short time before the presidio was renovated and
expanded between 1789 and 1791. As the spaces
immediately north of the Palace of the Governors
were ﬁlled with buildings and facilities, institutional
level discard and dumping of kitchen and domestic
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Casas Grandes: The Meteorite in the Room1
GEORGE N. RUEBELMANN
Almost 150 years ago, villagers of the town of Casas Grandes, Chihuahua, Mexico discovered a large iron
meteorite in the ruins of the city of Paquimé, a major pre-Columbian archaeological site located near the
town (Figure 1). The ﬁnd was reported initially by European and American visitors to the site in the 1860s
and subsequently removed and exported to the United States a few years later. Upon its arrival, the ﬁnd
became a museum specimen at the Smithsonian Institution and was known thereafter as the Casas Grandes
meteorite. Over the next 100 years, the meteorite was examined, described, dissected, and documented by
mineralogists at the museum. Additionally, it was also cited and referenced in several journals by folklorists and anthropologists with respect to its religious symbolism. However, no one seems to have paid much
attention to the archaeological and geographical aspects of the meteorite, such as where and when it fell;
whether there was a crater left by its impact; whether or not it affected the inhabitants of Paquimé; and how
it came to be in the city. The neglect of these issues seems almost as if the Casas Grandes meteorite had been
forgotten, at least by archaeologists.

Figure 1. Aerial view of Paquimé at Casas Grandes, Chihuahua. Electronic document: Google:Maps, accessed 10/4/2013.
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a “curious mass of meteoric iron … carefully
and curiously wrapped in a kind of coarse linen,
similar to that with which the Egyptians inclose
[sic] or wrap their mummies.” The letter adds,
“Twenty-six yoke of sturdy oxen were mustered,
and as many or more of strong log chains, and,
with this force and tackle, the monster meteorite
was hauled on the ground to the modern town of
Casas Grandes, and deposited in the street, in front
of the discoverer’s door.”
Pierson’s letter continues with the story that
a few years later, Mr. Alverado agreed to sell
the meteorite to a wealthy merchant of the city,
Mr. Ernest Angerstein, through his agent Mr.
Leroy (who evidently was an eyewitness to the
meteorite’s discovery and had furnished Pierson
with the details of the story). Subsequently,
Pierson, Angerstein, and Leroy came up with funds
to “purchase this rare and novel specimen, making
it a mutual adventure…” The three men then
had a large wagon outﬁtted that was “capable of
hauling 10,000 pounds” and shipped the meteorite
to the U.S. Consulate in El Paso del Norte. Their
“intention [was] to secure it for the admiration of
the curious and the lovers of science” (Smithsonian
Institution 1873:421). The letter does not specify
the date it was purchased and shipped, or how
long it was to be stored in the consulate. The
Report (Smithsonian Institution 1873:422) also
includes Secretary Henry’s reply to the U.S. State
Department stating that the Institution would be
pleased to accept a portion of the meteorite for the
purpose of analysis.
Pierson’s account differs markedly from
a story told by August Santleben, a Texas
entrepreneur and freighter, who stated that in
1875 he acquired the Casas Grandes meteorite
from its owner, Mr. Mueller (see Bandelier’s
account below), and transported it on a wagon
from Chihuahua, Mexico to Texas and then to the
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. Santleben’s
account is quoted in an article by Oscar Monnig
(1939), a well-known meteorite expert who had
read about it in Santleben’s (1910) autobiography.
The transportation route of the meteorite was
from Chihuahua to Ft. Davis, to Ft. Stockton, to

Casas Grandes, or Paquimé, has been
described as one of the largest and most complex
prehistoric or protohistoric pueblos in the
Greater Southwest. The inhabitants of the site
and surrounding area developed a signiﬁcant
level of sociopolitical sophistication, a complex
economic organization, accumulated wealth, and
social ranking (Whalen and Minnis 2001:3). The
site consists of massive multi-storied room blocks
with hundreds of rooms; ceremonial structures
such as platform, pyramid, and efﬁgy mounds;
two ball courts; a water supply system with well
and reservoirs; plazas with turkey and macaw
pens; rooms with T-shaped doors; and unusual
T-shaped altars. The main occupation of the site
of Paquimé, the Medio Period, is believed to
have been from about A.D. 1200 to 1450. The
archaeology of Casas Grandes is best known from
the monumental excavations of the Joint Casas
Grandes Project under the direction of Charles Di
Peso from 1958 to 1961 (Di Peso 1974; Di Peso
et al. 1974).

History of the Casas Grandes Meteorite
Knowledge of the Casas Grandes meteorite and its
discovery ﬁrst came to light in the late 1860s when
Edmund Tarayre, a French geologist and explorer,
described it in his journal during a mineral
exploration in Mexico (Tarayre 1869:170). But a
more detailed account of the ﬁnd was described
somewhat later in the Smithsonian Annual Report
of 1873 (419-422) in which there was a referral
letter (apparently dated April 2, 1873) from
William Hunter, Assistant U.S. Secretary of State,
to Secretary Joseph Henry of the Smithsonian
Institution. This letter enclosed a letter to the U.S.
State Department from William M. Pierson, U.S.
Vice-Consul, El Paso Del Norte (Juarez), Mexico.
According to Pierson’s letter (Smithsonian
Institution 1873:420), the meteorite was found
by one “Teodoro Alverado” who was digging in a
large room of the “old ruins of Montezuma Casas
Grandes” and discovered a “kind of tomb made of
brick,” which upon further excavation, revealed
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The Casas Grandes meteorite is mentioned
again by Sir Lazarus Fletcher (1890) in a major paper
reviewing the known information on the meteorites
of Mexico and providing considerable detail on the
iron meteorites found in the state of Chihuahua.
Some of Fletcher’s information was derived from
Smith’s 1871 article in which a group of several iron
meteorites from central Chihuahua were examined
and considered to be “the products of the fall of one
meteoric mass” (Smith 1871:338). Although Smith
never mentioned the Casas Grandes meteorite,
Fletcher (1890:123) believed that its mineralogical
character was so similar to the other meteorites
that it should be included in the group. The group
included the San Gregorio meteorite described by
Farrington (1900) and discussed below.
Fletcher (1890:120-121) also states he was
told that the Casas Grandes meteorite was exhibited
with the Mexican minerals at the United States
International Exhibition of 1876 in Philadelphia
(Centennial Exposition). However, he goes on to
say that the commissioner of the Mexican exhibit,
Professor Mariano Barcena, made no reference to
it in a paper read before the Academy of Sciences
regarding Mexican meteorites. Fletcher’s remarks
suggest to me that since it was being preserved at the
U.S. National Museum (Smithsonian), the meteorite
may not have been part of the Mexican exhibit.
The mineralogy of the Casa Grandes
meteorite was ﬁrst documented in 1903 by Wirt
Tassin, Assistant Curator in the Division of
Mineralogy at the U.S. National Museum. Tassin
brieﬂy related the history of the ﬁnd, using the
Smithsonian Annual Report of 1873 as his source,
but also mentioned that nothing else was heard
about the meteorite until 1876 when it became the
possession of the Institution. He then documented
the physical, chemical, and mineralogical
composition of the meteorite and provided a
photograph (Figure 2). He describes the specimen
as “a lenticular mass of iron measuring 97 by 74
by 46 centimeters (38 by 29 by 18 inches) and
weighing before cutting 1544.788 kilos (3,407
pounds)” (Tassin 1903:70).

San Antonio, and then to Luling, Texas, a railroad
terminus. Santleben “left the stone at Luling with
instructions to send it to Philadelphia” but then lost
contact with it when he had to return to Chihuahua.
Santleben claims it was with the Mexican exhibit
at the Exposition and eventually was donated to
the British Museum. Monnig (1939:154) suggests
Santleben meant the Smithsonian Institution.
The Casas Grandes meteorite is also
mentioned in Adolph Bandelier’s report on his
extensive explorations throughout the Southwest
in 1880-1885. While visiting Casas Grandes, he
was told that “in one of the large mounds ... a little
room was opened in which ... a large meteorite
was found” (Bandelier 1892:548). He was also
told about the removal of the meteorite some years
earlier by “Don Enrico Miller or Muller,” a resident
of Chihuahua. He did not think the meteorite fell
on the city of Casas Grandes but was probably
found elsewhere and brought there. Bandelier goes
on to say that meteorites “of huge size” have been
found in the State of Chihuahua and that they are
believed to have fallen before the Spanish arrival
in the region. Furthermore, he states:
There existed among the Indians of Western
and Central Chihuahua a tradition to the effect
that the fall of at least one of these masses
had some connection with the movement of
some of the tribes. The tradition is confused,
for the reason that the Spanish authorities
relating it bring it into relation with the
supposed migrations of Central Mexican
tribes from the north to more southerly
regions. From all appearances the tradition
was peculiar to the Tarahumares and the
Tepehuanes (Bandelier 1892:548-549).
Bandelier continued his investigations at Casas
Grandes and the surrounding area, and brieﬂy
described, sketched, and mapped the ruins there.
His information about huge meteorites having
been found in Chihuahua was probably acquired
from articles published in the mid-nineteenth
century by J. Lawrence Smith (1871) and others
(e.g., Urgindi 1872).
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Figure 2. The meteorite as it appeared in Tassin (1903) (possibly photographed in 1876 when it arrived at
the Smithsonian Institution).

Possible Origin of the Meteorite

Google Earth. Much of the information was related
to the physical properties of meteorites, and where
and when they were found, but there was little
data on impact craters, especially for Mexico.
Elsewhere, I found that scientists have been able
to associate some meteorites with impact craters
and also to determine approximate dates for when
the meteorites fell. These include Meteor Crater in
Arizona, which is thought to be about 50,000 years
old and is associated with over 30 tons of meteorite
fragments; the Odessa Meteor Crater in Texas,
which is associated with thousands of meteorite
fragments and estimated to be less than 50,000
years old; and Haviland Meteor Crater in Kansas,
which is believed to be less than 1,000 years old
and from which over 15,000 pounds of meteorite
fragments have been recovered (The Meteoritical
Society 2015).
In searching for information on meteor
craters in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico, the only
source I found on the Web was a newspaper article
in the December 4, 2010 edition of El Heraldo
de Chihuahua reporting on a huge crater found

Although it became of considerable interest to
meteorologists and anthropologists, little effort
was made to discover where the Casas Grandes
meteorite might have come from originally. As
noted previously, Fletcher (1890) suggested that
it belonged to the group of meteorites that Smith
(1871) considered to be the products of a single
meteor. Smith (1871:338) theorized that the
meteor had come from a northeast direction across
the North American continent dropping large
meteorites in the states of Coahuila and Chihuahua.
However, the ﬁnal destination of the meteor was
never discussed by either author.
At the beginning of my research on the Casas
Grandes meteorite, I assumed that an impact
crater ought to be associated and that it should
be located somewhere in the vicinity of Paquimé.
However, this assumption proved to be premature
and difﬁcult to examine or verify. Nevertheless,
my information on meteorites and impact craters
was pursued using Google Search and eventually
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contents, is not available to me at the present time.
In considering the possible origins of the Casas
Grandes meteorite, there is no evidence to tie it to
El Capulín or any other possible impact crater. It
may have been delivered by some meteor passing
by and left a smaller depression where it struck the
earth. Neither Tarayre (1869) nor Bandelier (1892)
believed the meteorite had fallen on the city of
Casas Grandes. And I do not believe it landed on
the spot where it was found; that is, in the room
in a mound or labyrinth at Paquimé. Nevertheless,
it seems to me that an iron meteorite of its size
ought to have left a dent in the ground somewhere,
perhaps in the vicinity of Casas Grandes.
Carlos Caraveo (2012:79-87), a colleague who
has done preliminary research on the meteorite,
theorizes it may have struck the earth at the site
where Paquimé was established and that it may
have been the catalyst for the construction of the
city. He suggests that the semi-subterranean room
in Unit 11 that adjoins the Mound of the Serpent
could possibly have been built in the remnants
of a crater. However, there is no clear indication

near La Junta, a small town in central Chihuahua
(Figure 3). The article indicated that the crater was
being explored by scientists from the Institute of
Geophysics, National Autonomous University of
Mexico (UNAM), and students and their college
professors from a local university. The crater was
initially located with U.S. National Aeronautical
and Space Administration satellite technology
and the technical team was conducting ﬁeld
magnetometer tests and taking soil samples (El
Heraldo de Chihuahua 2010).
Using the information in the news article,
I accessed Google Earth to see if I could ﬁnd
the crater location on the satellite map. To my
pleasant surprise, I was able to ﬁnd the crater on
the map marked with the designation, “Impacto de
meteorito.” The crater, named “El Capulín,” is a
circular topographic depression about 1,000 feet
in diameter and about 100 feet deep. It is situated
about 3.5 miles southwest of the town of La Junta
in central Chihuahua and is about 140 miles
southeast of Casas Grandes. Further information
on this crater, such as the date of its formation or its

Figure 3. Satellite image map of northern Chihuahua. The meteor crater El Capulin is
near La Junta. Electronic document, Google Earth 11/10/2015).
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distances, but moving an iron mass weighing 3,400
pounds would still have required a great deal of
effort and engineering by the Paquimeans. It was
most likely rolled or dragged to the city by many
strong men and women. Considering the special
treatment it was given when it was in place in the
city, the movement itself undoubtedly involved an
elaborate religious ceremony, and probably a grand
one at that.

or evidence of an impact crater at that location
mentioned in the excavation reports (Di Peso et
al. 1974:5:475-514). Other possibilities are the
large circular “reservoir” depressions located east
of Unit 11 and adjoining the Mound of the Heroes
and the Mound of the Offerings, any one of which
may be large enough and deep enough to have been
a crater (Figure 4).
Nevertheless, I believe the inhabitants of
Paquimé must have transported the Casas Grandes
meteorite into the city from wherever it landed,
perhaps from a location much closer to the site
than El Capulín. Elsewhere in the Southwest,
people without draft animals and wheeled vehicles
were able to move large, heavy objects over great

Archaeological Contexts
As an artifact and a subject of archaeology, the
Casas Grandes meteorite has been mentioned only

Figure 4. Plan view map of Paquimé: A) House of the Serpent; B) large reservoir; C)
Mound of the Serpent; D) Mound of the Heroes; E) Mound of the Offerings (adapted
from Dean and Ravesloot 1993:Figure 4).
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Peso’s descriptions, photographs, and maps of the
excavated portions of the city. Edmund Tarayre
(1869) was told that the meteorite came from a
room in a labyrinth near the surface, but Bandelier
(1892) was told that it was found in a small room
in a large mound (suggesting it was separate from
the main dwelling complex). However, neither
man saw the meteorite. There are several mounds
and ceremonial structures depicted on Di Peso’s
map that could have served as places where the
meteorite was enshrined. Di Peso named three of
them that are considered here: the “Mound of the
Offerings,” the “Mound of the Heroes,” and the
“House of the Serpent” (see Figure 4).
The Mound of the Offerings is a possibility
because it is an odd-shaped structure on the west
side of the plaza with burial vaults and rooms with
ceremonial features such as fragments of a stone
statuette and an “altar stone” with a T-shaped
aperture. However, based on Di Peso’s description,
it does not appear there was a great amount of
disturbance to the rooms as might be expected
if large, heavy, meteorite was extracted from the
structure. Nevertheless, the symbolic nature of
the structure and its contents may be closer to the
account told to Edmund Tarayre (1869) that the
meteorite came from a room in a labyrinth near
the surface.
Another possibility is the Mound of the
Heroes, a prominent mound in a central location
west of the main plaza that is described by Di Peso
(1974:2:222) as a truncated pyramid, four meters
high with a stone stairway, and he noted that, “Most
of the original summit had been destroyed in recent
times by vandals searching for a ‘golden ox’…”
An endnote to this passage refers to the discussion
in Volume 4 (Di Peso et al. 1974:4:465-467) about
a local historical account of looters digging into the
mound looking for treasure. Was this story related
to the account of a large iron meteorite having been
found at the site in the 1860s? Incidentally, the
name of the mound comes from a local account that
Mexican revolutionaries were buried in a shaft in
the mound after a defeat by federal troops in 1911
(Di Peso et al. 1974:4:465-467). The character of
the mound and the heavy disturbance is intriguing

brieﬂy in the archaeological literature. Lekson
(2008:214) provides two sentences referring
to its discovery and its current location in the
Smithsonian. Other information on the meteorite is
found in an endnote in the eight-volume report for
the Joint Casas Grandes Project at Casas Grandes
(Paquimé) and several nearby sites (Di Peso
1974; Di Peso et al.1974). The endnote (Di Peso
1974:2:666, note 12) regarding the meteorite is
referenced to the following paragraph in Volume 2
where Di Peso discusses the Diablo Phase, the last
episode in the Medio Period, and speculates on the
causes for the fall of the city of Paquimé:
Is it possible that the Diablo Phase populace
actually smothered in its own afﬂuence, as
its artisan families wilted in their apartment
cells in a state of shock? Was this multisourced social sickness climaxed by some
potent natural calamity such as a meteorite
strike or an earthquake, which may have
caused the wall shearing along a southwestnortheast line through the city? (Di Peso
1974:2:320)
Di Peso may have been just speculating, but it
seems he was troubled by the shearing of a major
wall through the city, several burned room blocks,
and the presence of so many informally interred
skeletal remains found scattered around the city.
Although he could not explain the sheared wall,
Di Peso concluded that a massacre must have
occurred at Paquimé to account for the scattered
bodies and burned room blocks. He apparently
dismissed the idea of a meteorite strike based on the
advice of Edward Henderson, a mineralogist at the
Smithsonian Institution, who thought the erosion
on the Casas Grandes meteorite suggested it was
too old to be associated with the city of Paquimé
(Di Peso 1974:2:666, note 12). The terrestrial age
of the Casas Grandes meteorite apparently has
been determined to be about 160,000 years, more
or less (Buchwald 1975:433).
The location of the Casas Grandes meteorite
in the city of Paquimé has never been fully
established, and there is no mention of it in Di
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alike marvel at the magic of the heavens. When a
large meteor enters the earth’s atmosphere, such
as the one in Russia in the spring of 2013, the
scientiﬁc, military, and political institutions were
profoundly impressed. Surely, it was no different in
the prehistoric past even though the knowledge and
technology did not exist to completely understand
the workings of the universe. Nevertheless, it
seems that magicians, medicine-men, shamans, and
priests have known how to use these phenomena
to motivate others in their pursuits of inﬂuence,
power, status, and control.
The veneration, religious treatment, and
symbolism of meteorites have been the interest
of anthropologists and social scientists examining
the cultural signiﬁcance of meteorites around the
world. The earliest and most comprehensive review
of meteorite veneration appeared in an article by
Oliver C. Farrington in the Journal of American
Folklore. His information source on the Casas
Grandes meteorite is none other than the 1873
Smithsonian Annual Report mentioned previously.
In his article Farrington (1900:199-208) discusses
some of the known occurrences of meteorites found
in religious or ritual contexts throughout the world.
He notes that meteorites were often venerated and
in some cases, worshipped as gods, by people of
different cultures, including the Greeks, Romans,
various Native American and Mexican groups, and
others in Europe, Japan, India, and Arabia. As an
example, Farrington (1900:199-200) states that
it is widely known that the black stone built into
the Kaaba (temple) in Mecca is a meteorite placed
there by Mohammed. The name of the stone is “The
Right Hand of God on Earth,” and “each devout
Moslem is bidden to look (toward the temple) ﬁve
times a day as they pray.”
Another example cited by Farrington (1900:
205) is a meteorite discovered in San Gregorio,
Chihuahua, Mexico in 1891 that bore a chiseled
inscription: “Solo Dios con su poder este fierro
destruira. Pues en el mundo no habra. Quien lo
pueda hacer.” (“Only God with his power will
destroy this iron / for in this world there will be
none / who could do it.”) This enormous meteorite
and another were originally recorded in a letter to

to say the least, and suggests that the Mound of the
Heroes may have been where the Casas Grandes
meteorite was found.
Again, considering the labyrinth story, Caraveo
(2012:79-87) speculates that the meteorite could
have been in Unit 11, the House of the Serpent, in
a semi-subterranean room or vault. His argument
is that Unit 11 is one of the oldest structures in the
city and that the meteorite was likely there before
construction began, and its presence may have been
the reason why the city of Paquimé was established.
He suggests that a possible depression in which the
semi-subterranean room was built may have been
the crater of the meteorite.
However, there are problems with Caraveo’s
speculation. According to Di Peso, et al.
(1974:5:475), Unit 11 was later abandoned while
the rest of the city continued to be occupied, and
it seems unlikely that the city’s inhabitants would
abandon such a sacred object if it were in the unit.
Also, although it is mentioned that the subterranean
room was “built in a large pit,” the feature is not
discussed further in the detailed description of
Unit 11 nor depicted in the stratigraphic proﬁles
shown in the report (De Peso et al. 1974:5:506514). Curiously, to support his argument, Caraveo
(2012:87) states that he believes John Russell
Bartlett, who visited Paquimé in 1853, encountered
this meteorite on a pedestal in vault 38 of Unit 11
wrapped in a blanket. Although Bartlett (1857:345365) and his companions did do some exploratory
digging in the location of what is now Unit 11,
he does not mention the meteorite. The omission
would clearly have been out of character for
Bartlett because he was interested in other Mexican
meteorites that he had seen.

On the Veneration of Meteorites
It seems meteors and meteorites have long captured
the awe and interest of people throughout the world
from prehistoric to the most recent times. Even today,
when the Leonid meteor showers occur in the skies
and “shooting stars” are periodically seen around
the world, the sophisticated and non-sophisticated
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meteorite, the Camp Verde meteorite was
found “wrapped in a feather blanket” and
buried in the ﬂoor of a pueblo that was
estimated to be 800-900 years old (Nininger
1938:39).
 A meteorite was found in a pottery vessel in
the ruins of “old Pojoaque pueblo” that was
believed to be part of a “medicine-man’s
outﬁt” (Brady 1931). Nininger (1938:40)
states it was part of the Glorietta meteorite
that was found 30 miles away.
 A seven-pound meteorite was found in the
ruins of the Sun Shrine House at Mesa Verde
in 1922 mixed in with rubble (Merrill 1924).
Though it was not believed to a cultural
object at the time, it is known that early
excavation work at Mesa Verde was not the
most reliable. It is unlikely that its association
with the Sun Shrine was just coincidental.
 The Huizopa meteorite, weighing almost
240 pounds, was found within a building
in prehistoric ruins in Huizopa, western
Chihuahua, Mexico. It was believed that
the structure may have been built around it
(Nininger 1932:27).
 The Navajo Irons, comprising two masses
weighing 4,800 pounds, were found in 1922
in Arizona. One mass had been inscribed
with grooves that the Navajos thought was a
feature from the previous inhabitants of the
area (Heineman and Brady 1929; Roy and
Wyant 1949).
 The Willamette Meteorite, found in Oregon
and weighing 31,107 pounds, is the largest
meteorite ever found in the United States.
Considered sacred to the Clackamas Indians
who call it “the visitor from the moon,” it
was the focus of a repatriation dispute with
the American Museum of Natural History
(2000).

the Smithsonian by Juan Urgindi (1872) and earlier
described by Smith (1871). The other is known as
“La Concepcion,” or the Adargas meteorite; on
it is inscribed “A-1600” (possibly a date). At the
time, the latter was believed to be related to the
San Gregorio meteorite and a group known as the
Chupaderos meteorites, and possibly the Casas
Grandes meteorite. More recently, the mass of
La Concepcion has been considered part of the
Chupaderos meteorite group (Buchwald 1975:465467). The San Gregorio and Casas Grandes
meteorites have been found to be the result of
separate falls. All are very large iron meteorites
that were found in the same region of central
Chihuahua (Fletcher 1890:119-151).
Farrington cites several other examples of
meteorite veneration among historic and prehistoric
Native Americans, including those of the “Mound
Builders,” the Hopewell, the Comanche, and the
Pawnee. The Casas Grandes meteorite and its
context are speciﬁcally identiﬁed by Farrington
(1900:204-205) as an excellent example of
meteorite veneration by ancient peoples.
Other articles appeared throughout the
years that discussed meteorites in relation to
socio-religious activities as well as for mundane
purposes such as tools, weapons, ornaments, and
objects of public display. Among them are papers
by Newton (1897), Merrill (1924), Heineman
and Brady (1929), Brady (1931), Nininger (1932,
1938), Prufer (1961), and Roy and Wyant (1949).
Newton’s article provided much of the information
in Farrington’s paper, which focused mainly
on examples from the Old World. The others
devoted their discussion and examples to those
of prehistoric Native cultures of North America
and Mexico. The following are perhaps the most
interesting of examples in these articles:
 The Winona meteorite was found in the ruins
of a pueblo in Northern Arizona “carefully
buried in a sub-ﬂoor cist” (Heineman and
Brady 1929), “similar to those which the
former inhabitants … buried their children”
(Nininger 1938:39).
 Also, about 100 miles south of the Winona

These examples suggest that meteorites were
known to many prehistoric cultures, and in some
cases, their origins or associations with the cosmos
were either inferred or intuitively absorbed. When
found, they were often treated with the utmost
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respect and reverence. Some were actually sought
after to make ceremonial tools, some were used as
relics or amulets, and others were buried in some
form of mortuary or ritual context. The Casas
Grandes meteorite appears to have been one of the
latter; that is, perhaps buried as an ancestor or as a
spiritual entity that had attachment to the people of
Paquimé. As mentioned by Tarayre (1869:170), by
Pierson in the Smithsonian Annual Report (1873),
and later by Bandelier (1892), the Casas Grandes
meteorite is described as being found in a room
in a labyrinth or in a mound wrapped in textiles
and enclosed in a special chamber. If the meteorite
was enshrined in a small pyramid like the Mound
of the Heroes, or in a room of a labyrinth such as
the Mound of the Offerings, or in the House of
the Serpent, it is likely that it was worshipped as a
cultural ancestor or some sort of celestial deity.
On this same theme, Caraveo (2012:88-89)
proposes that the meteorite may have been seen by
the Paquimeans as a messenger from Mesoamerican
gods. If I have translated and understand his
proposal correctly, his reasoning is as follows: 1)
the semi subterranean room or vault in the House
of the Serpent contained the meteorite; 2) the vault/
room complex of Unit 11 is aligned with the North
Star and Ursa Minor; 3) there is a possible T-shaped
door that provided access to the vault/room from a
plaza; 4) the T-shaped door is a portal to the Mayan
god “Xaman-Ek” or “Ik” who is represented by
the North Star in Mesoamerican cosmology; 5)
“Ik” is considered an emissary of the Aztec god,
Quetzalcoatl, the feathered serpent; 6) the linear
mound in the shape of a serpent lies to the west
side of Unit 11; and 7) a stone found on the mound
exhibits a petroglyph of a feathered serpent. Thus
it would seem that the presence of the meteorite at
that location is Caraveo’s reason why the House of
the Serpent was constructed there and why it was
built in alignment with the symbolic portals to the
Mayan/Aztec celestial deities. Incidentally, the ball
courts and the north arm of the Mound of the Cross
are aligned in similar fashion.

Was the Casas Grandes meteorite related to Di
Peso’s speculations regarding the end of Casas
Grandes? Did a meteorite strike or earthquake
cause the people of Paquimé to move away? Did
the city of Paquimé suddenly come to an abrupt end,
or did it just fade into obscurity around A.D. 1450
(Phillips 2008; Whalen and Minnis 2009)? Was a
massacre responsible for the demise of the city? As
previously discussed, Di Peso dismissed the idea
of a meteorite strike and did not speculate further
on the possibility of an earthquake. However, he
believed the city had ended violently. He could
not explain the sheared wall, but interpreted the
burned room blocks and scattered human burials
as indications that a massacre was responsible for
the fall of the city.
On the question of a massacre, a detailed
forensic analysis of the human remains from Di
Peso’s excavations has become available in a
recent doctoral dissertation (Casserino 2009:53).
Casserino examined a 27 percent sample of the
skeletal assemblage recovered during Di Peso’s
excavations that included individuals from both
formal and informal interments. The latter were
from scattered contexts found in the excavated
areas of Paquimé. The assemblage was analyzed
for standard forensic details such as aging, sexing,
disease, injuries and evidence for cannibalism,
but was also dated by ﬂuoride ion and radiometric
methods. Casserino (2009:110) concluded that
there is no evidence of a massacre at the time of
the fall of the city, nor is there evidence that a large
number of people died at that time for some other
reason. The dating of most of the non-interred
skeletal materials indicates that they represent
successive deaths over time and are not the result
of a catastrophic event as assumed by Di Peso.
Nevertheless, there were a number of skeletons
found under collapsed structures which perhaps
should be considered with respect to Di Peso’s
belief in a violent end to the city.
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The Chelyabinsk meteor is regarded as one of the
largest ones to have entered the earth’s atmosphere
in recent times and the effects of the shock wave
were profound. Undoubtedly, the meteor that
created El Capulin was many times the size of the
Chelyabinsk meteor and its effects must have been
catastrophic. The size and composition of several
huge meteorites in central Chihuahua suggest that
they too were delivered by a meteor of great size.

Regarding the question of a meteorite strike,
there is no evidence that the Casas Grandes
meteorite fell on the city of Paquimé, at least not
when it was inhabited by humans. However, the
inhabitants of Paquimé might have experienced
the fall or near miss of some large meteorite at
one time or another. For instance, the Spaniards
told of a tradition among the Tarahumaras and
Tepehuanes that the fall of a meteorite may have
had “some connection with the movement of some
of the tribes” (Bandelier 1892). Though from a
secondary account, I do not think this tradition
should be dismissed as mere folklore. The San
Gregorio meteorite mentioned earlier is estimated
to have been on the ground for less than 2,000 years
(Buchwald 1975:840). This meteorite and others
nearby, as well as the huge crater El Capulín, are all
located in central Chihuahua, the historic territory
of the Tarahumaras. This suggests the account may
be more than coincidence.

Summary and Conclusions
When it was discovered in the ruins of Paquimé
in the 1860s, the Casas Grandes meteorite was
collected and shipped to the United States where
it became a museum specimen in the Smithsonian
Institution. The meteorite was documented in
various scientiﬁc publications from that time, but
remained absent in the archaeological literature
though it was an artifact from an ancient ruin.
It is unlikely that the Casas Grandes meteorite
fell on the city of Paquimé where it was found. The
discovery of a huge impact crater some distance
away from Casas Grandes was initially thought to
be related, but this proved impossible to determine.
However, the meteor that created the crater may be
related to it or to several other meteorites in central
Chihuahua (Fletcher 1890).
The precise location of where the meteorite fell
is still unknown, but it was undoubtedly moved into
Paquimé by the city’s prehistoric inhabitants. An
attempt was made herein to determine the building
or room where the meteorite was originally placed
and from which it was subsequently removed in
1867. However, this effort proved unsuccessful
although several ceremonial features at Paquimé re
proposed as possible locations.
The meteorite was venerated as an object of
special signiﬁcance by the occupants of Paquimé,
perhaps as a cultural ancestor or as a messenger
from celestial spirits or gods. This compares
favorably with how meteorites were worshipped or
venerated by other cultures in the world, including
some Native American cultures.
The demise, fall, or end of Paquimé is still

On the Possibility of Effects
If a major meteor event occurred in central
Chihuahua at the time Paquimé was occupied, what
might have been the effects on the people and their
public and ceremonial structures? To examine this
question, perhaps a comparison can be made with
a meteor event that occurred recently in Russia that
was monitored and documented by scientists and
space-age equipment of several countries.
On February 15, 2013, a meteor streaked across
the sky over the Ural Mountains and exploded at
76,000 feet about 40 kilometers (25 miles) south
of the city of Chelyabinsk, Russia. The energy
from the air burst explosion is estimated to have
been more than 20 times greater than the atomic
bomb dropped on Hiroshima. With a ﬂash said to
be brighter than the sun, the powerful shock wave
damaged buildings and caused injuries to people
in Chelyabinsk. Fragments from the meteor were
scattered over a wide area and the largest mass,
the Chelyabinsk meteorite weighing 1,440 pounds,
was recovered from the bottom of a hole in an icecovered lake 60 kilometers (37.25 miles) away.
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Mexican government and placed in the museum
at the Archaeological Zone of Paquimé, Casas
Grandes, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The
meteorite is an artifact representing the prehistoric
indigenous peoples of the greater U.S. Southwest
and Northern Mexico.

an open question. Di Peso’s interpretations
regarding a massacre and warfare appear to be
unsupportable. However, his view that the end
was violent is suggested by the burned rooms, the
sheared wall, and skeletal material found under
collapsed structures. Although Di Peso dismissed
the idea of a meteorite strike, it is possible that a
meteor explosion such as the one at Chelyabinsk,
Russia in 2013 could have occurred close enough
to Casas Grandes to cause a calamity to the city of
Paquimé.
As a ﬁnal note, the Casas Grandes meteorite—
or parts of it—currently resides in the Smithsonian
Institution. Based on the records in the Department
of Mineral Sciences, Smithsonian Museum of
Natural History, it has been cut into halves and
several small pieces (Figure 5). Some of these
specimens surely ought to be repatriated to the
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Figure 5. The Casas Grandes Meteorite exhibited in the Smithsonian Institution. Photo by
Martin Horejsi (2003), used with permission.
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Coronado in the Tiguex Province, 1540 – 1542
MATTHEW F. SCHMADER
Some of the most transformative events in the history of the American Southwest occurred with the arrival
of the ﬁrst European explorers. In the mid-1530s, the political environment in New Spain (México) was
fertile ground for seeking riches and expanding the Spanish empire. Hernán Cortés had vanquished the
Aztec empire nearly two decades earlier in 1521. The Pizarro brothers’ conquest of Peru took place little
more than 10 years after Cortés. In the wake of those events, the Spanish crown opened up fronts in la
Florída and was poised to sweep northward from Nueva España into unknown lands of the continental
interior. There was considerable geographic uncertainty as to the size of unexplored oceans or continents
and the distance to Asia. Voyages of discovery sailing west from Europe expected to ﬁnd the islands of
Antillia, the lands of Sipango and Cathay, or the shores of India (Flint 2008:17-19). Mythical places such
as Anian, Tolm, Marata, and Totonteac awaited (Figure 1). The route to the Orient seemed to be north or
northwest of New Spain.

Figure 1. Map of Hispania Nova (“New Spain”) showing place names mentioned in the text. Map by M. Schmader
(2013) as modiﬁed from the original Americae Sive Novi Orbis by Abraham Ortelius (1570).
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almost 19 tons of silver, worth about $20,000,000
in today’s value of precious metals (Schmader
2014a:114). This was a staggering amount for the
time: a quantity almost three times the treasure
Cortés made off with from Tenochtitlán in 1521
(S.C. Flint 2003:53).
The expedition was made up of about 375
Europeans—almost all Spanish, but including
a few Portuguese, Italians, Scots, Germans and
Englishmen (Hammond and Rey 1940:13). These
enlistees ﬁled past Mendoza and declared what they
were bringing—their horses, weapons, military
gear, and members of various small entourages
(Aiton 1939). Nearly invisible in the muster
roll were the many Indians of mixed Méxican
indigenous heritage (called indios amigos) who
were soldiers and laborers for the expedition. Their
exact numbers are not known, but estimates hold
that at least 1,300 and possibly 2,000 or more
indios amigos were involved at some point (Flint
2008:58). These native mercenaries are generally
thought to have been of Tarascan, Tlaxcalan,
and Méxica descent (R. Flint 2003; 2008:58-60).
Over 1,000 horses and several thousand head of
livestock accompanied the expedition. In fact,
the entire enterprise was one of the largest landbased efforts ever attempted by the Spanish crown
among its many sixteenth-century explorations
in the New World (Schmader 2011:314-315;
2014a:116). When it returned over two years later,
the expedition covered nearly 4,000 miles.
It took more than four months, but the
expedition made its way to their presumed ﬁnal
destination of Cíbola, at the present-day pueblos
of Zuni (Figure 2). There, they had been told
by Fray Marcos de Niza (based on his earlier
reconnaissance), they would ﬁnd the civilization
they sought. Not only was de Niza wrong, but
hunger and mutual anxiety led to hostilities: the
ﬁrst battle between the Spanish empire and native
peoples of the American Southwest occurred
at the Zuni pueblo of Hawikku on July 7, 1540
(Hammond and Rey 1940:17). Coronado was
badly wounded in the ﬁght (Hammond and Rey
1940:169, 181), but the Zunis were overpowered.
Failure to ﬁnd rich settlements presented itself as

The ﬁrst Viceroy of all Nueva España,
Antonio de Mendoza, was charged with ensuring
the interests of the Spanish crown. Mendoza was
concerned that any push into the northern frontier
should not be dominated by military force, or by
treasure-seeking greed. In 1539, he ordered a small
exploratory party to the American Southwest under
cleric Fray Marcos de Niza to investigate reports
of large settlements. De Niza returned shaken by
the killing of his chief guide, Esteban, but reported
sighting major towns in a region called Cíbola
(Hartmann and Flint 2003:28-32). Mendoza had
heard the information he needed and moved ahead
with plans for a major expedition (Flint and Flint
2005:59-64).
Mendoza’s exploration to seek new
civilizations was led by his twenty-nine-year-old
governor of the province of Nueva Galicia, captain
general Francisco Vázquez de Coronado y Luján.
By the time approval from King Carlos arrived,
Coronado was already preparing to lead the
undertaking. Excitement ran through the province
and men, induced by the prospects of another
major conquest, rushed to join the expedition.
On February 22, 1540, a large group assembled
in a town square near the west coast of México
and prepared for their fateful journey northward
(Hammond and Rey 1940:83-87). The place was
Compostela, the capital of Nueva Galicia (near
present-day Tepic in the Méxican state of Nayarit).
The day was marked by an expeditionary muster
roll, or alarde, presented to Mendoza. Much
investment and opportunity rested on the young
governor as his expedition departed Compostela,
but nobody could know how the course of history
would be changed by the events that followed.
As was the practice of the day, the enterprise
had to be privately funded and would not be
underwritten by the Spanish crown (S.C. Flint
2003:43-52). For his share, Vázquez de Coronado
staked a goodly portion of his wife Beatriz Estrada’s
estate. Mendoza contributed even more heavily,
and most of the leaders and captains paid well for
the privilege. Arms, personal gear, and horses were
supplied by the men themselves. The estimated
cost of the expedition was about 574,000 pesos,
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Figure 2. Route of the expedition led by Francisco Vázquez de Coronado (1540-1542).

The Tiguex Province

a challenge to turn back or press on. Coronado
decided to send an advance party eastward led by
Hernando de Alvarado, who explored past Acoma,
into the Río Grande valley, and as far as Pecos
Pueblo (Hammond and Rey 1940:182-184). His
report back to the captain general was favorable
about the Río Grande, where he said there was
better potential to ﬁnd what was being sought, and
to set up a new base of operation (Hammond and
Rey 1940:218-220).

In fact, Alvarado had led the ﬁrst group of Europeans
(along with accompanying indios amigos) to see
the present day Río Grande, which they named the
Río de Nuestra Señora:
This Nuestra Señora River ﬂows
through a broad valley planted with
ﬁelds of maize. There are some
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them in the context of the major sixteenth-century
Spanish explorations continue to the present. One
of the most important of Coronado’s sites was
his ﬁrst winter camp, which he called Alcanfor.
For important work on identifying other Tiguex
pueblos such as Puaray, see Snow (1975).
By the time the entire force had reassembled,
the especially harsh winter of 1540 had set in
and the group was woefully unprepared for the
conditions, having travelled north from the tropics.
Cold and hunger forced them to take over Alcanfor
(Hammond and Rey 1940:219). Demands for food
and clothing, the imprisonment of native guides,
and assaults on Pueblo women worsened relations.
In retaliation, Pueblo people stole horses and
killed Méxican guards. These frictions erupted
into a battle at the nearby pueblo of Arenal, after

cottonwood groves. There are twelve
pueblos. The houses are made of mud,
two stories high. The people seem
good, more given to farming than to
war. They have provisions of maize,
beans, melons, and chickens in great
abundance. They dress in cotton, cattle
[buffalo] skins, and coats made with
the feathers from the chickens [turkeys]
(Hammond and Rey 1940:183).
The region was thereafter called the Provincia de
Tiguex, situated north of and including the presentday city of Albuquerque (Figure 3). Almost all
of Alvarado’s mentioned “twelve towns” have
been found by archaeologists. Efforts initiated
as early as the 1880s (Bandelier 1892) to place

Figure 3. Map of the central Río Grande valley or “Tiguex Province” of Vázquez de Coronado, showing most of
the known occupied villages (modern map by M. Schmader 2010, using present-day place names for sites).
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Laboratory of Anthropology system, a very low
number indicating that it was ﬁrst recorded before
1930 (Fisher 1931). The site’s size and importance
gained the early attention of local scholars who
attempted to place it in the context of sixteenthcentury explorations of the middle Rio Grande
valley (Meacham 1926; Mera 1933; Vivian
1932). Piedras Marcadas also played an important
role in the early development of David Snow’s
archaeological career. He recalls a visit to the site
led by University of New Mexico professor Stanley
Stubbs in 1956, when Snow was still in high school
(D. Snow, personal communication 2014). Those
early experiences helped inspire young David to
begin his now-illustrious career.
Estimated dates of occupation for Piedras
Marcadas are from the late A.D. 1200s until the
early 1600s (Marshall 1986; Schmader 1986),
which spans the entire Pueblo IV and European
contact periods. Río Grande glazeware ceramics
were made in numerous styles and types over a
350+ year time frame from A.D. 1300 until well
into the 1600s (Museum of New Mexico 1966).
LA 290, in fact, was designated as the type site
for Río Grande Glaze E pottery type of Tiguex
Glaze-polychrome, which was made ca. A.D. 1500
to 1600 (Mera 1933:8). Snow’s research on Rio
Grande glazewares is notable among that done by
many scholars.
Piedras Marcadas is regarded as one of the
largest known Contact-period pueblos in the middle
Río Grande Valley for the 50-mile-long stretch
from above San Felipe Pueblo to below the town
of Belen (Marshall and Walt 1985). Investigations
in the 1980s determined that the site covered an
area of seven to nine acres and contained well over
1000 ground ﬂoor rooms (Marshall 1987; 1988).
The site is now under management of the City of
Albuquerque.
Native American involvement in site
management objectives has been inﬂuential.
Observing that Piedras Marcadas is regarded as
an ancestral village, they asked that non-invasive
research take place and that no broad-scale
excavations be conducted. Commenting that other
nearby sites have been extensively excavated,

which more than 100 Pueblo men were burned
at the stake (Hammond and Rey 1940:226). The
remaining Puebloan resistance then consolidated
at “the strongest” pueblo, called Moho, three to
four leagues (8 to 11 miles) away from Alcanfor.
Vázquez de Coronado personally led the initial
assault on Moho, but it took a siege of 50 to 80
days to ﬁnally overcome the village (Hammond
and Rey 1940:360). Over 200 more Pueblo people
died in that prolonged series of skirmishes.
By the spring of 1541 Coronado hurriedly
left the Tiguex province for Pecos. Spurred ever
eastward by stories, trickery, and hopes of fortune,
the expedition found itself on the edge of the Great
Plains (Sánchez 1997:236). There they noted its
vastness, many tribes, and massive herds of buffalo.
Continuing through the Texas panhandle, Coronado
decided to send nearly all of the expedition back to
Tiguex while he and 30 others rode on, possibly
as far as Kansas before realizing there would be
no Quivira or any rich civilizations (Sánchez
1997:244-248). Coronado began his long return
to Mexico by going back to the Tiguex province
to spend his second winter there. It is a curiosity
that many historical and popular accounts of
Coronado’s exploration scarcely mention his time
at Tiguex, when in fact he spent longer there than
any other place (about 12 out of 28 total months).
He spent both the winters of 1540-1541 and 15411542 during the months of October through March,
a total time in Tiguex of a year.

Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
Recent investigations by the author at a major Pueblo
site near Albuquerque have yielded important
materials that may well change our understanding
of events in Tiguex and associated material culture
of the Vázquez de Coronado expedition (Schmader
2008a, 2008b, 2009, 2011, 2012a ).
The site is called Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
(“village of the marked stones”) due to its
proximity to large concentrations of images in
Petroglyph National Monument. Piedras Marcadas
is designated as LA 290 in the New Mexico
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and ground-penetrating radar were used to locate
adobe walls and other features (Markussen 2006).
Electrical resistivity was selected as the most
effective technique for the site when compared to
other methods. Electrical resistivity measures the
strength and speed of currents between two probes
(in this case 50 cm, or about 20 in, apart) inserted
into the ground surface at regular intervals. When
done over a broad area, the variance in data is
analyzed and a map can be made with results not
unlike taking a below-ground “X-ray” at the depth
of the probes below the ground surface.
The majority of the electrical resistivity
work was done at a depth of 50 cm, and produced
remarkable results (Figure 4). Investigation of an
area in excess of 8,000 m2 (nearly 2 ac) in 2005

they requested that out of respect at least one of
their villages be left intact. At present, the site is
accessed only by guided tours several times a year
and is otherwise closed except for ﬁeld research.
Commitments to the Pueblo community
resulted in a research program developed by the
City of Albuquerque that focuses on remote sensing
and noninvasive techniques (Schmader 2008a,
2009). Field work done in the 1990s centered on
analyzing surface artifacts, mapping topography,
and identifying adobe walls periodically visible
at certain times of the year. In 2000, the City
of Albuquerque began remote sensing for site
interpretation and to better inform resource and
visitor management. Initially, several techniques
such as electrical resistivity, archaeomagnetics,

Figure 4. Electrical resistivity results (left side) and architectural interpretation of major site features (right side)
showing rooms surrounding central plaza area, passageways, and kiva. Resistivity map by Christine Markussen, 2006.
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hundred rooms in the central part of the site. These
rooms were built around open plaza areas similar
to the architecture found by excavations at nearby
sites in the Rio Grande valley (Vierra 1987). Metal
artifact distributions identiﬁed at Piedras Marcadas
Pueblo (Figure 5) are within an enclosed central
plaza area and include portions of the encompassing
architecture and areas outside the central roomblock
(Schmader 2012b). Figure 5 shows clusters of
artifacts concentrated in several areas of the site
architecture. Differences in distribution can be seen
even at the most basic distinction of iron versus
non-iron artifacts. The investigated area represents
a fraction of the total site, and what has been found
thus far appears to have a relatively high degree of
structural integrity. The average depth of 3 to 8 cm
below the modern surface of the sixteenth-century
artifacts indicates good site integrity and potential
for relating subsurface artifacts to remotely-sensed
architecture.
Activities that occurred at Piedras Marcadas
Pueblo were high-energy situations resulting in
the frequent breakage and/or loss of numerous
metal artifacts, including many personal items.
Simply stated, the site was the location of a major
conﬂict or battle(s) fought between members of the
Vázquez de Coronado expedition and the pueblo’s
inhabitants. Some crossbow boltheads were
bent or shattered and some lead balls have been
ﬂattened from impact. Bronze bells and copper
sheet have been ripped apart. Nails and nail shafts
have been broken and many pieces of iron are in
fragmentary condition. Personal items such as
clothing fasteners, buckles, or aglets were broken
or lost. Importantly, these items have been found
in association with each other and with reference
to the known location of walls found by remote
sensing. All lines of evidence point to the high
likelihood of a single battle or multiple skirmishes
at the site.
The material consequences of a battle or highenergy situation involving many people in a short
period of time would produce high artifact density,
high loss rates of personal items, and frequent
breakage (Schmader and Sánchez 2009). The site of
Hawikku at Zuni, where Coronado fought his ﬁrst

and 2006 identiﬁed several hundred adobe walls
in the middle portion or central roomblock of the
site (Markussen et al. 2007). None of the remote
sensing was done with an expectation of ﬁnding
contact-period or Coronado expeditionary material.
In early 2007, several surface metal artifacts
were recovered following the clearing of shrubbery
to conduct resistivity surveys (Schmader 2008a,
2011:311-312). The artifacts were consistent with
known sixteenth-century materials such as those
found at the Coronado campsite (LA 54147) near
Santiago Pueblo (Vierra 1989) and at Hawikku
in Zuni (Damp 2005). The presence of sixteenthcentury metal artifacts ﬁt with datable surface
ceramics at Piedras Marcadas, which indicated a
continuous occupation from at least AD 1300 until
the early1600s (Marshall 1986, 1987; Mera 1940;
Schmader 1986). It had been suggested by several
researchers over the decades that Piedras Marcadas
was likely one of the dozen Tiguex “towns” (see
Figure 3) ﬁrst described by Alvarado (e.g., Marshall
1986, 1988; Schmader 1986, 2008a; Vierra 1989;
Vierra and Hordes 1997; Vivian 1932).
With evidence from a few surface metal
artifacts, efforts turned to recovering more items
that might be linked to the Coronado expedition.
Systematic metal detection surveys were initiated
starting in 2007. During a seven-year period from
2007 through 2013, thirteen 20 by 20-m grid
units have been thoroughly investigated by metal
detection survey. The investigation area covers
a total of 5,200 m2 (just over 1 ac in total area).
Artifacts located by metal detectors are excavated
and their exact locations mapped in place. Within
the intensively surveyed units, over 1,000 sixteenthcentury metal artifacts have been identiﬁed based
on their type, form, material, and deterioration
(Schmader 2011:312; 2014a:122). The average
depth of sixteenth-century metal artifacts is just 3
cm to 8 cm below present ground surface.

Site Structure
Electrical resistivity surveys (Markussen et al 2007)
have identiﬁed the adobe wall outlines of several
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Figure 5. Distribution of sixteenth-century metal artifacts in relation to remote-sensing
architectural features. Green dots are non-ferrous (copper, copper alloy, and lead)
artifacts; red dots are ferrous artifacts.
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of yards and were used very effectively in the
Spanish conquests of México and Peru (1519
to 1532). The stout crossbow arrow, or bolt, was
commonly tipped with a conical piece of metal.
Crossbow boltheads fashioned from copper are
singular to just those entradas in the southwestern
United States originating from New Spain, while
iron boltheads are found almost exclusively in
the southeastern United States (Rhodes 1997:40).
Use of the crossbow was in steady decline by
the latter part of the 1500s, and so they are a
sensitive time marker for the decades up to and
including Vázquez de Coronado’s expedition.
The “Coronado expedition appears to have been
the last entrada to use crossbows as weapons” in
the Southwest (Hordes 1989:218). Pure copper
crossbow boltheads are speciﬁc just to Coronado’s
enterprise and were fashioned from copper mined
in central Mexico (Thibodeau et al. 2012).
Weaponry of the medieval period was left
behind by the mid-sixteenth century for more
advanced innovations like the musket or arquebus.
Mention of the crossbow, particularly prominent in
the accounts of conquests of the 1520s to 1540s,
was basically nonexistent by the 1570s (Rhodes
1997:39). Distances started to be reckoned by the
length of an arquebus shot instead of a crossbow
shot (Schmader 2011:316). It is important that the
40-year-long hiatus in the American Southwest
between the 1540-1542 Coronado entrada and the
1581-1582 entrada of Chamuscado-Rodriguez,
spans exactly the time that the crossbow was
phased out in favor of the arquebus (Schmader
and Sánchez 2009). Copper crossbow boltheads,
in particular, should be considered a speciﬁc
diagnostic of the Coronado exploration of the
American Southwest (Flint 1997:48).
The inventory of likely sixteenth-century
metal artifacts found from 2007 through 2013 at
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo includes 21 whole or
nearly complete copper crossbow boltheads (Figure
6i-k), none made of iron. Ten additional pieces of
heavy copper sheet or torn fragments represent parts
of boltheads such as sheared off shafts or ferrules.
A total of 32 round, partly ﬂattened, or completely
ﬂattened lead balls (Figure 6h) have been recovered,

battle earlier, has a similar but smaller sixteenthcentury metal assemblage (Damp 2005). Battlerelated assemblages contrast with other site types
such as encampments (e.g., Vierra 1989) which
many have involved many people over a longer
period but without the resultant breakage or loss of
personal gear (Schmader and Sánchez 2009).

Artifact Assemblage and Inventory
Arthur Aiton (1939) summarized the alarde, or
muster roll, of Vázquez de Coronado’s forces: 21
crossbows, 25 arquebuses, 13 daggers, 5 dozen
swords, several dozen lances, 5 suits of armor, 4
suits of horse armor, several pairs of cuirasses, 38
helmets, 38 coats of mail, 12 jackets of mail, 2
breeches of mail, 2 leggings of mail, 2 mail shirts,
1 pair of mail sleeves, 2 gauntlets, 4 corselets and
20 kneepieces. Weaponry types and quantities
carried by the 375 or so Spanish men-at-arms of
the expedition provide a context for the artifacts
recovered at Piedras Marcadas Pueblo. There were
also at least 554 saddle horses, 600 or more pack
horses or mules (Flint 2008:63), related tack and
saddlery, packs and baggage, and horse shoes or
mule shoes and hundreds of wrought iron nails.
Metal artifacts diagnostic of the Coronado
expedition are distinctive and they are rare. Only a
handful of sites in the nation contain these objects.
Hand-forged wrought iron nails with faceted heads
clearly date to the 1500s (Mathers and Haecker
2011:302). Other artifacts (many of them personal
items), attest to the presence of the men who may
have fought at the site. These include clothing lace
tags (aglets), buckles, bits of chainmail, scraps of
copper used for body armor, and clothing fasteners.
Perhaps the most diagnostic and compelling
evidence are munitions and weaponry. Lead balls
ﬁred from the arquebuses have been found, along
with the snapped tip of a dagger.
The uniquely diagnostic metal artifact of the
early to mid-1500s was the crossbow bolthead
(see Figure 6i-k). Crossbows had already been
in use for centuries across Europe, Eurasia and
the Orient. Crossbows had a range of hundreds
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Figure 6. Sixteenth-century metal artifacts recovered from Piedras Marcadas Pueblo: (a) iron
chainmail link; (b) copper clothing lace tags or aglets; (c) copper alloy clothing fastener; (d) facetheaded wrought iron nail; (e) copper alloy buckle (note ﬁbers still attached); (f) ornate copper alloy
strap loop; (g) copper alloy horse bridle cinch, (h) lead balls for arquebus or musket (note size
range and ﬂattening from impact); (i-k) pure copper crossbow arrow tips or “boltheads;” (l) broken
steel dagger tip.
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of varying sizes ranging from 6 mm to 15 mm in
diameter (roughly .24 to .59 caliber).
Eighty items recovered from Piedras
Marcadas Pueblo are considered to be personal
gear or attire such as chainmail (Figure 6a), aglets
(Figure 6b), clothing fasteners (Figure 6c), buckles
(Figure 6e), needles, strap ends, scabbard tips, or
belt loops (Figure 6f). This category includes 13
whole or partial aglets or lace tags used on the ends
of leather or cloth cords to tie clothing. The plain,
small aglets shown in Figure 6b are diagnostic of
the early sixteenth century, as aglets became longer
and more ornate in the latter part of the century
(Andersen 1979). Seven whole or broken buckles,
belt loops or strap ends and thirteen probable
clothing fasteners have also been found at Piedras
Marcadas. Direct evidence for the presence of a
horse is found in a bent bridle cinch (Figure 6g),
which was likely torn off of the bridle itself.
Fifty-seven pieces of thin copper alloy sheet
have been found at Piedras Marcadas Pueblo, 25
of which are analyzed as probable bell fragments.
Notably, all bell pieces are fragmentary and
some are badly torn; only one still has an intact
crimped seam. Copper alloy bells are diagnostic
of the time period and are called cascabeles when
associated with horse gear, as distinct from trade
items (Flint 1992). While trade bells remained in
use for centuries, the cascabel or “Clarksdale” type
appears to have be uniquely distinctive to the mid1500s (Deagan 2002:145-146)
The more ubiquitous wrought iron “facet
headed” nail (Figure 6d) is primarily thought
to be a horse shoe or mule shoe nail, although
various uses have been suggested by researchers
(e.g., Vierra 1989:134). Some nails are quite
large and suggest that the horses or mules and the
shoes being used were proportionately large. It is
possible that sixteenth-century facet-headed nails
may have been intended to be multi-functional,
having the ability to serve as either horse shoe
nails or as wood fasteners depending on necessity
(Vierra 1989:134). The facet-headed nail is also
considered to be diagnostic of the mid-sixteenth
century (Mathers and Haecker 2011:302). Fiftyone more or less whole facet-headed nails have

been recovered at Piedras Marcadas; another 59
faceted nail heads have also been found.
Numerous other non-faceted iron nails (41)
and other nail head types (73) have been identiﬁed
at Piedras Marcadas Pueblo. Some are smaller
tack types of nails while others have a distinct
L-shaped head similar to those found at sites in the
southeastern United States. Nail shaft and nail tip
fragments (including curved shoeing clenches) are
more common, as 134 have been found so far at
the site. Among the 115 wire items found at Piedras
Marcadas are six whole or mostly complete chain
mail links (Figure 6a) and 19 additional chain mail
fragments. A snapped tip of a dagger (Figure 6l)
attests to the ﬁghting that occurred. Other larger
pieces of diagnostic iron include several broken links
of chain and several possible horseshoe fragments.

Non-Metal Artifacts
It is important to emphasize that three-fourths of
the Vázquez de Coronado contingent were not
European but rather were Mexican Indian allies
(Flint 1997:47; 2008:58; 2009). It is estimated that
there were at least 1,200 and possibly 2,000 or
more indios amigos in addition to approximately
375 Europeans in the ranks of the expedition. The
European men-at-arms had a modest assortment
of Old World weapons, along with defensive
gear such as vests, helmets, and coats of mail.
However, nearly all of the soldiers also had native
weapons listed in their possessions: the term
“native weapons” or “native arms” appears in the
possessions of 256 of the individuals listed in the
muster roll.
Méxican Indian allies were likely not outﬁtted
with any Old World weapons, but rather used
indigenous arms-of-the-ﬁeld (or armas de la tierra)
such as the obsidian-edged wooden warclubs
called macahuitls or macanas (Flint 1992:136137). Other weapons like sharpened wooden pikes
may have been carried but would not be found
archaeologically. Thus, macahuitl debris may be
one of the only durable indicators of the native
Mexican contingent of allies (Flint 1997:53).
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strongest evidence for Santiago Pueblo’s likely
identity. With that work, there is apparent consensus
that Santiago Pueblo is the most probable location
of Alcanfor (Barrett 1997:199; 2002:27-28; Flint
2011:349-351; Schmader 2011:332). But there
has been less agreement about other major named
expeditionary site locations in the Tiguex province
such as Arenal, Moho, and Alameda (Flint 2011;
Mathers 2011; Schmader 2011). Recent ﬁeldwork
by Mathers and Marshall (2014) at Santiago
Pueblo has led them to propose that the site could
be Moho.
However, if Santiago Pueblo was indeed
Alcanfor, then the expeditionary location called by
several names including “Moho” or “Pueblo del
Cerco” was either 3 to 4 leagues north of Santiago
Pueblo, or the same distance south:

Methods for identifying blade fragments are still
being developed to possibly link surface obsidian
debris found at Piedras Marcadas to macahuitls.
Surface artifact mapping at Piedras Marcadas
has identiﬁed at least two dozen slingstones
(Schmader 2012a, 2012b, 2014a:128; 2014b).
Globally, slingstones are described as being about
the size and shape of an egg (York and York 2011),
but larger ones may weigh as much as a half kg.
Some slingstones found at Piedras Marcadas are
slightly ground on the ends of an otherwise natural
cobble, while other examples are completely ground
around the circumference of the rock. Unmodiﬁed
throwing rocks and formally shaped stones intended
to be hurled by a sling are both present on the site
surface. These two types of stones may respectively
represent ﬁghting between indigenous Méxican
indios amigos soldiers and Pueblo peoples trying
to defend their village at Piedras Marcadas. As
the Coronado expeditionary chronicler Pedro de
Castañeda de Nájera stated about the ﬁrst attack on
the Pueblo of Moho, “the enemy had been getting
ready for many days and had so many stones to hurl
on our men that they stretched many on the ground”
(Hammond and Rey 1940:228). Before being
reported at Piedras Marcadas, slingstones do not
appear to have been described at any other Contactperiod site in the American Southwest (Schmader
2014a:129; 2014b).

Identifying Piedras Marcadas Pueblo

After he [López de Cárdenas] had
remained there for a few days,
information reached the general
[Coronado] to the effect that in a
pueblo in the province of Tiguex—
located three or four leagues from
Alcanfor— where the said general and
Spaniards were quartered—the Indians
of that pueblo, and those from the other
pueblos that had been abandoned,
were entrenched in the said pueblo, the
name of which he does not remember
(López de Cárdenas, in Hammond and
Rey 1940:358-359).

Much investigation in the middle Río Grande
valley has focused on identifying the location of
Alcanfor, the main headquarters for the Coronado
expedition in the winter of 1540-1541. That effort
has concentrated at sites such as Kuaua (LA 187)
and Santiago Pueblo (LA 326), and later at the
location of an expeditionary campsite discovered
west of Santiago Pueblo (Vierra 1989). Gordon
Vivian (1932:67) appears to have been the ﬁrst
researcher to suggest that Alcanfor was located at
Santiago Pueblo (LA 326).
It was Vierra’s (1989) work at the nearby
Coronado campsite (LA 54147) that presents the

Moho became synonymous with the name Tiguex
as well (Castañeda de Nájera in Hammond and
Rey 1940:227) and was the last stronghold where
the aged Pueblo head chief Xauian assembled his
people for a ﬁnal stand-off with Francisco Vázquez
de Coronado.
Piedras Marcadas is the largest of all the
adobe pueblos built along the Rio Grande in
Vázquez de Coronado’s “provincia de Tiguex”
(Schmader 2011:339). It is fully two to three times
the size of the next largest villages in the vicinity
in terms of areal extent (Marshall 1988:24). Total
room counts are somewhat more ambiguous;
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physical evidence of the Coronado expedition,
speciﬁcally, the remains of a battle site.
The 1540-1542 exploration led by Vázquez
de Coronado lasted far longer, covered greater
distances, had more people, and many more
animals than other expeditions of the period.
The enterprise was larger by almost any measure
than other sixteenth-century Spanish explorations
in North America (Schmader 2011:314-315;
2014a:116). Despite its size, remarkably little in
the way of physical evidence of the expedition
has been found. Until recently, there had been
only one major proven Pueblo site in the Rio
Grande valley deﬁnitively associated with the
Coronado expedition, which was the campsite
next to Santiago Pueblo (Vierra 1989). With the
research at Piedras Marcadas Pueblo and with the
large quantity of recently found material, there are
now two major Tiguex pueblos to offer possibly
identiﬁable locations of sites from Coronado’s
famed entrada.

Vierra (1987) states that Kuaua had about 1,000
rooms while Marshall (1988) says that Piedras
Marcadas contained an estimated 1,500 rooms.
Barrett (2002:27) conﬁrms that Piedras Marcadas
was the largest pueblo in the province.
Piedras Marcadas Pueblo was clearly the site
of a major engagement or conﬂict. With as many or
more crossbow boltheads, lead shot, and personal
objects as have been found at any Contact-period
site in the American Southwest, plus items such
as chainmail, a dagger tip, fragmentary copper
sheet and iron scraps, and possible body armor this
conclusion is inescapable. It is either the location
of a documented conﬂict, of which there are several
in the chronicles, or it was not described in the
documents (Flint 2011:363). It seems most plausible
that Piedras Marcadas was not only a described
site, but was one which ﬁgured prominently in the
events that unfolded in the winters of 1540 to 1542
and mentioned in subsequent testimonies. Besides
the site contents, the physical features of the place
and the geographic relationship to other sites
will play a role in trying to determine if Piedras
Marcadas Pueblo can be positively linked to the
expedition’s documents. Currently, it seems that
Santiago Pueblo and Piedras Marcadas Pueblo are
the most plausible locations of Alcanfor and Moho.
Discussions in Schmader (2011), Flint (2011), and
Mathers (2011) present current thinking on the
topic.

Epilogue
The outcome of the expedition permanently changed
Spain’s orientation and knowledge of la tierra nueva
and the social structure of all native populations
encountered. Its primary failures derived from
institutionalized ways of dealing with new peoples
and the ingrained use of force when confrontations
occurred. To that extent, the Vázquez de Coronado
expedition ﬁts into a persistently hostile pattern that
pervaded sixteenth-century Spanish exploration
and colonization of the New World. First encounters
between native peoples and outsiders in the greater
Southwest are a case in point. Several major
battles fought by Vázquez de Coronado resulted
in the deaths of hundreds of Pueblo people and
insurmountable distrust (Schmader 2012a). Nuevo
México in particular would never escape the focus
of the Spanish crown even when interests shifted
from economics and exploration to colonization
and the salvation of souls.
The expedition was notable for the “discovery”
of important real world places. Along the way, the

Conclusions
This paper has described the social and political
contexts for what was arguably the most important
entrada to have occurred in the American
Southwest during the sixteenth century. It has
also detailed the site structural context and related
artifact assemblage of a major site from the famed
exploration of 1540-1542 led by captain general
don Francisco Vázquez de Coronado. Consultation
with modern-day Pueblos resulted in a research
design at the site of Piedras Marcadas Pueblo
using geophysical remote sensing in lieu of broadscale excavation. Subsequent ﬁeldwork uncovered
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venture. Not only did another source of riches fail
to materialize, but investors went broke, charges of
atrocities were made, and legal inquiries were held
(Flint 2002). Vázquez de Coronado and Captain
López de Cárdenas both defended themselves;
Coronado was acquitted but Cárdenas served time
in prison (Hammond and Rey 1940:29-30).
A major turning point had been reached
by the Spanish crown: no further explorations
would be made without strict controls under royal
contract. The inﬂuence of the Church was codiﬁed
in the “New Laws of the Indies,” enacted by King
Felipe II in 1573. The New Laws speciﬁcally
forbade unauthorized acts to be taken against
native peoples and shifted the emphasis away from
military conquest to “paciﬁcation” largely through
the salvation of souls.

exploration enabled Europeans to see the lower
Colorado River, the Grand Canyon, the western
pueblos, Acoma, the Río Grande and its pueblos,
eastern pueblos, the Great Plains, vast herds of
bison, and many other tribes. Arguably, written
history of the western United States began with
Vázquez de Coronado’s expedition. Coronado’s
inevitable return to Culiacán was not marked by
triumph. He did deliver his force with relatively
few casualties, a remarkable accomplishment when
compared to other expeditions of the time. He never
fully recovered from a fall off his horse during a race
on the return to México and died at the age of 44
some 12 years later in 1554 (Bolton 1949).
No major initiatives were launched from
Nueva España to the north for decades following,
partly due to the lackluster outcome of Coronado’s
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Crevice Burials and Tipi Rings on
the Southern Great Plains
S. ALAN SKINNER
It is commonly imagined that historic Native Americans who lived on the Llano Estacado during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries rode horses and carried their supplies on tipi pole travois. As presented
in the ﬁlm “Dances with Wolves”, Native American families tended to live in villages that were located
along creeks and rivers, but while in transit following buffalo herds or camping between recognized village
sites set their tipis up in open upland areas. The high plains, as used herein, are included in the Southern
Great Plains which extends westward from the Rolling Prairie in north central Texas and across the Llano
Estacado to the western side of the Pecos River valley in New Mexico, north along the Rocky Mountain
foothills to the Arkansas River valley in Colorado and Kansas and Oklahoma (Figure 1).
gun parts, and metal arrow points. In general, these
sites have been subsumed under the term “Southern
Plains Equestrian Nomad Archeological Complex”
(Shafer et al. 1994).
As a Southwestern archaeologist who came
to Texas more than forty-ﬁve years ago and who
had worked on historic Native American sites at
Philmont Scout Ranch and in the Chama River
drainage (Skinner 1964, 1968), I had expected
to ﬁnd tipi rings on sites throughout western and
north-central Texas (Skinner 1988). I have yet to
ﬁnd and record a site with a tipi ring in Texas. A
similar pattern of sparse historic Native American
sites is also the case in north central Texas where
reported HNA sites are even fewer and farther apart
than in the Southern Great Plains or the East Texas
woodlands. This awareness that there seem to be
fewer of these sites in Texas and in Oklahoma than
in adjacent parts of New Mexico and Colorado has
kept me searching to explain the apparent contrast
between archaeological ﬁndings on two sides of an
arbitrary state boundary roughly coinciding with
the 103° longitude line. In contrast, crevice burials,
typically interpreted as Comanche, are generally
restricted to the region east of the Texas/New
Mexico state line. This paper discusses known tipi
ring and crevice burial sites and the implications for
identifying the territorial limits of the Comanche
and Apache nations in the 19th century.

Thousands of prehistoric archaeological sites
have been recorded or are known to exist in the
area of the Southern Great Plains (hereafter SGP)
from the Arkansas River valley south to the Texas
hill country. Rolling plains with deeply incised
river valleys characterize the area and provided
settings where rock faces, river valleys, bluff tops,
and overhangs were utilized by various prehistoric
and historic Native American groups. In contrast
to the prehistoric archaeology, less than several
hundred Historic Native American (hereafter HNA)
archaeological sites have been recorded in this same
area and tribal territories have not been deﬁned on the
basis of the recovered archaeological remains. An
abundance of historic and ethnographic information
is available about the major Native American
groups, the Comanche and Apache nations, that
occupied large parts of this area during the 1700s
and 1800s (Gunnerson 2006; Wallace and Hoebel
1952). In addition to the historic records, large areas
have been intensively surveyed for archaeological
sites in anticipation of land-modifying projects
and many areas have also been investigated by
responsible avocational archaeologists who have
had access to private property. These investigations
have revealed that HNA sites are present and can
be recognized on the basis of features such as rock
rings, crevice burials, and rock art and that many
can be dated using trade goods such as glass beads,
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Figure 1. The Llano Estacado in the Southern Great Plains study area.
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Natural Environment

is that they supported large herds of bison on a yearround basis (Wedel 1986:16). Although variations
in bison presence have been proposed for the region
(S. Baugh 1986; Dillehay 1974), there is little or
no evidence of major environmental change since
European intrusion into the area. Subsequently the
area remained in a climax environmental condition
until farming, ranching, and settlement began in the
early to mid-1800s and impacted the established
biotic community.

The Southern Great Plains (Küchler 1964) extends
south from the Arkansas River to the northern
edge of the Edwards Plateau with the Llano
Estacado of Texas and eastern New Mexico in the
center. The edge of the Llano forms the eastern
border in Texas and the area then extends north
across the Oklahoma panhandle to the Arkansas
River in Kansas. The Pecos River Valley and the
Mescalero Escarpment form the western boundary
in New Mexico along with the Park Plateau and
the Purgatoire River in southeastern Colorado. The
plains are dissected by the entrenched valleys of
the Arkansas, Cimarron, Canadian, Red, Brazos
and Pecos rivers. The upper end of the Salt Fork of
the Brazos River once drained west into the Pecos
and these old channels are known as Blackwater
and Yellowhouse draws; they extend west from
Lubbock toward Clovis/Portales and beyond.
Differences in elevation correspond to climatic
variation. The Park Plateau in southeastern Colorado
averages about 1,677 m above sea level (5,500
ft), but has peaks extending to heights of 4,152 m
(13,623 ft). The Llano Estacado is a relatively ﬂat
plain, as the name implies, and average elevations
range from 1,219 to 1,372 m (4,000-4,500 ft). The
river valleys are lower and the lowest is the Pecos
River which extends to below 1,036 m (3,400 ft).
For a region of this size, elevation is relatively
uniform and the climate and rainfall throughout
the area is relatively consistent. Annual rainfall
ranges from 12 in on the west at Trinidad to 18 in
at Lubbock. Rainfall is highest in the spring and
summer and lowest in the winter. It is generally
cooler in the Rocky Mountain foothills than on the
eastern edge of the Llano Estacado caprock.
Four topographic associations are present:
“level” uplands, bottomlands, steep slopes, and
sand hills. Uplands comprise the largest part of
the region and include the Llano, bluffs, mesas,
and plateaus. Short grasses thrive on the level
upland areas while trees and riverine vegetation are
prominent in the river bottoms and steep slopes. A
variety of native plants are available in the area for
consumption. The signiﬁcance of the short grasses

Comanches and Apaches on
the Southern Great Plains
The Athabaskan-speaking Apaches moved onto
the SGP sometime between 1300 and 1500, and by
1700, two differently adapted bands were living in
the area primarily west of the New Mexico/Texas
state line (Tiller 1992:4). During the 1700s and
into the 1800s, Spaniards and subsequent settlers
recognized the two cultural adaptations and termed
them the Llaneros and the Olleros. The Olleros
were semi-settled horticultural people who lived
in rancherias, mainly in the Taos/Raton/Upper
Arkansas River region. The other, the Llaneros,
included buffalo hunters who lived in tipis on the
plains and along the Rocky Mountain foothills
(Tiller 1992:6) and in the Rocky Mountain foothills
of southeastern Colorado and northeastern New
Mexico. Before the adoption of the horse, Apache
families lived in small tipis that were transported
by domesticated dogs (Gunnerson 2006:126127). Apache women made distinctive micaceous
pottery. Farming provided a variety of vegetables
(Gunnerson 2006:192) as did hunting and gathering
(Tiller 1992:12). Groups occasionally went out
onto the plains and hunted buffalo. Burial was
reportedly done by placing a body on a platform
in a tree or by burying the body of the deceased
in a hole in the ground or in a cave where others
had been buried (Opler 1938; Yarrow 1881:142).
However, it was also their practice to leave older
people behind to die unattended.
In the late 1600s and early 1700s, the
Comanche migrated down the eastern side of the
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unresolved illness, the individual would sometimes
be abandoned before death occurred (Richardson
1996:15-16). A consolidation of relevant burial
information is provided by Jackson (1972) in his
description of the Jared site at Fort Sill.

Rocky Mountains (Newton 2011), displacing the
Llaneros in southwestern Kansas and east-central
Colorado who then merged with the Olleros and
formed the Jicarilla Tribe as it is known today
(Eiselt 2012). The Jicarillas apparently moved to
the foothills of the Rocky Mountains and across
the mountains into the Rio Grande watershed.
Already equestrian, the Comanche settled into
bands and lived off the land without farming or
making pottery (Wallace and Hoebel 1952:77).
Bands had recognized territories and focused
on taking control of the high plains. War was an
important activity for males. Tipis were apparently
staked down (Wallace and Hoebel 1952:87-88) and
were larger than the pre-horse tipis of the Apache.
By 1800, the Comanche were actively involved in
trading with Comancheros (Levine and Freeman
1982) and others who traded horses, slaves, and
buffalo hides for guns, metal tools, beads and
other ornaments. The extent of the “Comancheria”
between 1750 and 1840 is shown on a map of the
SGP by Fehrenbach (1983:143).
Upon death, an individual was usually
buried within one day after the body had been
ritually cleaned and prepared for burial. Individual
bodies were usually placed in a dry natural cave
or overhanging crevice or in a deep wash among
rocks or on a high accessible peak. When such
protected places were not available, the body
would be buried in the ground. Bodies were usually
buried in a sitting or a ﬂexed position (Wallace and
Hoebel 1952:150-152) near the location of death.
Personal items were generally placed with the
ﬂexed or semi-ﬂexed body and rock was placed
over the grave in order to deter carnivores from
disturbing it. Occasionally a warrior’s prize horse
was killed and placed over the grave. In the case of

Regional Cultural Resources Coverage
Historic Native American archaeology of the
Southern Great Plains has been documented by
dozens of large and small surveys. These have
included surveys before and after lake construction
such as at Ute Dam, Los Esteros Reservoir, Conchas
Reservoir, Lake Alan Henry, Lake Meredith,
Trinidad Reservoir, and others; government projects
such as Pantex Munitions Plant, Pinyon Canyon
Maneuver Site, state and federal park sites; as well
as limited research areas such as Philmont Scout
Ranch, Lower Ponil Canyon, and North Carrizo
Ranches. These also include private developments
such as the York Coal Mine near Raton. In addition
to these commercial activities, avocational
archaeologists in the Texas Panhandle, western
Oklahoma, the Trinidad area, and near Raton have
been searching or otherwise encountering historic
artifacts and features in undeveloped rural areas.
These people include Jim Word in Floydada, Nancy
Robertson in Raton, Will Lowden in Trinidad, and
others. Dissertation research (Campbell 1969, 1976)
and personal research projects such as Winter’s
study of the Dry Cimarron (1988) also add to the
available information.
The numbers in Table 1 only hint at the
archaeological potential of the SGP area but
they serve as a foundation against which further
investigations in the area can be weighed. For the

Table 1. Acres surveyed for archaeological sites by large area surveys and numbers of prehistoric/historic sites
separated from reported historic Native American sites. Numbers are a minimal rendition of the available information.
STATE
Colorado

ACRES SURVEYED

PREHISTORIC AND
HISTORIC SITES

HISTORIC NATIVE
AMERICAN SITES

233,008

2,743

160

New Mexico

59,940

934

27

Oklahoma

28,714

197

2

199,786

1,434

23

Texas
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individuals in the Texas Panhandle and in northeast
New Mexico should have resulted in discovery of
such sites were they present.
The information contained in Table 2 is derived
from state site ﬁles and from published sources,
many of which are technical reports that are not
readily available in many libraries. Some of the
information is outdated, but it provides a basis for
reviewing the volume of information available as
reported by a variety of investigators. Tipi rings are
reported from campsites that are located primarily
in New Mexico and Colorado but a few are present
in Texas and Oklahoma. Rings tend to range in size
from three meters upward and the smaller rings may
be from earlier sites as discussed by Mobley (1983).
An early age may be attributed to sites which have
only lithic artifacts but in general artifacts are few
and far between on sites where dispersed rock rings
are present. Rocks used in rings invariably are from
nearby outcrops with limestone, sandstone, igneous
rock, and river cobbles reported. There seems to
be no selection for rock type and rock size has not
been thoroughly enough studied to determine if a
particular volume rock has been preferred; it would
appear that rock size is a reﬂection of what was
readily available. Sites with rings are reported from
a variety of situations including river valleys, bluffs
or ridge tops overlooking river valleys, and on the
open plain.
At Lake Alan Henry (Boyd et al. 1993),
excavation at the Longhorn site (41KT53) located
three rock-less tipi rings. Each tipi had a shallow
basin hearth with a tie-down stake located within a
meter of the hearth. Finding the tipi rings required
the use of magnetometers, but Boyd (personal
communication, 2015) believes that unlined basin
hearths are frequently an indicator that the hearth
was inside a tipi or a small brush hut. Such hearths
were shallow basins scooped into the clay and have
an oxidation rim and are found full of wood ash.
The sides of tipis put up in river valleys, such as
the Longhorn site setting, could have been held
in place with wooden stakes (Wallace and Hoebel
1952:87) or held down by log sections as described
by Neuman (2010:242). It is also possible that
ditches were excavated around the outside of tipis

purpose of this study, they highlight the relative
rarity of HNA sites but demonstrate their presence
in each of the major study areas where large area
surveys have been conducted. It should also be
noted that the surveys included in this sample were
conducted over a ﬁfty-year period and there have
been signiﬁcant changes in survey procedures
over that period particularly with the recording of
historic sites. No systematic coverage of the SGP
is provided by the reported surveys but because
large contiguous sample survey areas include river
valleys and intervening uplands; it is inferred that
a representative site sample is available in the
records of the respective State Historic Preservation
Ofﬁcers’ ﬁles. Surface exposure throughout the
study area includes farmed uplands and valleys
as well as grass-covered prairies and tree-ﬁlled
drainage valleys and ridges, so clearly a varied
set of environmental situations have been looked
at. Twentieth century avocational archaeologists
throughout the area have gathered site information
from various settings that provide a veriﬁcation
of the results of the large area surveys. In the
course of these varied investigations, HNA sites,
both campsites and burial locations, have been
recorded. It should also be noted that overhanging
rock ledges and crevices in each of the four major
states in the study area have been used as rock
shelters but only crevices in Texas and Oklahoma
have been commonly used for burial placement.
Because of the diversity of the settings studied and
the contrasting perspectives provided by various
avocation and professional archaeologists, it seems
likely that a reasonable site sample is available.

Historic Native American Sites
on the Southern Plains
The number of historic Native American sites
throughout the Southern High Plains is apparently
low except in northeastern New Mexico where
more sites have been reported (Table 2). The
low number in Texas surprises me because work
by members of the Texas Archeological Society,
the South Plains Archeological Society, and
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Los Esteros Reservoir
Laboratory of
Anthropology
Middle Pecos River
Mora River

Jicarilla Apache Project

Chappell Spade Ranch
Conchas Dam
Cross L Ranch
DeHaven Ranch
Dry Cimarron Valley

Pratt County

Picture Canyon

Las Animas County
Louden site
North Carrizo Ranch

Dry Cimarron
Fort Carson, Piñon
Canyon
John Martin Reservoir

Chaquaqua Plateau

Location/Project

Site P1,1 stone circles believed to be tipi rings
Unrecorded site with tipi rings, chipped stone artifacts, near springs

5BN164, 3 tipi rings 2.0 to 2.5 m in diameter made of 38 to 49 river
cobbles each, no artifacts
COLO.Z:14:2, open site with Dismal River pottery
5La1045, tipi ring and circle of burned earth dated A.D. 1435±65
31 tipi ring sites (180 rings in all), all at canyon heads near permanent
water or along arroyos, dated A.D. 1350 to 1800s
5BA21, tipi ring
Kansas
14PT1, village with pueblo pottery, Glaze C and E, Dismal River
pottery, and one glass trade bead
New Mexico
5 sites with tipi rings
1 tipi ring
LA 15867, 6 tipi rings
LA 181607 and LA 181608, 13 tipi rings and stone artifacts
20 sites with total 229 rings, 3 rockshelters with historic occupation,
middens, lithic scatters,
Glascock site adobe pueblo with Ocate micaceous pottery, 7 sites with
tipi rings, others with Ocate micaceous pottery, Pueblo pottery and
historic trash
12 sites with tipi rings, 103 rings total
LA 38664, Apache lithic scatter

Colorado
3 small tipi ring sites (Querecho Apache?) with thin micaceous pottery
as well as large tipi ring sites (3 winter, 9 summer) attributed to horse
Indians [Comanche?]
5La78, 5La746, 5La1046, all tipi rings
55 sites with stone circles

Description

Jelinek 1967
Banks 1994

Levine and Mobley 1976; Mobley 1978, 1983

Gunnerson 1960, 1984:64

Way 1984
Baker 1984
Dart 1977; Oakes 1979; Stuart and Gauthier 1981:309
Brown 2015
Winter 1988

Wedel 1959

Winter 1988:64

Gunnerson 1960:235
Greer 1966
Kingsbury and Gabel 1983

Eddy 1982

Winter 1988
Guthrie et al. 1984; Lintz and Anderson 1989

Campbell 1969, 1976; Winter 1988:56-57 describes 21
tipi rings

Citation

Table 2. Descriptions of Reported Historic Native American Habitation Sites in the Southern Great Plains.
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8 Apache sites including tipi rings and lithic scatters
10 sites with tipi rings, 1 wickiup site, lithic sites
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Andrews Lake
Arroyo del Punta

Archery Range Site
Black Mesa Park
Cimarron County
Deer Creek Site
Little Robe
Medicine Bluff Site
Oklahoma Site Files
Pig Farm Crossing Site
Punch Bowl Road
Site 34Ci-50
Site 34Cm-86
Site 34 Gr-67

Oklahoma
34Cm-41, lithic scatter, glass, shell, human bone
Plains Apache site with mica tempered pottery and worked glass
2 sites with 7 tipi rings
Historic Wichita dated by trade goods 1730-1760
34El-22, Comanche occupation site
34Cm-45, Caddo or Wichita lithic scatter with up to 3 stone rings
2 Kiowa and 1 Comanche site
House circle, 30’ diameter, 10 post holes
Comanche or Wichita glass, ceramics, military hardware
Seed and pony trade beads
Historic camp
1 Benton metal arrow point from site testing
Texas
2 sites with glass trade bead and heavily worn native (?) gun ﬂint
Tipi ring

Collins 1968
Hughes 1994

Shaeffer 1966
Haury 1982
Wyckoff and Brooks 1983
Sudbury 1976
Agnew 1971/1972
Shaeffer 1966
Hays et al. 1989:Table 1-5
Shaeffer 1966
Shaeffer 1966
Lintz and Zabawa 1984:170, 171
Shaeffer 1966
Northcutt 1979:71

Hammack 1965
Glassow 1984
Lister 1948
Campbell 1984; Dorshow 1993; Moore 1980, 1982,
1984; Scheick and Dorshow 1993

Hibbets 1984
Katz (personal communication, 1994); Katz and Katz
1985
Anderson 1975

Description
Citation
9 sites considered to be Apache include tipi rings and Pueblo trade pottery Glassow 1972
Three sites with 26 tipi rings, Ocate micaceous pottery, lithic debris
Kirkpatrick and Laumbach 1984

Upper Dry Cimarron River 1 site with Tewa Polychrome sherd (A.D. 1700) and undiagnostic
Valley
non-micaceous cordmarked sherd; two campsites with small pressureretouched glass ﬂakes; isolated ﬁnds of a glass trade bead and iron artifact
Ute Dam
6 sites with 58 tipi rings
Vermejo Canyon
13 dispersed rock circles, 7 unclassiﬁed rock circles, 9 Apache sites
Watrous Valley Area
Undocumented site where 2 metal projectile points were found
York Canyon Project
7 sites attributed to Apache

Location/Project
Philmont Scout Ranch
Plains Electric
Transmission
Rosado Mine
Southeastern New Mexico

Table 2. Continued—
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Description
41RN191, crude circle of limestone cobbles, 2 tipi ring rock scatters on
bluff overlooking lake, no artifacts
Canadian River Breaks
Multiple ring sites on north and south sides of river
Colorado City
Clay ﬁgurines of people, horses, horses with saddles, and dogs, Wichita
Collett Springs Site
Buried deposit with Tewa Polychrome dated ca. A.D. 1700
Crockett County
Shefﬁeld site with three metal arrow points
Floyd County
Floydada County Club site, Apache camp occupied until 1750 then in
mid-1800s by Comanches, 41FL3 multiple tipi ring site, 8 sites with
Apache and Pueblo pottery, glass trade beads, metal artifacts
Hansford County
Possible Comanche site
Helium Operations Lands 41PT99, single tipi ring made of large gravel cobbles
Justiceburg Reservoir
Headstream site and Longhorn site glass trade beads, Pueblo pottery,
probable rock-less tipi ring, native gun ﬂints, majolica
Lubbock Lake Landmark
Garza component, 2 tipi rings, Apache micaceous pottery, dated A.D.
1635±50 and 1665±60
Mackenzie Reservoir/Tule Sand Pit site Comanche component with hearths, pottery, glass beads,
Canyon
metal tinklers, locally and European gun ﬂints
Palo Duro Canyon
Several tipi rings on bluff with micaceous pottery and glazed
polychrome Pueblo pottery
Palo Duro Reservoir
Broken Jaw site, metal arrow point fragment from hearth at bison
processing camp dated A.D. 1550
Pete Creek site
Apache site with hearths, bone concentration, possible tipi rings, Glaze
VI pottery in buried deposit
Red River Chlorine Project 41KG3, 2 remnant tipi rings and associated lithic artifacts
Robert Lee Reservoir
Sites 41CK65, 110, and 120 include 1 tipi ring, midden with native-made
(?) gun ﬂint, and hearth dated 190±80 B.P. and Pueblo clay cloud blower
Stacy Reservoir (Owen
41CN74, oval circle of 19 limestone rocks
Ivey)
41CN128, 2 tipi rings, other sites with tipi rings not recorded
Tierra Blanca Creek
Slab structures, tipi rings, Rio Grande glaze pottery, iron projectile
point blank
Tierra Blanca Site
Large village with wickiup foundations, Pueblo trade goods including
glaze pottery and a separate site with a tipi ring attributed to the Apache

Location/Project
Ballinger Lake

Table 2. Continued—
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Spielmann 1982; Habicht-Mauche 1987; Speer 1980;
Hughes 1991:35

Batterman 1991; Lintz et al. 1993; Collins (personal
communication, 1994); Banks 1994
Rhodes 1992

Hughes 1972; Etchieson et al. 1979; Cliff et al. 1993
Shafer 1967, 1969

Parsons 1967

Quigg et al. 1993

Johnson and Holliday 1995; Katz and Katz 1976;
Malone 1970; Willey et al. 1978
Speer 1980; Hughes 1969, 1994; Kalokowski 1986

Johnson et al 1977; Word 1994

Hughes 1979
Etchieson 1993
Boyd et al. 1989, 1993

Hughes 1994
Skinner 1978
Parsons 1967
Hester 1968
Word 1963, 1965, 1991, and personal communication
1994; Rhodes 1992

Citation
Gufﬁe 1989; Scott (personal communication 1994)
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of these sites would have housed small groups of
people, and in them pottery and some trade goods,
particularly metal arrow points, have been found.
Pottery is most commonly found at sites in New
Mexico and when found, it has been identiﬁed as
Ocate Micaceous. This thin walled and undecorated
pottery type has been dated between A.D. 1500
and 1725 or later (Gunnerson 1969). The Apache,
and more speciﬁcally the Jicarilla Apache, are
reported to have made this pottery (Eiselt 2012:49;
Gunnerson 1969). Pueblo pottery from the Rio
Grande and Chama River valleys includes pieces
of Glazes D through F, more speciﬁcally Kotyiti
Glaze-on-red and Pecos Glaze-polychrome along
with Sankawi Black on cream, Tewa Polychrome,
and Kapo Black that have been found primarily at
New Mexico sites but has been occasionally reported
farther aﬁeld. Mexican majolica has been recovered
in several contexts in Texas and New Mexico, but
is certainly rare compared to Pueblo trade sherds.
Ceramic cloud blowers, presumably traded from
the Rio Grande pueblos, have been recovered from
the surface of several sites in both Texas and New
Mexico. Wichita ﬁgurines of horses and horses with
saddles were found on the surface of a site near
Colorado City, Texas.
Metal arrow points have been found in
several sites and in general they are considered to
date between 1750 and 1865 (Anderson 1989:224227; Brown and Taylor 1989). The term Benton
arrow point has been used to describe several
of them but their age and presence has not been
connected to trade with Comancheros or to other
Native American groups. Well-worn native and
imported gunﬂints have been recovered from
campsite deposits but gun parts are uncommon.
Occasionally other 1800s metal artifacts, such as
tinklers, have also been recovered.
Glass trade beads have been recovered from
various sites and the majority date to between
1750 and 1865 (Anderson 1989:375-376). Large
beads include tube, wound, and two-part types.
Seed beads were also found in several mid-1800s
sites. Glass fragments have also been found to
have been chipped, probably to serve as cutting
and scraping tools.

in order to drain off rainwater and these too should
be looked for during excavation of HNA residential
sites (Fehrenbach 1974:109; Neuman 2010:246).
Although ephemeral in nature, it is possible that
evidence of symbolic and structural traditions
could be derived through detailed excavation of
individual tipi loci (Oetelaar 2000).
Lithic workshops are commonly attributed
to this time period even in cases where datable
artifacts have not been reported. Technological
investigation of chipped stone tools has rarely been
reported and no chipped stone tools are particularly
diagnostic of the time period between A.D. 1700
and the second half of the 1800s. Rock art sites
have similar motifs throughout the area and a
regional synthesis has yet to be prepared, although
research by the Texas Archeological Society Rock
Art Group and Nancy Robertson in Raton (1988)
have provided a foundation for the area’s rock
art. A particular panel from Garza County, Texas
(Parsons 1967:Frontispiece) is a good example of
Comanche rock art that could be present on ﬂat
panels throughout the South Plains (Figure 2). This
particular glyph does not show a leather armored
horse and was probably created in the 1800s
(Newton 2011:Figure 3).
No buffalo kill sites have been reported, but
at least one bison processing camp was reported at
Palo Duro Reservoir in the Texas Panhandle (Quigg
et al. 1993:214-310). The topographic relief of the
area would have provided settings for drive sites or
valleys where buffalo could have been boxed in.
Animal bones, particularly bison and deer, along
with smaller mammals, have been found in some
of the midden deposits and attest to hunting as a
means of securing food.
Rock shelters throughout the area have been
occupied prehistorically and historically by Native
Americans as well as explorers and settlers. These
sites occur commonly in Colorado, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, and Texas where rock overhangs are
present. These locations seem to be the major
setting where perishable artifacts in the form of
willow shoot backrests, ﬁreboards, bullroarers,
notched rasps, leather containers and vests, and
in one case wheat seeds have been found. Most
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Figure 2. A historic Indian petroglyph from Cowhead Mesa, Garza County, Texas. After
Parsons (1967).

of a few but distinctive artifacts on the surface of
plowed ﬁelds and grass-covered pastures as well
as in test units (Shafer et al. 1994:286). Micaceous
and painted Pueblo pottery, along with colorful
glass beads and metal artifacts should help to make
these sites recognizable.
The burials described in Table 3 include
skeletal remains as well as desiccated bodies of
both young and old Native American males and
females. The majority have been described as
probably being Comanches, but some are listed
as probably Apache, Kiowa-Apache, Kiowa, and

In summary, rock tipi rings have been found
with centrally located, shallow, basin-shaped,
sometimes ash-ﬁlled, hearths. Sites with rock
rings are commonly recognized in New Mexico
and Colorado. Similar hearths have been found
in contemporary sites in Texas and Oklahoma but
in most cases, evidence of post holes or tie down
stakes has not been found. It is therefore to be
expected that archaeologists working west of the
103° longitude will recognize rock rings in the
ﬁeld while those working to the east will have to
be more observant and sensitive to the presence
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Three Sisters Crevice
Burial

Sandman site

Rabbit Hill site

Poafpybitty site

Oklahoma Site Files

Museum of Great Plains

Jared site

Allison site

Urraca Man

Toll Gate Canyon

Lizard Cave

Brass Bracelet site 34Cm-135, Rabbit Hill #1 34Cm-134, Cross Mountain site, historic Native
American burials; Medicine Falls 34Cm-165 possible potted burial with metal bead or button,
glass seed beads; Medicine Park 34Cm-169 19th century Kiowa or Comanche crevice burial,
glass beads, red ochre, buckshot, iron disk; Rainy Mtn 34Ki-16 Kiowa or Kiowa-Apache burial
34Cm-215 Late 19th century Kiowa burials, a female and a child, silver bracelets, brass wire
bracelets, hair pipe, 1872 military helmet, 2 concho belts, large collection of utilitarian items
34Cm-136 Kiowa-Apache male burial with seed beads, brass wire bracelets, German silver
concho and button, shell hair pipes, chain earring, leather
Woodward county burial dated about 1850 based on more than a 1000 trade beads, brass bracelets, hair pipe breastplate, metal arrow points, willow backing plate, German silver conchos
34Cm-172 19th-century Comanche or Kiowa , glass beads

Late 1860s burial
14PT2, historic Indian burial with hair pipes, a white T D pipe, blue and white seed beads
New Mexico
Cache of perishable items including notched rasp, bullroarer, yucca ﬁreboard, willow shoot mat,
and a cluster of wheat seeds. Attributed to historic Utes but could be Jicarilla
LA 48854, girl mummy in rockshelter and wrapped in a bead-covered skin vest, dated mid-18th
century, probably Apache
Jicarilla, or Ute, male (40-50 yr old) from a rock shelter with clasp knife, cross peen hammer,
wooden bow fragment, 2 arrow shaft smoothers, blue and white seed beads, 19 blob or wirewound beads (11 white, 4 blue, 2 green, 1 cobalt blue), dated 1840-1860
Oklahoma
34Cm-212, historic burial associated with rotten blankets and glass beads in addition to chipped
stone scatter and cobbles
34Cm-221, Comanche burial buried in ravine, associated with rubber coated cloth tarp or
poncho, brass wire bracelets, skin bag, saddle fragments, iron strap fragments, galvanized pail,
1869-1890
34Cm-53 scattered china and rock concentrations, soldier or Indian graves, 1800s

Kiowa County
Pratt County

Colorado
None Reported
Kansas

Description

Location/Project

Table 3. Historic Native American Burial and Cache Sites from the Southern Great Plains.

Bearden and Anderson
(personal communication, 1994)

Northcutt 1979:16

Pearson 1978

McWilliams and Jones 1976

Bearden and Anderson
(personal communication, 1994)
Hayes et al. 1989:Table 1-5

Bearden and Anderson
(personal communication, 1994)
Jackson 1972

Barbour 1983; Zimmer 1994

Winter 1988:15

Skinner 1964

Lees 1992
Wedel 1959

Citation
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Description
Texas

Child burial found in a niche, large collection of artifacts include bracelets, beads, horse gear,
fabrics, European tools, conchos, hair pipes, bells and other trade materials
Bridwell site
Burial with glass trade beads, Civil War military buttons, 1859 Canadian one-cent piece
Canyon Creek site
Child burial in semi-ﬂexed position with numerous equestrian items, bracelets, beaded leather
pouch, glass beads, and wood items, dated 1830-1850
Caprock Burial
Adult female in ﬂexed position in a niche, artifacts include horse gear, beads, bracelets, ﬁnger
rings, conchos, leather garments, shell pendants, mirror
Child Burial
Flexed burial found in open site, associated with bracelets, food offering, metal pendants
Childer’s Burial
Elderly female skeleton attributed to Apache occupation of the Canyon Cite Club site but with
no associated historic artifacts
Cogdell Burial
Site 41FL45, adult male found in extended position in a crevice and associated with a wide variety of trade goods including beads, horse gear, leather garments, and more
Collingsworth County
Adult male found in crevice, artifacts include bracelets, glass beads, fabrics, and hair pipes, late
Burial
1800s, possibly Comanche
Crockett County
J.W. Henderson Ranch, burial found under a ledge blocks with rocks, tubular glass beads, partial
bracelet of brass wire, 13 complete brass wire bracelets
Dawson County Burial
Extended adult in bluff crevice covered with large rocks and associated with bridle bit, brass,
kettle, brass bracelet, grubbing hoe, iron knife with bone handle, sharpening stone, strike-a-light,
and used ﬂints
Noelke Ranch Burial
8 brass wire bracelets, 9 tubular hair pipe beads
Henderson Ranch Cache 9 brass wire bracelets, 2 metal arrow heads, and a rat-tailed ﬁle fragment
Lake Mackenzie Burial Site A11652, female buried with copper/brass bracelets, ﬂannel blanket, iron bits and stirrup, red
pigment in leather pouch, Comanche
Lamb County Burial
Tipi rings expected but not found, 2 diamond shaped bifaces/knives with straight, slightly serrated base, 1 triangular with plain stem
Lamesa CCC Burial
25 yr old female, tightly ﬂexed on left side with 7 iron bracelets, incised bone tube, 2 bison bone
ﬂeshers, 2 blue glass beads, iron pipe, metal tablespoon, and knife (?)
McKaskle Burial
Middle aged male burial in dry shelter, wrapped in buffalo, deer, and Navajo blanket robes,
wealth of artifacts including bear claw necklace, white trade beads, metal ﬁnger rings, iron
bracelets, silver concho, wooden bow, ﬂint knives, elbow pipe, tooled leather saddle, estimated
to date mid- to late 19th century

Biddy Burial

Location/Project

Table 3. Continued—
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Kelley 1964:7; Word and Fox
1975:Table 4
Kelley 1964:7-8; Word and Fox
1975:Table 4

Hughes 1978; Speer 1980:40;
Owsley 1995
Randall 1970

R.A. Bennett 1968

Word and Fox 1975: Owlsey
1995
Amarillo News Globe 1930;
Word and Fox 1975:Table 4
Hester 1968

Word and Fox 1975:Table 4
Hughes 2011:41-43

Word and Fox 1975:Table 4

C. Bennett 1970; Word and Fox
1975:Table 4
Parker 1982
Shafer et al. 1994

Citation
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Yellowhouse Canyon
Burial

W. H. Watson site

White site

Valley of Tears

Site 41RD-00-379

41FL 00-1

Hughes 1955; Owsley 1995

Hughes 1955; Owsley 1995
Hughes (personal communication
1994); Owsley 1995
Files of the Panhandle-Plains
Museum
Parker 1985

Quigg et al. 1993:347-351

Citation
Word and Fox 1975:Table 4; Long
hollow burial of Taylor 1975
Parsons 1967

Panhandle-Plains Historical
Museum
Tipi, blankets, skullcap with buffalo horns, war bonnet with eagle feathers, silver medal, 5 scalps Burgan 1992
on a sash, military coat and a woman’s corset, rawhide shields, red and yellow paints, conchos,
leather, brass bells, and rattles
Comanche child burial with silver, brass, and copper ornaments, horse gear, bone hair pipes,
Parker 1985
saddles, seed and pony beads, cloth, bear claws, saddle bags, and more
Child burial found in plowed ﬁeld with numerous trade goods including bracelets, beads, Indian Suhm 1962
artifacts, and various other items, middle to late 1800s
Adult female found in extended position in a crevice associated with horse gear, bracelets, glass Ray and Jelks 1964
beads, fabrics, European tools, ﬁnger rings, buttons, hawk bells, iron axe, 1820-1840
Adult male in a ﬂexed position in a crevice, associated with horse gear, glass beads, European
Newcomb 1955; Walsh 1997
tools, hair pipes, metal knives, and other items, Comanche (?), 1860-1875

Burial with bone breast plate beads, bear claws, items of silver, copper, and brass, beaded
leather, wooden cross, glass beads, equestrian items, keg bottle, cloth, morrows, tools or awls
Skeleton found in blow out with needle-shaped ﬂint drill, bird bone bead, small shell discshaped bead, blue glass bead
Brass bracelets, cloth, beads, mirrors, seed beads, hoe, breast plate necklace, equestrian items

Site 41FL-Parker-1985

Site 41GY-A1818

Burial with silver gorget, iron rings and iron bracelets, corn cob fragments with large kernels

Description
Site 41FL63, adult male burial in crevice, associated with horse gear, European tools, Indian
artifacts, conchos, and other trade goods
Adolescent female in rockshelter, brass belt buckle, iron axe, brass cinch buckle, welk, shell, and
elk tooth pendants, Comanche (?), dated 1790-1820
Site 41HF106, Cairn burial with fragmentary bones of a 14 to middle-aged female, lithic debris,
no historic artifacts, dated A.D. 1650±120
Comanche child burial, silver gorget, iron bracelets
Reported historic Native American burial

Site 41CZ A186-00-1

Site A186
Site 41CG-00-543.1

Palo Duro Reservoir

Morgan Jones site

Location/Project
Merrell Burial

Table 3. Continued—
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but a synthesis of the recovered information is not
available. Jim Gunnerson and Dolores Gunnerson
focused on Apache archaeology for more than half
a century and provided a wealth of information
from a variety of locations on the Plains. However,
many of the reported “Apache” sites lack
meaningful assemblages of dateable artifacts, thus
making historic period settlement changes illusive.
With regard to the Jicarilla Apache, Sunday Eiselt
(2012) has provided an up to date review of
nineteenth century occupation in the Chama River
area, but her work and that of others has not allowed
for the deﬁnition of Apache territorial boundaries.
Furthermore, despite the excellent description of
the Rio del Oso sites, we do not have information
about Apache burial practices in the Southern Great
Plains during the historic period nor do we know
speciﬁcally when and where they were obtaining
European trade goods (see Shafer et al. 1994 for
further discussion).
To the east on the Llano Estacado and to the
north, very little information is available about
Comanche sites, particularly what guided their
placement and how they were internally arranged.
In part this is due to a lack of block excavation
in residential and workshop sites, and in part it is
because excavation techniques have been hampered
by not knowing what to look for. Excavation at Lake
Alan Henry opened Texas archaeologist’s eyes to
what is discoverable by intra-site block excavation
and systematic magnetometer survey. This
illuminating exercise has been limited by the small
number of Historic Native American sites that have
been recorded on the Llano Estacado over the past
35 years. So what we have is an inordinate number
of Historic Native American crevice burials east
of the Texas/New Mexico state line relative to the
number of HNA habitation sites. Because many of
these burials have been attributed to the Comanche,
it is my conclusion that in the 1800s the Comanche
and Apache territories did not overlap and that the
western edge of the Llano Estacado can be used as an
indicator of the territory boundary. This reminds me
of the Tanya Tucker song that goes “When I die I may
not go to heaven; I don’t know if they let cowboys in.
If they don’t just let me go to Texas, Boy! Texas is as

Ute. Signiﬁcant analysis of the nineteenth century
skeletal remains has been compiled by Deborah
Summers (1997) and Doug Owsley (1995).
Virtually no eighteenth century archaeological
skeletons have been reported in the area and little
quantitative ethnographic information is available
for either century. In line with reported Jicarilla
Apache and Comanche ethnography (Opler
1938; Opler and Bittle 1961; Wallace and Hoebel
1952:152; Yarrow 1881), burials are reported
from protected settings under ledges and in rock
shelters. Other grave locations include vertical
crevices, excavated pits, and under cairns in high
elevations. It appears that bodies were generally
buried in a ﬂexed position and were accompanied
by personal goods; sometimes a horse was killed
on top of the burial site. In relatively dry settings
in rock shelters and crevices and where metallic
artifacts have produced protective salts, the
dressed body has been well preserved. In these
few cases, perishable leather, fabrics, bone, and
wooden artifacts have been preserved, some even
retaining paint and threads. In many cases, bodies
were covered with rock slabs or boulders to protect
them from scavengers. Durable artifacts range
in number from one to thousands of seed beads.
Beads are the most commonly artifacts found
but a wide variety of metal and glass items have
been reported. Metal arrow points and horse gear
are present in some contexts. The majority of the
artifacts were probably obtained from Comanchero
traders (Levine and Freeman 1982) during the
nineteenth century.

Conclusions
Historically, it has been reported that the Apache
arrived in the Southern Great Plains by early
in the historic period and that subsequently the
Comanche displaced the Apache in the early 1700s.
Both groups were using horses for transportation
and initially lived in tipis and hunted buffalo on the
plains and in the Rocky Mountain foothills. The
archaeology of the Apaches has been investigated
in conjunction with coal mining in the Raton area
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close as I’ve been.” From the information presented
above, I don’t know if the Comanches came back
to Texas (or Oklahoma) to die, but certainly many
were buried on the Southern Great Plains in the
1800s. More archaeological information is needed
to deﬁne the territorial limits of the Comanche and
Apache nations in the nineteenth century and it is
only through archaeological research of historic sites
that territorial boundaries can be precisely deﬁned.
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DAVID H. SNOW

Pahos to Muy’ovi: Mytho- and Real History
in Traditional Accounts of the Tano-Tewa
Migration to Hopi
DAVID H. SNOW
The Tano-Tewa migration to the Hopi Mesas at the end of the seventeenth century is related in a variety
of accounts collected principally from First Mesa’s Tewa Village. Couched in ritual format, the migration
nevertheless was an historical process that has received considerable attention from scholars (Black 2001;
Courlander 2003:166-167; Dozier 1966; Parsons [1966]1939:913-914; Reed 1943; Stephen 1936), but
accounts differ among the recitations by various informants. Black (2001:193-201) reviewed 14 accounts,
and highlighted the disparity in details among them, but elected not to explore or to reconcile the reasons
for the differences among them. The quintessence of the migration story is reﬂected in two critical truths
cited in each: the invitation from Walpai clan chiefs that the Tano-Tewas move to the Hopi Mesas in order
to assist the Hopis against their enemies, and the ill-treatment accorded the migrants upon their arrival by
the Hopis. The consequence, say the Tano-Tewas, was that they buried their Tewa language that the Hopis
might never learn it (Dozier 1966; Walker and Wycoff 1983).
History, Erdoes and Ortiz (1984:xiv) reminds
us, “enters the mythic world obliquely,” but it is
equally clear that myth enters just as obliquely (and
easily) into ethnic history, to create what Malotki
(2002:viii) has called the “mytho-historical” past.
The traditionally recited oral accounts of the Tewa
and Tano migration to Hopi’s First Mesa seemingly
reﬂect such “mytho-history,” but in Momaday’s
words, those accounts, nevertheless, are “true.”
Eliade (1963:5-6) points out that such accounts
validate a “time of beginning,” of creation, of how
a reality “came into existence,” how it “began to
be.” For Tewa Village, such mytho-historical
accounts constitute the corpus juris of its present
and its past (Dozier 1966; Walker and Wyckoff
1983); even though Harry James (1996:57) informs
us that, “as a people they [the Tewas] disappeared.”
Goody argued that we might be led astray in
the assumption that the common component in a
series of variants (accounts) is “quintessential.”
He suggests that it must not be assumed that
what disappears or changes between versions in a

N. Scott Momaday (1997:3) reminds us that
in oral tradition, “Stories are not subject to the
imposition of such questions as true or false, fact
or ﬁction,” they are “realities lived and believed.
They are true.” W. Roger Buffalohead (1984:xiv)
remarked that, for historians studying Native
Americans, few topics are “more agitating than
the validity of oral history.” In contrast, cultural
anthropologists, he noted, “need no convincing of
its value,” and the issue is the “reliability of human
memory.” He continued:
To say that memory is totally unreliable
suggests that oral tradition is really—
to paraphrase Voltaire—a common and
agreed-upon verbal lie, transmitted from
generation to generation. To say there can
be complete reliance on oral versions of the
past turns the search for historical truth into
an act of faith (Buffalohead 1984:xiv; and
see Whiteley 2002).
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“syntagmatic chain (or even in a chain of quasirandomly recorded versions)” lacks structural
relevance (Goody 1987:295). Similarly, emphasis
on one variant of a “myth cycle” does not “form
the center of a structure but is only one of many
possible entries into the mythological spiral”
(Parmentier 1979:609; and see Levi-Strauss
1969:2). The Tewa migration accounts clearly
represent “quasi-randomly recorded versions,” or
variants, of the “myth cycle” collected at different
times from a random selection of informants at
First Mesa. What is “true” in the versions collected,
however, differs in the details, told and re-told
by generations of fathers to their sons and kiva
initiates at Tewa Village for several hundred years
as well as to anthropologists.
I examine here the migration in the light of
historical documents resulting from the Pueblo
rebellion of 1696, and argue that the details of
the trek to First Mesa do not reﬂect a commonly
agreed-upon false tale transmitted from generation
to generation, nor are they necessarily a reﬂection
of the unreliability of human memory. I suggest,
rather, that the varying details reﬂect the different
experiences of different migrating groups, their
subsequent clan afﬁliations, and the status of
those clans at Tewa Village. With but one possible
exception, the single truth, the quintessence of the
motive behind the migration, nevertheless, does not
vary: the invitation from Hopi to the Tewas. The
accounts, I argue here, do have structural (social)
relevance from the perspective of the individual
reciting the story, for the migration comprised
a series of events involving different groups of
Tewa and Tano-Tewa refugees, and the subsequent
vicissitudes of clan organization, formation, and
re-formation.

side lived the Witch people with their Witch kiva.
In eight days the Witch people intended kill all in
the village,” but the Oku’wa sent lightning into the
kiva and killed all the Witch people in there. “The
next day the Crier chief called out to get ready
in four days. We have to move from this place
… so whatever you have, you take along. From
there they started out for Hopi.” Explicit in this
account of witchcraft is a compelling traditional
metaphorical explanation underlying the decision
to abandon Wide White Gap village; one that, in
Marc Simmon’s (1980:xi-xii) words, is a “distinct
and historical” phenomenon that reminds us that
“the relentless rush of history is often directed by
the unbridled force of superstitious conviction”
(and see Hawley 1950). Darling (1998:735-736)
pointed out that “Increasing stress in a community
may lead to sudden and rapid increases in witchcraft
accusations and the execution of witches,”
and factionalism might also lead to increased
accusations of witchcraft. Witch executions
also “may mark hasty closure of kivas” (Darling
1998:745; Walker 1998; and see Wendorf 1953).
Discord clearly is the theme in Parsons’ tale,
one that curiously is absent in Black’s recorded
versions, and I suggest that it emphasizes the
documented dissension and divided loyalties
among the Tano and Tewa rebels besieged by
Spanish forces under Diego de Vargas during the
late spring, summer and fall of 1696. Parsons’
version might also recall, metaphorically, the
killing of Tano Governor Yope and his son-in-law
by his own people. There is, in Parsons’ account,
no explicit or even implicit motive given for
starting out to Hopi, although the earlier ﬂight of
Southern Tiwa refugees to the Hopi’s Second Mesa
at Payupki during the 1680 Revolt indicates that
the Hopi Mesas were well-known as a place of
refuge.
Messengers from Walpi, so the traditional
stories go, were sent to Tewageh (Wide White Gap
Village; spelling and orthographic renditions of the
Tewa village vary considerably, e.g. Dozier 1966;
Parsons 1926, 1966:313-314; Yava 1992) with an
invitation for the Tewas to move to Hopi in order to
protect against Walpi’s enemies (reference to such

Myth and History
“At Tsewageh Tewa people were living.” So
begins Parson’s recitation of the account from a
Tewa Bear clansman at Sichumovi (Parsons 1926,
1994:177-80; see Note 7 below). “On one side of
the village lived the Spider people, on the other
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emissaries are lacking in the witch kiva tale). The
emissaries arrived on the east side of Muy’ovi, the
“Rio Grande near where San Juan and Santa Clara
stand today.” Three times they came, and each
time the chief replied that they would consider the
invitation. So Walpi’s messengers went a fourth
time bearing pahos, and this ritually-embedded
fourth offer brought the desired result. The chief
said: “Yes, we have thought about the matter. Any
Tewa warriors that wish to go to your country with
their families may do so…” Inquiring what the
messengers had brought, he was told there were
eight prayer-sticks, so the chief said: “Whoever
wants to cross the river and make a new settlement
with the Walpis, get your selves ready. We will
help them survive. Whoever wants to stay behind
let him stay” (Courlander 2003:1661; see Black
2001:3-13; Yava 1992:28).
In traditional ritual format, the four feints
from Walpi’s clan chiefs carrying pahos was the
appropriate proffer of a gift, one that reﬂects the
“formal nexus among diplomacy, barter, and
religious offerings,” carrying with it the “hope for a
return.” Its spirit….” seeks to persuade but cannot
compel.... the style of diplomatic proffers is thus
more akin to barter, where the terms proposed are
subject to appraisal by the recipient, to determine
whether or not they carry compensable exchangevalue” (Whiteley 2004:359-361). That the
Tewas and Tanos considered the exchange-value
compensable is evident from their presence on
First Mesa. One account from Walpi, nevertheless,
claimed that the Tewas simply “desired to become
Hopis,” so the Hopis offered them a place to live
(Yava 1992:144); and Parsons’ (1994:50-52) tale of
Awl Boy relates that the people at Puye wanted “for
some time…to go to the Kosso,” that is, to Walpi.
Were the Tewas really invited to Hopi by
Walpi’s clan chiefs, and for what reasons, aside
(possibly) from witchcraft, might the invitation
have been accepted? Did they in fact simply
want to become Hopis? Time and perhaps other
considerations have obscured or re-cast many
details of the events and motives behind the move to
Hopi, but in none of the recorded accounts is overt
reference made to the Tano-Tewa people having

killed their resident priest and several Spaniards in
June of 1696, at the Tano village of San Cristóbal
(Tewageh). Spanish documents stemming from
the 1696 Pueblo rebellion appear to support the
accounts, in particular those that tell of a Hopi
delegation to the Tanos at San Cristóbal Pueblo
near Española, New Mexico, with an invitation to
move to Hopi. Diego de Vargas’s journals describe
events during the spring and summer of 1696
which, I suggest, are the genesis of the mythohistorical traditions behind the departure of the
Tano-Tewas.
The arrival of an emissary from the Hopi
Mesas at Wide White Gap village, called by the
Spaniards San Cristóbal, is attested by its mission
priest, Fray José Arbizu on April 18, 1696, in
a letter to his father custodian. Having left his
station at San Cristóbal Pueblo “of the Tanos”
earlier (following notice that a native uprising was
planned late in March), for its being “desolated
[and] in rebellion,” Fray Arbizu cited, among his
other difﬁculties there, that he had seen a
Tiwa in my mission hidden in some houses,
making a count of the people of the pueblo
and feigning that he was a Moqui, and when
he told them to talk to him, they said that
they did not know his language, and they told
me that he had been for a month in my said
mission of San Cristóbal, which has been the
source of all this evil (Espinosa 1988:231;
my emphasis).
Arvizu’s comments are somewhat ambiguous.
Was the “Tiwa,” in fact, from Hopi’s Second Mesa
Tiwa village of Payupki, acting at the behest of the
Walpi clan chiefs, and able to converse in Tewa,
in spite of what Fray Arvizu was told? In any
event, contact between the Tanos and an apparent
messenger from Hopi at this crucial juncture
strongly suggests that an arrangement of some sort
was under negotiation, particularly as the hidden
“Tiwa” was said to be “making a count” of the
inhabitants for a month. Here, I suggest, was the
offer to the Tewa and Tano people for sanctuary
among the Hopi, as traditionally recited.
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or “Muké” (that is, Moqui; Hewett 1906:36).2
Earlier, in December of 1693, Vargas met
outside the Villa de Santa Fe with his “compadres,”
Don Luis Tupatu, “el Picurí,” Governor of San
Juan Pueblo, and Popay’s successor among the
northern Pueblos during the interregnum (Kessell
et al. 1995:458). Don Luis was accompanied by
the governor of San Lázaro Pueblo, Don Cristóbal
Yope. Assured of their support, Vargas dispatched
two Tanos “who came from El Paso,” a Tewa
named Estebanillo, and a Piro, with letters and
rosaries to the northern pueblos (and, presumably,
to the Hopi Mesas; Kessell et al 1995:402). Later
that month, Vargas was told that Yope and his sonin-law, Perucho were “the worst of the lot” among
the Tano rebels, and in January, he learned that his
emissaries bearing letters had been killed at San
Lázaro Pueblo by Yope himself.
In the early spring of 1696, the people of San
Lázaro Pueblo (of Tanos), with their governor,
Don Cristóbal Yope, had re-settled at San Cristóbal
Pueblo, along with others who had joined them,
presumably refugee Galisteo Pueblo Tano women
and children released from servitude at Santa Fe
in December of 1693. The following spring Yope
informed Fray Arvizu that a revolt was planned
“eight days from March 9” just as the Witch people
in Parsons’ account were to arise in eight days.
Fray Arbizu wrote that same day that the natives
were hostile to Yope, and that he “has promised
to protect me with all his pueblo of San Lázaro.”
The ringleader of the rebels at San Cristóbal was
said to be “el Cacacha, or Pinjui” who, said Fray
Arvizu, has made them [rebel], as well as three
or four others who are his followers” (Espinosa
1988:171).3 Arvizu said that Yope claimed that
his people would

Contact between Hopi and the northern Tewa
and Tano villages was anticipated, according to
Fray Francisco Corbera at San Ildefonso, and on
December 20, 1695, he wrote that he would inform
Vargas “if the Moquis have come,” for the Tewas,
he said, “were awaiting their assistance.” On March
9, the following year, Fray José García Martín, at
Santa Clara Pueblo, wrote that “it is probable that
the Indians of the provinces of Zuni and Moqui are
coming by way of the said pueblo of Santa Clara;”
and Fray Geronimo Prieto, writing from San Juan
the following day, said that “the people report to
me that the Moquis, the Zunis, and the Acomas are
coming and that they have spread the news that they
are coming to the pueblo of Santa Clara to trade…”
(Espinosa1988:159, 174,180). On June 14, it was
reported to Vargas that the Moquis, in fact, had
come, but already had returned to their mesas,
unable to cross the Rio Grande to attack the Villa
de Santa Fe (in league with the Tewas and Tanos)
because of high water (Kessell et al. 1998:762).
Further support for contact between Hopis,
Tewas, and their Tano allies during early summer
also is indicated, I believe, by recovery of a
signiﬁcant number of Hopi Yellow Ware pottery
sherds (40) from excavations in “los Pedernales,”
the “piedra alumbre” above Abiquiu, prior to
its inundation by Abiquiu Lake. The pottery is
described as “essentially the same” as sherds
found at Walpi in post-1690 contexts (Schaafsma
2002:155-156, citing a personal communication
from E. Charles Adams). I suggest that the pottery
provides strong evidence for contacts between
Walpi and Santa Clara (and, perhaps, other TanoTewa) people who, at the time, were reportedly
in “los Pedernales” above Abiquiu (Kessell et al.
1988:1064). This was, evidently, a neutral ground
for in 1704, Navajos and Hopis met in the “Valle
de la Piedra Alumbre” for a general junta aimed at
urging Taos and the other pueblos to rise up once
again (Escalante 1777:302). If , and this of course
is speculative, some (perhaps many) of the Santa
Clara people there accompanied the Hopis on their
return from los Pedernales early in June, might not
this be the basis, in part, for traditional accounts that
derive some Hopi clans speciﬁcally from Abiquiu,

go out with the Spaniards with all of their
households because they fear that they also
will be killed, because on [Black] mesa, four
times they were about to take his [Yope’s]
life, and from what is now to be seen, they
can well do so, for they have not had any
dealings with him concerning the treachery
which he informs me of, or with the alcalde
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however, contains no allusions to witchcraft.
Yope’s wife reported to Vargas in August, that
her husband and his son-in-law, Perucho (Pedro),
were killed by four Tanos and three Tewas (Kessell
et al. 1998:996), and among the assassins was Tomás
Empoo, Yope’s alcalde at San Lazaro (Kessell et
al.:1011). The others were identiﬁed only as “four
warriors” from San Cristóbal who, with a single
family from Pojoaque, reportedly were still in the
sierra late that month. Nowhere in the 14 recorded
oral stories of the Tano migration to Hopi is there
mention of any of the foregoing conﬂict between the
Pueblo people or Spanish efforts to quell the brief
rebellion during the summer and early fall of 1696.
On July 15, San Juan governor, Miguel Saxete
(or “Sicunque,” “el Pintor,” the different names are
not explained)6 reported that, while hiding along the
river some days earlier, he had seen “many people,
their horses loaded with clothing, [who] came
down from the sierra of the Tanos. They forded
the Rio del Norte near Santa Clara Pueblo [and]
went on toward the sierra of Santa Clara” (Kessell
et al. 1998:833). I believe this account records
the departure of some, perhaps many, of the Tano
refugees. According to Irving Pabanale’s account of
the migration, the Tano-Tewa’s made their ﬁrst of
four stops on the way to Hopi at Santa Clara (Black
2001:196). Saxete also reported that some people of
Santa Clara had gone to Navajo, “others to Moqui,”
and that “no one remained at Santa Clara,” all had
gone either to Navajo or to Moqui7. This, roughly a
month after the Hopis and, quite possibly, a number
of Santa Clara people, had left “los Pedernales” for
Hopi. By July 27th, Vargas received word that all the
Tanos had gone away “in the direction of Moqui,”
leaving only four warriors from San Cristobal in the
sierra. This was conﬁrmed in early September by
Yope’s wife (accompanied by four of her children)
in Santa Fe, who reported to Vargas that only
Tomás Empoo and his family remained in the sierra
(Kessell et al. 1998:995).
There seems little reason to doubt, as did
many Rio Grande pueblo people following the
return of Governor Otermin in 1680-81, that Tewa
and Tano people, fearing reprisals for their actions
in June of 1696, sought refuge as far away from

mayor so that he could warn His Lordship to
enable him to know the truth and punish the
evil ones (Espinosa 1988:171).
What might have turned the rebels on Black
Mesa against Yope is not clear from the documents4,
but Fray Arvizu also noted that “the natives were
hostile to him [Yope] because he did not wish to
help them on the past Christmas eve” (Espinosa
1988:171).5 Nevertheless, disclosing the impending
rebellion to the Spaniards appears to have sealed
Yope’s fate. Whatever his motive for revealing the
Tano’s plans to the priest, his subsequent actions
seemingly were an effort to redeem himself in the
eyes of his Tewa and Picuris allies.
For on June 4 that year, Friars Arvizu and
Antonio Carbonel and several Spaniards stationed
at San Cristóbal were killed there; according to
reports received, Yope himself had killed Fray
Arvizu. The same notice brought news of other
Franciscan martyrdoms in the Tewa pueblos and,
by this time, most of the Tewa and Tano people had
ﬂed to the higher mesas and foothills surrounding
their pueblos in anticipation of Spanish reprisals.
Hounded and harassed by Vargas throughout the late
spring, summer, and fall, the northern pueblos were
in disarray, their caches of foodstuffs destroyed,
and the majority of the people dispersed. Many
Tewas, mostly those from Santa Clara Pueblo,
were said to be in “los Pedernales” above Abiquiu,
with the Tanos scattered in the “cañada and sierra
de Chimayó.” Reports of dissention among the
refugees were received in late summer, dissention
evidently, that led to the death of Cristóbal Yope
and his son–in-law at the hands of the rebels.
Yope’s apparent effort to atone for “speaking
with the Spaniards,” by personally killing Arvizu
evidently was not enough, for the ﬁfth attempt
on his life was successful (ﬁve is a frequently
cited ritual number among the Tewas; Parsons
1996:368). Might not Yope’s death at the hands
of his own people have resulted from such a
“superstitious conviction,” in Simmons’ words, and
recounted in the singular tale recounted to Parsons
at First Mesa by Bear clansman? Black’s summary
of the fourteen different versions of the migration,
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locations of well-known springs. “Duck Water”
(or “Duck Springs,” said to be “near Grants”
[Black 2001:196]), Bear Spring (Ojo del Oso,
near Ft. Wingate), and Cañoncito are mentioned
prior to the migrants’ arrival at either Ganado or
Fort Deﬁance in Arizona. “Cañoncito,” likely,
was in the same area of the present Cañoncito
(To’hajiilee) Navajo Reservation8. Only “Duck
Water” remains unidentiﬁed, although this may
be “Ojo del Gallo,” present day San Rafael, New
Mexico (possibly a misunderstood translation
into Spanish).
According to information received by Vargas,
many Tewas from the pueblos north of Santa Fe,
together with those from San Cristobal, left by
“way of Navajo country to Acoma.” There, “the
Zunis came down for them and took them away,
giving them “lodging and maize.” The Zunis,
however, “had not allowed them to go on to Moqui,
which was where they had been headed” (Kessell et
al. 1998:754). In July, 1696, an Acoma Indian was
interrogated and told Vargas that “only the Tanos
who were living at Zuni now were their allies and
the rest [of the Tanos] were not.” Furthermore, he
said, the Tanos had planted some milpas this year at
La Laguna (the lake, not Laguna Pueblo; therefore,
perhaps, prior to the founding of that village that
same year or the next) (Escalante 1777:284; Kessell
et al. 1998: 802-803). Later, Vargas was informed
that rebel Tano, Tewa, Taos, and Picuris “have gone
off to Zuni and Acoma to live;” Tanos were living at
Zuni where they were given land to sow (Kessell et
al. 1998:968); and later, in August, he was told that
the Tanos and Santa Clara were “scattered in Zuni
and Moqui,” as well as in “Navajo and Pedernales”
(Kessell et al. 1998:1064). Escalante (1777:264;
my emphasis) wrote that, on the 12th of July, 1696,
the Zunis, “most of whom were still staying on the
Peñol de Kiakiná, or Galisteo” [Dowa Yalanne],
rendered obedience to Vargas. Kyaki:ma village at
Zuni is situated on the bank of ”Galestina Wash”
near the base of Dowa Yalanne (see Ferguson
1996:27, Fig. 3.1). The etymology of the name
Galestina is unknown, but might well reﬂect the
former Galisteo Tano presence there in 1696 or
1697 (and see Lippard 2010:255).

the Spanish as was feasible and possible. That
many sought refuge with traditional enemies—
Navajos and Apaches—as well as among pueblos
distant from Spanish control, is well-attested.
Acoma, Zuni, and the Hopi Mesas received small
numbers of Rio Grande people over the course of
the last two decades of the seventeenth century.
It is not unreasonable to believe that Tano-Tewa
people were permitted, if not encouraged, to take
refuge among the Hopis as, almost certainly, were
Southern Tiwas before them as a result of the 1680
Revolt. The furtive presence at San Cristobal of a
Tiwa pretending he was a Hopi, perhaps negotiating
sanctuary for the rebels on behalf of some Hopi
leaders, lends support to traditional beliefs of Tewa
Village recounted as justiﬁcation for their presence
at Hopi, past and present.
The numbers of Tewa and Tano people who
made their way to Hopi country vary considerably
in the recorded accounts, ranging from two- to
four-hundred, in different groups, or even that the
Tanos were “down to seven families” (Courlander
2003:167; Mindeleff 1989:36; Yava 1992:26). Fray
Arvizu, however, counted some 500 persons at San
Cristóbal in early March (Espinosa 1988:178). In a
guarded reference, perhaps, to events involving the
Witch people, one story claimed that “only those
on a certain side of the village would be allowed
to go” (Black 2001:195). Some Tanos, according
to one account, elected to remain and were left in
care of the chief’s son (see Note 4). Lacking census
data from the Hopi villages of the period there is no
way to estimate the number of migrants from the
Rio Grande to Hopi.

The Migrations
The various routes taken and stopping places
cited in Black (2001:196) differ somewhat, a
reﬂection, I believe, of the movement of several
different parties of migrants. In all but one
account, aside from the starting points at Santa
Clara (alternatively, they “came from Paharito,”
according to Youvella [cited in Black 2001:193]),
and mention of Jemez (Pueblo), these are the
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(cited in Briggs 1976:156). There is also a request
from earlier, in 1718, by a Tano from Galisteo
that he be allowed “to visit the Tanos at Moqui,”
possibly a kinsman (Twitchell 1914:Note 187).

Interviews by Dozier (1966:47-48) with Tewa
Village kiva members clearly indicated their belief
that their ancestors arrived as two different groups
whose clan-kiva associations reﬂect differences
of opinion as to the identity of the ﬁrst arrivals;
but 60 years prior to Dozier’s informants, Fewkes
(1906:90) recorded that,

Conclusion
The 1696 journals of Diego de Vargas indicate
that contrary to earlier speculation, Tewa and
Tano people established themselves at Hopi prior
to the 1700 date many have suggested (e.g.,
Black 2001:xxiv; Parsons 1996 [1936]:913;
Reed 1943). It also is apparent, not only from
ethnographic accounts of the migration but from
the contemporary documents, that the migrant
included members from both the Northern and
Southern Tewa pueblos. It also is apparent that
some of the migrating Tanos remained for some
time, if not permanently, at Acoma and Zuni,
becoming incorporated into the lifeways of their
hosts. As a result of the Vargas campaign during
the late spring to fall of 1696, the Tewas and their
Tano allies were under extreme pressure. San Juan
was virtually deserted, if only temporarily, with the
inhabitants seeking refuge at Taos and in Embudo
Canyon adjacent to their Picuris allies. Jacona and
Cuyamungue were permanently abandoned and,
perhaps, comprised the majority of the Northern
Tewa people who migrated to First Mesa. Pojoaque
was not resettled until 1706, and some of Santa
Clara’s inhabitants sought refuge on the Plains
among various Apache settlements until their
return in 1706 (Thomas 1935).
An emissary from the Hopi Mesas at San
Cristobal Pueblo in the spring of 1696, discovered
by Fray Arvisu, argues for the basic “truth” of
the Tewa Village migration accounts, and clearly
captures the quintessence of the ritually cited chain
of events that validate the raison d’être of Tewa
Village, its people, their present, past, and their
culture (e.g. Whiteley 2002).

Legends gathered from the present
inhabitants declare that Hano [Tewa Village]
was developed from three originally
independent building centers or nuclei of
centers of growth that later grew together by
natural extension…the Tobacco-Corn, the
Cloud-Sand, and the Katchina houses.
Albert Yava, of the Stick, or Fir clan associated
with the Court (Bear Clan) kiva at Tewa Village
(Dozier 1966:44), pointed out that the migrants
were “true Tewas,” not “T’hanos” (Yava 1992:1;
[Tanos; see Snow 2008:189]). The Tano-Tewa
dialect of Galisteo Pueblo, nevertheless, was said
by a “true” Tewa to have been “very like ours, but
not the same.” Clifton Ami, of Tewa Village’s Bear
clan, nevertheless, called his people T’anuge’, that
is, Tano people (personal communication, October
25, 2012).9 The Fir clan is said to have been the
“pathmaker” for the Court kiva’s Bear clan.10
Might not these claims reﬂect the possibility
that “Southern” Tewas or Tano (T’hano), from
Santa Clara (and, perhaps, individual families
from nearby Tewa pueblos) were the ﬁrst to have
left for Hopi, followed a short time later, as the
documents suggest, by “Northern” Tewas, whose
clan afﬁliations are with the Outside kiva and
who, as warriors, fought Walpi’s enemies (Dozier
1966:48)? That some Galisteo Tano people also
were with the Tano migrants is indicated in Fray
Escalante’s journal from his time at First Mesa in
1776. He indicates that the friars were there paid a
visit by Pedro of Galisteo, “who was now old and
had great authority in this pueblo of the Tanos”
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Endnotes
1. The initial morpheme /muy-/ is Hopic, muuy-,
moon and, thus ‘muy-‘o-vi, “moon-up-place” (Kenneth
C. Hill, personal communication, January 16, 2012),
possibly merely denoting east. Muy’ovi does not contain
the word for water or river, as Courlander implied (“the
Rio Grande River”). “Polakka,” in Nelson’s 1937:110
ﬁctionalized account, said merely that “there our Tewa
people lived in many villages; some by big river, some
near high mountains where rising sun comes up.”
Tewageh, Tsawarii (Hodge 1910:822), Tsewageh, or
Chewadeh (Yava 1992:27), was occupied by Southern
Tewa, or Tano refugees from their pre-Revolt pueblos
of San Lázaro and San Cristóbal in the Galisteo Basin.
Parsons (1994:2) claimed that the Rio Grande Tewas
have no story of the Tano-Tewa’s migration, nor any
recall from which villages the migrants departed (but
see Harrington 1916:256-257). Tewa Village visitors to
San Lazaro Pueblo included members of the Bear, Corn,
Tobacco, and Cloud clans, who were of the opinion
that San Lazaro “was an ancestral Tewa site,” possibly
“ancestral to Tsewaddi, the last known [Southern] Tewa
village on the Rio Grande” (Fenn 2004:50-56).
2. Mindeleff (1989:30) cited the arrival of the
Asa clan at Hopi, ostensibly in prehistoric times,
from a place “now known as Abiquiu, and recorded
their stopping places on the way westward that match
those cited in the Tano-Tewa migration.” Visitors from
“Hano” (a Tewa Village at Hopi) to Abiquiu were
reported in 2003 (Ebright and Hendricks 2006:251, 318
Note 2). Seventeen “Hopis”, servants at Abiquiu, are
said to have been brought to Santa Clara for baptism in
1743 (Swadesh 1974:38). Possibly those “Hopis” were
former refugee Tano-Tewas from First Mesa? Fray
Atanasio Dominguez, at Santa Clara in 1776, remarked
that “It is said that the Santa Clara people came from
Moqui, where the same Tegua language is spoken…”
(Adams and Chavez 1953:119).
3. “Pinjui” is clearly San Juan Tewa, P’inwêe
(Santa Clara Tewa, P’ingwii), Picuris Pueblo (Martinez
1982; Santa Clara 1977). It is remotely possible that
“Pinjui” was the same “el Picuri”, Luis Tupatu, whom
Vargas referred to as “the late Don Luis el Picuri,” on
October 7, 1696 (Kessell et al. 1998:1033), but the
journals do not record an account of Tupatu’s death.
In 1716, the unsuccessful effort to return Rio Grande
pueblo people from the Hopi Mesas noted that the
“well-known “Tano chief, El Pinui,” sent word that he
did not want to negotiate, and that he was “very weary
and sick” (Bloom 1931). Is it possible that Luis Tupatu,
in fact, ﬂed with San Cristobal and San Lázaro Tanos
to Hopi where, in 1716, he was not just weary and sick,
“but well advanced in years”? Luis Tupatu, although a

native of Picuris, was governor of San Juan Pueblo in
1693 (Kessell et al. 1995:416).
4. Yope had ﬁve children, one of whom,
apparently, was an adult. Don Cristóbal himself might
well have been a young adult in 1680, possibly one
of those leaders at San Lazaro Pueblo who rejected
the implications of the knotted cord that signaled the
impending Revolt (Hackett & Shelby 1942:xxxviiixxxix). If so, perhaps the memory still rankled among the
rebels in 1696? This ﬁfth attempt on Yope’s life recalls
the Tewa ritual number ﬁve (Parsons 1996 [1936]:368),
which gives a “sense of compulsion or achievement or
certainty” to an outcome. The 1750 Spanish Colonial
census at San Juan Pueblo (Olmsted 1981:31) began at
the house of the village’s casique, “Dn Bentura Yope,”
perhaps a grandson of Cristóbal Yope?
5. To what incident is referred to in this statement,
apparently, is not recorded, but might be related to
Vargas having released the enslaved women and
children from the Villa de Santa Fe on December 21, all
of whom, presumably, were Galisteo Tanos, and some
of whom later were counted among the rebels at San
Cristóbal. In 1706, Fray Juan Álvarez reported that in
the mission of Tetzuqui [Tesuque] were people of the
Thanos nation, who number about one hundred and ﬁfty
Christians; the latter are about to go and settle in their
pueblo of Galisteo….” (Hackett 1937:375). Several
months later the Governor, Don Francisco Cuervo y
Valdes, wrote that he had gathered together Thanos who
had been “scattered since the year 1702, living in the
other pueblos, ranches and frontier places….”, and resettled them in their former pueblo of Galisteo (Hackett
1937:379). Again, in May the same year, the Governor
wrote that he had found among the “chusmas” [rabble,
referring to displaced natives] “muchas personas
apostadas de las Xptianas fuxitibas de las naciones
Hemez, y Tanos, que desde los años de Ochenta de la
sublevación genl, los de Noventa y quarto, y noventa
y seis, se hallaron en la dha Provincia de Navajó …”
(“ many apostate fugitive Christian individuals of the
Hemez and Tanos, that since the years of [16] ‘80s of the
general uprising [and] those from [16] ’94 to ’96, were
found in the Privince of Navajo …”) (1706:462, AGN,
Provincias Internas).
6. Possibly he painted retablos or religious
ﬁgures on hide for church accoutrements or for vecino
households or perhaps San Juan Pueblo pottery. In either
event, the 1750 Spanish Colonial census of the pueblo
listed “Jph Pintor,” his wife and two children, neither of
whom bore the surname, Pintor (Olmsted 1981:32).
7. Tsewageh, “Wide White Gap village” of the
Tano-Tewa refugees might be reﬂected in the Navajo
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came a long, long time ago from Tsawadeh, our home
in the east.” Clan afﬁliation relegates membership in
one or the other of the two kivas at Tewa Village: Bear,
Corn, Tobacco, and Fir belong to the inside, or Court
Kiva (Dozier 1966:73; see Note 10).
10. Nevertheless, the Fir clan was originally of
the Outside kiva. “At the time of the extinction of the
Sun clan, or when its extinction was imminent, the Fir
and Bear clans [Court kiva afﬁliation] apparently seized
upon a casual mention of the two clans as partners in
a migration legend as an excuse to merge” (Dozier
1961:73). Clifton Ami of Tewa Village (Bear Clan)
informed me that it was Corn clan members (Court kiva
association) that formed the “pathmakers” by laying a
path of pure white cornmeal for the people to follow;
and he also stated that the Tanu’ge, “his people” (TanoTewa), were the last to arrive at First Mesa (personal
communication, October 25, 2012). One version relates
that it was the Stick (equated with Fir) clan who laid
the cornmeal path (Black 2001:196). The Rio Grande
Tewas lack clans, and Dozier (1961:42-43, 105) said
that Tewa “name-clans” are bilateral lineage “multigenerational” groups. These named matu’ien were
those that migrated as a group, rather than entire pueblo
communities during times of stress (Richard I. Ford,
personal communication, September 14, 2012; see
Dozier 1966:43).

clan name, Tháʻpaha people who came “originally from
a place called Tháʻpaha halkai, ‘White Valley among
the Waters’, which is near where the city of Santa Fe
now stands” (Matthews 1994:142).
8. Richard N. Wilson, whose Navajo mother
taught school at Cañoncito for many years, informs me
that “the fugitives [Navajos] were desperate to ﬁnd a
hideout with potable water. Most of the springs in that
area are gypsum saturated. When they found one that
ﬂowed sweet water, they settled. If you asked the modern
inhabitants (in the early 50s) where it was located, all
you got as an answer was a knowing smile and dead
silence” (R. N. Wilson, personal communication,
November 30, 2013).
9. For possible Tano migration to Santa Clara,
see Naranjo (1995, 2006), and Peckham and Olinger
(1990). Parsons’ Bear clansman was her journalist,
“Crow Wing,” from Sichumovi (1974:39, Note 66).
“He is watch for that village’s Bear clan (to which the
journalist belongs).” Elsewhere, Parsons (1939 [1966]:
913), cited her Sichumovi informant as saying the
invitation from Walpi also came from the Snake clan
chief (see Black 2001:193; Dozier 1966:17); thus, “We
Tewa men are the watchers for the Snake clan.” The
Snake clan is associated with the Court, or inside kiva
with the Bear clan. The signiﬁcance of the Bear clan at
Tewa Village was recited for Dozier (1966:42). “They
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JOHN D. SPETH

Paleoindian Bifaces and Mobility:
Are We Barking Up the Wrong Tree?
JOHN D. SPETH
Nearly 30 years ago, Robert Kelly (1988) published a landmark paper entitled “The Three Sides of a
Biface.” Together with a slightly earlier one published jointly with William Parry (Parry and Kelly 1987),
this paper provided a compelling argument for why bifacial technology would be advantageous to mobile
Paleoindian foragers who anticipated having to make or repair tools and equipment while far from home
and in areas lacking readily accessible good-quality tool stone. Such bifaces could serve simultaneously as
light-weight portable cores, and as long use-life tools, which could be resharpened or reshaped as needed,
and which could be turned into projectile points with relatively little additional work.
thinking in more anthropological terms about how
hunter-gatherer technologies were organized and
how they ﬁt into the broader adaptive and cultural
fabric. So the goal of what follows is directed,
not at Kelly’s original contribution, which stands
as a classic in the ﬁeld, but at the “business as
usual” posture common among North American
Paleoindianists today. The biface-mobility
package is not as neatly and tightly wrapped up as
many would seem to think. In fact, there is ample
reason to believe that the presence or absence of
bifaces has little or nothing to do with mobility. It
is time to have another look.
In his original paper, Kelly (1988:718)
deﬁned a biface as “...a ﬂake or core blank that has
been reduced on both faces from two parallel but
opposing axes through percussion, and, frequently,
pressure ﬂaking.... The relatively high-energy
investment in a bifacial tool indicates that it is
not to be discarded quickly and that its shape is
important to its role.” He went on to describe three
basic roles that could be performed or fulﬁlled by
a biface, although his third one is best split into
two separate categories since they are really very
different phenomena: (1) as a source of sharp ﬂakes
with more usable cutting edge per unit weight than
a percussion core; (2) as tools with durable, easily
resharpened cutting edges and hence longer usepotential than simple ﬂakes; (3a) a byproduct of
reducing a tool to a size suitable for ﬁtting into a

This was, and continues to be, a very
inﬂuential paper. And rightfully so. The biface
argument provided a clear link between stone
tools—often the predominant and sometimes the
only class of artifact recovered on Paleoindian
sites—and mobility, one of the key dimensions of
the foraging way of life. Over the many years since
the article ﬁrst appeared, “Three Sides of a Biface”
has stimulated a great deal of constructive thinking
and research, and it remains one of the most widely
cited papers in the Paleoindian literature today.
That to me is the sign of scholarship at its best.
But that doesn’t mean the arguments are
right. While over the years there have been several
reevaluations of Kelly’s original arguments (e.g.,
Eren and Andrews 2013; Jennings et al. 2010;
Kuhn 1994; Prasciunas 2007), some of which
I will discuss shortly, they have been too few
and far between. A majority of Paleoindianists
today—at least in North America—tend to
treat the biface argument as “established fact”
(see examples provided by Eren and Andrews
2013:166-167). However, any argument that was
put together nearly three decades ago is surely
in need of reexamination. Such a reevaluation
in no way denigrates the scholarship embodied
in the original paper. In 1988 it was a brilliant
contribution, one that played an invaluable role
in moving lithic specialists away from their
obsession with description and typology toward
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not being used as cores. Finally, J. Morrow (1997)
looked at the morphology of end scrapers and,
like Eren and Andrews (2013), found that these
ﬂake tools too did not pattern as expected with
increasing distance from source if they had been
made on ﬂakes derived from bifaces.
In short, all of these studies came to the same
general conclusion—that bifaces do not necessarily
represent the most efﬁcient or effective way for
Paleoindian foragers to cope with uncertain tool
needs and raw material availability in a context
of high mobility. Other core forms as well as
unmodiﬁed large ﬂakes seem to do the job just
ﬁne, if not better. My goal in the remainder of this
paper is to present two other interesting but seldom
considered problems with the biface model. The
ﬁrst of these concerns weight, the amount that a
human, on foot, can routinely carry on his or her
back. The second concerns the ubiquity of bifacial
technology among prehistoric foragers on a global
scale, and over a much longer temporal span
than the few millennia represented by the North
American Paleoindian period.

haft arrangement of ﬁxed size; and (3b) as a stylistic
expression of particular shared cultural values.

Previous Critiques of the Biface Argument
Several aspects of the Paleoindian biface argument
have been questioned in previous studies and I
will touch on these only brieﬂy here. For example,
Kuhn (1994:437) developed a model suggesting
that utility relative to weight was actually better
served if foragers carried toolkits composed, not of
bifaces or larger cores, but of “numerous relatively
small implements, between 1.5 and 3.0 times their
minimum usable sizes.” T. Morrow (1996) provided
an interesting counter-argument to Kuhn’s, but one
which also brought into question the primacy of
the carefully shaped and thinned biface as the ideal
core form for mobile peoples. Morrow concluded
that potential utility would actually be maximized
by transporting larger cores, not small ﬂakes.
More recently, Bamforth (2002:88) concurred,
concluding that “Paleoindian technology is
best described as largely, although certainly not
exclusively, a core/ﬂake-based rather than a
fundamentally biface-based industry.” Prasciunas
(2007) evaluated the idea that in serving as a core,
a biface would produce more cutting edge per unit
weight than an amorphous core. She showed that
bifaces in fact only yielded more cutting edge if
one included very small “waste” ﬂakes that would
have been of limited functional value in most realworld activities (see also Bamforth 2003:210).
Jennings and colleagues (2010) expanded these
core reduction studies, showing that bifaces were
no more efﬁcient than blade cores in the number
of potentially usable ﬂakes they produced. Eren
and Andrews (2013) approached the biface-ascore issue from a different angle. They reasoned
that if bifaces were being used as a source of ﬂakes
for unifacial tools, the average maximum ﬂake
thickness (and standard deviation) of these tools
should decline with increasing distance from the
raw material source. In a sample of Great Lakes
region Clovis sites they found the reverse to be
the case and concluded that bifaces probably were

Weight as a Transport Constraint
Early in his paper, Kelly (1988:718) asserted
what is perhaps the most important assumption
underlying the entire Paleoindian biface argument.
“Stones weigh too much for a mobile people to
carry more than needed, yet tool needs cannot
always be anticipated precisely; therefore, mobility
simultaneously dictates tool needs and access
to raw material.” At the time, this seemed like a
perfectly reasonable assumption upon which to
build the biface argument. Stone is heavy, and for
mobile populations the idea of “gearing up” in
advance with light weight, functionally ﬂexible
tool-cores (bifaces) provided what seemed like
an ideal way to cope with transport constraints in
a context of uncertain future tool needs and raw
material availability.
But how much weight is actually too much
for a pedestrian forager to carry? Surprisingly,
this question is seldom asked by Paleoindianists,
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(77 lb), an adult male Paleoindian forager could
easily have carried 600-1,200 Clovis points or
3,500 Folsom points, or their equivalent weight
in raw material, plus his own personal gear, over
a distance of 300 km (186 mi) in just two weeks,
assuming he traveled at a very modest pace of
about 2.2-2.6 km/hour (1.4-1.6 mi/hour) and
covered a distance of 20 km/day (12mi/day) (Orr
2010; Walker and Churchill 2014:222).Western
militaries, however, commonly consider a normal
march rate to be ca. 4.0 km/hour (2.5 mi/hour)
(Harper et al. 1996). At that pace a Paleoindian
forager could easily have covered more than 30
km/day (~20 mi/day) and completed the 300-km
(186-mi) trip in under ten days.
To ﬂesh out these comparisons, consider the
Acheulian handaxe, the Paleoindian biface’s Old
World cousin on steroids. Shipton and Petraglia
(2010:51) provide weight data for a sample of 531
handaxes drawn from sites in Africa and western
Asia. With an average weight of 634 g (1.4 lb)
our Paleoindian forager—in a single 35-kg (77lb) load—could easily have carried 55 or more of
these sizable bifaces, plus his own personal gear.
The military is not unique in its estimates
of normal loads and travel distances. Broadly
comparable ﬁgures are widely documented in
the ethnographic and ethnohistoric literature. For
example, according to Mason (1889:31-32) “hodcarriers” routinely transported back-loads of bricks
and mortar that weighed 35-45 kg (77-99 lb). He
goes on to describe 45-kg (99-lb) loads carried
distances of ~35 km (22 mi) in a single day by
Chinese porters, and similar 45-kg (99-lb) loads
carried over portages and steep mountain passes
in Canada and Alaska by professional carriers
(Mason 1896:445-446, 451). McBryde (1947)
described the activities of traditional merchants in
Guatemala, noting that 45-kg (99-lb) loads were
commonplace there, as well. Western Mono huntergatherers in California transported basket loads of
acorns that weighed about 36 kg (79 lb) (Bettinger
et al. 1997:892). Jäger et al. (1997:475-476) studied
degenerative changes in the cervical spine of male
porters who over many years carried head-loads
that averaged about 50 kg (110 lb). They also noted

even though weight is arguably the single most
fundamental parameter to look at if one is
concerned with transport constraints. This is all
the more curious given that there is no shortage of
information on the human capacity to carry heavy
loads. Perhaps the richest source of information
comes from the military. After all, armies have
been battling each other for millennia, and at the
heart of these campaigns are the foot soldiers who
must endure long, arduous “forced” marches, often
over rugged terrain, and then go straight into battle,
all the while carrying personal gear, water, armor,
and weaponry on their backs. So I begin with a
brief look at what military historians and analysts
have to say about the topic.
In order to provide a baseline against which
to compare the military data, however, let us
ﬁrst consider the weight of the hallmark of the
Paleoindian period—the ﬂuted point. Callahan
(1979:65) replicated a large number of full-sized
Clovis points which upon completion ranged in
weight from about 30-60 g (~1-2 oz). Although
his replicas turned out to be somewhat thicker than
most archaeological specimens, his weight ﬁgures
provide us with a reasonable frame of reference
against which to compare the military data (see
also Jennings 2013:652). Folsom points, being
much smaller than Clovis points, typically weigh
as little as 10 g (0.35 oz) or less.
By contrast, the normal load carried by a
physically ﬁt adult male foot soldier on a typical
day’s march of 20-30 km (12-19 mi) averages
between 30-40 kg (66-88 lb) (Orr 2010). This
ﬁgure has remained remarkably stable since at
least the Assyrian period, some 2,500 years ago,
despite dramatic changes in weaponry, body armor,
and logistics. In many cases, these load estimates
are minimum values because they do not take
into account the weight of the soldier’s personal
gear. Following the Vietnam War, American and
European foot soldiers carried even heavier loads,
averaging 40-45 kg (88-99 lb), and in Afghanistan
“Special Operations” forces were burdened with
loads of 50 kg (110 lb) or more (Dean 2004; Knapik
and Reynolds 2012).
Assuming a relatively modest load of 35 kg
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groundstone axes or hatchets (Morgan 1852;
Smyth 1878:359).
Given the average loads carried by foot
soldiers over the last two and a half millennia
of record-keeping, as well as the very similar
ethnohistoric and ethnographic data, one can’t help
but wonder whether the almost negligible weight
of a Paleoindian biface, or its partially worked
preform or “blank,” would have been sufﬁcient to
have had any impact on the transport decisions of a
mobile band of Clovis or Folsom hunters. Aided by
simple carrying technology, such as a shoulder bag,
backpack, or tumpline, or balancing the load on
one’s head, the paltry weights (up to a few hundred
grams?) that archaeologists have been worried
about in formulating the “biface argument” fall
short of normal human transport loads by two full
orders of magnitude.
There is another problem with the way
Paleoindianists often conceive of the biface
argument. Archaeologists commonly analyze stone
tool assemblages as though they were looking at
“the technology” of the prehistoric society in
question. Among hunter-gatherers generally, and I
see no reason why this would not also have been
the case with Paleoindians, the majority of their
tools and equipment were fashioned, not from
ﬂint, but from perishable materials such as wood,
hide, sinew, gut, bone, horn, antler, fur, human
hair, bark, and ﬁber (Adovasio et al. 2014). Thus,
if weight really was a serious constraint, it would
have been the weight of their overall material
technology that mattered, not their “razor blades.”
While archaeologists devote the lion’s share of
their efforts to the lithics, these items constituted at
best a very minor, if not trivial, part of their overall
technology (Adovasio and Hyland 2000:36).
In fact, estimates of the amount of ﬂint needed
by an individual over the course of an entire year
are surprisingly small—from only 10 kg (22 lb)
at the low end (Spiess and Wilson 1989:90), to
a middling value of about 20 kg (44 lb) (Gould
1978:822), to a high of 40-50 kg (88-110 lb)
(Luedtke 1979:260-261), all nonetheless within
the range that could have been carried in one trip
by a single adult from quarry to home in a matter

in passing that professional carriers in developing
countries often transport loads as heavy as 100 kg
(220 lb). At the upper end of the ethnographically
documented values for males, the average load
carried by Nepalese porters (age 20-49 years) is 73
kg (161 lb) (Malville 2001). They make the nearly
190-km (118-mi) round trip in just two weeks,
traversing extremely steep, dissected mountainous
terrain with a cumulative elevation gain of 6500
m (21,325 ft). Many of the porters repeat the
same journey up to 20 times each year. Even
heavier loads were routinely carried by traditional
porters, or hamals, in Turkey. Although I have had
difﬁculty ﬁnding concrete numbers for the weights
they typically transported, numerous observers
during the nineteenth and early twentieth century
explicitly commented on having seen them hauling
upright pianos on their back through the streets
of Istanbul, a sight I also personally witnessed in
1968 (Cox 1887:182-183; Grosvenor 1915:476).
Upright pianos typically weigh at least 150 kg
(330 lb) and often more. Tourtellot (1978:75),
summarizing a variety of information about loads
and distances for men, concluded that “daily travel
distance for professional porters throughout the
world appears to be at least 20 kilometers per day
(observed range 10-32) with an average maximum
load of about 45 kilograms (observed range 2264).” Clearly, in terms of weight the Nepalese and
Turkish cases fall well above these averages.
The Australian literature provides a number
of hunter-gatherer examples that point to transport
loads of the same magnitude (30-35 kg) (66-77 lb)
carried by adult males in a matter of weeks over
distances measured in hundreds of kilometers.
Curr (1886:70-72, cited in Mulvaney 1976:79-80;
see also Horne and Aiston 1924:130), for example,
describes an annual 500-km (310 mi) trek in order
to procure red ocher. Howitt (1904:710-712)
provides a similar account of these annual red
ocher expeditions, and others for gathering pituri, a
highly prized native narcotic (see Howitt 1891:7778; McBryde 1987:258-261; Thomas 1886:342).
One ﬁnal example from Australia will sufﬁce, in
this case a 500-km (310 mi) trek for the express
purpose of obtaining suitable rock for making
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kangaroos, with which they sew their cloaks,
bags, &c.; opossum hair to be spun into waistbelts; shavings of kangaroo skins to polish
spears, &c.; the shell of a species of mussel
to cut hair, &c., with; native knives; a native
hatchet; pipe-clay; red-ochre, or burnt clay
yellow-ochre; a piece of paper-bark to carry
water in; waist-bands and spare ornaments;
pieces of quartz which the native doctors
have extracted from their patients, and thus
cured them of diseases.... Banksia cones...,
or pieces of a dry white species of fungus, to
kindle ﬁre with rapidly, and to convey it from
place to place; grease...; the spare weapons
of their husbands, or the pieces of wood
from which these are to be manufactured; the
roots, &c., which they have collected during
the day. Skins not yet prepared for cloaks
are generally carried between the bag and
the back, so as to form a sort of cushion for
the bag to rest on. In general, each woman
carries a lighted ﬁre-stick or brand under her
cloak and in her hand.

of a few days or weeks. Thus, in terms of decisions
about normal transport loads, I suspect the weight
of ﬂaked stone tools would seldom have been more
than a minor concern to foragers, hardly sufﬁcient
to be the universal motivating force underlying
the development of Paleoindian biface technology
across the length and breadth of the Americas.
There is another issue that Paleoindianists may
need to pay more attention to when considering the
transport decisions of mobile foragers. Virtually all
of the discussions that I have seen about transport
constraints treat the lithic-using (usually male)
forager as though he moved about the landscape
alone. In other words, whatever gear he possessed,
he had to carry himself. Yet mobility, especially
residential mobility, involved the family, not just
the hunter, and there are tantalizing examples in
the literature suggesting that at times the wife (or
wives) not only carried her (their) own possessions,
but also a major portion of the supplies and
equipment—including lithics—belonging to the
husband. I illustrate this point with an eye-opening
quote drawn from the nineteenth-century Australian
literature (Smyth 1878:131-133). Obviously, use
of a single example of this sort is anecdotal since
neither I, nor to my knowledge anyone else, has
systematically searched the literature to see just
how common this sort of gender-biased transport
behavior might have been among foragers.
Nevertheless, the example is a valuable reminder
that we may not be able to understand the impact of
residential mobility on a man’s toolkit if we think
only of the man traveling in isolation.

A Global Look at Bifaces
As someone who works in the Old World, perhaps
the ﬁrst thing that strikes me is how many vast
regions (continental-sized ones), and how many
millennia (measured in tens to hundreds of
thousands of years), reveal little or no evidence
of bifaces, whether diminutive ones like those
of the Paleoindian period or jumbo-sized bifaces
like those of the Acheulian (Araujo and Pugliese
2009:173; Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen 2013:38;
Hovers and Belfer-Cohen 2013:S337; Jennings et
al. 2010; Kuhn 1994; Moore 2015; Pawlik 2012;
Prasciunas 2007; Rabett 2011; White 2000:37).
Simple core-ﬂake industries can be found among
prehistoric foragers almost everywhere, and
across the entire span of the Paleolithic from the
ﬁrst tool-using hominins right into the Holocene.
When looked at on a global scale, there is very
little correlation between the presence or absence
of bifaces and such factors as paleoclimate,

... at a respectful distance behind him
follow the women; a long stick...is in each
of their hands, a child or two ﬁxed in their
bags or upon their shoulders, and in the
deep recesses of these mysterious bags they
carry...[a] ﬂat stone to pound roots with;
earth to mix with the pounded roots; quartz
for the purpose of making spears and knives;
stones for hatchets; prepared cakes of gum
to make and mend weapons and implements;
kangaroo sinews to make spears and to sew
with; needles made of the shin-bones of
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sweeping dismissals for the Lower Paleolithic on
the grounds of fundamental cognitive differences,
but when we come to the Middle Paleolithic we are
dealing with “top predators” who were regularly
killing very large ungulates. Surely, Neanderthal
hunters could not have taken all of these animals
within a day’s round-trip walk from home. In other
words, logistical hunting strategies had to be part
of their repertoire of mobility strategies. And given
the expectations of the biface-mobility argument,
many of these Neanderthals should have been
transporting bifaces around the landscape. But, as
already noted, substantial segments of the Eurasian
Middle Paleolithic record are largely or entirely
devoid of such tools.
And what about the Upper Paleolithic? As in
the Middle Paleolithic, there are vast areas and long
stretches of time where bifaces are rare or absent.
Blades and microblades, not bifaces, were often
the tools of choice, and in Southeast Asia the same
“Mode-1” tool assemblages that characterized the
earlier stages of the Paleolithic continue to the end
of the Pleistocene and in some areas well into the
Holocene (Rabett 2011).
If bifaces were so important for mobile
foragers venturing far from home into areas
that lacked (or might lack) adequate supplies of
workable ﬂint or chert, why did so few Middle
and Upper Paleolithic populations across the Old
World hit on the idea (Kuhn 1994:428)? And when
they did, as in the South African Still Bay, why did
they abandon the idea well before the end of the
Middle Stone Age?

availability of workable raw materials, or mobility
strategies insofar as they can be inferred from the
archaeological record.
Moreover, mobile foragers worldwide over
the millennia seem to have managed quite well
with a bewildering array of different core types
and reduction strategies, ranging from totally
amorphous forms to block-on-block and bipolar
reduction, discoidal systems, a variety of Levallois
reduction schemes, macro- and microblade cores,
and others (Boëda et al. 1990; Meignen et al. 2009).
In terms of achieving functional ﬂexibility,
it is quite clear that many foraging systems in the
past were able to address their multiple needs while
on the ﬂy without recourse to bifaces. Nowhere is
this better seen than in the vast temporal span and
spatial extent of the Eurasian Middle Paleolithic
(ca. 300,000-40,000 years ago). Bifaces of the type
that Kelly had in mind, when they occur at all, tend
to be late and very patchy in their distribution.
Instead, most stone tools most of the time were
ﬂakes, with very little correlation between overall
morphology and tool function as assessed by
use-wear (Anderson-Gerfaud 1990; Beyries
1988; Turq et al. 2013). And in Australia, over
much of the record even marginal retouch is rare,
suggesting that a broad range of functions were
performed without altering the shape of the tool
at all (e.g., Balme and O’Connor 2014; Holdaway
and Douglass 2012; Moore 2013; White 1977).
Thus, while humans have been mobile for a very
long time, bifaces of the sort envisioned by Kelly
are an anomaly, in fact a rather specialized one that
develops quite late in the overall scheme of things.
There are of course many ways one can try
to explain away the absence of bifaces, whether
large or small, in many of these areas and over
such vast spans of times. Use of bamboo, a favored
explanation for their absence in East and Southeast
Asia, remains totally hypothetical as yet, and is not
applicable to the vast desert stretches of Australia
or to the more northerly reaches of East Asia
(Pawlik 2012), let alone those parts (and periods)
of Central and Southwest Asia where bifaces are
also noteworthy for their overall scarcity, patchy
distribution, or absence. One might grant such

Conclusions
Looking at the biface issue globally, and over the
span of the Paleolithic, bifaces—whether small
ones like those of the Paleoindian period, or more
substantial ones like those of the Acheulian—are
far less prominent in the archaeological record
than they ought to be if they represented the ideal
solution to mobility in the face of uncertain tool
needs and raw material availability. In fact, given
the substantial loads that modern humans are easily
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most likely via visitation and gifting, or through
more formalized intergroup exchanges during
ceremonial gatherings or by means of deliberate
treks to the quarries themselves (Speth et al. 2013).
While the biface could derive its symbolic potency
from any number of different sources, either singly
or in combination, some of the more common
reasons include: (1) the cosmological signiﬁcance
of the quarry itself, or of the stone that comes from
the quarry, or of the particular ceremonies that are
connected with use of the quarry or the stone; (2)
the symbolic association of ﬂint with particular
phenomena in the natural or spiritual world such as
ﬁre, lightning and rain-making, death, or medicine
and healing; and (3) to the extent that the bifaces
were ultimately intended as tips for hunting or
ﬁghting spears (whether or not they were actually
put to use), they may have been the property of
men, possibly just initiated men, and may well have
served in some capacity as symbols of adult male
status (Akerman 2008; Moore 2015; J. Morrow
2011; Taçon 1991).
Needless to say, ideas of this nature are
speculative and quite difﬁcult to tease out of the
archaeological record, and many other scenarios
are, of course, possible (e.g., Bradley and Collins
2014). But if shifting the primary focus from
economic to sociocultural factors is ultimately
moving us in a more productive direction, there
are broader implications that I believe are worth
thinking about. It is interesting, for example, that
thinly ﬂaked bifaces of the type envisioned by
Kelly don’t appear in the Old World until the latter
or transitional stages of the Middle Paleolithic (e.g.,
Szeletian, Lincombian-Ranisian-Jerzmanowician)
and Middle Stone Age (e.g., Aterian, Still Bay), only
sporadically at ﬁrst, but then gradually increasing
in frequency and geographical range during the
ensuing Upper Paleolithic (e.g., Streletskian,
Solutrean). In broad outline, this pattern follows
the same trajectory as the use of pigments, personal
ornaments, feathers, long-distance exchange
of exotic ﬂints, and other signs of “symbolic”
behavior, social differentiation, and widening
inter-group connections (Kuhn 2014). Whatever
is driving such a remarkable ﬂorescence of

capable of transporting (typically on the order of
30-40 kg or 66-88 lb, not including the weight of
personal gear), it seems quite likely that the paltry
weight of the lithic component of a forager’s toolkit
(very likely less than 1.0-1.5 kg or 2.2-3.3 lb)
would seldom have posed a major transport issue
in the ﬁrst place. But even if it did, there seem to
have been many different ways to deal with the
problem, and either traveling with a large core, or
with suitably shaped large ﬂakes, may have been
the two most widely adopted solutions. Thus, from
this broader perspective one can’t help but come
to the conclusion that the presence or absence of
carefully shaped bifaces had little or nothing to
do with mobility. Nowhere is this clearer than in
Australia, where modern human foragers—without
the aid of such bifaces—coped for tens of thousands
of years with high mobility in the face of marked
unpredictability (Moore 2015). Bifaces did appear
in Australia, but late, only within the last few
thousand years of the Holocene, and in a context
that many archaeologists view as one of social and
political intensiﬁcation (Lourandos 1985). Thus,
the making of bifaces would appear to be a cultural
choice, not a functional necessity arising from the
demands of mobility. Their manufacture represents
a deliberate investment of time and labor, and a
clear display of skill and craftsmanship that in some
manner symbolizes the social, religious, or political
identities, values, and/or statuses of individuals
or larger, culturally meaningful entities (e.g., BarYosef and Belfer-Cohen 2013:32; Kuhn 2014).
While the speciﬁc reasons that members
of a given culture might choose to make and use
bifaces undoubtedly varied widely, there are
certain commonalities that pop up repeatedly
when one looks at the issue cross-culturally.
Making a biface clearly required more effort
and skill than producing simple unmodiﬁed
ﬂakes, especially if the ﬁnal product was shaped
and thinned by pressure-ﬂaking. In addition,
foragers often fashioned bifaces from higherquality materials than those they normally used
to produce unmodiﬁed or minimally retouched
ﬂakes, materials they may only have been able to
obtain from distant, often extra-territorial, sources,
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symbolic expression, cultural signaling, and social
differentiation, I would add Paleoindian bifaces as
a further manifestation of this same package (Kuhn
2014:46).The idea that such bifaces served solely,
or primarily, as an economic response to transport
constraints has long since served its purpose, and
continuing to interpret the record in these terms
is unlikely to be very fruitful—in short, seeking
an explanation for Paleoindian bifaces in the way
these foragers moved about the landscape is very
likely a case of “barking up the wrong tree.”

he wove together things that happened in the Pueblo area
with contemporary events and processes in the Plains,
Mesoamerica, Great Basin, and beyond. And I always
admired his ﬂuency in Spanish, a skill that allowed him
to look at documents and publications that were beyond
the reach of many Southwestern archaeologists. In my
undergraduate days, I frequently came to his house near
Old Town in Albuquerque. We would sit by the ﬁre,
drink wine, listen to Trio Los Panchos or Lola Beltran,
and talk until all hours of the night about the Spanish
Entrada, visitas in New Mexico and French forts in
Louisiana, majolica and Spanish olive jars, contactperiod archaeology in the Galisteo Basin, the origin of
the Kiowa, the Pueblo Revolt, Plains-Pueblo interaction,
and countless other topics. I was “all ears” and I know
I barely tapped the surface of the wealth of information
and insight that he had at his ﬁngertips. I fell in love
with the Southwest—its archaeology, its ethnohistory,
its scenery, its food—and he was a very central player
in my conversion from suburban New Jersey high
school kid to passionate New Mexico “desert rat.” We
shared a lot of great times together—a train ride across
Chihuahua exploring abandoned haciendas, hikes to
remote eighteenth-century Spanish missions and “ghost
towns,” poking around countless pueblo ruins and the
ancient lead mines near Cerrillos, working together
as ﬁeld supervisors at Sapawe with “Aunty Flo” and
“Mother Love”—to name but a few. I owe Dave a great
deal and this is the ideal place to say “Thank you.” I will
never forget....
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BRADLEY J. VIERRA

Coping with Change: Stone Tool Production and
Procurement in the Northern Rio Grande Valley
During the Prehispanic and Historic Periods
BRADLEY J. VIERRA
The Northern Rio Grande has experienced dramatic changes in the natural and cultural landscape over the
last 3000 years. The initial use of agriculture during the Late Archaic marked a long period of transition
beginning about 1200 B.C. Circa A.D. 1150 to 1300, the expansion of agricultural populations into upland
areas previously occupied by hunter-gatherers took place. Eventually, nomadic Apache groups would move
into the region to coexist with the local agriculturalists during the post A.D. 1500s. This paper explores longterm changes in stone tool production and procurement between foragers and agriculturalists, including the
effects of metal tool use on stone tool technology for the Pajarito Plateau and northern Rio Grande valley.

debitage assemblages. Many researchers have
conducted comparisons between Archaic and
Ancestral Pueblo assemblages throughout northern
New Mexico, including the organizational
relationship between the use of biface and ﬂake
components of chipped stone tool technology (e.g.,
Vierra and Dilley 2008). This research has also
illustrated the link between changes in stone tool
technology and an increasing dependence on maize
agriculture from Late Archaic to Ancestral Pueblo
times. This trend is characterized by 1) the longterm replacement of bifacial knives with simple
ﬂake tools, 2) a shift from the use of higher quality
materials like obsidian, chert, and chalcedony for
biface production to lower quality materials like
basalt, quartzite and siliciﬁed wood for expedient
ﬂake production, 3) an increase in the variety of
materials being worked, and 4) the increased use
of marginally retouched and unretouched ﬂakes.
These changes have been explained in a variety
of ways including mobility, subsistence economy,
labor organization, tool design, risk reduction, raw
material availability, and the shift from dart to
arrow technology (Andrefsky 1994; Nelson 1996;
Parry and Kelly 1987; Railey 2010; Schriever
et al. 2011; Vierra 2005, 2013;). However, the

Setting
The Pajarito Plateau is situated along the eastern
ﬂanks of the Jemez Mountains covering an area
extending from Santa Clara Canyon on the north,
to the mesas overlooking Cochiti Pueblo on the
south, to the caldera on the west and the mesas
overlooking the Rio Grande valley to the east. The
mesa tops have been incised with several deep
canyons that drain down from the mountaintop to
the river valley. Four basic vegetation zones are
present along this elevation gradient, including
mixed conifer, ponderosa pine, piñon-juniper,
and juniper savanna from about 6000 to 8000 ft
in elevation (Balice 1998). Obsidian is available
within the caldera and along the eastern ﬂanks
of the mountains (Shackley 2013). The area was
seasonally occupied from summer to fall by foraging
groups, with year-long residences being situated in
the piñon-juniper zone by agriculturalists.
Stone Tool Technology
This paper explores long-term changes in chipped
stone technology, involving a comparison between
Late Archaic, Ancestral Pueblo, and Athabaskan
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basalt (i.e., medium to coarse-grained) materials
for core reduction activities.

relationship between stone tool and metal tool
technology are as yet poorly understood (Cobb
2003). Nonetheless, based on a cost-beneﬁt
approach Odell, (2003:49) suggests that the
initial sequence for the replacement of stone tools
would be metal axes, followed by knives and then
projectile points.

Athabaskan Technology
These patterns suggest an organizational response
to an increasing dependence on maize agriculture
and subsequent changes in labor organization
and technology. The question is, how was
metal technology incorporated into the tool
repertoire and how did it affect stone tool use? To
evaluate this question, I have included debitage
assemblage data from eighteenth and nineteenth
century Athabaskan sites. The eighteenth century
Athabaskan sample consists of the assemblages
from seven Navajo Pueblito sites (n = 611) that
are located in Gobernador Canyon about 130 miles
as the crow ﬂies northwest of the Pajarito Plateau
(Vierra 1995). Pueblitos are masonry structures
built in defensive and secluded locations. The site
occupants practiced a mixed economy, including
agriculture, animal husbandry, and hunting/
gathering. Metal tools, including knives, axes,
and awls, are present at these sites (Marshall
1995). Data from a late nineteenth century Jicarilla
campsite excavated on the Pajarito Plateau are also
included (n = 288; Harmon 2008). This site consists
of two tipi rings with an associated surface scatter.
The lithic assemblage was primarily recovered
from an activity area located adjacent to one of
the tipi rings. Metal artifacts were also recovered
from this site, including cone tinklers, bridle
parts and various metal fragments. In contrast to
the Navajos, the Jicarilla economy was primarily
geared toward hunting, gathering, and trade with
local Pueblos and Hispanic communities (Eiselt
2012; Opler 1971).
Table 1 illustrates the debitage information
for Archaic, Ancestral Pueblo, Navajo, and
Jicarilla Apache sites. As can be seen, the Navajo
sites are situated at the far left of the diagram,
reﬂecting a marked emphasis on core reduction.
In contrast, the Jicarilla Apache site is situated
between the Ancestral Pueblo habitation site and
the Late Archaic habitation site, with a slightly
greater proportion of biface ﬂakes than the Pueblo
site. These preliminary data indicate that there

Archaic and Ancestral Pueblo Technology
My previous analysis of debitage assemblages
from Late Archaic sites distributed throughout the
various vegetation zones in the area of the Pajarito
Plateau indicates that they are linked by reduction
tactic and material procurement patterns (Vierra
and Dilley 2008; Vierra and Foxx 2009). That is,
Late Archaic habitation sites located in the Rio
Grande valley are characterized by an emphasis on
core reduction, vs. upland campsites with biface
production/maintenance. This complementary link
between lowland and upland sites is also reﬂected in
the lithic material assemblage. All the assemblages
are dominated by obsidian; however, the habitation
and campsites situated in the riverine and piñonjuniper settings also contain some chalcedony or
chert, with other materials (e.g., quartzite) derived
from local gravels that were primarily used for
core reduction activities. In contrast, high quality
obsidian was used for the production of bifacial
tools and was procured in and around the caldera
during seasonal movements between upland and
lowland settings.
Agriculturalists ﬁrst occupied the Pajarito
Plateau on an annual basis during the Coalition
period circa A.D. 1150-1300. These sites are
represented by small farmsteads where several
families resided, most often in the piñon-juniper
zone. Analysis of the debitage assemblage from one
of these habitation sites (LA 12587; n = 437) reveals
a pattern similar to that identiﬁed elsewhere. The
assemblage is characterized by an emphasis on core
reduction, and this contrasts with the lowland Late
Archaic habitation sites, which reﬂect a mix of core
reduction and biface production/maintenance, and
upland Late Archaic campsites, which emphasize
biface production/maintenance. We also see a shift
to the use of mostly local chalcedony, cherts, and
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Table 1. Debitage Types for Archaic, Ancestral Pueblo, Navajo and Jicarilla Lithic Assemblages.

the continued use of stone knives, with the addition
of metal knives to the technological repertoire
(also see Eiselt 2006:219). This presumably relates
to a hunting and gathering economy, seasonal
movement throughout the northern Rio Grande
valley and access to varied stone material sources.
Warfare was less of a problem for the late nineteenth
century Jicarillas, so both stone and metal could
have sufﬁced for hunting activities. Although no
evidence for stone or metal projectile points was
identiﬁed at the site, stone and metal points have
been reported from Jicarilla sites in the area (Boyer
2012; Eiselt 2006:288-293; Johnson et al. 2009). It
seems likely that metal axes may have been more
important for Navajos residing in masonry pueblos
(e.g., Hester 1962:125), versus metal knives for
foragers like the Jicarilla who resided in tipis.
Table 2 illustrates the importance of medium
to coarse-grained materials like siliciﬁed woods
and quartzites that were sufﬁcient for core reduction

may have been a decrease in the production and
use of stone knives by the Navajo site occupants.
This may reﬂect an attempt to reduce procurement,
production, and maintenance costs associated
with stone knives. Metal knives would have been
important with a diversiﬁed economy that not
only included hunting, but also the processing of
domesticated animals (also see Kearns 1996:141).
On the other hand, arrow points continued to be
manufactured from stone, and scavenged from
local Archaic sites. The increased loss-rates
associated with warfare may have precluded the
use of such a costly material as metal for arrow
points. Therefore, the increased emphasis on core
reduction may be related to both the incorporation
of metal tools into the technology, the processing
of domesticated animals, an increasing reliance
on maize agriculture, and subsequent changes
in domestic labor organization. By contrast, the
Jicarilla Apache site assemblage appears to reﬂect
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Table 2. Material Types for Archaic, Ancestral Pueblo, Navajo and Jicarilla Lithic Assemblages.

a complementary pattern with a mix of core
reduction and biface production/maintenance at
lowland habitation sites vs. biface production/
maintenance at upland campsites. In contrast, the
Ancestral Pueblo assemblage exhibits an emphasis
on core reduction. These changes in technology
presumably reﬂect an increasing emphasis on
maize agriculture and subsequent changes in
settlement and domestic labor organization.
On the other hand, very little research has
been conducted on understanding the role of metal
on traditional stone tool use in the region. The
results of this paper indicate that eighteenth century
Navajos partially switched from stone to metal
knives while implementing a mixed economy. Tool
production and maintenance costs would have been
reduced while increasing tool use-life. This would
have been important to a diversiﬁed economy that
not only included hunting but also the processing
of domesticated animals. On the other hand, arrow
points continued to be manufactured from stone,

activities at the Navajo Pueblito sites. In contrast,
the Jicarillas made use of the same obsidian
sources as the Late Archaic visitors to the Pajarito
Plateau, but maintained a greater emphasis on core
reduction. However, the material selection pattern
is more similar to the upland Archaic campsites,
which were also located closer to obsidian source
areas. At any rate, the Jicarilla emphasis on core
reduction presumably also reﬂects the partial
replacement of stone knives with metal knives.

Summary and Conclusions
This paper has attempted to contrast long-term
changes in stone tool production and procurement
on the Pajarito Plateau and the northern Rio
Grande valley. Current explanations for changes in
stone tool technology have involved understanding
the relationship between foraging and agricultural
economies. Late Archaic site assemblages reﬂect
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access to a variety of regional lithic material
sources and a lessened involvement in warfare.
Tool use-life would have been an important factor
affecting the use of metal knives, but in this
case, seasonal mobility reduced the costs of raw
material procurement. Although more data are
needed to more fully evaluate these preliminary
interpretations, the concepts of tool design, tool
use-life, and tool replacement rates are nonetheless
productive avenues for understanding technological
change.

possibly due to the increased loss-rates associated
with warfare against raiding Comanche groups. In
this case, tool replacement rates may have been the
conditioning factor affecting tool production and
maintenance costs, and not tool use-life.
Lastly, the evidence from a late nineteenth
century Jicarilla campsite indicates that both
stone and metal knives were used by these
hunter-gatherers. Indeed, both stone and metal
could have sufﬁced for hunting activities given
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REGGE N. WISEMAN

Sitio Creston Revisited: Radiocarbon Dates and
Pottery and Their Bearing on Taos Utility
Pottery of the Taos Valley, New Mexico
REGGE N. WISEMAN
Five radiocarbon dates recently obtained for Sitio Creston, a stone enclosure site located near Las Vegas,
New Mexico, provide more accurate dates for this site than previously reported. The implications of these
dates for the site and for the associated pottery are discussed, particularly with regard to Taos Utility pottery
of the Valdez Phase of the Taos Valley.
research, it has become important to obtain more
accurate dates for Sitio Creston for two reasons:

Eight of 12 stone enclosure structures at Sitio
Creston (LA 4939) near Las Vegas, New Mexico,
were excavated in 1971 prior to highway
construction (Wiseman 1975). Stone enclosure
structures are circular rings of rocks that have been
piled up without mortar into doughnut-shapes,
presumably to provide footings and braces for
superstructures of ﬂexible poles covered with
brush, hides, or other perishable materials (Figure
1). In southeastern Colorado, these structures are
attributed to the Apishapa phase (Zier and Kalasz
1999:198-221). On the southern Park Plateau
of northeastern New Mexico they belong to the
Vermejo phase (Glassow 1980). In the Big Bend
country of west Texas Mallouf calls them Cielo
(Mallouf 1999). And, for those in the Carlsbad
area of southeastern New Mexico (Katz and Katz
2002), I continue use of the original term “stone
enclosures” (as coined by E.B. Renaud in 1942) to
avoid premature cultural assignments and until such
time as the relationships among these phenomena,
if any, are understood (Wiseman 2002).
At the time the site report was published
(Wiseman 1975), the only means of dating Sitio
Creston was by comparison of the pottery and
projectile points with those from surrounding
regions. The dates suggested by this approach
were A.D. 1050 or 1100 to 1150. Carbon samples
for radiometric determinations had been collected
during the excavations, but funds for dating them
were not available until 2001. In light of more recent

(1) More recent information about the prehistory
of southeastern Colorado and northeastern
New Mexico suggests that the original
guess dates for Sitio Creston are in error and
require revision on a sounder basis.
(2) And, because the new dates (reported herein)
indicate occupation earlier than originally
believed, the need also arises to evaluate the
associations among the structures, the dates,
and the pottery. Generally speaking, New
Mexico archaeologists have assumed until
now that the pottery from Sitio Creston was
traded from, or at least inspired by, Valdez
phase peoples who made Taos Utility ware
and inhabited the Taos Valley on the west
side of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. The
Valdez phase, represented by the earliest
documented pottery-producing farmers in the
Taos Valley, has ﬁnally been securely dated to
a beginning date of A.D. 1050 (Boyer 1997).

The Radiocarbon Dates and
Associated Structures
Now, ﬁve radiocarbon dates are available for Sitio
Creston. All represent the lowermost ﬁlls (within
10 cm of the ﬂoors) of ﬁve of the excavated
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Figure 1. Sitio Creston (LA 4939) site map. Modiﬁed from the original drawn by Phyllis Hughes. Key: t= test pit;
u= unexcavated structure; 1, 2, 3, etc.= excavated stone enclosure structure.
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Table 1. Species identiﬁcations and weights (gm) of wood charcoal in the dated samples.
FS Number
Beta No.
Provenience

2-15
166310
Fea. 2
S 1/4
general
ﬁll

3-10
163879
Fea. 3
below
ﬂoor

ponderosa pine

0.3

0.5

7-2
166311
Fea. 7
W 1/4
ﬂoor
ﬁll

8-24
163880
Fea. 8
S 1/4
ﬂoor
ﬁll

9-18/24
163881
Fea. 9
E&S
1/4s
ﬂoor
ﬁll

cf. ponderosa pine

0.7

pinyon pine

1.2

2.9

2.8

4.5

2.4

2.9

2.8

4.5

Totals

0.3

dimension, were then selected for dating. BetaAnalytic, Inc., using both standard radiometric and
AMS methods, gave the following results (Table
2) as calibrated according to Stuiver and van der
Plicht (1998), Stuiver et al. (1998), and Talma and
Vogel (1993).
The results clearly place the occupation of the
ﬁve dated structures in the second half of the ﬁrst
millennium A.D. The dates are sufﬁciently close
in time that a single occupation may be indicated

structures—Features 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9 (Table
1). Selecting charcoal fragments for dating in
this manner was necessitated by the absence of
stratigraphy or directly identiﬁable structural
materials or thermal feature fuels associated with
the stone enclosures. Prior to being sent off for
dating, all samples were identiﬁed as to wood
species (pinyon or ponderosa) by Pam McBride
(2001). Individual charcoal fragments speciﬁc to a
single species, all of them less than 1 cm in greatest

Table 2. Radiocarbon dating analyses and calibration by Beta-Analytic, Inc.
Beta No.

166310

163879

166311

163880

163881

2

3

7

8

9

Analysis Method*

AMS

R ec

AMS

R ec

R

Pretreatment **

a/ak/a

a/ak/a

a/ak/a

a/ak/a

a/ak/a

Measured
Radiocarbon Age BP

1320
+/- 40

1080
+/- 80

1190
+/- 40

1260
+/- 70

1360
+/- 60

13C/12C Ratio

-23.2
o/oo

-22.3
o/oo

-23.6
o/oo

-23.7
o/oo

-23.6
o/oo

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age BP

1350
+/- 40

1120
+/- 80

1210
+/- 40

1280
+/- 70

1390
+/- 60

670

910
920
960

790

710

650

1 sigma calibration results
(prob. of 68%)

650-690

810-840
860-1000

770-880

670-790

620-680

2 sigma calibration results
(prob. of 95%)

640-720
740-760

710-1030

700-900

640-900

560-720
740-760

Feature No.

Calibration
Intercepts A.D.

* AMS = accelerator mass spectometry; R= radiometric; ec= extra counting time.
** a/ak/a = acid/alkali/acid
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In actuality, the Structure 8 date could belong
to either group, but its level of probability for
inclusion within the earlier group is stronger than
that for inclusion within the later group (Table 3). It
is also possible that Structure 8 belongs to neither,
meaning a third occupation that falls between the
two groups of dates.
Thus, we have reasonably good indications
for at least two and possibly three occupations at
Sitio Creston. The earlier occupation, comprising

for the rather broad, all-inclusive two standard
deviation (sigma) range of A.D. 560 to 1030. To
evaluate this possibility, the data were submitted
to the OxCal v3.5 program (Ramsey 2000) by
Stephen A. Lakatos. The results (Figure 2; Table 3)
indicate a best solution wherein at least two groups
of dates, rather than one, are statistically probable.
The groups include an earlier one composed of
Structures 2, 9, and 8 and a later one composed of
Structures 3 and 7.

Figure 2. OxCal (v3.5) groupings of structure dates.

Table 3. OxCal chronological probability matrix for the radiocarbon-dated structures at Sitio Creston.
Str. 9

Str. 2

Str. 8

Str. 7

Str. 3

Str. 9

--

73.4%

90.3%

98.1%

99.2%

Str. 2

26.6%

--

83.0%

97.2%

98.7%

Str. 8

9.7%

17.0%

--

73.2%

87.6%

Str. 7

1.9%

2.8%

26.8%

--

77.4%

Str. 3

0.8%

1.3%

12.4%

22.6%

--
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prehistory generally assume that early pottery
styles such as banding signal a style that was
more or less contemporaneous across the entire
Ancestral Puebloan world. However, the inception
and production of Taos Utility Wares, including the
banded variety, post-date A.D. 1050 (Boyer 1997;
Wetherington 1968), or 200 to 300 years after the
appearance of Kana’a Gray.
This leaves us with determining as closely as
possible the date of the pottery from Sitio Creston.
As discussed above, the radiocarbon dates recently
obtained for Sitio indicate occupation of the site
potentially as early as A.D. 600 and as late as 1000
or a little later. By examining the stratigraphic
contexts and structure associations, we can narrow
this window.
The ﬁlls of all structures at Sitio were
homogeneous in composition but, whether shallow
or deep, lacked stratigraphic differentiation. Their
composition included disentegrating bedrock
material, some admixture of aeolian materials,
pine-needle duff, charcoal fragments of presumed
prehistoric cultural origin, and, of course, artifacts
such as lithic chipping debris, projectile points, and
pottery sherds.
The ﬁlls of Structures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (there is
no Structure 6) were shallow, all averaging about 10
cm deep from modern surface to ﬂoor. This depth
is too shallow to make convincing arguments that
the pottery recovered from them was necessarily
associated with the occupations of the structures.
The ﬁlls of Structures 7, 8, and 9, on the
other hand, were about 30 cm deep. Because of
this, excavations in each quadrant of the structures
proceeded in 10 cm arbitrary levels. These levels
serve as proxies for stratigraphy and provide
interesting distributional information about the
pottery (Table 4; from Wiseman 1975).
The pottery from Structures 8 and 9 was
concentrated in the upper levels, with fewer and
fewer sherds being recovered with depth. The
percentages of potsherds by level for Structure 9
are 70 percent (upper), 2 percent (middle), and 8
percent (lower, or ﬂoor ﬁll). For Structure 8, the
ﬁgures are 76 percent, 23 percent, and 1 percent. In
both cases, the bulk of the pottery represents late,

Structures 2 and 9, may have taken place during the
A.D. 600s or very early 700s. The later occupation,
represented by Structures 3 and 7, took place
sometime during the period A.D. 800 to 900. If the
Structure 8 date belongs to a third occupation, then
a ca. A.D. 750 date seems indicated.
While we have reasonable conﬁdence in
the dates, the two-occupation scenario, and the
possibility of a three-occupation scenario for
Sitio Creston, other factors could be making all
of this merely wishful thinking. Foremost among
these are the potential for cross-section effect
and the old wood problem (Smiley and Ahlstrom
1998:Chapters 1-6). After all, a strong possibility
exists that the dated charcoal, being small bits
from relatively large, potentially long-lived species
(pinyon and ponderosa), represents wood that was
either from tree heartwood or else was long dead
at the time the occupants used it. Add to these a
series of taphonomic possibilities (such as vertical
displacements by root, rodent, and human treadage,
both prehistoric and historic), and it is possible
that the Sitio dates are too early by a number of
decades or even a century or more. Nevertheless,
we proceed to the next section believing that our
dates are probably more or less correct.

Implications for the Pottery
The pottery recovered from Sitio Creston is most
similar to the utility wares of the upper Rio Grande,
especially Taos Utility Ware. Taos Utility Ware
includes Taos Plain and several textured varieties.
(see Oppelt 2002 and references therein). The main
textured variety is a banded one that is very similar
in appearance to Kana’a Gray (or Neckbanded)
of the Four Corners Anasazi. On the Sitio sherds,
the bands are most often accentuated by incised or
engraved lines that trace the lower edges of each
coil, a technique that also appears on some Kana’a
and Taos Utility vessels. In the Four Corners region,
the production of Kana’a started about A.D. 760
and continued into the 900s (E. Blinman, personal
communication 2002; Breternitz 1966).
Specialists in Anasazi or Ancestral Puebloan
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dates agree well with the late group of radiocarbon
dates from Structures 3 and 7 at Sitio Creston.
The radiocarbon dates and the pottery
assemblage dates for Sitio Creston are in general
agreement and together suggest that the pottery
at this site probably dates no earlier than about
A.D. 800 and probably no later than A.D. 1000.
As mentioned above, these dates are considerably
earlier than the established inception date of A.D.
1050 (Boyer 1997) for the Valdez phase and
the production of Taos Utility Ware in the Taos
Valley. The decorated variety of Taos Utility that
most closely resembles the banded pottery from
Sitio Creston is called Taos Gray, linear incised,
by Levine (1994); it occurs in greatest frequency
during the Valdez phase, most recently dated to the
period A.D. 1050-1225 (Boyer 1997).
Thus, a problem arises for those who believe
that pottery appeared ﬁrst in the Taos Valley, then
was traded into the region east of the Sangre de

post-occupational deposition in the ﬁlls. The sherds
probably do not relate to the occupations of these
structures, and mostly, if not completely, post-date
the radiocarbon dates obtained for the structures.
By way of contrast, the sherds from Structure
7 were more evenly distributed throughout the
ﬁll, with corresponding values of 13 percent, 64
percent, and 23 percent (at and very near the ﬂoor).
Pottery may have been used by the occupants of
Structure 7, as well as by the occupants of at least
one structure (Structure 3?) or more of the other
structures at the site (including four unexcavated
structures).
The general percentages of banded versus
plain sherds in the Sitio Creston assemblage may
also be pertinent to this discussion. The ratio of the
two is approximately 1:6 respectively (Table 4). In
the Four Corners region, sites with this ratio would
date to the late A.D. 800s or 900s (Eric Blinman,
personal communication, April 29, 2002). These

Table 4. Pottery counts by surface decoration, structure, and level. (Data taken from Table 12 in Wiseman 1975.)
Structure
(total sherds)

Level

Surface Finish
Plain

2
n=41

1

34

3
n=7

1

6

4
n=1

1

7
n=87

8
n=453

9
n=23
Totals

Banded
4

Totals

Accentuated
Banded

Washboard

2

1

Ribbed

Other
41

1

7

1

1
11

1

10

1

2

44

6

6

56

3

18

1

1

20

1

294

8

27

15

2

90

8

3

4

3

1

1

12

2

5

5

3

2

2

516

2

105

1

2

1

30

3

34
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346

27

3

16

2

612
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than the dates previously suggested for the site
on the basis of pottery and projectile point styles
(Wiseman 1975). Since these dates are also
earlier than the inception of the Valdez phase and
the production of Taos Utility Ware in the Taos
Valley, we now have to reassess the origins and
relationships of the prehistoric populations in both
regions.

Cristo range. These data speciﬁcally suggest that
the origin of Taos Utility may have been somewhere
east of the Sangre de Cristo and later was taken up
by peoples who founded the Valdez phase in the
Taos Valley west of the mountains.
At the current time, conventional wisdom
suggests that the ancestors of Taos Pueblo migrated
into the Taos Valley sometime after A.D. 1050
(Boyer 1997). Their origin points are generally
conceded to be diverse, rather than singular,
and are believed to include regions to the south,
northwest, and east (Boyer 1997; Ellis and Brody
1964). The “east” accords well with the data from
Sitio Creston.
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